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The landscape and the language 
are the same
For we ourselves are landscape 
and are land"
ie "... we are not separate from our landscape. The 
landscape that surrounds us is a record of our 
behaviour. It is an expression of our values. It 
is not simply visual resources which we manage; it 
is, rather, something which is in ourselves which 
we attempt to manage. The evolving landscape is a 
visual statement of who we are as a nation. When 
we endanger the landscape therefore, it is part of 
ourselves which we threaten."
Aiken, C. 1955
(A Letter from Li Po and Other Poems 
Oxford University Press, New York)
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L.C.Jones - SEMI-QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF RIVER 
LANDSCAPES IN THE COUNTIES OF GLAMORGAN
The study of landscape aesthetics is subject to much discussion and 
numerous difficulties. As yet no one technique for landscape evaluation 
has been universally accepted as many methods encompass only sections of 
the overall landscape situation ie the methods are designed to fit a 
particular criteria set by individual or council initiative. This study 
selected one method specific to rivers and investigated the eight 
largest river basins of Glamorgan, South Wales, ie the Rivers Rhymney, 
Taff, Ely, Thaw, Ogmore, Afan, Neath and Tawe. Analysis of an adapted 
46 factor checklist data from the 141 sites studied on the Glamorgan 
River Network indicated that, generally the most unique sites of each 
system are located at the river mouths and are negatively unique, ie an 
'eyesore'. The second most unique sites tend to be in opposition to the 
first sites and are positively unique or picturesque. The sites are 
either river or tributary heads and are narrow, shallow and devoid of 
urbanisation and pollution. Overall river network analysis of 
uniqueness rankings reveals that the river mouth of the River Ely is the 
most unique site of the whole river system. This site is negatively 
unique and is surrounded by heavy urbanisation and pollution and is 
tidal in nature. The second most unique site is the mouth of the Afan 
river which possesses similar characteristics to the River Ely site. 
The least unique or most "common" site is a central point on a tributary 
of the River Neath which has very little pollution or urbanisation. The 
second least unique site is a wooded tributary, again of the River 
Neath, with little evidence of man's influence. The satisfactory 
results of this research could lead to an indepth study and comparison 
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Landscape is an important part of our heritage which is rapidly being 
affected by agriculture, road construction and urbanisation (Shoard, 1980).
"... Some landscapes appear intrinsically more valuable than others, 
and this has been the basis of landscape conservation policies in 
Britain. But it is increasingly clear that the same landscfeoe will 
be appreciated in many different ways by different groups, expending 
not only upon their experience and frame of mind, but upon the 
particular use they make of it." (Davidson and Wibberley, 1977, 87).
This statement echoed an earlier suggestion made by Teale (1966, 72) that
"... Nature affects our mind as light affects photographic emulsion 
on a film. Some films are more sensitive than others; some minds are 
more receptive".
Public awareness and concern for their sometimes rapidly changing surround- 
ings has increased dramatically in the last two decades and this has given 
rise to an increasing need and demand for planning techniques that evaluate 
scenic quality, or landscape, with the ultimate aim of protecting and 
preserving the environment, whether landscape quality is referred to as 
visual, scenic or aesthetic, it is essential to consider it as part of the 
environmental quality. In this way landscape becomes a resource within it<? 
own right, with its visual integrity being connected to both natural 
processes and sensitive land management (Litton, 1982). 
During the last three decades landscape perception has responded to 
legislative mandates and landscape management, planning and design is
in a number of countries, notably the U.S.A. and Britain. Legislation 
the U.S.A. has encompassed the subjects of wild and scenic rivers, scenic 
and recreational trails, scenic highways, environmental impacts, coasta 
zone management and natural resource planning (Zube et al, 1982). I*1 
Britain the Countryside Act of 1968 (ss.ll p9) stated that:
"... in the exercise of these functions relating to land under the 
enactment every Minister, government department and public body shall 
have regard to the desirability of conserving the natural beauty and 
amenity of the countryside."
Through this Act, and with the increasing concern of the public, planners 
have now seen that the scenic qualities of rural areas in particular are 
valuable attributes worthy of conservation. This led to the formation of 
National Parks, Heritage Coasts and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB)
Since scenic beauty has become such an important factor in management 
decisions affecting national and provincial parks it has been accompanied 
by a proliferation of research methods which aim to predict landscape 
quality from measured landscape elements in the U.K.. and U.S.A., eg Dearden 
(1980); Pearce and Waters (1983).
Early research emphasised the use of field based techniques which employed 
professional surveyors' intuitive judgements of landscape and which were 
aided by techniques aimed at objectivity by promoting replicability, eg 
Fines (1968); Linton (1968); Leopold (1969). These initial methods were 
followed by statistical techniques devised by obtaining sample site 
evaluations from a panel of observers and using data from maps and aerial 
photographs in order to control subjectivity, eg Coventry-Solihull- 
Warwickshire Sub-regional Study (1971); Clamp (1975); Dearden (1980). 
Throughout the last decade most methods devised have placed emphasis o 
public preference (subjectivity as opposed to objectivity), ie the meth A 
and its results were dependent on the attitudes and landscape preferen 
of the general public as landscape users; as opposed to being indepe d
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of the thoughts of the public when direct measurement, statistical an 
mathematical approaches were utilised. Public preference models inclu 
those devised by Shafer et al (1969); Penning-Rowsell (1973a) and Zube 
(1973).
"... Landscape assessment methods which aim explicitly to capture 
public view - recognising landscape as a subjective phenomenon; 
not to be quantified in an objective and supposedly neutral 
scientific way - will be more useful and more likely to secure the 
sympathetic conservation of the peoples' heritage than reliance on 
professional judgement and opinion alone" (Penning-Rowsell, 1982, 
111).
Public preference models involve a number of different techniques, eg
1) Adjective checklists which give an element of standardisation (Craik, 
1970; Newby, 1972).
2) Repertory grids which are a more sophisticated form of the above
whereby the respondent notes similar characteristics of a variety of 
landscapes in a structured grid (Harrison and Sarre, 1969).
3) Rating scales.
4) Semantic differential (Osgood et al, 1957).
5) Attitude statement scales, eg strongly agree to strongly disagree. 
It is important to be precise about methodology, irrespective of the mode 
of approach. It is also crucial to have a clear statement of the purpose 
and real scale of the study. The method for one purpose (eg aid to 
formulating plans) will not necessarily be appropriate for another (eg 
assessing sensitivity to change), nor may a study of one area particularly 
lend itself to predictions about landscape types not included within the 
area (Dearden, 1981). It is also important that the approach adopted 
to finding valued landscapes must be related to the potential use of the 
results, ie those seeking to protect landscape sites from change need to 
look carefully at those attributes which lead to vulnerability and def' 
landscape value appropriately. The planners' ability to make the rieht 
decisions about developing and utilising, or retaining and protecting 
natural landscapes depends a great deal on the publics' reaction to
- 3 -
scenic beauty. Whilst studying landscapes for potential utilisation
"... we need to identify what people believe are the facets of land~ 
scape value rather than what the researcher, the historian, and t e 
landscape architect and planner think they believe" (Penning-Rowseli, 
1981, 22).
Those techniques developed for the evaluation and appraisal of landscape 
characteristics and quality are in many instances crude and largely 
interested in areas other than those for which they were developed. Many 
techniques rely heavily on the professional knowledge and personal skill or 
those who designed them; this makes transferability difficult if not 
impossible (Penning-Rowseli, 1974). Schauman (1988) suggested that if the 
professionals can supply the tools, eg classification systems, evaluation 
indicators and survey methods, a team of both professionals and laymen can 
successfully complete scenic assessments that are sensitive to urban, 
countryside and wilderness areas.
As yet no single methodology can fulfill all the relevant criteria demanded 
in landscape aesthetic studies. The difficulties of arriving at a single 
countrywide technique are hampered by numerous problems:
eg 1) the type of evaluation required - predicting changes; analysing 
present views; enhancing views.
2) scale of area under study - park, parish, county, etc.
3) ease of updating the results as circumstances change.
Methods also fail because man's aesthetic appreciation is not just based on 
the visual, the other senses, eg smell, sound, taste, etc, are important 
in aiding and detracting from the appreciation of beauty (Morisawa, 1971). 
Despite these points being noted no positive method has yet covered the 
effects of these senses.
The empirical techniques of landscape evaluation could be strengthened if 
they were supported by a more convincing theoretical base, however ther 
is still no general understanding of how this may be accomplished 
(Appleton, 1975). However, because landscape assessments were encour 
by government, even demanded by statute, these 'scientific technin »
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still survived, despite public, professional and academic disenchantment. 
All methods aim to simplify peoples' perceptions, feelings and reactions, 
but many make the method highly complicated (eg Shafer et al, 1969; 
Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire Sub-Regional Study, 1971; Saarinen and 
Gibbon, 1980). The planner's objectives are:
1) to satisfy demands for comparative ratings measuring landscape 
significance.
2) to parallel evaluations of more tangible resources when distinguishing
areas for possible development or landscape preservation.
Initial attempts at landscape evaluation have centred on unique natural or 
wild landscapes which are seen by a comparatively few for a very short 
time, eg Fines (1968); Leopold (1969); Daniel and Boster (1976). The 
experience of aesthetics is part of everyday life and is not something that 
comes into play only in certain experiences of artists or art connoisseurs 
(Dewey, 1958). The possibility of the 'everyday 1 non-urban environments 
constituting a scenic resource of value has been largely ignored although 
more methods are comparing landscapes in general (eg Coventry-Solihull- 
Warwickshire, 1971; Robinson et al, 1976; Shuttleworth, 1978). 
This present study has attempted to compare the varying landscape resources 
which can be found along the length of a water course. The area covered 
all aspects of landscape from wilderness to countryside to built-up urban 
areas. The method chosen for this study, of river basins, was that of 
Leopold (1969), due to its largely objective viewpoint and its wide appli- 
cation on river studies in many different areas, with slight modification 
(see Chapter 5; 5.5.8). This method was especially suitable as the analysis 
was site specific and covered only those areas visible. The technique 
proved easy to utilise and because of its overall objectivity more tha 
observer could be used in the field with a resulting strong correlati 
observer results. Despite its relative simplicity the technique was 
time-consuming due to the number of sites under investigation (141 i
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total). Many sites were accessible only on foot, eg the head of the Ri- 
Tawe required a total of six hours walking; whilst at others, eg the bot 
half of the River Tawe, nine or ten points were covered in a similar time 
period because of their ease of accessibility.
In studying the 141 sites over 1,500 miles (2,400Km) were covered by two 
vehicles, two observers and two helpers over 12 working days. Much care 
was taken to ensure that weather conditions remained the same or similar at 
each site visit, ie bright and fair. One visit was initially made to a 
couple of sites following heavy rain and some factors became similar, eg 
velocity was Im/s at each site; a subsequent visit to each of these sites 
showed that the -~sultir.£ velocities varied from 0.8 to 1.20m/s. This 
incident reinforced the importance of pursuing investigations in similar 
weather conditions. The study was carried out at the end of August/ 
beginning of September, 1987 which allowed for the required weather 
conditions.
The area of study encompassed the drainage basins of Glamorgan (Fig 1.1) 
Five "major" river basins and three "minor" river basins were chosen. 
These included the Rivers Tawe, Neath, Ogmore, Taff and Rhymney as the 
major river basins and the Rivers Thaw, Afan and Ely as the minor basins 
(Fig 1.2). Although other rivers, eg Cadoxton, Colhuw, Coal Brook, etc 
exist within the area they were acknowledged but ignored because of 
difficulties in scale comparisons. This decision was based on the second 
step of the study which was the allocation of sites to be studied. 
Leopold's (1969) method was site specific and a figure had to be decided 
upon to give a random sample of environments to be studied. At the lower 
end of the scale it was felt that a river with less than six of seven sites 
did not offer a sufficient, viable comparison; this was the reason that th 
small rivers were not studied.
The overall largest river length was then measured on an Ordnance Surve 
map; 1:50,000 (Landranger Series numbers 159, 160, 161, 170 and 171)
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twenty-nine sites on the River Taff were investigated at an approximate 
distance of 8km between each site from the source to the river mouth. 
This distance was felt to be adequate, ie the distance covered all environ 
ments but did not have a "prolonged stay" in one particular area, and was 
used for each study river. All other site numbers per river ranged from 
9 to 23 (ie River Thaw; River Neath).
Transferring the defined 8km onto a map proved to be simple but when out in 
the field problems were encountered, eg gorges, impregnable walls, private 
land, etc. It was, therefore, decided that although 8km was an important 
guideline for the actual survey, a bridge or easy observation point nearest 
to the 8km mark was taken. Observations were also more consistent per site 
as each viewing point was similar, ie above and near the centre of the 
river. Obviously this was not possible for those sites in wilderness 
areas where observations were made from the river's edge.
Results were recorded on a simple recording sheet and an upriver photograph 
was taken at each site (Appendix I).
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2.1 Geology of South Wales
Wales has been physiographically described as a "highland block defined on 
three sides by the sea and for the greater part of the fourth side by a 
sharp break of slope" (Yates, 1965, 21). Within these confines were 
representatives of all the Palaeozoic rocks (except the Permian) which 
constituted the majority of Welsh stratigraphy (Table 2.1). These rocks 
had often been altered from their initial resting position as a con- 
sequence of major earth movements which had also produced synclines and 
anticlines. Weathering, mass wasting and erosion have given a diversity 
of scenery in a country which has all too often been thought of as 
consisting solely of wild and rugged moorland. These past processes gave 
rise to the rivers and their associated valleys of today. Therefore, the 
geology of an area was an important basis upon which the trimmings of 
aesthetic appeal have become established, eg vegetation, rivers, etc. 
The area under study consisted predominantly of Devonian to Mesozoic 
strata (Fig 2.1). It possessed the scenery diversity common to Wales varying 
from the mountains of South Brecon, 600m plus, to the flatter lands of the 
Vale of Glamorgan. The landscape geology changes indicated that the Wel 
landscape was younger than both the old (Palaeozoic) and the young 




Lower Old Red Sandstone 
including Downfonian
Lower Devonian
Upper Devonian and Upper ORS.












































2.1.1. Devonian (Old Red Sandstone, ORS)
During the early Palaeozoic the Welsh basin was probably underlain by
Precambrian crust (Watson and Dunning, 1979) and a simple palaeogeograp y
of time, proposed by Jones (1956), indicated a relatively rapidly
subsiding Welsh basin flanked westwards by an Irish sea platform and
northwest and southwest by a Midland platform.
Near the close of the Silurian, earth movements caused St. George's Land
to appear in what is now central and north Wales. With this uplift the sea
retreated south to the present position of Devon and Cornwall, leaving an
area, perhaps a gulf or embayment, in which terrigenous sediments,
composed of detritus eroded from the northern mountainous hinterland,
were laid down under fluviatile and deltaic conditions which gave the
Old Red Sandstone (ORS). North of the current Bristol Channel, earth
movements interrupted deposition which gave an upper and lower ORS, but no
middle ORS (Jones, 1956; Hurst et al, 1978).
2.1.2. Carboniferous
This period lasted 65 million years and, for several reasons, was an
important era from the British point of view as it was:
a) a time when many of Britain's important mineral resources, limestones 
refractories and coal, were formed
b) a time of great change
c) the period during which "Britain" crossed the palaeoequator, changing 
its latitude from about 15 South in the Lower Carboniferous times 
to 10° North in the early Permian.
The Carboniferous period began with subsidence which caused the sea to 
advance northwards and flood the fresh water cuvette of the Devonian 
These initial clear waters produced wide areas of Carboniferous lim 






































Ty = Tertiary 
Qy = Quarternary
TABLE 2.1 Geological Time Scale in Millions (10 6 ) of Years 
(Penguin Dictionary of Geology, 1972)
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Pembrokeshire, Gower, Vale of Glamorgan and the rims of the South Wales 
coalfield.
Carboniferous limestone deposition was followed by minor uplift accompanie 
by progressive erosion in the east of the uppermost beds. This led to tne 
deposition of Millstone Grit, which succeeded the limestone (Jones and 
Owen, 1966). The nature of the many sediments present suggested conditions 
of accumulation characteristic of large river estuaries in which fast 
currents, loaded with terrigenous detritus, deposited their burden in 
lenticular aprons and festoons in a north-south direction. During this 
time the Wales-Brabant uplands became a barrier across Mid-Wales and Mercia 
which in the southwest formed part of a restricted basin of deposition with 
outlines broadly parallel to the edges of the present structural basin of 
South Wales (Bluck and Kelling, 1963).
This situation persisted in the Westphalian era of the Carboniferous Age, 
during which time the Coal Measures were deposited. They consisted almost 
wholly of terrigenous detritus derived from nearby sources and carried, by 
rivers, from the Wales-Brabant Uplands to the north into a shallow 
subsiding trough of sedimentation. The deposits were formed under 
estuarine or freshwater conditions as alluvial muds and sands, swamp clays, 
delta fans and aprons.
Throughout this era numerous episodes of limited subsidence and associated 
sedimentation were interspersed with periods of stability during which 
luxurious vegetation thrived across the silted areas of swamps and 
marshes, producing accumulations of humic matter which, upon burial, became 
recurrent coal seams (Ramsbottom, 1978). This sedimentation was cyclic:
a) Dense peat (coal seams)
b) Fine grained shale/impure limestone and fossils
c) Shales in shallow water and non-marine
d) Shallow water muds - underlays and rootlet beds
e) Initiated coal seam of next cyclotherm 
Unlike most other British coalfields the later Welsh coal measures w
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characterised by the entry of vast quantities of sand, the Pennant Sand 
stones, whose base was strongly diachronous and which were much more 
massively developed in the west than the east. This discrepancy arose 
because during their accumulation slight uplift resulted in erosion and an 
unconformity in eastern areas of the coalfield. This sediment evolved from 
active erosion of an uplifted area (called Sabrinia by Kelling, 1974) some- 
where south of Wales (Fig 2.2).
2.1.3. Mesozoic
At the end of the Carboniferous (280 million years ago), Hercynian earth 
movements caused intense denudation of the uplifted and corrugated land 
surface. This continued into the Triassic and before the region was 
resubmerged 3,000 to 4,500m of Palaeozoic rocks had been removed from the 
anticlinal crests of the Vale of Glamorgan, Gower and South Pembrokeshire 
resulting in a large unconformity (ie no Permian or early Triassic rocks). 
Subsequent sediments deposited in the area were those of the Keuper 
deposits which rested directly on the Millstone Grit (in the south) and in 
the area still farther south on beds as low as the ORS.
Wales had a peripheral series of basins of Mesozoic rocks: Central Irish 
Sea; St. George's Channel and Cardigan Bay Basins; Bristol Channel Basins; 
Irish Sea Basin; Cheshire Basin. Wales was, therefore, classed as a 
positive or swell region flanked by basins all characterised by thick 
Triassic deposits (Cope, 1984). Wales was generally regarded as being the 
supplier as opposed to a receiver of Triassic material. Outcrops of 
Triassic sediments were found on the southeast coast of Wales from Barry to 
Penarth and inland to Cowbridge. These sediments included matrix-supported 
paraconglomerates from mud flow emplacements and poorly sorted breccias 
fossil scree deposits (Tucker, 1977). The clasts were rounded Carbon- 
iferous limestone, coal measure sandstone and ORS debris. These outc 
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uplifted massifs. Tucker (1978) mapped out the locations of individual 
fans and suggested that such rivers as the modern Taff were currently 
flowing down exhumed Triassic canyons.
The marine Rhaetic and basal Liassic rocks which followed the Triassic beds 
were formed in a sea which lapped around the areas of high ground. They 
were deposited on a strongly transgressive overstep which caused the 
formation of a great saline lake or gulf that extended east and southwest 
to cover a great part of southern Britain. Continued subsidence caused the 
lake to be invaded by the sea and gave rise to the transition sediments of 
the Rhaetic and the fully neritic marine sediments of Liassic Age. 
The Jurassic was only represented by the Lower Lias from the Vale of 
Glamorgan to Gwent. Over much of the area the Lias, in its 'normal' 
neritic facies as Blue Lias, appeared to follow the White Lias conformably, 
with repeated signs of cyclothermic deposition of shales and limestones. 
The reasons for this cyclic deposition have been under much discussion. 
One idea was that they resulted from cyclic alterations in the level of the 
Liassic Sea (Trueraan, 1922); another was that they represented a change 
from nearshore deposits to those of off-shore waters; still another was 
that they were of a secondary origin formed after deposition of a complete 
mass; and a final explanation (perhaps the most favourable) was that they 
were a result of fluctuating rates of clastic sediment supply followed by 
selected cementation of the clay starved limestone units.
Nearly all traces of Mesozoic rocks had been removed from the area west of 
the Vale of Glamorgan. Repeated hints of a former Trias cover were found 
along much of the present coastal profile and were, in part, an exhumed 
profile orginally carved by early Mesozoic lakes and seas; much as the 
present landscape of the Vale itself was, in part, a Mesozoic landscape 
resurrected by erosive late-Tertiary stripping of its Mesozoic cover after 
nearly 200 million years of burial.
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2.1.4. Chalk Cover?
Since the time interval between the Lias and Pleistocene was not 
represented by any remaining deposits any attempt to reconstruct the 
geological history must be largely speculative (Fig 2.3).
Traditional stratigraphy was embedded in the hypothesis that had revolved 
about a few postulates which had hardened into declararatory assumptions, 
notably the dominance and persistent influence of a chalk cover, and 
the survival, in present day landforms, of the major elements of a very 
ancient Triassic physique. The hypothesis began with Ramsey (1878) who 
suggested that the Welsh massif, except perhaps in its highest summits, 
was drowned before the end of the Cretaceous and subsequently overlain by 
by a veneer of chalk. The elevation of cover into an asymmetrical dome 
in Palaeogene times and the initiation of a radial river system were 
recognised by Lake (1900). He added a postulate of Mid-Cenozoic deformation 
along concentric structural belts to explain the occurence of "transverse 1 
rivers that diverted the primary radial drainage.
Strahan (1902) took up the theme, by placing it in the Mid-Cenozoic and 
stated that the chalk cover uplift and its radial tilt were coincident with 
the imposition of the transverse crumpling that brought into being the 
structurally determined 'transverse' streams. Strahan (1902) summised 
that the chalk, deposited in a widespread transgressive sea, at one time 
extended over much of current south and central Wales with only the highest 
peaks, eg Plynlimon, Brecon Beacons, Craig-y-Llyn, projecting above the 
seas (Fig 2.4). To this late Mesozoic marine advance and erosive planing 
was attributed the regularity of the high plateau, interpreted as a relic 
of the Cretaceous seafloor, from which all Cretaceous deposits were 
stripped by Tertiary erosion.
Despite its time-honoured place in assumptive stratigraphy and geomor- 
phology in recent years, there has been increasing doubt cast upon it 
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1968), in Cardigan Bay. This result showed a record of thick Lias 
immediately beneath Palaeogene sediments (Tertiary). The doubts were 
deepened, not only as analogies of drainage and platform evolution between 
parts of Wales and south east England have been seen to imply a Neogene 
origin of regional landscape, but also as a more completely presented 
stratigraphical sequence in the dominantly old land terrain of west 
Scotland and Ulster made its indirect comment on the tectonics of Wales. 
The highly revealing record of the Mochras borehole (in which Cretaceous 
rocks were not found) and the geophysical signs of deep basins of young 
rocks in seas flanking Wales, were final conformation of complex stages of 
Cenozoic change that conceded only an insignificant place in present 
geomorphology to Cretaceous cover.
The 'Cenomanian trangression', a sign of mid-Cretaceous deformation 
followed by drowning of a great part of the British area, had on the other 
hand, been the cited evidence that Greensand and chalk once covered Wales 
to form the foundation on which both Cenozoic history and geomorphology 
were based. A sceptical reservation concerned the range and nature of the 
cover. Even at their most widespread Cretaceous rocks may not have 
completely blanketed the hinterland of the massif, despite the locus of the 
massif in the core of the vaguely defined anticline between the Wessex out­ 
crops, the chalk of Ulster and the Celtic Sea. The chalk in its nearest 
residual escarpment of the Wiltshire Downs, was over 350m thick and at the 
not-improbable rate of thinning it formerly rose in an up-dip projection 
over earlier Mesozoic rocks (as well as any Palaeozoic rocks then exposed) 
of south east Wales to completely blanket them. However, in further 
extension it may not have had the same continuity.
Cope (1984) supported the presence of a chalk cover but not its influence 
on drainage which he believed was a Tertiary occurrence. Cope (1984) i 
believed that the chalk covered all but the very high ground and continued
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north to Morecombe Bay and over the Irish Sea. Ziegler (1981) and Nay 
and Shannon (1982) disagreed with this approach arguing that there was 
present a large amount of land.
However, this theorising was conjecture, based on the analogy of slender 
peripheral evidence. What was certain, as later Cenozoic events showed, 
was that the form and nature of Welsh surface rocks in immediate Post- 
Cretaceous times found no recognisable counterpart in the present land­ 
scape. Extinction by Palaeogene erosion and earth movements appeared 
to have reached a stage at which the chalk cover, which may safely be 
supposed not to have been uniform, had few if any surviving remnants, and 
determining and continuing control of cover on the Cenozoic history of 
Wales, for so long a central hypothesis of geomorphological evolution 
could be discounted (George, 1961).
2.1.5. Pleistocene and Recent
Approximately 1.8 million years ago the climate became progressively colder 
culminating, with few interruptions, in true Arctic conditions over the 
greater part of Britain. Periodic ice advances from the north were broken 
by more genial periods (Fig 2.5). The Great Ice Age could be visualised 
as being composed of a number of minor Ice Ages, up to 24 in number. 
During the Pliocene, Wales was a centre of high relief and there was thus a 
considerable amount of snowfall. It appeared that with less intense 
glaciation the separate mountain groups behaved as distinct areas of ice 
dispersion. In a similar manner local ice flows originated on the high 
ground of South Wales and movement by the most accessible route seaward 
to neighbouring lowlands occurred.
The most southerly area of ice dispersion was that of the Brecon Beacons 
and Carmarthenshire Fans. The long, south facing Old Red Sandstone dip 
slope itself nurtured an ice sheet and resultant glaciers crossed the co 





of Craig-y-Llyn, to flow into the Neath, Cynon, Afon, Llynfi, Ogmore an
Rhondda valleys. Major outlets for this south flowing composite ice-s
were the valleys of the Loughor, Tawe and Neath in the west, and the Ta >
Rhymney and Ebbw to the east.
2.1.5.1. Glacial features; Enormous quantities of ice travelled these 
valleys and congestion often led to an overflow into the next basin. 
Former young river valleys were straightened and over-deepened, and their 
bases widened. A V-shaped preglacial cross-section became U-shaped and, 
today, what was often no more than a small brook meanders across the floor 
of an enormous glaciated trough. The valley head became exaggerated and 
steeper, often resulting in a complete dead end or 'cul-de-sac' for com­ 
munications. These were commonly termed Blaen (p.Blaenau) in Welsh place 
names, eg Blaenrhondda. These were usually common in South Wales as the 
volume of ice was so excessive that former watersheds were often breached. 
Almost every locality in Wales produced its own example of glaciation, eg 
it has been shown that the rock floor of the Lower Tawe in the last two 
miles became excavated over 30m below the present sea level (Howe and 
Thomas, 1965).
2.1.5.2. Hanging valleys occurred where the main valley was excavated at a 
rate which was not maintained in the tributary valleys. As a result, 
tributary streams emerged at a level high above the main floor, to which 
they descended by means of long waterfalls and rapids, eg upper end of the 
Rhondda valley at Cwm Lluest (grd.ref. SN9401/SN9502).
2.1.5.3. Cirques (corries) were crater-like, semi-circular depressions 
with precipitous rocky walls up to 450m high and often floored by a dee 
lake. Most of the corrie glaciers were confined to the head of the 
tributary valley, eg Llyn-y-FanFawr, SN8221) near the source of the Taw
2.1.5.4. Moraines were an accumulation of material which had been
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transported or deposited by ice. The most striking development o
f these 
moraines was found in South Wales. Prominant transverse moraines
 can 
be found in the valleys of the Tawe, Neath, Ely, Taff and Rhymney
, eg Glais 
moraine in the Tawe valley is a mile long dam of boulder clay, 8k
m north 
of Swansea. Two other moraines can be found between Swansea and 
Glais 
(SN6897 and SN6895) and all form part of a complex of glacial dep
osition in 
the lower Tawe valley which Charlesworth (1929) regarded as part 
of his 
South Wales end moraine.
2.1.5.5. Drumlins, the origin of these egg shaped hills was uncl
ear. 
Their essential characteristics were an oval shape with a steep s
lope 
facing the direction of ice advance, and gently tapering altitudi
nally and 
laterally in the direction of ice retreat. There are only three 
areas of 
Wales which could be regarded as possessing conspicuous drumlinoi
d 
features: these are the Caerphilly Basin, Hirwaun/Rhigos region o
f north 
Glamorgan and the Anglesey/Llyn platforms.
2.1.6. Pleistocene in South Wales
The ice that affected South Wales was generated in three distinct
 areas. 
The most active ice-sheet was that which moved southwards from th
e Brecon 
Beacons, bringing an abundance of ORS and Millstone Grit debris. 
It was 
never thick enough to surmount the north scarp of the Pennant Mea
sures 
between the Cynon and Neath valleys, which reaches a height of 59
0m OD 
near Craig-y-Llyn. Around this scarp the ice divided; one stream
 followed 
the Cynon valley to the southeast, which was separated from a par
allel 
glacier in the Taff Valley by Mynydd Merthyr. South of Pontyprid
d it 
spilled over into the low ground around Llantwit Fardre and Bedda
u, accumu­ 
lating here until it surmounted the Pennant scarp to reach the so
uthcrop of 
the coalfield east of Llantrisant. A second stream moved southw
est alo 
the line of the Vale of Neath. At one stage it was thick enough 
to sub­ 
merge the watershed between the River Neath and River Pelenna, an
d to
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reach the lip of the scarp overlooking the Afan Valley. Further southwes 
it lapped around the Pennant Hills overlooking Briton Ferry and Port Ta 
and spread into Swansea Bay as a great piedmont glacier, the eastern 
extremity of which re-entered the district near Margam and extended as far 
east as Kenf ig Hill.
The coalfield plateau, south of Craig-y-Llyn scarp, showed little 
glaciation, though probably large parts of it were covered with snow, and 
ice may have accumulated in depressions on its surface. The deposits found 
here were free of Brecon erratics. For the most part the ice appeared to 
have been static and not to have given rise to any substantial active 
valley glaciers. However, in the Rhondda Valleys, especially the Rhondda 
Fawr, the ice was thicker and moved south to Pontypridd to join the Brecon 
ice sheet. Along its margins it overlapped into the Ely Valley and 
debouched into low ground around Tonyrefail. From here one tongue pushed 
down the Ogwr Fach and joined feeble glaciers emerging from the Gilfach, 
Dimbaith, Upper Ogwr Fawr, Garw and Llynfi Valleys. Much of the low 
ground south of the coalfield was occupied by the eastern extention of the 
great ice field which itself occupied the Irish Sea Basin and whose 
ulitmate provenance was shown by erratics of Scottish, North Welsh and 
Pembrokeshire rocks.
Although glacial deposits of the district were considered to be monoglacial 
in origin they did not form simultaneously everywhere. As glaciation 
waned so the general level of ice in the valleys fell. The higher slope 
till was usually more eroded than that in the valley bottom where ice 
persisted longer. In general, deposits became increasingly gravelly when 
traced down valley. Enclosed valley heads and tributary side valleys 
exclusively contained boulder clay. The change from till to gravel wa 
believed to have resulted from the washing effect of melt waters beneath 
the ice which removed much of the clayey matrix, while with the down
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ice movement the contained stones and boulders became increasingly roun e 
(Evans and Woodland, 1964).
Deglaciation took place at a catastrophic rate, from a maximum ice cover 
some 18,000 years ago to ice free conditions 3,500 years later (Bowen, 
1974). The availability of large quantities of meltwater fashioned 
channels in bedrock and deposited sand and gravel as kames, terraces, 
eskers and deltas. Loess and cover sands were also notable in South Wales, 
the former having been incorporated in soils through periglacial and 
biological mixing. Blown sand impeded drainage to give marshes in 
Carmarthen and Swansea Bays. Ancient marsh conditions prevailed in the 
presence of lacustrine, estuarine and terrestrial sediments giving peaty 
deposits. Coastal Wales suffered drowning in post-glacial times and on the 
assumption that the lowest peat beds accumulated at a height of at least 6m 
above contemporary sea level (so that the plants were free from sea inund­ 
ation) relative subsidence was approximately 20m.
2.1.7. Drainage and Relief
The most important single agent of degradation which produced the present 
landscape was that of river erosion, even though many of the most striking 
individual features were products of severe glaciation or coastal erosion 
(Howe and Thomas, 1965). Wales is drained by numerous rivers which have 
incised their valleys into the country's heartland. There were two out­ 
standing features of Welsh landform, the first was the staircase of plateaux 
surfaces and the second was the way in which a majority of Welsh rivers 
tended to flow against, or at variance with, the underlying geological 
structures.
Brown (1960) postulated that there were four principal levels at which 
uplifted peneplains/plateaux were to be found in Wales and that fragments 
of all levels could be correlated throughout the country (Fig 2.6).
Coastal Plateau (Bowen, 1977) 215m ( 700ft)
Low Peneplain (Brown, 1960) 215-235m (700-llOOfM
Middle Peneplain (Brown, 1960) 365-490m (1200-1600fM
High Plateau (Brown, 1960) 520-580m (1700-lQnnp^N
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(aftfir Brown, I96 0)
The coastal plateau has always been regarded by most authorities as marin 
in origin, ie planed by the sea in the distant past (Bowen, 1977). Sue 
proposition was evident in Dyfed and the Gower where proximity to the se 
allowed ready comparisons between the plateau and present day inter-tx 
shore platforms. This comparison was further enhanced by the raised beach 
deposits which marked the last significant episode of high sea level, 
125,000 years ago.
The origin of the upper plateaux were more complicated. The plateaux were 
all indifferent to geological structures and Brown (1960) suggested that 
the morphological relationship pointed to sub-aerial origin through the 
action of weathering, mass movement and rivers, ie the process of pene- 
planation. The junctions between the peneplain were hazy in definition 
unlike the sharp edges of the present day sea cliffs. Had the plateaux 
been marine in origin this characteristic would have been present. When 
traced for any distance the peneplains differed in height which also 
suggested that the work of the sea at a particular level was not the cause 
of their planation. Often lower and, therefore, younger peneplain surfaces 
penetrated higher ones, along major valleys, eg Llandridod Wells. This 
evidence, together with a complete absence of any beach deposits on the 
plateau surface, tended to a sub-aerial origin being more likely. The 
present elevation of the plateaux were thought, by Brown (1960), to be the 
result of successive falls in sea level, each having been fashioned close 
to the prevailing sea level of the day.
Brown (1960) furthered the original work of Challinor (1930) who believed 
that the present landforms and plateaux were the logical outcome of a 
long-continued sub-aerial erosion by weathering, rivers and gravity 
processes.
Brown and Walsh (1971) proposed a modification to Brown's (I960) origin 
concept. This was as a result of investigations into preserved boulde 
clay:
a) Deep rock weathering on Palaeogene landsurface,
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b) Neogene uplift of Wales and the replacement of the deeply 
weathered surface by planation surfaces at the base of the 
Palaeogene weathered zone. These surfaces were known as etcn 
plains and comprised the High, Middle and Low Peneplain.
Other investigators, eg King (1962) and George (1970), put forward differing 
proposals for plateaux evolution. King (1962) argued that the plateaux 
formed through the parallel retreat (or backwasting) of their rear scarps 
and were, in fact, pediments. However, King (1962) appeared to follow 
Brown's (1960) 'sub-aerial' evolution. George (1970), on the other hand, 
was a foremost protagonist of the marine planation theory and he proposed 
the following sequence of events for the formation of Dissected Plateaux:
a) Mid-Tertiary earth movements, followed by erosion and reduction 
in land mass;
b) Late—Tertiary marine transgression;
c) Pulsed emergence of the Welsh massif in late Tertiary, during 
which the marine platforms (dissected plateaux) were 'notched' 
against the flanks of the rising land mass.
Lack of evidence to support either proposal, 'sub-aerial' or marine, was 
due to the intense glaciation of Wales.
By considering the pattern and certain other characteristics of Welsh 
rivers, further information could be obtained to help solve the plateaux 
origin. Many Welsh streams, eg the Wye or those of the southeast Wales 
coalfield flow against the geological structure, ie they are discordant. 
By relating river capture evidence to each of his peneplain surfaces Brown 
(1960) was able to reconstruct drainage patterns at different stages. He 
showed that the degree of discordance increased with age, eg at the High 
Plateau stage the pattern consisted predominantly of southeast flowing 
streams, disposed radially from Eryri (Snowdonia). This original pattern 
was later fragmented by river capture (Fig 2.7) which was assisted by 
development of streams adapted to geological structure, eg the S 
and Neath Valley fault lines. Brown (1960) suggested that the
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original pattern was superimposed onto the Palaeozoic rocks of Wales from 
now vanished cover of younger rocks, including the chalk, on which the 
drainage was possibly initiated.
The alternative hypothesis of marine planation of the plateau which would 
relate the genesis of the rivers to a growth seawards across the emergent 
platform surfaces are directly related to the drainage pattern. There 
appears to be some support for this as wind-gaps, which relate to pre-river 
capture courses of discordant streams, were only gently incised into the 
plateaux. This allowed inference that river capture occurred very rapidly 
after the initiation of a drainage pattern. It also highlighted a major 
difficulty in the theory of genesis on a chalk cover as such rivers would 
have needed to cut downwards through several hundreds, if not thousands, 
of meters of chalk and other Mesozoic rocks prior to relatively sudden 
river capture.
Brown's (1960) data on river capture was informative. Of the 51 instances 
considered, eight took place on the High Plateau, nine on the Middle 
Peneplain and 34 on the Low Peneplain. Among other things this meant that 
some streams cut vertically downwards through the rocks already mentioned, 
persisted during the fashioning of the High and Middle Plateaux, and then 
suddenly, on the Low Peneplain, were fragmented by river capture. Such a 
sequence of events, especially with streams maintaining their courses for 
long periods, and through a great vertical distance, was unlikely. The 
more plausible theory was that the origin of both the Plateaux and the 
rivers were intimately linked, as postulated by the marine theory. The 
rivers were still discordant to the geological structures and were relics 
of the original drainage pattern (Fig 2.9), eg lower and upper Tywi, Llynfi 
Cynon, Taff, upper Wye and Severn, etc. (Fig.2.8). All these rivers grew b 
extension seawards across emergent marine platforms, which also meant th 
contemporary watersheds, at least the major ones, were more or less 
coincident with the original ones. Some, however, had been greatly 
modified either by glacial erosion, as in Eryri, by scarp slope retreat
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FIGUR1-: 2-7 - Capture of the Upper Clydach (1) and River 
Twrcl'i (2) by t^« River Ta'.ve, Glanorcan

































































































as in the Brecon Beacons, or by river capture, eg the Clydach and Twrch 
by the River Tawe (Fig 2.7).
With successively emerging surfaces ('swell') out of the Pliocene Sea, the 
earlier restricted drainage flowed outwards onto the extending area, each 
time flowing across the margins from higher to lower levels. If emerging 
areas had asymmetrically levelled margins, then the rivers would be longer 
in some directions than in others. This may have happened in emerging 
Wales and, as a result of this asymmetrical 'peak-line', the Welsh 
ancestral river pattern has a long eastern, southeastern and southerly 
element (Owen, 1974).
It was, therefore, possible to combine the respective views of Brown (1960) 
and George (1970), at least to some degree. The anatomy of the Welsh land­ 
scape consisted of marine platforms, mostly severely modified, often 
replaced by sub-aerial surfaces. On these the original drainage arose with 
a configuration not unlike that revealed by the alignment of contemporary 
rivers that were discordant to geological structure.
The age of the platform could be established by reference to the younger 
rocks which they transected, eg in the Bristol Channel, Lundy Island 
granite was intruded into a now vanished cover of rocks 53 million years 
ago, and it may be inferred that the erosion of the Bristol Channel and its 
hinterland occurred after that date (Jones, 1930). The conclusion that can 
be drawn from this was that the Welsh landscape was fashioned during the 
Neogene period, and in all probability within the last 20 million years. 
The chalk cover, for so long an important conceptual datum, vanishes,
2.1.8. Drainage
The drainage of Wales was complex with rivers of many systems being
influenced by glaciation, river capture and epigenesis. A simplification
revealed two dominant trends one lying, in general, in a northwest to
southwest direction and the other at right angles (Fig 2.8).
The east-southeast trend of flow into the English Midlands was thought (b
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Strahan, 1902; Jones, 1952) to have originated in the early Tertiary on a 
thin cover of Mesozoic rock (notably the chalk) which sloped gently east 
and southeast off the underlying peneplain of Primary rock (a debated po 
as seen earlier). As the thin mantle was eroded, this drainage pattern 
became superimposed on the underlying peneplain. This gave the initial 
drainage direction of Wales and the streams are termed 'consequents'- 
During the Tertiary a succession of pulsed emergences altered the base level 
and gave the streams renewed erosive rigor. The ' subsequents' were usually 
tributaries of the consequents which, eroding rapidly headwards and down­ 
wards had accomplished scores of captures, beheaded consequents and left 
dozens of win^ japs. From this it appeared that the present dav Welst 
drainage, had evolved from the original east-southeast trend by widespread 
river capture. The process of river capture was incomplete, and if the 
present period of stillness (geologically speaking) continued long enough 
then the lines of structural weakness would increasingly dominate river 
patterns. Consequent rivers included the Taff, Dee, Middle Wye; subsequent 
rivers include the Conway and Tywi.
2.1.9. Conclusion
The generally believed method of Welsh drainage began with a Cretaceous 
chalk cover (still under much discussion) into which the initial drainage 
pattern became incised in an east/southeast direction. Erosion removed the 
chalk cover and the drainage pattern became superimposed onto a present day 
landscape of Old Red Sandstone, Carboniferous and Mesozoic strata in South 
Wales. The initial consequents were pirated to form subsequents and so the 
present day drainage and landscape patterns evolved.
2.2. Finished Product
The Vale of Gamorgan represents a fertile coastal tract misnamed in that 
it is not a valley as such as it has several small rivers draining its 
different areas. Its height above sea level varies up to 120m, with large 
areas at 60m. It may be regarded as a dissected plateau, its
cut
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possibly by the sea, from a variety of Mesozoic rocks. The coastal tract 
invariably ends in vertical cliffs which are under constant attack from 
the sea. The cliffs, from Penarth to Porthcawl, are never much above 30m, 
and for kilometres at a time present a continuous front to the sea broken 
only where cliff recession cuts back into coastal valleys, eg Llantwit Major. 
North of Cardiff, the land surface rises in three successive escarpments 
which have steep dip slopes and trend east-west. They give rise to a 
pleasantly varied track of country, wooded in some areas of higher ground, 
with narrow strips of more fertile country excavated along less resistant 
beds. The first ridge is at Graig Llanishen (ST1764), the second ridge 
is from Cefn Onn (ST1785) to Castell Coch (ST1382) and Garth Wood (ST1182) 
and the third scarp rises above Taffs Well into Garth Hill (ST1083) and 
Mynydd Rudry (ST1886). These successive ridges are breached by the rivers 
that flows across them, eg the River Taff.
Most of the north and east coalfield area is occupied by a high plateau 
rising from approximately 30m on the south border to 610m at Craig-y-Llyn 
(SN9103), near the head of the Rhondda. Towns are confined to valleys and 
open moorlands remain bleak and almost uninhabited. The hilltops are 
often remarkably flat as the valleys are deep narrow trenches cut into the 
plateau surface. Those valleys, draining into the sea at Cardiff and 
Newport, often have their origins beyond the northern boundary of the coal­ 
field, eg the Rhondda Fawr and Fach, the Cynon, Rhymney and Taff, and all 
follow nearly parallel courses south-southeast.
In the west of Glamorgan the rivers Tawe and Neath flow in valleys quite 
unlike those of east Glamorgan. These valleys are almost straight trenches 
open for many miles inland and running from northeast to southwest. Both 
valleys are determined by belts of crushed and weakened rocks and within 
these easily erodible belts the two rivers have quickly cut down their 
beds to sea level. However, their tributaries had to cope with harder rock 
rocks and they therefore occupy high level valleys from which they tumble 
into narrow gorges before joining the main valley. At many points the
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River Neath flows in a narrow alluvial plain, but the valley sides are steep 
especially where they cut into the Pennant Sandstone. At Resolven (SN8202), 
several torrents fall swiftly into the main stream, forming picturesque water­ 
falls, eg on the Melin Court Brook tributary (SN827017), the waterfall falls 
over a ledge of a massive sandstone formation into a short wooded gorge 
left by the receding fall. Near the head of the Vale of Neath, the river 
scenery becomes more impressive, eg Port Nedd Fechan (SN906099) and 
Ystradfelte (SN9213) where waterfalls and scenery abound, complete with 
underground caves (Porth yr Ogof, SN930129) into which the River Melte 
disappears, leaving an old dry bed, until it reappears some distance below.
2.3 Climate
The weather and general climate pattern of Wales are influenced by its 
situation in the region of predominant Atlantic air masses. These air 
masses originate northwest near Greenland (Arctic or Direct Polar) and 
southwest near the Azores (Tropical). These can be further sub-divided 
into Tropical Maritime, Tropical Continent, Polar Maritime and Polar 
Continent, on the basis of the passage followed by respective air masses 
from their sources to Great Britain (Fig 2.10). The air movement is 
generally from the west (Polar/Tropical Maritime) and because the air 
travels large distances over the ocean the resulting Welsh climate is 
Maritime in nature, ie moderate temperatures, ample and evenly distributed 
rainfall, low amounts of sunshine and frequent hill fog.
Fronts are formed as warmer air overrides colder air, or colder air under­ 
cuts warmer air, and these fronts produce much of the rain in Wales. A 
general easterly movement of these fronts means that more moisture is 
condensed out to produce more rain as the Welsh mountains are reached and 
the air is uplifted on a massive scale. The changeable nature of Welsh 
weather can be ascribed to frequent air mass exchanges resulting from 
variations in average pressure distributions. These air masses are large 




FIGURE 2.10 - Generalised Directions of Air Masses Affecting \Ja.les
(after T;owen, 1965)
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and up to the stratosphere in vertical thickness. During th
eir usual y 
brief occupation of Wales each moving air mass tries to esta
blish its own 
peculiar and reasonably consistent sequence of weather which
 the following 
air mass replaces with its own variety.
2.3.1. Precipitation
Rainfall distribution is subject to wide variation. Charact
eristically 
rain occurs in two types, either showers of high intensity a
nd short 
duration affecting local areas or lower intensity and long d
uration rain­ 
fall affecting wide areas. The geographical distribution of 
average 
monthly precipitation over Wales is strongly related to expo
sure and 
altitude. Mean annual rainfall varies from about 750mm (30 
inches) in 
parts of the north coast to over 4000mm (160 inches) in part
s of Snowdonia. 
A general increase of about 80mm (3.2 inches) per year occur
s for every 
30m (100ft) increase in altitude (Table 2.2).
Concentrated periods of rainfall occurring within longer wet 
spells produc 
severe problems of drainage and flooding in much of Wales- 
There is a 
close relationship between annual rainfall totals and land c
onfiguration. 
Frequently rain occurs over mountainous areas while none fal
ls in the 
surrounding lowlands (Pedgely, 1971) and windward slopes are 
particularly 
subject to this effect. Openings to the west, eg the valleys
 of the Towy, 
Dovey and Neath have lower rainfall totals than the land bet
ween them. 
These and similarly aligned valleys allow gradual passage of 
air up their 
gently sloping floors so that cooling and precipitation are 
slow. Valleys 
transverse to wind direction have no such effect and often c
ause rapid up\ 
currents and consequently increased precipitation.
It has been calculated (Penman, 1950) that of the annual rai
nfall aggreeat 
received in various parts of Wales between 43 and 48cm were 
returned 
the atmosphere as a result of evaporation and transpiration. 
Generall 
more rain falls every month than is returned to the atmosphe
re and th 





1975-84 179 115 156 54 76 64 52 83 162 166 173 174
Cwmbargoed
1967-84 189 119 127 67 101 75 73 110 143 154 163 179
Neath
1951-80 127 91 89 75 81 80 91 116 120 115 147 141
Swansea
1951-80 120 84 83 69 72 71 83 100 110 109 137 127
Cardiff-Wales
Airport 1956-80 87 62 64 51 58 60 77 84 89 86 99 95
TABLE 2.2. Average rainfall figures for five meterological sites (mm) 
(Meterological Office, Cardiff Weather Centre, 1988)
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before finally returning to the sea, eg data for the River Taff (Welsh Water, 
1985) indicated that the average annual rainfall was 1780mm, Cardiff 
annually received 950mm whilst the peaks of the Brecon Beacons received 
2400mm per year. In contrast evapotranspiration occurred at an average 
annual rate of 535mm in Cardiff and less than 355mm in the mountains, the 
excess drained into the tributaries of the River Taff.
2.3.2. Sunshine
The total time the sun is above the horizon in Wales is approximately
4,463 hours per year (Table 2.3).
The north coast receives 100 less hours of sunshine a year than the south and
southwest, while places in interior Wales, where mountains are regularly
capped by cloud, have up to 300 hours a year less sun than the south.
2.3.3. Wind
The surface wind speed and direction are intrinsically related to the 
pattern and air mass types which affect Wales. In general terms, winds 
due to macroscale variations in atmospheric pressure determine the 
character of the air masses and slight changes in wind direction over large 
areas can modify the weather experienced. The most noticeable wind 
elements are those which reach gale force (33 knots) and, although Wales 
experiences its fair share of gales, their overall frequency is low. 
Strong or gale force winds are most frequent at the coast or over high 
ground. Long term statistics indicate that 60% of winds recorded are 
moderate in strength (Beaufort scale 3-5, 7-12 knots) and are particularly 
confined to the south west quadrant.
2.4. River Geomorphology (Physical Factors)
2.4.1. Introduction
Water is the world's major resource and of the world's supply, 75% ^ s
in glaciers, nearly 25% in groundwater and the rest occurs in rivers
(u.03%), in lakes (0.3%) and in soil (0.06%), (More, 1967). Rivers
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The south receives: Tenby 1,611 hours average
S. Dyfed Haverfordwest 1,606 " "
Mid, south and west Cardiff 1 566 " " 
Glamorgan. Gwent
Swansea 1,510
The north receives: Llandudno 1,499 " "
Rhyl 1 ,498 " "
Colwyn Bay 1,469 " "
The west receives: (Dyfed) Aberystwyth 1,484 " "
Mid-Wales receives: Powys Rhayader 1,292 " "
TABLE 2.3 - Number of Hours of Sunshine for Different Areas of Wales 
(Data from Bowen, 1965, 89)
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therefore, warrant an in depth study for a number of reasons:
a) because of their existence in the physical landscape and their role o 
producing fluvial landforms (Richards, 1982).
b) because of their importance, indirectly, in relation to many other 
geomorphological processes in fluvially dominated landscapes (eg 
glacial, aeolian, etc.).
c) because of their significance for human use.
The rivers and river catchments of Great Britain are small compared to those
worldwide, eg (after Lewin, 1981)
2 Amazon 6437 km long 7,050,000 km area
Danube 2850 km long 816,000 km area
2 Thames 239 km long 10,000 km area (Britain's
largest river)
Tywi 82 km long 1,090 km2 area
Smith and Lyle (1979) estimated, from analysis of topographic maps (scale 
1:625000) that there existed in Britain 1,445 major river systems, although 
they realised that the probable total was much larger and that errors 
occurred depending on the map scale (Fig 2.11). Chorley and Dale (1972) 
reviewed the difficulties of stream channel delineation from maps and it 
it must be emphasised that using a map as a data source represented, at best
"... a portrayal of an 'average' river network as coloured by the 
perception and cartographic ability of the field surveyors and 
compilers and, at worst, a speculative cartographic impression of 
unvisited terrain" (Gardiner, 1957, 5).
The river system was often classed as a distinct unit (Drainage Basin) 
defined as: "the entire area providing a runoff to, and sustaining part or 
all of the stream flow of, the main stream and its tributaries" (Gregory 
and Walling, 1983, 29). The drainage basin had also been acknowledged as 
the fundamental geomorphic unit (Horton, 1932; Chorley, 1962) and its form 
inherited from the past, influenced the processes which operated at 
present. River morphology adjusted in time and space as the hydraulics and 
sediment transport processes, or at least their rates, altered with
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A 1:25000 Regular Edition Map (dry valleys are indicated by dotted lines]
B 1:25000 Provisional Edition Map
C 1: 63360 Map
D 1: 250000 Map
E 115*40 Map of River Network in New Zealand
F Air Photograph
I.', 2-11 - tj robin-is O; &tr<vi-.i ..ctworu Definition '>y 3 C -\1 
(after Gregory and .-ailing, 19S3)
changing environmental conditions (Richards and Ferguson, 1986). 
A drainage basin was an excellent example of an open geomorphological sys 
(Dooge, 1968; Richards, 1982). It required a continuous energy supply and, 
therefore, it could be seen as receiving energy, or input from the climate 
over the basin, and losing energy, or output, through water and sediments, 
mostly through the basin mouth. The drainage basin system was influenced, 
largely, by the scale and components of the basin, however, those 
identified at one scale, eg Amazon, may not be identical to those 
recognised at a different scale, eg the Taff.
Numerous methods of describing drainage basins were proposed but any single 
index was inadequate as it attempted to simplify a complex reality and to 
express, often in 2D or in a single index, what was in reality 3D and which 
also had a time magnitude.
2.4.2. Drainage Area (Factor 10*)
This was characterised, by Anderson (1957, 52), as the "... Devil's own 
variable ..." as "... almost every watershed characteristic is correlated 
with area ...". The drainage basin definition was often formed from 
information found on topographical maps, aerial photographs or by field 
survey. The insertion of the watershed line may be complicated by the 
problem of discordance of the several divides (runoff, interflow, through- 
flow and baseflow) and also by problems of map or air photograph scale. 
The watershed (ie drainage area, catchment area, etc) for a particular 
basin was drawn as a line which surrounded all the drainage lines and 
depressions in a basin and passed through the highest points between a 
stream and adjacent ones Once the basin watershed had been determined the 
area of the basin could be measured by a suitable method, eg counting 
squared paper placed over a map of the drainage basin.
As the unit of area was so important, numerous authors attempted methods 
for classifying, or ordering, drainage basins according to their size. The
* Relating to Leopold checklist - see later (Table 5.3).
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most common approach was that of stream ordering (Factor 11*)» which was 
a measure of the position of a stream within the hierarchy of the tribu­ 
taries (Leopold, Wolman and Killer, 1964). Horton (1945) made the first 
major attempt at this problem and in his method each fingertip tributary 
was designated a first order stream with no other tributaries; second order 
streams had tributaries of only first order streams; third order streams had 
tributaries of first and second order streams and so on (Fig 2.12a). Once 
this initial ordering had been completed the highest order stream was 
projected back to the headwaters along the stream which involved the least 
deviation from the mainstream direction. To order the drainage network in 
two stages was complicated and involved the additional subjective decision 
of projecting the order of streams headward.
This main objection was overcome by the modification proposed by Strahler 
(1957) and which was the method adopted in this work. Strahler (1957) 
designated all fingertip tributaries as the same first order, two first 
order streams joined to form a second order stream, two second order 
streams combined to form a third order stream and so on (Fig 2.12b). This 
simple scheme was derived mathematically from the concepts of elementary 
combinational analysis (Melton, 1957), it designated all unbranched streams 
as the same order, and it gave the highest order to one segment rather than 
to the whole of the trunk stream.
If all other factors were constant, then the order of the basin should be 
directly related to the size of the channel network and increasing 
order of network should be associated with greater stream flow values 
(Gregory and Walling, 1983). However, the Strahler (1957) method had one 
limitation when related to this statement as the order of the trunk stream 
(order n) was not altered by the addition of tributary streams of lower 
orders (n - 1, n - 2, etc). This was obviously a major restriction as a 
large number of streams could enter a particular stretch without changing 
its order (Fig 2.11). Also small changes in the network could lead to a
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A. Horton (1935) B. Strahler(1957)
C. Shreve(1967) D. Scheidegger(1965)
!cthoa3 of Btreai and
1X1
2.13 - Probions or lap Accurar.v when '
and •'^i]in r~, 1°^
to Str-a <= r -
difference in the Strahler (1957) order of the trunk stream, ie 
inaccuracies in map, etc (Fig 2.13) and in a limiting case the addition of 
a single first order stream could raise the overall order of the trunk 
system.
Shreve (1965) proposed a similar method of ordering called segment ordering 
(Fig 2.12c) in which each outer link or first order segment was designated 
magnitude 1 and each subsequent link designated as a magnitude equal to the 
sum of all the first order segments which were tributary to it. 
Scheidegger (1965) proposed a similar method, using a consistent law of 
stream ordering (Fig 2.12d), which involved four postulates, for an algebra 
of stream segment combinations which was communative as well as 
associative.
Lewin (1970) had drawn attention to the fact that the Shreve (1967) system 
was based only on the outer segments and neglected the fact that the inner 
links gathered water as well. Thus, a modification of Shreve's (1967) 
method could be proposed and alternative ordering methods could be based on 
either junctions or paths. The Strahler (1957) modification to Horton's 
(1945) method was used most extensively but the Shreve (1967) and 
Scheidegger (1965) methods had the advantages that they were more 
descriptive of the total network in relation to stream flow amounts. 
Stream ordering was useful as it provided a rapid method of quantitatively 
designating any stream anywhere in the world, but, in each case the method 
of ordering should be specified in conjunction with the map scale used 
(Gregory and Gardiner, 1979).
However, according to Pitty (1982) stream ordering was a "crude class­ 
ification" and it may not be sufficiently sensitive to express drainage 
basin geomorphology adequately, ie the addition of lower order streams d'd 
not necessarily increase the order of the main stream.
2.4.3. Basin and Network Shape
This was one of the most elusive topographic properties to measure with
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accuracy (Boyce and Clarke, 1964). The shape of a basin, of the drainage 
network contained and of portions of the channel system could all be 
influenced, strongly, by other drainage basin characteristics, eg rock
type. Examples of methods expressing drainage basin shape:
A = drainage area
L = basin length Horton (1932)
2 Form factor F = A/L 
Basin elongation E = Diameter of circle with same area as basin
basin length
Schumm (1956)
The difficulties confronting descriptions of drainage basin shape were the 
same as those for network shape. The pattern of stream networks was only 
recently attempted in quantitative terms as, until 1950, patterns were 
usually expressed in qualitative terms (eg Zernitz, 1932) and classifi­ 
cations, eg Dendritic, Radial, etc (Fig 2.14). Quantitatively, the 
bifurcation ratio (Rb) was recognised as an important characteristic of the 
drainage basin, by Horton (1945) and Strahler (1952). It was defined as 
the ratio of the number of streams of order n, to the number of streams of 
the next highest order (n + 1) (Fig 2.15); eg the bifurcation ratio when 
there were twenty streams of the first order, six of the second order, two 
of the third order and one of the fourth order:
Rb =12+6. + A + l. = 3.33 + 3 + 2 = 2.78 
6211 3
This ratio was, therefore, dependent upon which ordering method was used, 
either Horton or Strahler, but was characteristically between 3.0 and 5.0 
in watersheds where geological structure did not have a dominant influence 
on the drainage pattern (Strahler, 1964). Other methods included that of 
Lubowe (1964) who used the orientation of the drainage network and was 
based on the measurement of stream junction angles. He showed that the 
mean junction angle increased as the order of the receiving stream 
increased.
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Dendritic Rectangular Radial Centripetal
Trellised Parallel Annular Deranged
FIGURE 2.14 - Morphological Classifications o Pattern
- bifurcation ^atio ",xa-;^i-?p
(after '•orton, r>45 anH Stra'nl.'-r, 1952)
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2.4.4. Channel, Network and Basin Relief
Hydraulic geometry of stream channel cross-sections often included measure 
ments of channel slope at a particular station. Along the course of a non 
meandering river there was usually an alternation of pools (deeps) and 
riffles (shallows) which were often spaced at fairly regular distances, 
approximately 5 to 7 times channel width (Leopold et al, 1964). In 
meandering channels deep pools occurred in asymmetric sections at river 
bends and these variations should be remembered when deriving channel 
slopes at a particular cross section. Also it was necessary to distinguish 
between the slope of the bed of the channel and that of the water surface. 
The slope of either could be measured by a level or telescopic alidade and 
expressed in units of metres fall/metres distance. Leopold and Skibitzke 
(1967) stated that the length of the reach over which the slope was 
measured should not be less than 20, and was usually between 30 and 40, 
times the channel width.
Expression of the slope and relief aspects of the basin was complicated by 
the fact that a 3D variation was being expressed in a very simple Index. 
Numerous solutions were proposed and they could be seen as simple indices 
of relief, as complex indices and as specific measurements of slope (Table 
2.4). Few of these methods included the ability to represent the way in 
which slope or relief was distributed throughout a particular basin and this 
was included in slope and relief maps developed specifically for this 
purpose. The simplest and most frequently used method of producing a slope 
map was from a topographical map which had been divided into areas of 
uniform slope, according to contour spacing, and then had a system of slope 
categories applied (Raisz and Henry, 1937), although other methods were 
available (Zakrzewska, 1967).
2.4.5. Velocity Measurements (Factor 3*) 
All rivers flow and, therefore, possess a velocity, ie speed in a given
* Relating to Leopold checklist - Table 5.3.
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Simple Index;
Mean slope ' Sg = 1.571 DN D = contour interval
1 N = number of contours crossed by the
grid of squares 
1 = total length of subdividing lines
Horton (1932)
Combined Indices:
Ruggedness Indices; H:Dd Dd = drainage density
Strahler (1958)
Measurement of Slope: Dd = drainage density
Dihedral angle between valley sides Melton (1957)
TABLE 2.4 - Slope and Relief Methods
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direction, which was usually recorded as metres/second. Several methods 
were available and the choice depended on the magnitude and character or 
the channel and associated flow, and the cost and accuracy required.
a) the current meter was the most widely used piece of apparatus and 
consisted of a rotor or series of cups which rotated at a speed 
proportional to the velocity of the flow and could be used for 
shallow and varying depths when suspended from a bridge.
b) the Pendulum Current Meter (Roche, 1963) and velocity head rod (Wilm 
and Storey, 1944) were simple instrument for measuring velocities in 
shallow swift streams.
c) the use of tracers and, particularly, the salt velocity technique, eg 
'Ionic gulp' were especially suited to shallow turbulent streams where 
normal instruments were difficult to use, eg mountain streams. 
Velocity data could be computed as the time of travel of the tracer 
between two points, eg Calkins and Dunn (1970).
d) for approximate measurements the simple 'pooh sticks' were used, as in 
this study, to save time and expense, as for the broad categories 
available accuracy was not imperative.
Velocity could also be calculated on a theoretical basis using equations
of open channel flow, of which the Manning Formula (after Manning, 1891)
was a simple example:
V = mean channel velocity
_,3 ( , S = slope of water surface
v = R S ' n = Manning's roughness coefficient 
n R = hydraulic mean radius (stream
cross-sectional area/wetted 
perimeter)
There were numerous values for the Manning 'n' index, see Chow (1959, 129) 
Velocity remained constant or increased slightly downstream (Leopold, 1953).
2.4.6. Channel Erosion (Factor 12*)
River erosion was the most important single agent of gradation which worked
to produce the present Welsh landscape, even though many of the most
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striking individual features were products of severe glaciation or, in some 
cases, coastal erosion.
The techniques for recording channel erosion were primarily based upon 
assessment of changes in channel form and calculation of volume of 
material removed. Methods used were similar to those employed for 
monitoring changes in surface levels on slopes and included erosion pins 
inserted into banks, measurements to reference pegs and periodic surveys 
of both channel cross-section and long profiles (Leopold et al, 1966). 
Long term studies could be tentatively based on evidence from maps and 
aerial photographs over a number of months or years, eg Daniel (1970); 
O'Loughlin (1969). Detailed studies could be made of the development of 
individual features, ie small waterfalls and meander scars. Rates of
erosion were expressed as volume of material removed/unit area within a
3 2 given time (m /Km yr). The basic calculation involved the conversion
of sediment and solute yields into volumes or depths of erosion per unit
area and, therefore, involved the values of specific gravity or density,
3 2 ie denudation in m /Km = total load (tonnes)
area (Km ) x specific gravity
The values obtained were very generalised and present day yields were very 
much influenced by the effect of man on fluvial processes (Douglas, 1967; 
Meade, 1969).
The sediments produced from this erosion and from the surrounding land 
were carried in solution down river to the sea, on the way some sediment 
was deposited in the lower reaches of the river and on point bars, etc 
on meandering streams. Solute particles required a certain force before 
they could be transported and if a river became 'sluggish' some of the 
larger particles would settle out.
2.4.7. River Pattern (Factor J)*\)_
River patterns have been recognised as meandering, braided or straight
* Relating to Leopold checklist - Table 5.3.
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However, as rivers were seldom straight through a distance greater 
than about ten channel widths (Leopold et al, 1964) 'straight' usually 
implied a river that was irregular, sinuous or non-meandering (Richards, 
1982). Leopold et al (1964) used the ratio of channel length to down valley 
distance as a criteria for river pattern definition. This ratio, called 
sinuosity, varied in rivers from a value of unity to 4 or more, rivers 
which had a value of 1.5 or larger were termed meandering and below 1-5 
straight or sinuous.
The patttern of a river affected resistance to flow and the existence of one 
or another pattern was closely related to the amount and character of the 
available sediment, and to the quantity and variability of the discharge 
(Leopold at al, 1964).
2.4.7.1. Straight Channels
Examples of meandering and braided streams were easier to find than long 
straight reaches. Even where a channel was straight the thalweg line 
of maximum depth, would wander to and fro from near one bank to the other. 
A straight channel characteristically possessed an undulating bed and 
alternated along its length between deeps and shallows, spaced fairly 
regularly at a repeating distance equal to 5 to 7 widths (Leopold et al, 
1964). This was also true in meandering channels but this may be expected 
as the pool or deep was associated with bends and erosion of the concave 
bank. This similarly suggested that the mechanism which created a tendency 
for meandering was present in 'straight' channels.
The alternating pool and riffle was found in nearly all perennial channels 
where the bed material was larger than coarse sand, but it appeared to be 
more characteristic of gravel bed streams. The gravel bars that form the 
riffles were generally lobate in shape and sloped alternatively towards one 
bank and the other. The low water channel then bent around the low point 
of each gravel bar and thus tended to have a sinuous course even withi 
banks in a reach which was straight.
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At low flow the bed topography influenced flow geometry. Riffles had rapi 
shallow flow, often seen as "white water", with a steep water surface 
gradient and acted as a broad crested weir (Richards, 1978 ) to dam the 
flow back in the upstream pool, where it was deep and slow flowing with a 
gentle surface slope. As the water rose during a flood the difference in 
the appearance of the water over pool and riffle tended to disappear, and 
at sufficiently high flow the longitudinal profile of the water surface 
appeared nearly straight (Leopold et al, 1964).
The main difference between a straight and meandering channel was that the 
latter were actively migratory as a result of selective bank erosion and 
point bar development (Richards, 1982). Meanders arose when the 'straight' 
thalweg formed a greater wavelength leading to bank erosion (Bejan, 1982; 
Dury, 1969) (Fig 2.16a).
2.4.7.2. Meandering Channels
The work so far based on meandering channels was concerned with meander 
geometry and stream channel process, and explanations of shape, size and 
development of meanders. The stability of the channel depended upon 
variation of curvature, the thalweg being close to the concave bank whilst 
sand and silt were deposited on the convex bank. In Switzerland, Zeller 
(1967) described four types of meandering channel:
a) Alluvial meanders - may be free, restricted, incised, disturbed or 
under calibrated
b) Rock meanders - cut into bed rock
c) Ice meanders - included small channels with a catchment area of 0.002- 
0.05Km2 , eg Morteratsch Glacier
d) Furrow meanders - microforms of furrows 2-20m long
Investigations focused on a variety of parameters of meander dimension, eg 
meander wavelength (M^ which was usually 6-10 times channel width 
(Leopold et al, 1964); width of meander belt (Mb) which was usually 14-20 
-lines channel width (Fig 2.16b). Such studies emphasised the regularity of
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A initial uniform channel -*•
pool 
•i: riffle
X = 10-14w 
FIGURE 2.16a - Transformation of a Straight to a Meand-rimi





FIGURE 2.16b - Meander M
(after Grn^orv and 'Jailing, 1933)
riffle
new gravel bar, bare 
>»-„,»./
2. U. c - Flan of Horse Creek ' T yonin- Sho^in^ a Braided Reach 
(after Leopold and i-'olnan, 1957)
meander geometry and also underlined the extent to which numerous parameters 
could be inter-related, eg the size of a meander was related to catchment 
area.
The significance of sediment in meander channels had been suggested, in a 
general manner, by Schumm (1967), Tanner (1968) and Blacknell (1982); eg 
a study of 36 stable alluvial river channels in Australia and the USA, by 
Schumm (1967), demonstrated that meander wavelength was dependent not only 
upon discharge but also on the type of sediment moving along the channel, ie 
the meander wavelength of rivers transporting a high proportion of the 
sediment load as sand and gravel would be greater than that of channels of 
similar discharge but which were transporting fine sediment loads. The flow 
of water was characteristically helicoidal in pattern and the maximum 
velocity and turbulance were found near the concave bank. Lateral movement 
was towards the concave bank on the surface and towards the point bar at 
depth. Migration tended to occur in shorter, lower curvature bends (Hooke, 
1986).
The Leopold and Wolman (1957) divisions were only satisfactory for reaches 
shorter than a few channel lengths in British rivers (Lewin, 1981), 
Braiding could be superimposed to a varying degree on straight or meandering 
patterns (Kellerhals et al, 1976) and straight and meandering channels were 
themselves end-members of what was really a continuum of patterns of 
differing sinuosity or irregularity (Ferguson, 1976). 
Two types were recognised (Kellerhals et al, 1976):
a) Active meandering where channel migration through lateral erosion at 
bends occurred mainly in alluvium and required that the stream was 
sufficiently powerful to erode its banks.
b) Confined meandering which was a legacy of the Ice Age (Lewin and
Brindle, 1977). Here the river had a tendency to hug one side of the 




Braided channels occurred in a number of forms from a channel with islan 
to one with numerous anatomising channels, eg Kuskokwimtiver, in Alaska. 
Braiding was favoured by high energy fluvial environments with steep va ey 
gradients, large and variable discharges, dominant bedload transport and 
non-cohesive unstable banks (Richards, 1982). The distinctive features of 
a braided channel included a wide, shallow bed choked with sand bars (Fig 
2.16c), together with rapid shifts of sand banks and channels, up to 90- 
120m/day on the Lower Yellow River of China (Chien Ning, 1961); and a 
distinct lack of well developed river bends. Wandering of the thalweg 
occurred at varying rates, eg on the Yellow River by large amounts during 
the flood season of September and October, but more slowly during the lower 
flows of July and August.
Braids developed in deposits coarser than those of meandering channels and 
were initiated as short submerged bars which pointed downstream, and once 
initiated they accreted rapidly as finer material was trapped allowing 
downstream extension. The ages of vegetation taking hold on new gravel bars 
indicated that the bars tended to build up by additions to the downstream 
end and probably also on some parts of the lateral boundaries but not on 
the upstream tip (Leopold et al, 1964 - Green River, Wyoming). 
This subsequent growth of a braid led to reduced channel width which 
could encourage bank erosion. Krigstrom (1962) considered this as one 
method whereby braids could develop in straight river courses, at the 
junction of two channels or in curved channels over point bars. In some of 
the larger rivers, eg Yangtze River, the braids or islands became stable for 
long periods of time (Yoiu Lianyuan, 1986). Large braided rivers were 
characterised by wide channels, rapid shifting of load material and 
continuous shifting of the position of the river course, eg Kosi River 
tributary of the River Ganges in India, which has shifted its 210kms 
laterally approximately 112km in the last two centuries.
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Where coarse material was available, braiding could result from the 
selective deposition of the coarser material, causing formation of a cen 
bar and thus diverting the flow and increasing the erosional attack on the 
banks, eg Green River, Wyoming. As deposition was essential to the form­ 
ation of the characteristic braided pattern, it was clear that sediment 
transport was essential to braiding. It appeared, therefore, that:
"... Braiding is a type of adjustment that may be made in a channel 
possessing a particular bank material in response to a debris load 
too large to be carried by a single channel. Braiding represents 
a response or adjustment among the controlling variables which may 
provide an equilibrium condition over a period of time" (Leopold et 
al, 1964, 182).
2.4.8. River Flood Plains
A flood plain is a strip of relatively smooth land bordering a river 
channel, embracing the river pattern and which acts as a safety valve 
during periods of high flow in rivers following excessive rainfall (Gupta, 
1983). A typical flood plain often contained most of the following 
features (Fig 2.17):
a) Point bars, channel bars and alluvial islands - eg lower end of River 
Ograore, formed by lateral accretion, a succession of point bars would 
comprise a meander scroll.
b) Channel fills - clay plugs developed by slow accumulation of fine 
material and organic matter in cutoffs.
c) Leve"es - wedge shaped ridges of sediment bordering stream channels.
d) Crevasse splays - system of distributary channels on leve'e slope when 
water escapes through low sections of breaks in natural levees.
e) Flood basins - backswamps which were poorly drained, flat relativelv 
featureless areas.
f) Ox-bows - lakes in cutoffs of meander channel, abandoned channels 
(Lewis and Lewin, 1983).
g) Alluvial ridge - aggraded meander belt above general flood plain 1 
From their U.S.A. studies Leopold and Wolraan (1957) concluded that 1
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FIGURE 2.17 - Flood Plain Features
(after Gregory and Walling, 1983)
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accretion and channel deposition accounted for 80-90% of floodplain depos 
and the remaining 10-20% was due to overbank deposition. However, this 
dominance of channel deposits could have been a regional phenomenon becau 
where flooding was more frequent and seasonal, and where fine grained 
material was dominant in sediment transport, overbank deposits assumed 
greater significance, eg humid tropics. The flood plain was an example or 
adjustment to changes in discharge of water and sediments. Streams moving 
increasing amounts of sediment with increasing discharge possessed no flood 
plain. Sediment concentrations increased in areas of high velocity and 
decreased in areas of low velocity (Maddock, 1978).
The rivers of Glamorgan were naturally susceptible to flooding due to a 
number of reasons:
a) high rainfall in the headwater catchments (+2000mm) and low evapo- 
transpiration (450mm).
b) steep gradients on valley sides, often 23 , which gave rapid runoff.
c) lack of artificial and natural storage, ie lakes, dams, reservoirs 
(except, however, at the head of the River Taff where 77% of the Taf 
Fawr and 70% of the Taf Fechan total catchment was reservoired).
d) an impermeable geology, due to lack of jointing.
e) frequent surface saturation which caused low infiltration capacities. 
Factors (b), (d) and (e) combined to give a very low mean travel time for 
the rainfall from its point of impact to the river channel. There was a 
natural tendency for flooding but the problems associated with this were 
largely man-made. This was due to the flood plains being increasingly used 
for industrial and urban development, eg Treforest Industrial Estate on the 
River Taff. This situation was inevitable within the narrow confines of 
coalfield valleys which due to steep sides had little useable land. 
Improvement schemes were put into operation, eg the £1,000,000 scheme 
Treforest Industrial Estate (Welsh Water Authority, 1985) where the des" 
criteria was the ability to cope with a discharge with a 1 i n 100 year 
return period, however, in agricultural areas a 1 in 25 years retur
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was acceptable. These values were found using magnitude-frequency anaiy 
which consisted of ranking orders and recurrence intervals incorporated n 
the Mann Whitney U-test.
U = N1.N2 + N1(N1 + 1/2) - Rt
Where N * number of years of record 
R = sum of ranks
A flood with a 1 in 25 year recurrence period involved substantial increases 
in discharge, eg November 4th, 1960 flood at Bridgend.
Low flow 64 megalitres/day ( 14 million gallons/day) 
Average flow 541 raegalitres/day ( 120 million gallons/day) 
4.11-60 flood flow 15,300 megalitres/day (3,370 million gallons/day) 
Bankfull discharge was the situation reached prior to flooding and was 
defined as that "... which fills the channel without overtopping the banks" 
(Richards, 1982, 122). This stage was difficult to measure accurately as 
one bank was often higher than the other and each could fluctuate in height 
along a river. Different objective definitions existed (see Richards, 
1977a; Williams, 1978b for reviews) but it was commonly taken as that at 
which the width:depth ratio was least, which usually meant the top of the 
steepest part of the steeper bank. Vegetation limits could also provide 
additional guidance.
2.5 Biological and Water Quality Factors
This section formed the second part of the 46 factor checklist (Leopold, 
1969b) used in this study. It was sub-divided into 14 factors ranging from 
water colour to land flora. The life in and around a river could contribut- 
greatly to the aesthetic value of the region. An area covered in trees and 
bushes was seen, by most people, to be more aesthetically pleasing than 
area of urban sprawl.
2.5.1. Vegetation and Soils
The existing vegetation and, to a lesser degree, soils of Wales are
reflection of the past and prevailing climate and of the influence
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By the Neolithic era a deciduous woodland was established due to a gradual 
but erratic amelioration of climate and the progressiive invasion of more 
temperate plants as the glaciers retreated 20,000 to 10,000 years ago. This 
natural vegetation was found up to 610m (2000ft). Then 2,000 years ago, 
under the influence of Neolithic man, deforestation began as a consequence 
of the spread of settlements and agriculture. Heavier rainfalls and higher 
humidities of Atlantic times promoted marsh and bog formation in many water­ 
logged pockets of woodland, especially near the sea and valley bottom. 
Bronze and Iron Age man followed Neolithic and Mesolithic man with soil 
tilling and herd raising.
Man and his animals became increasingly powerful agents in the adaptation of 
vegetation cover. The main trends of man's actions appeared as follows:
a) Removal of relatively thin forest cover of the higher plateau, eg 
300-610m, and onset of substantial soil erosion prior to the spread 
of 'rough grazing 1 development on grass-heath and heath cover;
b) Development of pasture grassland around isolated farmsteads. The
perpetuation of this grassland by a system of sheep grazing prevented, 
or seriously retarded, the regeneration of trees. On the other hand 
bracken and gorse spread unchecked by sheep;
c) Deforestation of many valley slopes and bottoms as settlements increased 
and the timber required for fuel and buildings correspondingly increased;
d) Effects of government action during 20th century on development and 
extent of certain types of land (eg subsidies for marginal hill land) 
the ever growing work of the Forestry Commission and the creation of 
national parks and the question of the maintenance of vegetation in 
them (Taylor, 1965).
Today, very little of Wales' natural wildland remains except in, eg 
isolated valleys (the Rheidol) and in some hedgerows. Soil evolved 
according to a number of constants, eg changing climate and vegetation. 
Together these determined the rate of provision of organic matter to the 
soil surface, its rate of breakdown and the speed with which nutrients and
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other materials were produced and transported through the soil. Changes 
in the vegetative cover over the last 2,000 years induced further slight 
changes in the soil, but a general distinction still existed between 
upland and lowland soils and vegetation.
2.5.2. The River
The life in a river and near the river's edge relied heavily on a number 
of factors which included temperature, amount of sunlight penetrating the 
water, its current and chemical constituents. Streams high in the catch­ 
ment flowed turbulently and prevented silt deposition; they had a high 
current and the fauna and flora that survived here clung to the rocks and 
were in small populations. They initially fed on pollen, leaf debris, 
etc before they themselves became dislodged and provided food for those 
further downstream. As lower water flow developed at the edges of the 
growing river and plankton developed, sediments were deposited on the 
bottom providing a rooting medium for larger aquatic plants, eg common 
duckweed (Lemna minor), water lilies (Nymphaeaceae), bullrushes/cattail 
(Typha latifolia), etc (Fig 2.18) and were important to the fauna as they 
provided organic food, oxygen and shelter. Their distribution was also 
dependent on sediment type, temperature and the nutrients available. 
The nature of the stream bed was one of the most important factors 
determining the character of the stream as a whole (Brown, 1980). 
Predominantly strong streams must have current speeds of at least 50cm/s 
to prevent sediment deposition; for sand to be deposited without the finer 
silt, speeds of 40cm/s were required; and finer deposits were dropped in 
currents <20cm/s (Moss, 1980, 97). In strong streams there were many 
small areas of slack flow, even in the stones themselves, over which fast 
flowing water passed. On each stone there was a layer, a few millimetres 
in thickness, where the friction or drag caused by the stone surface 
reduced current speed almost to zero and smoothed the flow. In this 
'boundary layer 1 many organisms lived.
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.Floating Sweet Grass 
(Glyceria fluitans)
White Water Lily 
(Nymphaea alba)
FIGURE - Examples of River Flora
Biologically a river can be divided into four regions (adapted from 
Carpenter, 1928).
a) Headstream (eg River Taf Fechan; Pt5; 010211 SO)
b) Troutbeck (eg River Taf Fechan; Pt6; 048161 SO)
c) Middle reaches (eg River Taff; Ptll; 087938 ST)
d) Lowland rivers (eg River Taff; Ptl4; 185747 ST)
Each of the regions had distinctive physical and chemical features and its 
own biological community associated with it.
a) Headstream - this area had a small volume of water which was
relatively shallow and often had an inconsistent course. The temp­ 
erature was fairly uniform. The stream bottom usually had stable 
stones often colonised by mosses and liverworts. Fauna was 
usually poor, because of a sparse food supply, but could be divided 
into two groups, (i) one group that lived amongst the stones and (ii) 
a group that lived amongst the mosses and liverworts (Bryophytes), eg 
i) Stones dwellers - wandering snail (Limnaea pereger); Caddis
larvae (Agapetus); flatworms or Planarium worms (eg Planaria
alpina); 
ii) Bryophyte dwellers - water louse (Asellus aquaticus); fresh water
shrimp (Gammarino); mayflies (Baetus); stoneflies (Leuctra);
small beetles (Elmio).
b) Troutbeck - headstreams tended to unite to form larger streams with a 
more constant flow although still rapid. It had a rocky bottom with 
uniform temperature; vegetation was sparse but the water was still 
well oxygenated from turbidity currents further upstream. Fish were 
usually present and invertebrates tended to be stone-loving types and 
many species were dorso-ventrally flattened.
eg Flatworms (Planarion); snails (Limnaea pereger); Caddis larvae 
eg Phyacephilia, Hydropsyche; mayflies, eg Ecdyonurus, Rhithrogena 














FIGULIE 2.19 - Examples of River Fauna
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c) Middle Reaches - here the current was slower and some sediment 
deposition occurred. Vegetation became abundant, eg Cladophora 
(blanket weed) which grew on stones especially in nutrient rich 
streams. There was often still plenty of oxygen but temperatures 
fluctuated considerably especially in shallower regions. Many 
organisms found in the troutbeck could also be found in the middle 
reaches. There was an increase in the number of freshwater shrimp 
(Gammarus) and water louse (Asellus) plus cased caddis (Limnephilus), 
dragonfly nymphs, alderfly larvae (Sialis). In the increasing 
sediment chironomid larvae, Tubifex worms and burrowing mayflies (eg 
Ephemera) could be found. Also due to the decrease in current swim­ 
ming invertebrates were present, eg waterboatmen (Corixa) and 
swimming beetles (Dytiscus).
d) Lowland Reaches - these were characterised by large temperature
fluctuations and increased sediment depositon. The actual nature of 
the sediment determined the type of fauna present, eg muddy 
substrates tended to be far richer than sandy deposits. Rooted plants 
became more abundant, eg Apium (watercress), Iris, Glyceria (reed). 
The fauna found in the middle reaches stretched down to the lowland 
reaches and were dominated by burrowing forms, eg Chironomids, 
Tubifex worms, Swan mussels and burrowing mayflies. Flora develop­ 
ment had an associated increased Periphyton, ie organisms associated 
with it, eg snails - Limnaea and Planorbis; damsel fly nymphs and 
and Asellus.
2.5.3. Pollution
The pollution of water in various ways by waste products was of great
importance. There are two types of pollution:
a) those which involved either an increase in volume or rate of intro­ 
duction of substances which were already present in the water ee 
organic waste, ie sewage, where excess amounts used up oxygen t
o ̂~ Vc
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an anaerobic environment which would produce ammonia, etc. 
b) those products such as poisons and chemicals, including atomic waste,
which were not normally present in a natural ecosystem, eg spray
chemicals and other contaminants, lead, nitrates, phosphates,
detergents, atomic, etc (Leadley Brown, 1980).
Many of the rivers in Glamorgan were victim to four major types of 
pollution:
a) from the coal industry
b) from industry (excluding mining)
c) from accidents
d) from sewage 
a) Pollution From Coal
Despite the fact that the coal industry has declined drastically in South 
Wales, discharges from British Coal premises still constitute a large 
percentage of discharges into local rivers. Discharges originated 
from:
i) Coal preparation plants (ie washeries) at deep mines, 
ii) Opencast coal sites, eg Bryncae (SS9981). 
iii) Runoff from active tips, eg Maerdy in Rhondda Fach (recently
closed) (SS9699). 
iv) Runoff from disused tips, eg Pricetown (SS9492).
v) Effluents from coal by-product plants.
vi) Runoff during tin reclamation schemes, eg Penrhiwceiber (ST0598). 
vii) Effluents from tip washeries - usually operated by contractors
(Welsh Water Authority, 1985).
Drainage from all these sources were usually treated in settlement lagoons 
before discharge to a watercourse. Large quantities of water were 
discharged daily from workings and abandoned mines and the majority of 
this water was of good quality. However, drainage water from old mine
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workings could sometimes be acidic and ferroginous and this was charac- 
erised by a blanket of "Ochre" or ferric hydroxide on streams giving the 
bed a brownish-red appearance.
b) Pollution From Industry
Industrial effluents do not consitute a major source of pollution in 
rivers. These effluents, arising from manufacturing processes in the 
areas, are many and varied. The Welsh Water Authority (WWA) set 
standards which must be reached before effluents could be discharged 
into rivers and these values were monitored regularly. The passing of 
the Water Act, 1973 and the Control of Pollution Act, 1974 went some way 
to ensuring greater and more effective control of water pollution. The 
former Act set up the present Regional Water Authorities "to make 
provision for a National policy for water". The Welsh National Water 
Development Authority (WWA) was the body responsible for implementing this 
policy in Wales and related to:
i) the conservation, augmentation, distribution and proper use of
water resources and the provision of water supplies, 
ii) sewerage and the treatment and disposal of sewage and other
effluents, 
iii) the restoration and maintenance of the wholesomeness of rivers and
other inland water, 
iv) the enhancement and presentation of amenity in connection with
inland water, 
v) the use of inland water for navigation (WWA, 1985).
c) Pollution From Accidents
These generally occur through carelessness by operators, mechanical 
failure or storage equipment and spillages during chemical transport. The 
results of these accidents often had devastating effects on a river by 
destroying much of the fauna and flora, eg in mid-1988 a cyanide based 
solution was released into the River Rhymney killing off most of the fish 
which had only recently been restocked, south of Machen to the sea.
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Because pollution was isolated and occurred for a short time only the
river usually recovered its former state fairly quickly. This was no
excuse, however, for the frequent accidents which occurred on all the
rivers of Glamorgan. The rivers which have been reported in the news fairly
frequently included the River Rhymney (around Machen, ST2189) and the
River Llynfi (around Maesteg, SS8591), a tributary of the River Ogmore.
d) Pollution From Sewage
One of the features of the South Wales Valleys drainage was the tendency
of the trunk sewers to follow the course of the rivers, often to the extent
of being laid in the bed of the stream. Many of these pipes have reached
the end of their useful life and they, therefore, pose a particular hazard
at present. Major capital works schemes have been initiated by the WWA to
update or replace sewage facilities within the Rhymney, Neath, Cynon,
Afan and Taff valleys.
Very often a river does not look polluted and tests of various kinds are
used to investigate the water quality:
eg i) Temperature — a normal river may be 15 in summer and 7 in
winter (WWA, 1985).
ii) pH - most rivers have a pH7, neutral, 
iii) Dissolved oxygen, 
iv) Biological Oxygen Demand - an unpolluted river has a B,O.D.
value of 5mg/l. 
v) Total suspended solids - a clean river has a value of 4mg/l
a river containing more than 30mg/l would be unsatisfactory, 
vi) chemicals and metals.
Pollution not only meant pollution of the water by effluent, it also 
incorporated the amount of waste paper, metal, plastics, etc (Factors 
29-32*) distributed throughout the river bed and its banks. This type of 
pollution was unsightly and rendered a possibly aesthetic region 
unaesthetic. If this type of pollutant could be avoided many of the ri
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especially in their lower reaches, would change their overall aesthetic
values, as related to the factor checklist used in this study (Leopold,
1969b).
The Welsh Water Authority is now attempting to 'clean up' the rivers of
Glamorgan by stricter controls and fines. The current situation of the
River Taff is shown in Fig 2.20 and Table 2.5 together with the longterm




1 52.5 (37%) 73 (51%) 92 (65%)
2 41.3 (29%) 28 (20%) 50 (35%)
3 36.6 (26%) 40 (28%) 0
4 12.2 ( 8%) 2.1 ( 1%) 0







TABLE 2.5 General Values of Rivers in Wales 1987/88 




FIGURE 2.20 - Conditions on th.- 
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CHAPTER 3
The Concept of Landscape
3 -1 Introduction
The major initial difficulty with assessing scenic quality is that of 
definition. Landscape is an abstract concept and because of this is 
greatly confused by semantic differences, misunderstandings and 
controversies. As a narrow definition, landscape is the "appearance of 
land" (Countryside Commission, 1987, Section 3.2). A dictionary 
definition of landscape is "a view or prospect of natural inland scenery, 
such as can be taken in at a glance from one point of view, a piece of 
country scenery" (Oxford English Dictionary, 1961). The word landscape 
originally derived from the Dutch word 'landscap' and was introduced into 
England in the late 16th century by art dealers and critics who trans­ 
lated it as meaning "... a picture of (Dutch) inland scenery" (Penning- 
Rowsell and Lowenthal 1986, 79). From 11 he mid-18th century onwards 
'landscape' and responses to it became a popular talking point and an 
enthusiasm for mountain scenery became fashionable among a public 
increasingly prepared to travel from its own efficiently cultivated land 
(Cox, 1988, 28). 
Eckbo (1975, 31) suggested four major dimensions to the term landscao
"The physical landscape surrounds us in space and time, a produ 
of the interaction of people and nature, .... a 4D sequential
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pattern of earth, rock, water, plants, man-made structures, air, 
weather, light and energy ... The social landscape expresses the 
local, regional, national and worldwide relations among the people 
with whom we live. The economic landscape determines how well we 
live. The cultural landscape embodies the creative contribution 
of our times to world cultural history."
The way that many perceive landscape is similar to that of Eckbo's (19/5; 
"physical landscape" ie, that which is seen, although the other three 
dimensions have an impact on the "physical landscape". 
Sauer (1963, 319) gave a definition of landscape as:
"... an area made up of a distinct association of forms, both 
physical and cultural ... The content of landscape is found ..- 
in the physical qualities of the area that are significant to man 
and in the forms of his use of the area, in facts of physical back­ 
ground and facts of human culture."
A natural landscape is that which is present before man's activities, a 
cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape by the activities 
of a cultural group (see Table 3.1).
Throughout this study other terms will be used which may need clarific­ 
ation, for example:
- this is a word of similar meaning to 'landscape*. 
It is the aggregate of picturesque features in a 
landscape (Oxford English Dictionary 1961).
- this is a word derived from the Greek <M,60*vTj60*t 
(to perceive) a id <<\fc0e-ri«rf. (things perceptible) 
referring to the branch of philosophy which deals 
with the basic concepts of thinking about objects of 
beauty (Shuttleworth, 1983, 38). The word was first 
used in the mid-18th century to mean the investi­ 
gation into the nature and principles of beauty.
- this is a process whereby landscape is weighed 
against criteria. Aesthetic evaluation is the 
statement of overall aesthetic quality of an ob' 
in comparison with other objects of the same das 
















TABLE 3.1. The Effects of Man's Activities on Landscape 
(after Sauer, 1963, 318)
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affords keen pleasure to the other senses or which 
charms the intellectual or moral faculties (Oxford 
English Dictionary, 1961). 
5. Scenic Beauty - this is popularly considered to be the central
dimension of man's aesthetic relationship with the 
environment and represents the highest common factor 
of quality which is derived from our focused acts 
of environmental appreciation.
3.1.1 Landscape and Beauty
The term "beauty" is an important factor in landscape evaluation, however,
"Except within the vaguest limits, beauty cannot be described: 
therefore, it cannot be defined. It cannot be measured either in 
quantity or quality; therefore, it cannot be made into a basis of a 
science. It has always proved impregnable to the frontal 'ttacks 
of the aestheticians." (Newton, 1966, 24).
Because of this there are added problems to landscape evaluation. Many 
factors can affect the effects of beauty on landscape:
eg landscape ie, geology, soils, relief, landuse, vegetation,
ecological habitats, wildlife, archaeology, 
aesthetic ie, (i) visual - extent/degree of enclosure, form,
scale, continuity, diversity, colour, views in or out. 
ie, (ii) other senses - sounds, smells, tastes, touch, 
association ie, historical, cultural.
feelings
evoked in ie, comfort, awe, joy, solitude, remoteness
observer
(The above is an extract from Wildlife and Countryside Acts 1981, 1985 and 
1986. CCD6)
It is important to remember that beauty, especially natural beauty evok 
aesthetic responses. These responses form an important part of our 
hierarchy of values and represent a source of self-actualisation for h' 
nan strives once the more basic biological and psychological needs
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satisfied (Maslow, 1968).
Although not everyone agrees on what is beautiful, ie "Beauty is in 
the eye of the beholder", talented and untalented alike, everyone can 
recognise the worst aspects of ugliness. The assumption is that beauty 
and ugliness are not reversible opposites; beauty is fleeting, elusive, 
personal, subjective and often related to emotion (Kates, 1966). "Public 
policy (Kates, 1966, has urged) should seek not to maximise beauty but to 
minimise ugliness, these not being bi-polar opposites" (Kates, 1966, 25). 
Even though concepts of 'beauty' are the basic factor to landscape 
aesthetics, evaluations are made more difficult because of its elusive 
nature.
"Beauty is not an easy thing to measure. It does not show up in the 
gross national product, in the weekly pay check, or in profit and 
loss statements. But these things are not ends in themselves. They 
are a road to satisfaction and pleasure and the good life. Beauty 
makes its own direct contribution to these final ends. Therefore, 
it is one of the most important components of our true national 
income, not to be left out simply because statisticians cannot 
calculate its worth" (Lyndon Johnson, 1965, Congress on Natural 
Beauty, 10).
It is a widely held opinion that, within National boundaries, most people 
possess similar feelings about most landscapes. Many will confidently 
point to features that enhance (eg trees, water) and disfigure (eg 
pylons, stacks) the landscape. This everyday evidence is sufficient to 
suggest that an evaluation of landscape must be possible, even at a very 
crude level, simply by logging the amounts of these features. However, if 
a body of observers are taken to the same site and asked to describe the 
landscape they will not/cannot see the same landscape. They may agree on 
the elements in terms of numbers, form and colour but such facts take on 
meaning only through association. The central problem is that
"... any landscape is composed not only of what lies before our 
eyes but what lies within our heads" (Meinig, 1979, 58).
Melnig (1979) also proposed that different people see landscape in 
different ways, eg as nature, habitat, artifact, wealth, idealogy
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history, place, system and aesthetic. These ten landscapes do not exha 
the possibilities of such a scene but they do suggest some of the 
complexities which are encountered in this topic. Despite these complex­ 
ities, Eckbo (1969, 18) mentioned that:
"... the tremendous volume of travel literature does demonstrate 
that the general quality of landscape can be measured and is 
measured, and that there is a fair unanimity as to their findings.
Over several decades of conservation and outdoor recreation history, the 
term 'aesthetics 1 has come to represent an accumulation of factors 
generally related to 'quality' of outdoor recreation landscapes and 
experiences. Despite differences of definition and research aesthetics 
has become an active, sometimes, deciding factor in the planning 
management of outdoor recreation areas, eg National Parks (Carls, 1979). 
The aesthetic quality of an environment is best understood as an 
experiential product of the interaction of man and his surroundings 
(Carson and Sadler, 1982; Zube, 1987). Landform and landuse patterns are 
important sources of information in this process as together with the 
idividuals landscape range of experiences they shape individual 
perceptions (Table 3.2 ).
Fairbrother (1970, 12) suggested that the following conceptual equation 
provides a summary of the nature of landscape:
"LANDSCAPE = HABITAT + MAN"
The landscape is "... the natural environment changed by a creature 
who is himself constantly changing ...." and therefore, "... if 
either man or the habitat changes so must the resulting landscape 
It is thus the result of an equation which can never be stable, and 
if it has seemed so in the past it is because the pace of landscape 
change has been slow compared with our brief generations" 
(Fairbrother, 1970, 12).
This statement was endorsed by Shuttleworth (1978, 4) who stated that:
"... landscape, except in wholly unpopulated areas, is the product 
the interaction of physical and human processes." °














TABLE 3.2. Analysis of Individual Perceptions 
(based on Zube and Sell, 1986)
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relationship between landscape being viewed and observer viewing it*
The capacity for producing an aesthetic experience lies in the landscape,
(Landscape Consultants, 1971). The nature of the physical elements of the
landscape may play a keyrole in establishing basic characteristics upon
which aesthetic judgements about that landscape can be based.
"Scenery has become a resource" (Linton, 1968, 219) especially over
the last two decades as increasing leisure has led to an increasing demand
for recreation areas. With this increasing interest in the countryside,
reinforced with legislation, it has become more urgent than ever to
measure our dwindling resources (Clark, 1969).
A poignant point was raised by Leopold (1949) concerned with the
realisation of landscape as a valuable piece of National heritage and as
a resource:
".. We abuse landscape because we regard it as a commodity belonging 
to us. When we see land as a community belonging to us, we may begin 
to use it with love and respect. There is no other way for land to 
survive the impact of mechanised man, nor for us to reap from it the 
esthetic harvest it is capable, under science, of contributing to 
culture". (Aldo Leopold, 1949, xviii).
3.1.2. Why we Need to Evaluate
"It was once believed that there was enough beauty for everyone, 
so there was no need to conserve it" (Bufford, 1973, 1438).
Today as scenery becomes recognised as a resource (Linton, 1968; Weddle, 
1969) and some landscapes appear intrinsically more valuable than others a 
need for landscape conservation has arisen, especially in Britain and the 
United States. This 'natural resource 1 essentially affects man's 
activities particularly in developing tourism, in regional planning, etc.
"It has long been recognised that landscape is important, in terms 
of recreation, spiritual nourishment and properity in the western 
world" (Cooke and Doornkamp, 1974, 10).
This can been seen in the 'green belt 1 areas, National Parks, Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), etc.
There is a situation arising in which there is a danger, as with every
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natural resource, of the exploitation of this resource with the 
ultimate end of over intensive use leading to the destruction of the 
natural beauty within the area;
"Increasingly the environment is an economic resource and not a 
dispensable luxury" (Clark et al, 1984, 34).
Leopold and Marchand (1968, 709) made an important statement relating to 
the use and responsibility that a population has to its national heritage 
arguing that
"... The quality of landscape may be an asset to society, or it may be 
a 'scarlet letter' that should remind us of what we have thrown away."
Attempts to preserve the environment represent a compromise between the 
beauty of the natural world, minimally influenced by man, and that of the 
world in which we have to support ourselves. This was summarised by 
O'Riordan (1973, 19):
".,. The environment is to be all things to all men: it is to be life- 
supporting, useful and yet beautiful. The forest is to be cleared for 
cultivation, logged for .jobs and economic gain, yet protected for 
watershed maintenance, aesthetic pleasure and quasi-religious reverence."
One of the main influences behind recent public concern for landscape 
quality is that of the increasing rejection of the older attitudes of 
man's dominance of nature in favour of a more mutual respect for this 
natural resource. The steady growth of the various environmental move­ 
ments has mirrored these changes in attitude. The evolution, concerns, 
objectives and future socio-political role of these environmental move­ 
ments are described by Nicholson (1970) and O'Riordan (1977). The 
beginning of the 1970's represented a watershed in the development of 
these methods as at this time expressions of concern and widespread 
lobbying about the quality of the environment first appeared to have a 
major impact on public policy (Sewell and Foster, 1971). Within the last 
two decades public attitudes to, and awareness of, landscape as a scenic 
resource has expanded from
"... concern with the uniquely beautiful ... to the uniquely ugly 
and finally to the everday, non-unique landscapes in which most 
(people) live, recreate, work and travel" (Zube et al, 1975, vii)
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These signs of increasing awareness include:
a) an increasing demand for aesthetic education provided by books, films 
and television programmes, reflected in rising memberships of societies 
that are environmentally based; and
b) normal behavioural patterns as large numbers of people go to see
beautiful scenery seemingly on their own initiative and exclusive of 
any associated recreational or social benefit other than aesthetic 
experience (Shuttleworth, 1978).
According to Gillespie (1970, 25)
"... The need to evaluate only arises when it becomes necessary to 
make a choice between two or more articles - . or between two or more 
courses of action."
Therefore, landscape evaluation involves a comparison between two or more 
defined areas of landscape. This process of comparison involves certain 
essential features:
a) the ability to observe, a method of observing and means of recording 
observations
b) a criteria for the assessment which have a clear theoretical basis and 
are acceptable to those requiring the evaluation
c) a system of measurement and description
d) a means of recording, summarising, interpreting and communicating the
assessments.
All attempts to evaluate landscape should have clear aims. To be 
realistic these aims must be founded on an understanding of the basic 
concepts of landscape and the nature of the evaluation processes. 
Ideas of landscape differ and in approaching the subject of landscape 
evaluation it is important to determine what it is that is being evaluated 
(Table 3.3).
The landscape as countryside, is becoming more difficult to distinguish a 
urban areas are rapidly spreading. Because of this there is a need to 
identify areas which although not of high national importance are of
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The Total Regional Environment
The Countryside The Urban Landscape
land use topography ecosystem heri tage seer
and recreational geology/ (historical the
very
visual
space landform artefacts scene
and/or
asso ciations
Physical components Art form
TABLE 3.3 The Variety of Landscape Concepts 
(after Robinson et al, 1976)
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sufficiently high landscape value to merit protection on a county 
scale and within which policies of stringent control of development are 
apply. These considerations also need to recognise and assist areas o 
poor landscape quality.
Most studies are carried out in connection with Town and Country Planning 
Departments and are, therefore, detailed methods which are designed to 
assist decisions on priorities, lines of action and design criteria for 
landscape enhancement, reclamation projects, etc. Unfortunately, this 
approach has led to numerous methods being devised with no possibility or 
comparison between councils, very often because of the complexity of the 
methods used (see Chapter 4). Higgens (1967) and Helliwell (1976) 
stressed that evaluation should be approached on a comparative basis, 
ideally on a national scale, as a piece of landscape cannot be considered 
in isolation and to evaluate landscape the observer must decide on the 
nature of the elements of which the landscape is composed.
The variety of approaches by local planning departments has given cause for 
concern at a time when there is widespread unease at the amount of land­ 
scape erosion. Standardised planning policies are needed to counter this 
erosion but as yet no one technique or approach has gained universal 
acceptance (Penning-Rowsell, 1974).
The principal objectives of landscape evaluation methods should be to 
assist the formulation of planning policies for the thrifty development of 
resources and the most effective use of land. This ideal can only be 
achieved when measurement techniques are able to provide reliable and 
relevant date. If landscape quality data was a true reflection of public 
perceptions then this data should assist decision-making by anticipating 
objections and disputes and thereby 'speed-up 1 the planning process 
(Whittow, 1979).
The field of landscape evaluation is a relatively young area of enquir 
Because of its youth it demands a healthy testing and retesting of meth
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and a constant and critical examination of its basic assumptions (Dearae » 
1981). Although a 'standard' method is required in order to compare and 
contrast various landscapes the 'variety' of methods available should be 
maintained in order to:
a) encourage development of new innovations that fully meet the public s 
mandate
b) develop criteria for evaluating reliability, validity, sensitivity, 
generality and utility of visual assessment methods
c) prepare a group of professionals capable of conducting the necessary
analyses (Craik and Feimer, 1979),
Although all individuals and places are unique, certain similarities 
exist (Eckbo, 1975, 35):
"... each individual perceives what is out there in a unique way .." 
However, there is much evidence to suggest that there is a commonality in 
the human perception of the environment (Zube et al, 1974; Kaplan, 1975). 
In recent years arguments (Appleton, 1975; Kaplan and Kaplan, 1982; 
Woodcock, 1982) and evidence (Sonnenfeld, 1967; Balling and Falk, 1982; 
Woodcock, 1982) have been accumulating which suggest that proper under­ 
standing of people's landscape appreciation must begin from a Darwinian 
prospective. There is evidence that a number of affective responses to 
landscape are very widespread (Appleton, 1975) and that these responses 
may differ in the degree to which they are experienced or the amount of 
importance accorded them. There is much reason to believe that these 
responses have been adaptive for most of the population through most of 
the history of the genus Homo (Woodcock, 1982). The assumption throughout 
is that mechanisms underlying these responses are guided by genetically 
coded structures which tend to establish the outlines of our aesthetic 
reactions to landscape and the circumstances that elicit them (Woodcock 
1984). 
Carson and Sadler (1982, 161) stated that:
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"... No aesthetic experience stands alone but is related to all that 
has gone before ..."
People possess aesthetic perceptions which influence and may condition 
their aesthetic evaluations. Through the influence of culture people s 
values are often learned and are a product of society (Sonnenfeld, 1967; 
Tuan, 1974). Eckbo (1975, 35) commented on this by saying
"... we do not get our perceptions from the things around us. Rather 
we create them ourselves by filtering our encounters with what is out 
there through our nervous systems ... Each individual perceives what 
is out there in a unique way."
Aestheticians argue that the perception and appreciation of the qualities 
of the nature of beauty in landscape would seem to be dependent on the 
relationship between landscape and observer. In particular, it depends 
upon the inherent formal properties of individual elements and the 
relationship between these elements and their settings; and upon the 
visual sensitivity of the observer and his ability to appreciate the 
subtle and detailed aspects of the landscape (Shuttleworth, 1980a). 
Aesthetic seeing is a response to the forms, colours, smells and sounds 
of a landscape. Beauty in the landscape
"... is a quality which appeals to the universal in man, it appeals 
to all men for all time and in an increasing degree the more that 
they enjoy the more they want others to share their enjoyment" 
(Younghusband, 1920, 341).
A profound sense of being at one with the world is an abiding and
universal value and it represents the 'quintessential' form of aesthetic
quality, which is gained from the interaction of man and his environment
(Lynch, 1976). Aesthetic quality is the peak phase of environmental
appreciation.
It is necessary to know
"... what it is we like about landscape and why we do like it" 
(Appleton, 1975, 1),
and this is echoed in the protection and restoration of scenic resource 
in both the USA and UK which is now of paramount concern on the planni
and management of coasts, waterways, land areas, etc. Under increasi
*s
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economic development pressure few decisions are made based on communi y 
values, preferences and priorities. With gradual increasing public 
control it is important to know what scenic resources are treasured most, 
which changes are acceptable and whether there is a significant consensus 
as to what is held beautiful/ugly (Banerjee, 1977; Jacques, 1980). Scenic 
beauty has become an important factor in these management decisions 
affecting at one end national and provisional parks and at the other small 
areas of only local concern.
Kates (1966) stated that beauty can neither be legislated by the state nor 
provided by committee; but there are three forms of 'providing beauty 1 :
a) identification and preservation of the beautiful and good that already 
exists;
b) provision of accessibility to existing but unseen beauty; and
c) design of beauty into the landscape and townscape where none existed 
before.
3.2. National Parks Concept
People's concern with preserving and promoting their 'national resource' 
began over 100 years ago when the first National Park was identified and 
delimited. This was the Yosemite Valley National Park in the state of 
California, USA, and was established in 1864 closely followed, in 1872, by 
the Yellows tone National Park, Wyoming.
"... It is the will of the nation as embodied in the act of 
congress that this scenery shall never be private property, but 
that like certain defensive points upon our coast, it shall be 
held solely for public purposes" (Olmstead, 1865, 25).
In the United Kingdom the initiation of these ideas took longer. In 1931 
the Addison Report recommended that National Parks should be established ' 
England and Wales and was one of the first official attempts to assess th 
quality of landscape in this country. This report was expanded by the 
Dower Report (1945) which suggested that ten National Parks should 
initially be founded and that later more might be designated from
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reserve list. The Hobhouse Committee Report (1947) detailed twelve 
National Parks and a number of conservation areas which were renamed Area 
of Outstanding National Beauty (AONB) in 1949. The Hobhouse Committee 
Report (1947) and the Dower Report (1945) became enshrined in the 1949 
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act. This Act was modified y 
the Countryside Act of 1968. The 1949 Act stated that it was an
"... Act to make provision for National Parks and the establishment of 
a National Parks Commission; to confer on the Nature Conservancy and 
local authorities powers for the establishment and maintenance of 
nature reserves; to make further provision for the recording, 
creation, maintenance and improvement of public paths and for securing 
access to open country, and to amend the law relating to rights of 
way; to confer further powers for preserving and enhancing natural 
beauty; and for matters connected with the purposes aforesaid" 
(16th December, 1949).
In this Act, National Parks were defined as areas of extensive tracts of 
country in England and Wales as to which it appears to the Countryside 
Commission that by reason of:
a) their natural beauty, and
b) the opportunities they afford for open-air recreation, having regard
both to their character and to their position in relation to centres of 
population,
it is especially desirable that the necessary measures shall be taken for 
the purpose of preserving and enhancing their natural beauty and promoting 
their enjoyment to the public.
The problems of choice that are increasingly facing governments has been 
recognised at Central Government level and is argued in the Sandford Report 
of the National Parks Policies Review Committee (Department of Environment 
1974) which critically examined the fundamental philosophy behind the whole 
concept of National Parks in England and Wales. The Report concluded th 
Dower's (1945) original postwar proposals did not need to be radicall 
altered but that changing circumstances required a different order of 
priorities. Whereas, at present, the preservation and conservation f 
landscape and the provision of opportunities for the public to eni
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themselves are given equal weight, the committee suggested that both no 
and in the future these dual aims would be irreconcilable. They, 
therefore, recommend that when this situation arises the preservation o 
the landscape should always take precedence (Shuttleworth, 1978)- Howev , 
Ardill (1976, 6) commented that:
"... the pious hope that such conflicts would rarely happen. 
Normally, good planning and management by the park authorities are 
expected to reconcile the growing pressures for public enjoyment 
and preservation of beauty."
3.3- Planning and Law 
3.3.1. Planning
In the U.S. concern with landscape quality has been translated into 
highly specific legislation in order to ensure that aesthetic values are 
formally considered within the framework of the planning decision-making 
process (Shuttleworth, 1978). From 1864 to the 1960's, U.S. public poli-v 
related to landscape as outdoor recreation and the concern with the scenic 
values of the surface of the land and the relationship of scenic values to 
a broader range of resource issues has been a fairly recent development. 
Legislation now occurs in many states, eg Zube et al (1975, viii) rioted 
that:
"... in both Maine and Vermount, aesthetics has been a major factor in 
the review of applications for permits during the first three years of 
operation. In both states, approximately 50% of the applications have 
had conditions attached and have required modification of the plans 
solely because of aesthetic factors."
At Federal level, legislation culminated in the National Environmental Act
of 1970.
Under the impetus of the recent legislative and administrative mandates
concerning the analysis and management of the landscape, governmental
agencies are being called on to adopt or develop visual resource and '
assessment (VRIA) systems (Craik and Feimer, 1979).
Early concern with landscape quality in Britain was also with outdo
recreation. Despite calls for the establishment of two types of rt-park, one
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for outdoor recreation near urban areas and the other for wildlife and 
scenery preservation, for various reasons, detailed by Sheail (1975), 
National Parks were eventually initiated with dual aims. Due to the scale 
differences between the U.S.A and the U.K., in Britain the need for 
preservation arose much earlier. The Town and Country Planning Act 1932 
gave local authorities powers to control development throughout the 
countryside and to preserve places of natural interest and beauty. The 
result of this legislation, by 1978, indicated that two-fifths of the 
British Isles was subject to some degree of statutory landscape protection 
(Shuttleworth, 1978).
The paramount concern for planning and management is that of the protection 
and restoration of scenic resources. Landscape planning emphasises the 
fact that natural factors affect and should determine the function and 
appearance of the landscape. If these natural influences are assessed as 
they interact in a particular situation, the effects of man, technology and 
wildlife on landscape can be more readily appreciated (Robinson et al, 
1976).
In the context of the planning process a four-stage sequence of landscape 
survey and assessment may be distinguished:
a) Landscape characteristics (descriptive)
b) Landscape classification (groups and classes)
c) Landscape evaluation (determining aesthetic value)
d) Landscape valorisation (establishing landscape value in relation
to the various aims of the planning 
process rather than on its own merits as 
in (c), ie accessibility, uniqueness)
These could then be utilised into four main policy areas common to both the 
U.S.A and Britain (Shuttleworth, 1978):
a) Landscape preservation
b) Landscape protection and maintenance
c) Landscape improvement and restoration
d) Landscape recreational use
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which then form the three objectives of environmental planning in 
(Kates, 1966):
a) Protection of mental and physical health
b) Enhancement of economic value
c) Preservation of sensory and participatory pleasure.
In 1985 the E.E.C- issued a Directive concerned with Environmental Assess­ 
ments in planning, which most governments have adapted for use within 
their country (Nelson, 1989). The Directive was split into two lists 
(Annex or Schedule I and II) of potential development work requiring 
planning. Schedule I developments require an Environment Assessment by 
statute and include crude oil refinery, special roads (ie motorways), 
waste disposal installation, power stations, etc. Schedule II areas only 
require an Environmental Assessment when it is requested by the Secretary 
of State and this group includes small roads (ie A roads), small chemical 
works, etc. However, the lists do not cover such potential eyesores as 
brickworks, scrap metal areas, etc. Despite this it does mean that 
Environmental Assessments are forming an increasingly large role in plan­ 
ning considerations.
Shuttleworth (1983) defined three main practical lessons for planning for 
landscapes in particular
a) definition of areas of similar regional or local identity or similar 
landscape character ought to be basic to the conservation and creation 
of attractive landscape
b) it is clear that there are perceptual thresholds between different
landscape types. Increasing pressure on the landscape may change the 
perceptual aesthetic classification of a particular area because 
its basic image has changed
c) in devising a landscape plan for each landscape zone it should b 
recognised that the different types of landscape might require 
different types of physical and aesthetic constructs to describ
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and different types of management regime or enhancement policies o 
safeguard their scenic qualities.
3.3.2. Law
"... Because men find natural harmony beautiful aesthetics may well 
be substituted as a proxy for environmental quality. By the same 
token, efforts to preserve such intangible environmental qualities 
as wilderness, bald eagles, cleaner water than necessary for 
municipal supply purposes, or air clean enough not to obstruct scenic 
vistas may be regarded as proxies for the effort to preserve the 
aesthetic" (Broughton, 1972, 457).
Of the three methods used for working aesthetic values into the law, ie 
common law nuisance, the use of police powers and legislative requirements 
placed upon the administration process, it appears that the latter is the 
most effective. The most important feature of the new requirements for 
administrative decision making is that the procedure must be responsive 
to all of the consequences of the decision and to changes in the 
priorities which people attach to values.
In the U.K. no statute law exists that encompasses the term 'landscape'. 
The Agriculture Act 1986 and the National Park Access to the Countryside 
Act 1949 come close as they identified the 'beauty' of an area, eg the 
Agriculture Act 1986: 
Section 17
In discharging any functions connected with agriculture in relation to any 




c) the conservation and enhancement of the natural beauty and amenitv of 
the countryside (including its flora and fauna and geological and 
physiographical features) and of any features of archaeological 
interest there; and
d) the promotion of the enjoyment of the countryside by the publi
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Section 18
1) If it appears to the Minister that it is particularly desirable:
a) to conserve and enhance the natural beauty of an area
b) to conserve the flora or fauna or geological or physiographical 
features of an area; or
c) to protect buildings or other objects of archaeological, architec­ 
tural or historic interest in an area;
... he may ... by order designate that area as an environmentally 
sensitive area.
In the U.S.A. as more laws are passed requiring agencies to consider 
aesthetics in decision making, the public has more access to the courts 
in order to seek redress on those decisions.
Eg Justice William 0'Douglas commented on the dissenting vote when the 
Supreme Court ruled that the Sierra Club (an environmental lobby group) 
... as a club and without reference to individual injury ... lacked 
standing to sue to prevent construction of a resort in Mineral King 
Valley of the Sequoia National Forest. He said:
"... the voice of the inanimate object . .. should not be stilled... 
Before these priceless bits of Americana (such as a valley, an alpine 
meadow, a river or a lake) are forever lost or are so transformed 
as to be reduced to the eventual rubble of our urban environment, the 
voice of the existing beneficiaries of the environmental wonders 
should be heard" (Cutler, 1979, 14).
The Supreme Court decision clearly held the opposite view, that trees do 
not have standing and suits cannot be heard on their behalf and this 
remains the law of the land.
The social norms expressed by public actions and laws in both Britain and 
the U.S.A. suggest that scenic quality has become a thing of value or 
resource. Despite the gradual increase in associated laws the common 
attitude of the courts is that beauty is a luxury and an interference *th 
the freedom to use property as the owner sees fit has only been deem d 
permissable where life or health was at stake (Shuttleworth 1978) 
Attempts to bring suits via the concept of public welfare aesth t-•
as
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well as monetary values, have also been doomed to failure. 
Scarman (1975) observed that under the present arrangement of English law 
individual rights to a pleasant as well as economically viable environment 
are also unprotected outside of the possession or ownership of property. 
The only remedy available to the public in this area is that of an appeal 






Landscape Evaluation provides a summary statement of the nature of a land­ 
scape and provides the basis of data on which political choices may be 
made (Shuttleworth, 1978).
If landscape evaluation development is to proceed from its current method­ 
ological approach there is a great need for an understanding of landscape 
image. There are two major approaches to this understanding; first is an 
analytical approach dealing with how people think about the environment 
and the second is a summarising approach orientated towards the construc­ 
tion of indices of environmental quality. Shuttleworth (1978) represented 
a combination of these two approaches (Table 4.1).
Any landscape assessment must be capable of meeting three needs (Fuhriman, 
1974; Riotte et al, 1975):
a) it was important that the entirety of the landscape continuum, from
natural to man-made was included in the landscape description process* 
answering basic questions ".. such as, what do we have? where is it? 
and how much?" (Riotte et al, 1975, 255) which provided a basis for 
landscape appraisal and classification methodsj
b) the system must be applicable to diverse regions, and changes in 
quality and character as a result of human activity should be 
predictable)
c) the data generated should meet the various planning objectives th
method was designed to meet originally. 






Landscape value statement 
or landscape appraisal
Landscape evaluation
TABLE 4.1 - Schematic Representation of Process of the 
Perception of Beauty in Landscape
(after Shuttleworth, 1978, Figure 2.4)
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opinions of a particular individual or group, although purporting to e 
real for everyone. The worst techniques have produced results whicii w 
meaningless, representing assessments of landscape quality to which no 
actually subscribed (Powell, 1981).
Throughout the development of different techniques the search for object­ 
ivity has been paramount. Earlier methods often led to cold, mechanistic, 
supposedly neutral policy making based on 'objective' surveys rather than 
on political debate (Clamp, 1981). Methods were often criticised for 
attempting to either: "..» turn an essentially subjective judgement into an 
objective one", or, "... use numbers where numbers don't apply", or, 
".. ignore the feelings of local people" (Clamp, 1981, 14). 
Many of the more elaborate techniques of landscape evaluation have been 
devised to eliminate subjectivity. This was a very difficult if not 
impossible task considering the subjective nature of the phenomenon under 
study. It was for this reason that deliberately subjective methods 
often had much to commend them and offered scope for further development 
(Penning-Rowsell, 1974). However, care needed to be taken that these 
developments did not become so complex as to overawe and confuse the 
technique's user.
"Landscape assessment methods which aim explicitly to capture public 
view - recognising landscape as a subjective phenomenon, not to be 
quantified in an objective and supposedly neutral scientific way - 
will be more useful and more likely to secure the sympathetic 
conservation of this peoples' heritage than reliance on professional 
judgement and opinion alone" (Penning-Rowsell, 1982, 111).
The need for a perception based approach arose due to peoples' perception 
of a landscape which may have been at odds with what an 'objective 1 
analysis of physical features might have indicated. For this reason it 
was important to note the physical stimuli of landscape features as well 
as the aesthetic characteristics of a landscape along psychological H 
perceptual dimensions, rather than along physical dimensions (Penni - 
Rowsell, 1982). 
To obtain objectivity (or at least broadly based subjectivity) in
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landscape evaluation, there was a need to measure the revealed preferenc 
of landscape users, eg when many variable site features determined the 
differences between landscape values, multiple regression analysis cou 
used to attribute revealed preference among all the features in such a way 
as to explain as much variation as possible, eg Price (1976):
V ± = f(ci ,P i ,y i ,F,mp ,T,M,X) -1- E
where V = number of visits c = cost of travel 
P = population y = average income 
i = denotes the ith distance zone F = level of site facilities 
m^ = presence of pylons T = topography 
E = error term X = other landscape features 
M = presence of man-made structures
The projection of a derived regression equation to a new situation could 
be justified only if the equation had a casual basis. To adjust the model 
realistically would require a more or less explicit evaluation of the 
impact of pylons as an input. Inexorably the analyst was forced back to 
judging landscape subjectively.
4.1.1. Subjective/Objective Confusions
Most methods possessed, generally, a large degree of subjectivity coupled
with a smaller amount of objectivity. Clamp (1981) gave a definition of
subjective and objective attitudes as:
Subjective i - referred to some matter based on value judgement
Subjective ii - matter was liable to considerable differences of
opinion
Objective i - matter of fact
Objective ii - common agreement
Even an ideal landscape evaluation method would be, at one and the sam
time and without contradiction:
Subjective i - based on value judgements of a stated population
Objective i - in that this population was made up of indiv'rf
mainly in agreement iQuals
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Objective i± - in that the method may be operated by different teams
with very similar results
In practice all techniques possessed subjective (i) and (ii) to the ex 
that the precise form of method would depend upon the judgement of its 
originator. This confusion of subjective and objective theories could be 
related to beauty, eg Shuttleworth (1978):
i) Subjective theory; the measurement of beauty is impossible not only 
because beauty is an intangible and unquantifiable concept but because 
such measures would represent value judgements based on personal 
experiences and characteristics, ie 'Beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder'. There is, therefore, no such thing as an 'expert 1 on 
beauty.
ii) Objective theory: beauty is as objective and intrinsic a property of 
objects as are their size, weight, shape or colour. The aesthetic 
value of an object is the extent to which it possesses this property, 
beauty. This theory is the unspoken basis for many methods, 
iii) Nature of Beauty: neither supreme subjectivism nor objectivism can 
satisfy the popular, common sense definition of beauty which lies 
somewhere between the two and holds that:
a) beauty is partly a matter of personal feeling and experiences and
no-one has the authority to say what is beautiful or what is not; and
b) it is not entirely a matter of personal taste, and that certain 
objects really are more beautiful than others, whether everyone 
admires them or not.
The major aim of techniques devised for landscape evaluation was that of 
an objective method which reflected the true nature of the landscape under 
study. So far no one method has achieved this aim.
An important distinction made by Fines (1968) and reinforced by Craik 
(1970) was that between preference and evaluation. Fines (1968) 
instructed his surveyors to disregard personal preferences and to 
overall beauty. Craik (1970) pointed out that:
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•'.,. several modern philosophers of aesthetics and art criticism ar 
in general agreement in claiming a difference between evaluative 
aesthetic judgements, which are akin to verdicts and findings, and 
appreciative aesthetic judgements which express our affections and 
antipathies, ie preferences (Macdonald, 1967; Knight, 1968)" (Craik, 
1970,3).
4.2. History of Landscape Evaluation Technique Development 
Between 1940 and 1950 techniques for landscape evaluation were both 
descriptive and subjective. Considerable activity occurred in this field 
between 1943 and 1945 and this was represented by a number of pioneering 
studies, eg the CPRE (1943) study which ranked landscape in terms of man's 
influence on the visual environment; Steers' (1945) study ranked the 
coastline of England and Wales, which eventually led to the Heritage 
Coast concept (in 1973); Dower (1945) selected scenery of a prescribed 
quality which he sub-divided into two lists on the basis of character, 
extent, land use and suitability of National Park status, and this report 
formed the basis of the 1949 National Parks and Access to the Countryside 
Act.
The decade between 1950 and 1960 saw a gradual development of new 
approaches which did not fully materialise until the late 1960's. The 
period 1960 to 1970 saw a considerable increase in activity as ideas which 
had been developing slowly began to be discussed, refined and applied. 
The latter part of this decade and the start of the next, 1967 to 1971 
formed the 'early intuitive methods' of Penning-Rowsell (1981). The 
major important studies of this period included Fines (1968), Linton 
(1968), Clark (1969), Leopold (1969), Tandy (1969), and Weddle (1969). Each 
of these studies stressed the need for a control over development once 
these areas of high landscape quality were identified. These approaches 
led to Laurie's (1970, 2):
"... generally acceptable broadly based, spatially defined landscape 
evaluation ... can give rise to the minimum of dispute and so sa 
time in the decision making process given the limited resources f 
staff and money-"
These later developments involved simple mathematics to weight me
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and combine landscape elements into indices of landscape quality, 
feared that without a numerical basis landscape would recieve no 
consideration at all, and that the primary objective was "separating fact 
from emotion" (Leopold, 1969a, 37). Landscape surveys were divided into 
two types:
a) inventory - describing and classifying landscape characteristics;
this approach was seen as wholly objective, and ignored the essential 
narrowness of an approach limited to measurable landscape elements; 
and
b) either qualitative judgement in the field of landscape tracts
identified in (a) or the application of scales of landscape value. 
Both approaches were very popular with British planning departments and 
over thirty derivatives were recorded by Penning-Rowsell (1973) and Dunn 
(1974) who both found that mathematical methods were more acceptable than 
earlier purely subjective methods (eg Steers, 1943; Dower, 1945). This 
was basically because assessments were more mechanical and, therefore, 
supposedly more scientific, objective and valid.
Penning-Rowsell (1981a) classed the years 1971 to 1976 as the 'statistical 
sophistication' period. The most prominent of these methods were those of 
the Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire Sub-Regional Planning Study Group 
(1971) and Robinson et al (1976). In search of greater objectivity the 
reaction was to devise yet more complex techniques as those described above. 
Government support put pressure on researchers to devise definitive 
evaluation techniques that would promote non-controversial decision- 
making. Statistical methods aimed to predict landscape quality from 
secondary data sources but these techniques were extremely unreliable 
as they depended on the views and preferences of individual professionals 
To give better reliability a broader spectrum of professional 
opinion was required. A further problem with this approach was 
that scores from a large panel of observers had to be standardised 
before they could be used in predictive models developed to minimi
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expensive field surveys.
Other studies in this time period included Glamorgan County Council 
(1973); Caernarvonshire County Council (1974); Carls (1974) and 
Nottinghamshire County Council (1974). It appeared from the literature 
that the early part of the 1970 f s included a vast number of studies by 
various county councils, more so than at any other time. This fashion for 
landscape evaluation began to fade when techniques devised, especially 
the complex statistical predictive methods, attracted precisely the 
controversy they were designed to avoid (Penning-Rowsell, 1981 a). 
Penning-Rowsell's (1981a) last category was that of 'landscape preference 
approaches' and covered the period 1973 onwards. The methods included the 
use of panels of observers in statistical techniques which broadened the 
basis of landscape evaluation whether by professionals (Robinson et al, 
1976, 93, 240), through public interviews (Clamp, 1975, 6) or question­ 
naires (Becker, Gates and Niemann, 1979, 581). This research aimed to 
understand the forces which determined the public's attraction to valued 
landscape, without using surrogates for landscape value in the form of 
either checklists produced by intuition or predictive regression 
equations. Public preference techniques were devised in order to remove 
possible professional bias. Zube (1973) queried whether professional 
designers' conclusions agreed with the general public's values and Buhyoff 
et al (1978, 259) found that the personal judgement of architects was 
"... unrelated to other people's preferences".
In recent studies of public preference the most important 'tool' has been 
the photograph (Shuttleworth, 1980b; Kaplan and Herbert, 1987). As people 
were used to viewing photographs as a surrogate for reality, they were 
capable , almost unconsciously, of placing photographs into 3D. Dunn 
(1976, 25) concluded that ratings of photographs closely corresponded 
site evaluations. A common finding was that water, woodland and ot> 
spaces attracted people, whilst barrenness repelled them. An over 11
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conclusion of all techniques was that landscape preferences were much 
more complex than could be recorded simply.
4.3. Different Approaches to Landscape Evaluation
A . 3.1. Introduction
The increased interest and desire to protect the landscape gave planners
two critical problems:
a) Defining landscapes people enjoy - this was a virtually impossible 
task as the response to a given landscape by an individual, or group 
of individuals, would differ completely to a similar group, due to the 
fact that responses to rural scenery were extremely complicated and 
the psychology of environmental perception was something which varied 
with time.
b) Describing aesthetic values quantitatively - this was essential as 
other resource users, eg miners, farmers and developers had easily 
quantifiable claims. Therefore, a quantitative approach was essential 
for a useful comparison. Even if particular landscape preferences 
were known the problem of presenting results in a valid way still 
remained.
Whichever method was adopted for landscape assessment it was imperative 
that it was not so complex as to be incomprehensible and off-putting to 
both the assessor and the user of the assessment (Countryside Commission 
1976).
Several techniques, tending to fall between two extremes, have been 
proposed for the practical evaluation of landscapes. At one extreme th 
measurable components were deemed to be representable, eg Leopold (1969M 
Robinson et al (1976); at the other extreme the perception of the 
individual received most emphasis, eg Carls (1974), Penning-Rowsell 
(1982). In the latter case 'comprehensive' consumer responses
classified, usually on numerical scales, and the indivirtualiaual components of
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landscape were not in themselves considered. Some techniques tended to 
concentrate on one view or site, whilst others tended to try and provide 
an overall classification of landscape.
Landscape evaluation in the U.K. has had a 'piecemeal approach'; a number 
of more or less independent techniques of evaluation having been devised 
(Penning-Rowsell, 1973) but rarely applied to more than a single county. 
Also, most of these techniques were based on the opinion of one or two 
individuals who personally decided which features would be used to 
identify areas of high or low landscape value.
Despite pressures for their adoption landscape evaluation techniques have 
never achieved as much professional acceptance as other planning 
techniques which are no less methodologically problematic than those 
approaches to landscape evaluation which planners criticized and rejected.
4.3.2. Examples of Different Approaches
Practical approaches to landscape evaluation have been hindered by the
lack of an identifiable body of theory (Appleton, 1975; Crofts, 1975) and
an inadequate understanding of the processes of personal perception of
scenic quality. Despite these limitations a wide range of techniques has
evolved. Different authors class these techniques in different ways:
a) Turner (1975) classified methods into three broad areas:
i) Measurement Techniques - in which all characteristics that were
considered relevant were measured and then tested to weigh their
importance to landscape quality, 
ii) Preference Techniques - which were closely linked to studies of
perception and the behavioural science, 
iii) Consensus Techniques - which may lack subjectivity but which
Turner (1975) suggested may represent as respectable a way as
any of dealing with what may prove to be an intractably
subjective problem.
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b) The Welsh Office (1980) divided landscape evaluation techniques into 
two major areas: 
i) Direct Assessments - these assessed by direct reference to the
landscape and were further sub-divided into qualitative and
quantitative assessments of landscape:
1) Measured quality assessments - these relied on an extensive 
range of measured landscape components and were biased in 
favour of professional judgements, eg Caernarvonshire County 
Council (1974), Lancashire County Council (1974).
2) Descriptive quality assessments - these tended to contain 
little measured data and relied on general descriptions for 
different categories of landscape for both the landscape's 
enhancing and detracting factors, eg Glamorgan County Council 
(1973), Hampshire County Council AONB Study (Hebblethwaite)
3) Predominantly qualitative assessments - these techniques had 
a more singular range of approach than those above. They 
itemised, quantified and recorded information for the 
components separately from subsequent processes, eg Durham 
Motorway Landscape Survey (1967), Land Use Consultants: 
Classification of Scottish Landscape Resources (1971).
ii) Indirect Assessments — this was an area which was least exploited 
and developed yet possessed good potential. The assessors did not 
refer directly to the landscape but elicited the visiting or general 
public's estimate of relative values:
1) Public attitude assessment - visitors' views were canvassed 
by means of questionnaires or interviews and answers were 
related to an attitude scale, eg East Suffolk County Council 
Report (1973), Penning-Rowsell et al (1977), Becker (1978).
2) Public behaviour assessments - these methods relied on 
observing visitor preference by using visitor counts as a 
popularity indicator. They were related to the assessment of 
inherent landscape quality; the assessments being aggregated 
eg Weddle (1969).
The Welsh Office (1980) compiled a percentage distribution of the types of 
landscape assessments as described above (see Table 4.2).
c) Helliwell (1976)
i) Landscape Architect - tended to describe landscape in ter 
'form', 'line 1 , 'texture 1 , ' enf ramement ' , etc. These terms 
were difficult to quantify or define precisely and did
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DIRECT ASSESSMENT:
Qualitative - measured 45%
Qualitative - descriptive 33%
Quantitative 10%
INDIRECT ASSESSMENT:
Public attitudes 10% 
Public behaviour 2%
100%
TABLE 4.2. - Percentage Distribution of Types of Assessment 
(after Welsh Office 1980)
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therefore, lend themselves easily to analytical treatment, 
ii) 'Psychological' Approach - possessed the difficulty that each 
person had his own unique set of mental constructs related to 
each other in a complex and multi-dimensional fashion, eg Kelly 
(1955).
iii) 'Mathematical* Model - this approach relied heavily upon the 
fact that as Harrison and Sarre (1971, 370) pointed out the
"... final test of the validity of conceptual and measurement 
processes is their success in predicting aspects of overt 
behaviour."
d) Arthur et al (1977) categorised methods into three areas:
i) Descriptive Inventories - formed the largest category and 
consisted of:
1) Quantitative inventories - direct measurements of physical 
factors, eg Fines (1968), Leopold (1969), Weddle (1969), 
Fabos (1971), Zube et al (1974).
2) Non—quantitative inventories — these techniques analysed and 
evaluated landscapes by describing scenic elements verbally 
and/or graphically, eg Leopold (1969) - uniqueness ratios, 
Newby (1973).
ii) Public Preference Models -
1) Quantitative Methods - many of which were sophisticated
survey methods, eg semantic differential and adjective
checklists, eg Calvin et al (1972), Craik (1972).
2) Non-quantitative Methods - the most common of these methods 
was the questionnaire or verbal survey, eg Becker (1978), 
Saarinen and Gibbon (1980).
3) Component Models - these methods combined two approaches:
quantitative public preference surveys and landscape feature 
inventories, eg Shafer et al (1969).
e) Penning-Rowsell (1977) - These classifications were related to the 
landscape evaluation techniques that were independent of landscape users- 
i) strong factual basis
- Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire Report (1971)
- Leopold (1969a)
- Staffordshire County Council (1972)
- Somerset County Council (1973)
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ii) weak or non-existent factual basis
- Fines (1968)
- Glamorgan County Council (1973)
- Worcester County Council (1971) 
iii) landscape evaluation dependent on landscape values
- Penning-Rowsell (1973a)
- Shafer et al (1969)
- Weddle (1969)
f) Zube et al (1982) reviewed 160 journal articles from Britain, America 
and Canada (1965-1980) and from these reviews and analysis of the major 
research directions, based on the human—landscape interaction—outcome 
model, they identified four general paradigms of landscape perception 
research (Zube et al, 1982, 8).
i) Expert Paradigi.. - involved landscape evaluation by skilled and 
trained observers, eg Fines (1968); Shafer et al (1969); 
Penning-Rowsell and Hardy (1973); Blacksell and Gilg (1975); 
Helliwell (1976); Shuttleworth (1980); Taggert et al (1980). 
ii) Psychophysical Paradigm - involved the assessment, through 
testing of the general public or selected populations, of 
landscape aesthetic qualities or specific landscape properties 
eg Shafer and Meitz (1969); Carls (1974). 
iii) Cognitive Paradigm - involved the search for a human meanincr
O
associated with landscape properties, eg Zube (1973b) Beckett 
(1974), Buhyoff et al (1979), Wohwill and Harris (1980). 
iv) Experiential Paradigm - considered landscape values to be based 
on experience of human-landscape interaction, whereby both wer 
shaping and being shaped in the interactive process eg 
Lowenthal and Prince (1965), Lowenthal (1975), Newby (1979) 
Kobayashi (1980). 
Of those articles reviewed (1965-1980), 73% consisted of the expert
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paradigm and the psychophysical paradigm. To show development of the 
methods Zube et al (1982) compared the ratios of articles/year published 
for the 1974 to 1980 period with the 1965 to 1973 period:
i) Expert paradigm 3:1
ii) Psychophysical paradigm 8:1
iii) Cognitive paradigm 4:1
iv) Experiential paradigm 5:1
These ratios suggested that the psychophysical paradigm was emerging as 
the dominant research direction, 
g) Others
i) Appleton (1975) described the 'experience of landscape 1 in terms of
prospect/refuge and imagery: 
ii) Tuan (1974) emphasised the importance of a person's cultural
background; 
iii) Shafer (1969)
1) Direct Approach - direct questionnaires, ie a sample of people 
were asked how they felt about an environment, eg Saarinen and 
Gibbon (1980)
2) Indirect Approach - measured perception by, eg correlation
between physical properties of an environment and some index of 
behaviour within that environment, eg Shafer and Thompson (1968). 
iv) Clamp (1981)
1) Experimental measurement of consensus - eg Clamp (1976a, 1976b) 
Clamp and Woods (1978)
2) Empirical investigation of landscape perception - in depth 
interviews were supplemented by photographs, eg Tetlow and 
Sheppard (1979).
3) Experimental validation of photographic stimulations
4) Empirical testing of accuracy of prediction.
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4.4. Examples of Different Landscape Evaluation Methods^ 
Many methods have been devised which tackle the subject of landscape 
evaluation. Most methods were of a measurement nature but in recent years 
more emphasis has been placed on public preference investigations. Initia 
wholesale landscape evaluation began in the late 1960's with the emergence 
of the important basic studies of Leopold (1969a; refer to Chapter 5), 
Fines (1968) and Linton (1968). From these, numerous methods 'blossomed' 
in the early 1970's onwards leading to the increasing use of photographs 
and public opinion. As there have been so many different techniques 
published this section includes only a small selection of methods.
4.4.1. 1960 to 1969
a) Fines, 1968
Fines (1968) worked in conjunction with the West Sussex County Planning 
Department on a method of landscape and townscape evaluation. He 
suggested that appreciation of a landscape was the result of the amal­ 
gamation of the five senses of sight, sound, smell, touch and taste. 
Fines' (1968) method involved the evaluation of 20 'still' photographs 
by 45 people. One of the photographs was selected as a control and given 
the value of 1.0. The group of 45 was then split into sub-groups 
according to the sex and amount of training and experience in a design 
discipline of each person. The mean value for each view was calculated 
for each sub-group and the highest mean value was then divided by the 
lowest to give a range of values:
i) Unsightly 0 - 1.0
ii) Undistinguished 1.0 - 2.0 
iii) Pleasant 2.0 - 4.0
iv) Distinguished 4.0 - 8.0 
v) Superb 8.0 - 16.0
vi) Spectacular 16.0 - 32.0 
A value of 18.0 was taken to represent the highest obtainable value '
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Britain, and a value of 12.0 to be the highest in lowland Britain. The 
scale covered both townscape and landscape, although townscape did not 
generally rank as high as landscapes (Fig 4.1; Table 4.3). From 
these values Fines' (1968) established a map based on the number of view 
evaluations at each site being converted to landsurface values (Fig 
4.2).
The system had several problems caused mainly by a lack of definition of 
many key phrases, eg 'average conditions' and 'the average intelligent 
observer' were open to a wide degree of interpretation from person to 
person. Fines (1968) based his scale on a representative group of people, 
but it was not clear what 'representative' meant. The technique concen­ 
trated too much on the characteristics of the landscape and assumed that 
all surveys and surveyors will be the same (Penning-Rowsell and Hardy, 
1973).
b) Linton. 1968
Linton (1968) argued that landscape appraisal should be founded on the 
elements of scenery that influence our reaction to it. He further sug­ 
gested that the spatial variations of these elements should be mapped and 
the categories mapped should be arranged in a hierarchy of value. Linton 
(1968) divided the landscape into two: (i) landform or landscape and (ii) 
land use. Landform could be quantitatively described by relative relief 
using topographic maps as the data source. Linton's (1968) Scottish study 
recognised six different landforms which used relative relief, slope 
abruptness of accidentation. frequency and deptti of dissecting valleys* 
i) Lowland - less than 150m (500ft)
ii) Hill Country - relative relief less than 305m (1,000ft) 
iii) Bold Hills










66% of a-ea within this range
95% of a-ea within this range
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FIGURE 4.1 Seal.- of Landscape Values - Fines (196S) M 
A?tor Fines, 1968 , 44)
Lowland Landscape Types
1. Countryside spoilt by excessive clutter
2. Flat unrelieved plains (including prairie, steppe, etc)
3. Flat or gently undulating 'humanised* countryside
4. Woods and forests (interior)
5. Coastal marshes, creeks, dunes
6. Flat or gently undulating heaths and commons
7. Landscaped parks
8. Low hills (including downs, wooded hills)
9. Coastal cliffs
Highland Landscape Types
10. High hills and moors
11. Lower mountains (eg Britain)
12. Great mountains, canyons, waterfalls
Townscape Types
13. Slums and derelict areas
14. Modern industrial and commercial areas
15. Modern suburbia
16. Towns of architectural and historic interest
17. Classic towns (eg Florence, Venice, Edinburgh)
NB Many of highest value views combine two or more of the above types 





FIGURE 4 . 2 - Section of Fines (1968) Landscape Evalviation Map
It was noted that certain other features, eg water, added to the aesthetic 
quality of landscape but although noted they were not added to the final 
map because of scale problems. Scenic quality generally increased with 
relief, slope, etc although high or low altitude did not in itself make 
dramatic or dull scenery.
Linton (1968) identified several land use landscapes to which he gave 
different ratings:
i) Urbanised and Industrialised ~5
ii) Continuous Forests -2 
iii) Treeless Farmland +1
iv) Moorland +3 
v) Varied Forests and Moorland Landscapes +4
vi) Richly Varied Farming Landscapes +5 
vii) Wild Landscapes +6
From these a composite map of landform and landuse maps were produced from 
a combination of ratings which gave, quickly and cheaply, a map of scenic 
value suitable for planning purposes (Fig 4.3).
The method had limitations in that it was very subjective, eg significant 
landscapes were subjectively selected, delineated, rated and perceptual 
responses to the elements were assumed; also coastal and inland water 
scenery were ignored. Thirdly, and possibly most importantly, landform and 
landuse ratings were equated without justification.
Gilg (1974) commented that Linton's (1968) study produced useful results at 
a local as well as national level. However, the method had three main 
faults:
a) Distance over which view extended was not defined.
b) Differing quality of urban landscapes was ignored which gave an 
inflexible view.
c) Relief was too important a factor in the method since relief 






4.3 - Scotland - Scenic Resources. a Composite Assessment 
(after Linton, 1964, 235)
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c) Shafer, Hamilton and Schmidt, 1969
Very often there is a need to take the mountain to the recreationist as 
opposed to vice versa in order to study environmental perception, eg 
et al (1969) used personal interviews and photographs to design an equation 
of landscape evaluation. The method involved the use of 100 8" x 10" black 
and white photographs taken throughout the United States. The researchers 
interviewed Adirondack campers during 1967 to give a preference score (Y). 
The resulting 50 rank values obtained for each photograph were added, and 
the total value for each photograph was designated as its preference score 
(Y). The final data analysis model used 10 significant terms and explained 
66% of the variation in landscape preference scores: 
Y = 184.8 -0.5436XJ - 0.09298X 2 + 0.0020669^ .X3 > +
0.0005538(X1 .X4 ) - 0,002596(X3 .X5 ) + 0 .001634(X2 .X & ) -
0.008441(X. .X,) - 0.000413KX. .X.) + 0.000666X, +
HO 4 D D
0.0001327X25
where X = Perimeter of immediate vegetation-section of the photo­ 
graph where characteristics of individual leaves and bark 
were easily distinguishable.
X_ = Perimeter of intermediate vegetation-section of the photo­ 
graph where non-vegetation was visible but not in fine 
detail.
X_ = Perimeter of distant vegetation-section of the photograph 
where shapes of vegetation cannot be distinguished.
X, = Area of intermediate vegetation-section of the photograph 
where vegetation was visible, but not in fine detail.
X_ = Area of any kind of water-section of the photograph that 
includes water.
X, = Area of distant non-vegetation-section of the photograph 
where shapes of non-vegetation cannot be distinguished.
The model did not predict landscape appeal directly rather it predicted 
the appeal of the photograph of a landscape. The correlation between land­ 
scape preferences and the six different landscape items pointed to th 
complexity of perception, ie total perception was not the result of a 
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sufficiently comprehensive to predict quite accurately, in other independ­ 
ent field tests, how various kinds of recreationists would rank landscape 
photographs (Shafer et al, 1969; Fig 4.4). The researchers placed a 
word of caution in that any resource planner should test the procedure in 
his area of study before attempting to use it in resource management 
decisions and/or suggest possible alternatives when qualitative standards 
seemed inadequate.
4.4.2. 1970 to 1979
a) Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire Sub-Regional Planning Study Group, 1971 
This study adopted the square kilometre as the base unit and all measure­ 
ments were made at this level. They delineated 24 factors which were 
measured in uniform weather conditions:
1) hedge trees 2) farmland 3) woodland
4) developed land 5) residential 6) industry
7) mining 8) parkland 9) heathland
10) water 11) other unused land 12) powerlines
13) railways 14) landform 15) listed buildings
16) farms 17) hedgerows 18) watercourses
19) roads 20) good features 21) indifferent features
22) bad features 23) views 24) density
Stepwise multiple regression analysis was carried out to discover how far
2 
variations between measured factors of 1km and those of another
accounted for the variation between Visual Quality scores subjectively 
given to those squares. At the same time analysis also indicated 
weightings that would be applied to each measured factor in order to 
simulate Visual Quality scores. The incidence of the measured factors was 
multiplied by these weightings (derived from the subjective survey of plan­ 
ning personnel) to give an index of landscape value for each grid square 
(this subjective element could be repeated for different weightings for
different areas). The Landscape Value Scale ranged from -120 to +120 and
2 
represented the inherent quality of each km in isolation (Table 4.4 and
4.5 and Fig 4.5).








Hams Hall ) Area in need of landscape 
Kingsbury Brickworks ) improvement
- 40 Cranmore Industrial 
Estate, Shirley
Minimum acceptable Residential 
Environment
- 10 Cubbington, Otton, )
Tile Hill, Lillington ) Average Urban Areas











Illmington, Weston ) Landscape comparable to
Park ) AONB standard
TABLE 4.4. Examples of sites graded on the Landscape Value Scale 
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and by isolating the subjective content into weightings derived from the 
regression analysis. A parallel intervisibility study was also carried out. 
The method concluded that even with such a finely graduated scale the land­ 
scape scores were remarkably uniform with most of the sub-region falling 
within the farmland category. Ministry of Defence properties featured as 
prominent black spots and the highest scores were usually associated with 
hilly ground or parkland (Table 4.4).
The method was complex but important. Survey results closely corresponded 
to results of the entirely subjective survey carried out to arrive 
at the factor weightings. This was not surprising in view of the very 
high multiple correlation coefficients arrived at. This high correlation 
did, however, call into question the need for anything more sophisticated 
than the subjective survey (Penning-Rowsell, 1974). 
b) Zube, Pitt and Anderson, 1974
The aims of this study were to test the efficiency of using photographs for 
landscape assessment; to identify physical landscape dimensions and to 
analyse the relationships between perceptual responses and physical 
dimensions.
Fifty-six landscape settings of the Connecticut River Valley were selected 
to obtain a representative coverage of landscape types in the area. Twenty- 
three landscape dimensions were identified as being significant determinants 
of landscape quality, and for each of the 56 settings these landscape 
dimensions were measured using topographic maps and aerial photographs:
i) Landform - relative relief ratio; absolute relative relief; mean
slope distribution; topographic texture; ruggedness number; spatial
definition index; mean elevation, 
ii) Land Use Area - land use diversity; naturalism index; percentage
tree cover, 
iii) Land Use Edge - land use edge density; land use edge variety land
use compatibility.
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iv) Land Use Contrast - height contrast; grain contrast; spacing
contrast; evenness contrast; naturalism contrast, 
v) Water - water edge density; percentage water area.
vi) View - area of view; length of view; viewer position.
Three hundred and seven people of differing backgrounds and experience took 
part in the study. Eight of the 56 settings, which encompassed a wide range 
of landscapes, were visited by 124 subjects who described and evaluated each 
of the sites using a 51 item landscape feature checklist (see Zube et al, 
1974, 139) and 18 seven point bi-polar semantic differential scales respect­ 
ively, eg varied 1-7 monotonous; common 1-7 unusual; tidy 1-7 untidy, 
closed 1-7 open; etc (Zube et al, 1974, 135). Panoramic colour photographs 
of these eight sites were then rank ordered according to scenic quality. 
Colour photographs of all 56 sites were also evaluated according to scenic 
quality by a Q-sort procedure. Using these photographs the remaining 183 
respondents completed each of these tasks.
Correlation analysis of the rankings indicated that there was a strong 
consensus between the evaluations on-site and those ranked from photographs. 
Problems associated with this method included a large percentage of variance 
being unexplained by the relationship between physical elements and 
perceptual responses. These could be explained by other factors not 
considered in this study, eg background information variables. Also the 56 
photographs did not represent the total range of possible measurements for 
each of the 23 landscape dimensions.
c) Schomaker, 1978
The aim of this study was to develop a method for determining public
preferences for alternative forms of proposed landscape modifications
Ideally it was desirable to measure people's preferences for sketches/phot
graphs of landscapes and their reaction to the actual modified la d
the major problem here was the high cost. Therefore, the study wa
simplified to: "... can people's preferences for sketches be used to red'
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their preferences for photographed scenes?" (Schomaker, 1978, 6). 
Forty-eight colour slides of timber harvests, roads, utility installations 
and ski slopes in otherwise undeveloped mountain areas were converted to 
black and white sketch. One hundred and ten observers from the University 
of Idaho were asked to rate each slide (colour, black/white and black/white 
sketch) from 0-9 (0 being the lowest scenic beauty) after veiwing it for 
eight seconds, and to rate it on a computer optical scanning sheet. The 
reliability of the ratings was estimated using test-retest procedure based 
on the 16 duplicate pairs of stimuli embedded within the 159 total stimuli. 
The conclusion of this study was that non-professionals have the same 
preference rankings for landscape modifications as landscape architects, and 
that their preferences for modified sketches were the same. 
This technique had the same characteristics as other public input tech­ 
niques, ie this technique would give decision-makers additional 'input', but 
it would not make decisions. Like letters, questionnaires and petitions, 
input from this technique must be weighed and judged. This method has had 
recent successful use as 'photomontages', a build up of before and after 
sketches transferred into photographs, which were utilised by the Central 
Electricity Generating Board for the planning of Foley B in Southampton and 
by the B.D.P. (landscape architects) for the Channel Tunnel Terminal 
investigation at Folkestone (Haromond, 1959; Jack, 1989, respectively).
A.4.3. 1980 to Present Day
a) Shuttleworth 1980
As methods progressed there was an increasing need to use photographs as an
observation medium, as to achieve statistically valid results large numbers
of people were required to observe large numbers of different landscapes
The problems, and costs, of taking such numbers to each landscape viewn '
were impractical.
Twelve views of varying content, eg woodland, river scenes, gravel work'
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etc were chosen on the campus of the University of East Anglia. Ninety 
three environmental students were presented with three methods of site 
vi ewi ng:
a) site visit - students were requested to stand at one point and view in 
one direction.
b) black and white prints of each scene were studied.
c) colour print photographs of each scene were used.
The students were asked to assess the scenes using three questionnaires: 
i) semantic differential format with seven evaluative scales, to assess
scenes in the field.
ii) an identical format to assess photographs of the same scene, 
iii) a rank order questionnaire to establish respondents' estimates of the
scenic quality of these scenes.
Results of this study showed that there were no differences between verbal 
response patterns and the overall evaluations of scenic quality of randomly 
chosen subgroups of respondents viewing scenes in the field. Results 
indicated that there were very few differences of significance between 
reactions to and perceptions of landscapes either when viewed in the 
field or as photographs. Those differences that did exist may be explained 
by differences in the content of the different presentation media. Lastly, 
black and white photographs tended to induce more extreme and more highly 
differentiated responses than colour, and that the latter related more 
closely to field responses. These results, obtained by Shuttleworth (1980) 
tended to confirm and complement those of earlier research, eg Coughlin and 
Goldstein (1970), Boster and Daniel (1972), Woolwine (1973), Zube et al 
(1974) and Clamp (1975).
Shuttleworth (1980, 75) stated that because of these results there were 
reasonable grounds for using photographs as surrogates for landscape 
evaluation provided that they met two requirements: 
i) the landscapes must be depicted on colour photographs to maintain
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potentially important source of landscape variety in the study; and 
ii) the photographs should be taken with a wide angle lens in order to give 
the lateral and foreground context in each of the views without apparent 
distortion of the actual scale relationships that were found in the direct 
perception of landscape.
b) Welsh Office 1980
For their study the Welsh Office (1980) used aerial photographic coverage (scale 
1:61,000) and Ordnance Survey maps (scale 1:63,360; 1:50,000: 1:25,000) as their 
principal sources and second landuse survey maps (scale 1:25,000), land class­ 
ification maps (MAFF) (scale 1:63,360; 1:50,000) geological survey maps (scale 
1:63,360) and soil survey maps and reports (scale 1:25,000; 1:63,360) as their 
subsidiary sources.
The total examination of Welsh landscape was preceded by two exploratory 
measures - a photomontage area and a pilot study area of a transect through 
South Wales from Usk to Burry Port - to identify the main surface mantle features 
that were distinguishable: (i) built-up areas, (ii) coastal plain, (iii) wood/ 
forest, (iv) land farmed, (v) unenclosed land, (vi) inland water. 
In weighing the merits of different sources of information, cost, accuracy 
and convenience took priority. There were three types of photography 
available each with their own problems:
a) aerial photography provided uniform coverage, largely undistorted but 
expensive,
b) oblique photography (dramatised aerial view and wide field of vision) 
entailed problematical choices of viewing points and many photographs
c) eye level photograph, even selectively chosen, would be problematical 
and would entail an infinite number of photographs; hence the 
desirability of combining several types of information including mans 
Selected variables included (i) relative elevation, (ii) slope break, (iii) f 
density, (iv ) tree density, (v) woodland areas, (vi) landscape units: charac­ 
teristics and occurence. Information relevant to each of these variables
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plotted on the base plan of the most convenient scale and converted to the 
scale of 1:250,000. Although at this scale only a fairly coarse grained class­ 
ification was possible it allowed a 'general' landscape classification to be 
obtained (Fig 4.6; Table 4.6).
The survey work involved the development of a sampling framework so that an 
analysis of each variable and comparisons between different variables could be 
readily assessed in relation to the units. The 118 units were indexed and 
sorted in order to locate identical five figure codes and, with the photographic 
record, it was possible to identify and sample identically coded units in 
unrelated areas. 
Errors often resulted from either measurements where the scale interval was
wrongly interpreted or from elements not adequately considered. The class-
2 ification covered 2.4km at a time and if an area was smaller, ie narrow,
long features, eg river valleys, it was, unlikely to be noted as with some 
ridges and valleys, especially those of the South Wales mining valleys which 
were not separately identified.
However, the performance of the variables, based on the field trials, was 
sufficiently good to justify widespread application of the classification within 
Wales. Widespread use of this classification was an essential step towards 
locating errors and in eliciting from those using it where changes were required. 
A selective field trial could only assess the overall viability of a technique 
and its results.
c) Cats-Baril and Gibson 1987
In this study a multi-attribute utility model (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) was 
developed to perform "a systematic evaluation of the aesthetic impact of land 
development proposals" (Cats-Baril and Gibson, 1987, 464). The model consisted 
of three main components:
i) a series of independent attributes describing the type of
object being evaluated.
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FIGURE A.6 - Macro Landscape Units Stage I (Mapl) 






































































































































TABLE 4.6 - Simplified Key to Fig 4.6
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of how the preferences for a certain attribute change over 
its range, 
iii) a 'weight' attached to each attribute to indicate its relative
importance to the evaluation as a whole. 
The mathematical form of the model was:
Sj = <VU (i)j 
where S. = total score of proposal j
W. = the importance weight of attribute i 
Ux.... = score of proposal j on attribute i 
and Wi = 1 and 0 -c U, . , . < 100
The best possible proposal would score a maximum of 100 points; the worst 
possible would score 0 points. Proposals could thus be compared with 
each other on the basis of their total scores. From this the Aesthetic 
Impact Model (AIM) was defined and had two parts:
Part A - Visual Interest and Quality
Part B - Change in Quality of Life
Part A concerned the quality of the project design by itself, ie it referred 
to the intrinsic visual quality of the project. Part B was concerned with 
how the project fitted within the context in which it would exist. Part A 
contained five categories containing 19 attributes; Part B contained three 
categories containing 15 attributes. The total aesthetic impact of a project 
was given on Part A multiplied by the importance weight of Part A, plus the 
score the project was given on Part B multiplied by the relative importance 
weight of Part B (Cats-Baril and Gibson 1987, 466). 
eg PART 1 PART 2
Al. Formal design, balance and Bl. Visual fit 
proportion
Al.l Diversity of style Bl.l Natural landscape/views
A1.2 Diversity of activity B1.2 Surrounding buildi
A1.3 Composition B1.3 Sequence
A1.4 Materials B1.4 Scale
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PART 1 PART 2
Al-5 Colour B1.5 Character of neighbourhood
B1.6 Character of town 
Bl-7 Colour 
For complete list refer to Cats-Baril and Gibson (1987)
The Aesthetic Impact Model has been used on a variety of examples and has 
proved to be an excellent framework for discussing the aesthetic impact of 
proposed development projects. The public dissemination efforts to date 
have indicated that AIM was a valuable tool for individuals and political 
bodies involved in the review and regulatory process to evaluate landscape 
aesthetics .
4-5. Problems Associated with Landscape Evaluation Techniques 
The 1969 National Environmental Policy Act of the USA. required federal 
governments to assure for all Americans "... safe, heathful, productive, 
aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings." Even the present day 
position of evaluation is one of debate and controversy: no-one doubts the 
usefulness of, or the need for, landscape evaluation, but conversely no-one 
can agree on how to go about it- An evaluation is essentially concerned 
with quantifying matters into numbers and distributions which can then be 
translated into meaningful presentations such as maps and graphs. Landscape 
evaluation objectives are diverse and encompass landscape preservation 
protection and recreation.
Boster (1974, 7) noted that none of the landscape evaluation techniques 
developed have gained general acceptance because the common assumption of 
the experts was at variance with the fact that in aesthetic Judgements 
there was no established body, or theory (Appleton, 1975), to explain h 
constitutes a beautiful landscape. Research without a general theory 
fragmentary and had a hit-or-miss quality to it- It was diffi cuit 
understand how various research efforts fitted together, or
X f they 
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were measuring the same thing (Zube, Sell and Taylor, 1982). Dunn (197 a,
"... some of the earlier techniques are almost purely related to 
classification, whilst those developed later are strongly analytics 
There exists, of course, a large body of material where the evidence 
suggests that the basis of the technique is essentially descriptive, 
and that the evaluative stage is much less developed theoretically
Initial attempts at landscape evaluation were aimed at direct measurements, 
Fines (1968), Leopold (1969), Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire (1971), but 
with growing concern for the lack of a common theory the concept of land 
scape assessment methods based on the opinions of 'landscape users' was 
initiated by, eg Clark (1968) and Weddle (1969) and advocated by Penning- 
Rowsell (1974). Such arguments should not detract from the need for, or 
role of, an 'expert' or professional planner. According to Appleton 
(1975, 122) the absence of a theory in this case "... brings the 
professional down to the same plane as the man in the street." 
Many writers have noted problems associated with evaluative techniques, 
eg Dunn (1974), Appleton (1975), Crofts (1975) and Turner (1975). 
Objectivity was often claimed but the previous authors have commented that 
subjective judgements have to be made at some point, eg about components 
used and those omitted. A more general criticism was that many techniques 
failed to take into account both the quality of the scenery at a point and 
the quality and views from that point in all directions. Higgens (1967) 
stressed that evaluation should be approached on a comparative basis, 
ideally on a national scale; that a piece of landscape cannot be considered 
in isolation and that to evaluate landscape the observer must decide on the 
nature of elements of which a landscape was composed-
Many techniques developed for landscape evaluation and appraisal were oft 
crude and largely interested in areas other than those for which thev 
developed. Many techniques relied heavily on the professional knowlede 
and personal skill of those who originated them. This made transfer- 
ability difficult if not impossible (Penning-Rowsell 1974). 
Many of the direct assessment methods (eg Fines, 1968; Linton 1968 
Leopold, 1969) depended on:
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a) the gross nature of scoring in which broad generalisations glossed
over many of the subtleties and variations of even the major features 
of the landscape; and,
b) all the techniques were characterised by a lack of any formal
recognition of the basic aesthetic principles in the determination 
of scores and points assigned, (Shuttleworth, 1978).
a) Measurement Techniques possessed a number of important problems:
1) Choice of observers - it has been commonly stated that visual beauty is 
felt and recognised more by some than others, generally because of 
differences in individual personality (Newton, 1950; Laurie, 1975). 
Some form of training could increase the receptivity to beauty as 
it gave the observer a wide range of standards against which aesthetic 
qualities may be judged (Fines, 1968; Laurie, 1975), however, 
preferential training could constitute a potentially influential 
variable (Zube, 1973; Zube et al, 1975). Generally, because of the 
ease of choice and availability, suitably experienced members of the 
environment and design professions, supplemented by other equally 
experienced and concerned observers, were used. However, landscape 
evaluations based solely on the subjective judgements of a small group 
of professional planners could not be completely reliable as often 
many professionals received little aesthetic training. Due to this 
there was no reason to believe that the public should have less 
confidence in their own judgement than they have in those of so-called 
experts (Penning-Rowsell and Serle, 1977). Planners could not assume 
that there was a 'good fit 1 between their preferences and those of 
their clients. Although sophisticated techniques were important f 
major planning decisions, substantial gains could be made in matchi 
planning with the public's expectations by simply asking the oubl ' 
what they do and don't like.
2) Number of observers - Traditionally one or two observers were
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as there was a need for consistency. However, these one or two obse 
were not necessarily a. representative sample of a defined population 
(Brigg and Hance, 1980). Again this gave further reasons for public 
preference models to be established with large numbers of observers. 
The low reliability of results from one observer made it advisable 
to use composite judgements of panels of independent observers to 
achieve higher reliability levels (Feimer et al, 1981).
3) Scoring scales - where the evaluation was based on the results of one 
observer a purely personal scoring scale could be used, unless the 
results were intended to be comparable with those of an observer 
from another study area. In most field based techniques the observer 
was required to assign to a landscape, or a landscape characteristic, 
a score or verbal grade within certain limits, eg
i) Equal interval 0-1-2-3 ... 9-10 (Glamorgan County Council, 1973) 
ii) Geometric 0-1-2-4 ... 16-32 (Fines, 1968) 
iii) Verbal low-medium etc (Hebblethwaite, 1968) 
The main disadvantage with ordinal or rank order scales was that they 
were not open ended which led to observer reluctance in using the 
highest or the lowest score. The geometric scale had further problems 
as it invited serious perceptual problems for the observer and the 
choice of a specific geometric scale was somewhat arbitrary (Robinson 
et al, 1976). Because existing methods used a large variety of 
scoring scales it was difficult to make comparisons with different 
areas in order to build up a landscape evaluation over the whole 
country.
4) Measurement Units - the view of landscape designers was that no surve
could be defined unless it in some way contained the total field of
2 observation, A number of techniques adopted the km as a base unit
and all measurements were made at this level, eg Coventry-Solihull- 
Warwickshire (1971). However, the problem with this approach was i 
defining the grid square on the ground during field survey
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(Staffordshire County Council, 1972; Norfolk County Council, 1974). 
Other units used included the Drainage Basin Unit (eg Gardiner, 1975;, 
Landscape Unit - a relatively small area of approximately homogenous 
characteristics (eg Penning-Rowsell et al, 1977); Parish Unit (eg 
Penning-Rowsell, 1982); Landscape Tracts - a visual enclosure or 
homogeneity of character as basis for landscape assessments (eg Fines, 
1968; Land Use Consultants, 1971; Bedfordshire County Council, 1973); 
overall area as one unit (eg Welsh Office, 1980).
5) Time - landscape has been recognised as a dynamic element in a state 
of constant change. A. landscape evaluation could change from day to 
day, year to year and season to season. The weather would also have 
an effect on people's evaluation of a scene. It was important, 
therefore, that when a measurement survey was performed it was done 
so within a very short time, in comparable weather conditions. 
Three environmental conditions affect aesthetic experience and these 
have to be accounted for in any technique (Litton et al, 1974):
i) Observer's state of mind 
ii) Context of observation 
iii) Landscape itself (an environmental stimulus)
b) Mathematical Techniques
The beauty of a landscape is dependent on the subtle characteristics of 
the physical components which could only be wholly appreciated by eye 
this point was very often overlooked. The most widely adopted visual 
management methods (Cov*ntry-Solihull-Warwickshire, 1971; Robinson et al 
1976) were lengthy and complex and included a large number of separate 
evaluations that almost magically culminated in a decision rule (Kapla 
1979). Mathematical methods were complicated and an immediate opinio 
suggested that it was impossible to evaluate a landscape, which is se 
and felt, by cold calculating techniques. However, Shafer and Brush (1977 
255) believed that:
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"... not to use mathematics to help examine phenomenon of landscape 
preferences would be like trying to fell a tree with a chain saw 
without turning on the power switch - one could hack away at the 
problem for a long time, and not solve it because of failure to use 
a tool suitable for the task."
On the problems of a mathematical approach Kaplan (1975, 120) commented 
that:
"... the study of preference based on variables chosen for their 
objectivity seems unlikely to lead to any broader understanding. 
Indeed, an over-concern with objectivity has tended to produce myopia; 
theoretical sense and even commonsense are abandoned in an effort to 
squeeze prediction from unlikely but reliable variables."
Often it was uncertain what mathematical methods actually measured. 
Multiple regression analysis has proved to be the most common mathematical 
approach, eg Shafer et al (1969), Price (1976), Shafer and Brush (1977). 
This approach was well used due to the various authors believing that it 
was the most suitable landscape preference analysis because it took into 
account not only the changes in given landscape variables, but also the 
many subtle and unsuspected interactions among the variables. However, a 
detailed critique of this technique suggested that its predictive validity 
was not firmly established and that it was probably less powerful than its 
creators suggest (Weinstein, 1976).
c) Public Preference Technique
Public preference approaches had no practical limitations as their 
interest lay in the use of surrogate measures and definitions of the 
nature of the landscape (Shuttleworth, 1978). However, the technique did 
have associated problems, eg site surveys inevitably asked questions of 
people who were already there with the obvious consequence of a sample 
biased towards those who were sufficiently attracted by the landscape to 
be present in the first place. However, Penning-Rowsell (1982) suggested 
that it was essential to question respondents only about landscapes h' 
they knew as respondents can exaggerate landscape quality, especiall 
quality of their immediate locality. 
Much discussion has been held in relation to the problem of land
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familiarity. According to Kreimer (1977) inherent familiarity with land­ 
scapes could affect results. That familiarity had a positive influence 
on landscape evaluations was supported by Sonnenfeld (1967) and Wohlwil 
(1976). A negative response was reported by Penning-Rowsell et al (1977;. 
A number of studies found no variation in landscape evaluations 
irrespective of regional familiarity, eg Shafer and Mietz (1970), Clamp 
(1976), Daniel and Boster (1976), Wellman and Buhyoff ((1980). However, 
people did not necessarily prefer what they were familiar with. Preferences 
were also affected by, eg content (ie water and trees), interest and 
expertise.
Some authors, eg Neiman (1980), reported no relationship between landscape 
evaluation attitudes and socio-economic variables; whereas others, eg Clamp 
(1976), Penning-Rowsell et al (1977), Kaplan and Herbert (1987) had found 
that although preferences for natural settings were consistent there were 
some variations occurring across people of different ages, ethnic groups 
and areas of expertise. The literature revealed that the meaning of land­ 
scape was reflected in the upbringing and attitude of a person and also 
the value that a person places on landscape as a natural resource (McHarg, 
1969; Fairbrother, 1971). Jacques (1980, 109) commented on the lack of 
consensus in landscape evaluation related to socio-economic variables:
"... an individual's satisfaction derived from a view will be 
entirely subjective. A consensus in taste could exist only in so far 
as groups could be identified with less internal variation than the 
differences between groups. Since cultures even within a country as 
small as Britain are considerably divergent, the concept of consensus 
aesthetics is not a valid starting point for landscape appraisal."
A popular approach of the late 1970's and early 1980's was that of using 
photographs as a substitute for actual site visits, mainly because of the 
difference in cost (Shafer and Brush, 1977; Helliwell, 1978; Shuttleworth 
1978; Ady, Gray and Jones, 1979; Shuttleworth, 1980). Although the use of 
photographs was an accepted method they possessed problems in that th' 
type of media filtered reality, appeared flat and gave a restricted f 
of vision even when using a wide angle lens. Pictures could still b
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biased, ie taken from the photographer's point of view and Daniel and Bos 
(1976) devised a "random walk 1 procedure to obtain a more random photograp 
representation of the study area in an attempt to remove this bias. 
Existing methods tended to assume that all observers were in general agree 
ment about the visual quality of landscapes, but until this has been shown 
to be true the mean of several observers' judgements cannot be taken to 
be meaningful (Robinson et al, 1976). Further criticism of the assumptions 
had been made by Krai (1983) who stated that methods start from the 
evaluation of natural components of an area, which are believed as funda­ 
mental and determined; this was followed by an estimation of man's activity 
towards the region and the aesthetic influence of the region's landscape on 
man. No success has been gained in devising an evaluation, which can be 
carried out at different sites or various countries, which is objective and 
comparable. Many techniques have been developed without adequate consider­ 
ation of the scientific criteria traditionally associated with measurement 
systems (Daniel and Boster, 1976). Objective measurements would place scenic 
beauty as a resource, on a more equal footing with other more tangible 
resources and would also provide a better justification for landuse decisions. 
The concept of objectivity was the
"... guiding principle behind development of landscape evaluation 
techniques and the reason for their downfall" (Powell, 1981, 18).
4.6. Future Work
"... It appears „-. that we are learning and adapting the techniques 
of quantification already used extensively in resource planning by 
engineers and economists, and we are beginning to substantiate the 
intuitively held values of designers with the results of research in 
the social sciences" (Zube et al, 1975, 345).
In 1975 and 1976, four authors (Appleton, 1975; Penning-Rowsell, 1975- 
Helliwell, 1976; Price 1976) postulated lines of future work: 
Penning-Rowsell (1975) indicated a need for more attention to fitti 
technique to purpose instead of just devising a good technique, p 
included landscape preservation, protection and improvement and 
policies.
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Appleton (1975) suggested three lines of research:
a) to carry on with empirical techniques refining and improving them as 
best as possible in light of research and experience and tolerating 
a measure of subjectivity until there was something sound to put in 
their placej
b) to shape awareness of limitations inherent in methodology and 
exercise great caution in interpreting results^
c) the course of empirical enquiries should set aside a little time and
effort for the pursuit of the theoretical.
Helliwell (1976) suggested that there was little point in examining one 
small corner of the field in great detail if it could not be related to 
the field as a whole. The scope of any technique should be as wide as 
possible in terms of subject material and respondents. The work of Zube, 
et al (1974) and White and Dunn (1974) indicated future work using coloured 
photographs as a realistic tool.
Price (1976) supported a future subjective method - to obtain objectivity 
(or, at least, broadly based subjectivity) and noted that there was a need 
to measure the revealed preferences of the consumers for the landscape. 
Subjective assessments gained in usefulness and persuasiveness as they 
became more comparable with other values and more representative of 
society. To proceed by argument and observation from individual 
subjectivity towards representative subjectivity was probably more cost 
effective, in terms of improved decisions, than 'speculative dabbling' in 
an objective model which in itself needed subjective interpretation before 
it could be useful.
It appeared, therefore, that future work should involve the amalgamation 
of a number of methods, subjective §nd objective, measured and spoken 
order to produce results which were comparable with other areas. An 
important point was that models already devised should be investigat 
more closely for possible usage before new methods were suggested
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response to these suggestions this study has aimed to investiage Leopol 
(1969) method in more detail in relation to the Rivers of Glamorgan with 
a potential future use for the whole of Wales. 
4.6.1. A Recent Survey on the Use of Landscape Techniques 
In 1987/88 Penning-Rowsell (1989) carried out a survey to investigate the 
use of systematic landscape evaluation techniques in relation to County 
Authorities. The 1970's showed a large amount of interest in the devising 
and use of landscape evaluation methods (eg Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire 
Study, 1971; Schomaker, 1978; etc), since which the enthusiasm has appeared 
to wane because the methods were either too trivial, too complex or 
irrelevant to modern rural planning. The Countryside Commission (1987) 
indicated that the problem still remained and used a broadly based approach 
(as opposed to the single technique of Robinson et al, 1976) as a tool for 
aiding special site selection (eg AONB), investment decisions and environmental 
impact assessments.
A simply survey, involving five questions, was sent to 165 authorities in 
England and Scotland; the Welsh authorities were not involved because of 
resource constraints and evidence (Penning-Rowsell, 1983) that landscape plan­ 
ning in the Principality was virtually dormant. Sixty-seven per cent of those 
contacted replied and correlation indicated that 22% of the 110 authorities 
had used some type of "systematic landscape evaluation technique" in the last 
five years (Table 4.7). Clearly the practice of, and the need for, landscape 
evaluation was not dead, but the purposes of use varied considerably eg 
local plan preparation, minerals plan, Green Belt local plan, conservation/ 
landscape enhancement proposals, etc. Ninety-three respondents had not used 
systematic evaluations in the last five years and 60% of these stated th 
reason as "the need had not arisen"; whilst only 13% indicated reservati 
with the methods.
Those authorities that had used evaluation techniques found them usef 1 
whilst those who had not used them did not doubt their validity. Th
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Used Landscape Evaluation 

























Overall 110 67% 24 22%
4-7 Local Authority Landscape Assessment Survey: 
Overall Response and Results
(after Penning-Rowsell, 1989, 36, Table I)
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indicated that antipathy with the philosophy of making systematic land­ 
scape evaluations accounted for only a small number of cases for their lack 
of use (Penning-Rowse11, 1989). Despite this acceptance, the research 
theory base for these techniques (Penning-Rowsell and Lowenthal, 1986) is 




5.1. Specific River Studies
River edge lands support the most intense development and dense populations 
on earth. Despite this most developers do not consider the aesthetic 
resource of riverscapes in their plans (Pomeroy et al, 1983). The world's 
rivers are vitally important to man as they serve as main avenues of 
transport; major sources of recreation; they are harnessed for power, flood 
control and for domestic and industrial water supply; their fertile flood 
plains offer sites for agriculture, homes and industry; and most of all, 
they act as man's sewers. The Wild and Scenic River Act, Public Law 90-542 
(U.S.A.) of 1968 was an attempt to save some of America's unpolluted, free 
flowing rivers. The law stated that:
"... certain rivers of the Nation which ... possess outstandingly 
remarkable scenic, cultural or other similar values, shall be 
preserved in free-flowing condition, and that they and their immediate 
environments shall be protected for the benefit and enjoyment of 
present and fature generations".
In Britain a series of laws concerned with river quality have found 
statute. The River (Pr<vention of Pollution) Act 1951 stated that it was-
"... An Act to make new provision for maintaining or restoring the 
wholesoraeness of the rivers and other inland or coastal waters of 
England and Wales in place of the Rivers Pollution Prevention Act 
1876, and certain other enactments, and to provide for laying befo 
Parliament the annual reports of river boards."
Section 2(1) Subject to this Act, a person committed an offence punishabl
under this section:
a) if he causes or knowingly permits to enter a stream any poison
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noxious or polluting matter; or
b) if he causes or knowingly permits to enter a stream any matter so as to 
tend either directly or in combination with other acts (whether his 
own or anothers) to impede the proper flow of the water of the stream 
in a manner leading or likely to lead to a substantial aggravation of 
pollution due to other causes or of its consequences.
The Clean Rivers (Estuaries and Tidal Waters) Act 1960 amended the above
Act:
"... so as to give to river boards powers to deal with new outlets 
and new discharges of trade or sewage effluent into tidal waters or 
parts of the sea."
The seaward limits of controlled waters included
62 - a line drawn across the River Severn Estuary from the Black Nore
lighthouse at Portishead, Somerset to the tip of Lavernock Point in 
Glamorgan.
63 - the mouth of the River Thaw,
64 - a line drawn across the entrance of the River Ogmore from SS86077562 
to SS86007603.
65 - a line drawn from Sker Point at SS78697973 to the lighthouse on
Mumbles Head.
The Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act 1961 again amended the 1951 Act 
and was an:
". . Act to make further provision for maintaining and restoring the 
wholesomeness of the rivers and other inland or coastal waters of 
England and Wales."
A section added made it
"... unlawful to discharge trade or sewage effluent without consent 
under this Act of the water authority".
The Acts of 1951, 1960 and 1961 were all amalgamated in the Control of 
Pollution Act 1974 which was
". . An Act to make further provison with respect to waste disno 1 
water pollution, noise, atmospheric pollution and public health ^ A 
for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid". '
The section on Water Pollution possessed the same laws as the Riv
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1951 together with a further addition:
c) if he allows any solid waste matter to enter a stream or restricted
waters.
Despite these laws British river standards remain extremely poor; sewage 
and industrial pollution are still a scourge of our rivers as Water 
Authorities are generally not strict enough on emissions. Even when 
offenders are caught cases take a long time to reach court and fines are 
often inconsequential and unrelated to the scale of the pollution, 
eg 1 Coal Products Limited, Caerphilly, were fined £2,000 plus costs, in 
May 1989 for polluting a tributary of the River Rhymney, after 
admitting two offences, one under the Control of Pollution Act and 
the other under the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act when, on 
October 30th 1988, they discharged 1,000 gallons of creosote into 
Porset Brook which resulted in the death of more than 250 fish, 
mainly brown trout and grayling.
eg 2 On May 27th, 1989 British Tissues, Llangywyd were fined £10,000 for 
depositing a tonne of a toxic bonding agent into the Nant Gwyn, a 
tributary of the River Ogwr. The offence occurred between 3rd and 
8th December 1987 and 28,000 egg-bearing salmon and trout were killed 
as a result of the 0.5 metre layer of foam, which deoxygenated the 
water, traces of the chemical were found 14 miles downstream. 
The company, in this case, proved to be very helpful and had already 
paid compensation of £225,000 to Welsh Water to restock the river 
which had temporarily been rendered lifeless.
Aesthetic views of rivers are also affected, detrimentally, by the huse 
amounts of waste paper, cans, bottles, plastics, polystyrene, etc which 
the general public carelessly drop in and around rivers; even at ' be ' 
spots.
As early as 1962 the Craigheads urged a classification of all river 
offered a set of criteria and ratings for rivers as recreational 
(Table 5.1). Perhaps the most important river study was that of
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Environment:
2 a) The environment (including both water and land) is, 
spectacular, inspirational, unique and highly scenic
b) The environment is either pleasing, stimulating, scenic, 
interesting, relaxing and not obviously artifical
c) The environment is not as above, but either drab, 
uninteresting or quite artificial
Pollution:
3 a) The water is clean with no pollution or siltation 5
b) There is no pollution, little or no domestic pollution,
but water may at times be turbid or muddy 3
c) There is silting or excessive organic decomposition and/or
some domestic or industrial pollution 1
d) There is considerable pollution 0
TABLE 5.1 Selection of River Ratings
(after Craighead and Craighead, 1962)
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(1969a) who 'measured* landscape factors in order to produce a uniqueness 
ratio (see later). Leopold's (1969a) method has been applied uncritically a 
number of times in North America, especially by the U.S. Forestry Service 
(Hamill, 1975).
Morisawa (1971) commented that hopefully abstract aesthetic principles, 
ie that perception was emotional and intellectual and stemmed from amalga­ 
mation of background knowledge which could be translated into the physical 
characteristics of streams and their valleys. There were two ways this could 
be achieved:
1) let an 'expert' tell us what the physical properties were which give a 
scene beauty; and
2) examine the preferences of numbers of people and try to correlate
preference with some physical property of the scene. 
Morisawa (1971) attempted both of these methods:
a) Analysed why natural scenery looked beautiful. The most significant 
factors seemed to be
i) vista (width of floodplain/height of valley walls) 






viii) riffles or calmness of water 
ix) turbidity 
x) pollution
The meaning of the ratings of the above were defined as 1-5 (uninu - "i 
in such a way as to minimise operator variance.
b) Analysed the preferences of people for a set of 45 colour photosr 
various river scenes and tried to correlate preference with meas 
physical properties. These photographs were ranked according
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measure of beauty as follows:
i) extremely beautiful 
ii) very beautiful 
iii) more than average beauty 
iv) average, pleasing and pleasant to look at
v) drab, unattractive 
vi) very unattractive, an eyesore
The lowest rated scenes tended to be those of drab and low relief and 
otherwise 'pretty' landscape rated lower when evidence of man's 
presence was in view.
Although the wo 1"1 was inconclusive it provided a promising approach and wt 
criteria for future work by combining methods.
"Such a predictive methodology may eventually guide us in choosing 
for preservation those riverscapes which do possess outstanding 
aesthetic value" (Morisawa, 1971, 103).
The first part of the method appeared to be an adaptation of Leopold's (1969) 
method as 7 out of the 10 factors were from his original checklist, as well 
as the term unique and the five levels of measurement, although Morisawa 
(1971) did not indicate it as so.
Pitt (1978) also adapted Leopold's (1969a) method and examined the 
correlation between:
a) collective scenic quality evaluations of 40 subjects seeing black and white 
photographs of 16 streams, and
b) twenty-five dimensions of these streams and their adjacent landscapes. 
Fourth order, or lower, streams were chosen in non-urban settings. Various 
factors were measured for each stream chosen, eg landform and landuse (Lint 
1968; Zube et al, 1979). The landforms included fluvial processes, vallev 
wall, slope and valley floor width which were subdivided as:
Slope of valley wall Width of valley f 
10% (gentle) 30m (narrow) 
10% - 25% (moderate) 30m - 150m (moderate) 
25% (steep) 150m (wide)
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Landuse included open land (fields) and closed land (woods); the physical 
dimensions included turbidity, flow velocity, depth, width, pollution on 
banks, bottom material, stream order, maximum slope of valley walls, etc. 
The participants were from different age and sex groups of different 
departments in a newspaper company; they all lived in the same area. 
A modified version of the Q-sort method (Stephenson, 1957; Block, 1961) was 
used which produced scores which could be summed across the entire study 
population (from the sorted photographs in five piles). The observed 
range of total scores was 66% of the potential range (40-200) which 
suggested that subjects do see a difference in scenic quality among sites. 
Pitt's (1978) conclusion placed forward three hypotheses to be studied:
a) people agreed on scenic quality in streams and adjacent landscapes
b) people had trouble discriminating small differences in the scenic 
quality of streams, but could readily perceive categories of scenic 
quality
c) scenic quality in stream landscapes was a multi-dimensional 
phenomenon that was related to the amount of natural material 
disrupting channel flow, size or bed material and, therefore, its 
velocity, height and density of vegetation adjacent to stream, and 
height and width of valley carved by the stream.
Further work on rivers has been investigated by Lee (1979), Becker, Gates 
and Nieman (1979), Ady, Gray and Jones (1979), Hanamato and Biesbroeck 
(1979) who used statistical analysis, questionnaires and measurements 
before and after photographs (photomontages), computer and manual overlays 
respectively. Most work on riverscape aesthetic valuations has been 
carried out in the U.S.A., the only specific British study found was that 
of Williams (1986) who used Leopold's (1969) method on the investigation 
of the River Wye.
5.2. Pilot Study
In the United Kingdom Williams (1986) carried out a survey of th
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Wye utilising Leopold's (1969) technique. This survey formed the pilot 
study to this present investigation. Williams (1986) chose Leopold's 
(1969a) method as
"... it provides a clear, semi-quantitative result which has been predominantly based on easily measured parameters" (Williams, 1986, 26).
Almost any site along the River Wye will display scenery of a high level as 
a great length of the river is renowned for its natural beauty and scenery, 
some of which forms the Wye Valley AONB. Leopold's (1969a) 46 factor 
checklist was used on 21 sites along the River Wye from the source at 
Plynlimon to Beachley Point. The resulting uniqueness ratios showed that 
Site 2 (Tintern Abbey) was the most unique; ranking highest in human use 
and interest factors, fourth in physical factors and third in biological and 
water quality factors. Site 1 at Beachley Point ranked as the second most 
unique site of those studied and Site 21 ranked third overall. Analysis of 
valley character distinguished Site 21, the source, as being the most 
unique and this correlated with the findings that Site 21 had a large 
landscape scale and a spectacular landscape interest. The source rated 
highly throughout the study. Correlation of the results suggested that the 
River Wye exhibited several points of unique landscape; sites were found to 
be unique in individual aspects but not to a sufficient extent to 
distinguish them from the main cluster.
This study as an aesthetic exercise required responsible assessment of 
the landscape as a whole, as well as its component parts using Leopold's 
(1969a) checklist. Because of the important nature of the observer's 
response through eyes and mind, landscape evaluations inevitably reflect 
the qualities of the assessor(s) and his/her methods of assessment 
(Williams, 1986). Williams (1986) concluded that although subjectivity 
present in the method, it was thought to be a permissable amount as so 
measure of subjectivity is present in all methods of landscape evaluatio 
The numerical assessment provided a basis for the expression of th'
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subjectivity.
"... The validity of the scoring scale cannot be proven, but its use 
by previous observers has shown it to be consistent and operationally 
reliable. Therefore, the results of this project are thought to be 
valuable and logically sound" (Williams, 1986, 30).
5.3. Leopold's Initial Studies
Leopold's (1969a) method has had widespread use, especially by the U.S. 
Forest Services, and this has implied that the method possesses a number of 
desirable features. The initial model was devised a year earlier by 
Leopold and Marchand (1968) who described 24 minor river valleys, of the 
Alameda and Contra Costa Counties near San Francisco Bay, California in
\
terms of factors chosen to represent aspects of river landscape. This 
original technique used only 28 factors (Table 5.2) as opposed to the 
46 factor checklist (Table 5.3) utilised in the 1969 method. Some 
factors were directly measurable, others were estimated but each obser­ 
vation was assigned to one of five categories. Each factor per site was 
then attributed a uniqueness ratio (see Section 5.4).
"...The uniqueness ratio is believed to represent the way the scarcity 
of a given riverscape can be ranked quantitatively without bias based 
on notions of good or bad, and without assigning monetary value" 
(Leopold and Marchand, 1968, 709).
Leopold and Marchand (1968) noted that problems existed with the method and 
that further work was required, eg:
a) the three categories (Physical, Biological and Human Use) were 
dissimilar and may not describe landscape aesthetics:
"... it seems to us, however, that aesthetic reaction is made up of 
at least two aspects. The first comprised to some extent of the 
factors in our checklist, although the present list may be incomplete 
and some factors need further definition and possibly further sub­ 
division. The second aspect is the reaction of the viewer to these 
characteristics or attitudes" (Leopold and Marchand, 1968, 716).
b) further work on the factors labelled local scenery, degradation and 
general aesthetic interest would require them to be either redefi 
or eliminated in so far as the purpose of objective description 
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lAfiLfi. 5.2 Definition of Class Categories
(after Leopold and Marchand, 1968)
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c) averaging (the uniqueness ratios) made the tacit assumption that each 
factor carried an equal weight. Adding unweighted uniqueness ratios 
of several sites may tend to average out any significance among them.
d) sampling procedures required an indepth study as sorae factors were 
fixed, ie width or slope, and others varied, ie litter, depth, views 
of vistas as the seasons change, etc.
Leopold and Marchand (1968) believed that the next stage of investigation 
should incorporate a consumer-demand analysis of what people seek in land­ 
scape, following Shafer et al (1967), ie the joining of two methods. In 
such a way it may be possible to develop a set of weights that could be 
applied to uniqueness values in order to develop a preference ranking that 
incorporates both the objective site characteristics and a subjective 
preference weight. 
In conclusion
"... preliminary effort suggests that some kind of classification 
of scarcity is feasible that can lead to a technique for river 
survey acceptable in a basic data programme in addition to the usual 
hydraulic and hydrologic factors. If so, then the results of 
scarcity or uniqueness evaluation might be applied in evaluating 
choices among alternatives in river basin development" (Leopold 
and Marchand, 1968, 717).
5.4. Leopold's (1969a) Study
Leopold published his further research on the above study in 1969 and this 
was the method which has received widespread coverage. The report was 
designed in response to proposals of dam building in the Hell's Canyon 
area of Snake River, Idaho, to which there was vigourous opposition. 
Leopold (1969a) believed that it was time that those who were concerned 
with the environment to present a viable argument against the numerical 
'cost-benefit ratios' of the planners by:
a) separating facts from emotions in relation to the environment' a H
b) providing a means of quantifying arguments; using numbers to talk 
about the landscape.
As In the previous report Leopold (1969a) defined three cat&enrisories relevant
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to landscape aesthetics, ie Physical factors; Biologic and Water Quality 
factors; Human Use and Interest factors. Twelve river valleys in central 
Idaho, including Hell's Canyon, were chosen that could possess potential 
for power development. Each was physically evaluated by standing at the 
river's edge in order to give uniformity of observation. At each site a 
46 factor checklist (Table 5.3) was utilised and results were recorded 
as one of five categories (as Leopold and Marchand, 1968).
Experience within the study had shown that the 46 factors were not equally 
sensitive or informative, and that there was scope for improvement. 
These results were then converted to uniqueness ratios following the 
underlying philosophy of Leopold's (1969a) study, ie
"... Landscape that is unique in a positive or negative way is of 
more significance to society than one that is common" (Leopold, 
1969b).
5.4.1. Process of Relative Uniqueness
To arrive at site uniqueness the mathematical form of the reciprocal was 
used, ie 1/n. If a site factor was, for example, one among twelve of the 
same category (ie all values measured in the field were represented in 
Category 2 of the five categories present) the site shared this charac­ 
teristic with eleven others. It was, therefore, unique in the ratio of 
1 to 12, or its uniqueness ratio was 1:12 or 1/12, ie 0.08. If, on the 
other hand, no other site shared the same category position, then the site 
was unique in the ratio of 1 to 1 or its uniqueness ratio was 1:1 or 1/1 
ie 1, it was, therefore, unique. The uniqueness of a site was thus 
defined on a scale of 0 to 1.0. These uniqueness ratios could then be 
ranked in a hierarchical order to give a 'uniqueness value' for Physical 
factors, Biologic factors and Human Use factors and an overall total 
Although problems of weighting were noted comparison analysis could b 
made. Graphs could be drawn to represent these comparisons, ie the 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR BIOLOGIC FACTORS
10
5.1 - Relation Amon^r Uniqueness Ratios of Three Groans o f Factors 
for Surveyed Sitr-s
(after Leopold, 19:'>'-Ja, b, figure 2)
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5.4.2. Analysis of River and Valley Character
Valley character and river character were two variables, selected by 
Leopold (1969a), that appeared to be uppermost in influencing a viewer's 
impression of a river valley site. Each of these characters were derived 
using a combination of factors selected from the original 46 factor check­ 
list.
5.4.2.1. Valley Character: (Fig 5.2)
This was a combination of the scale or grandeur of the landscape, the 
availability of distant vistas and the degree of urbanisation (Leopold, 
1969a). Analysis began initially with plotting the height of nearby hills 
(ordinate) against the width of the valley (abscissa) values, obtained 
from a map. The position of each plotted point in this bottom graph was 
projected orthogonally onto a diagonal line, the projected line of each 
point was made at a 45 angle. The choice of a 45 line was an 
assignment of equal weight to ordinate and to abscissa values. The 
orthogonal line was then used as the horizontal or x-axis of a new graph 
of landscape scale (height of nearby hills versus width of valley) versus 
scenic outlook which was a combination of vistas and view confinement. 
The position of each point was again projected upward at 45° to a line 
labelled landscape interest (Leopold, 1969a, 43). The scale of landscape 
interest (x-axis) was then combined with 'degree of urbanisation' (y-axis) 
which can also affect the viewer's impression of a landscape. This formed 
the upper of the three segments. The combination of landscape interest 
and urbanisation, each given equal weight, was represented by another
/ c°45 projection onto a diagonal on the upper graph giving a final scale 
of valley character.
5.4.2.2. River Character; (Fig 5.3)
A similar procedure was carried out to obtain river charart-or- uer * experience
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combination of its size and apparent speed (Leopold, 1969a). The initial 
graph consisted of river width (ordinate) plotted against river depth 
(abscissa). The resulting plots were projected 45 upwards and to the 
left to form a measure of river size. This line then formed the 
horizontal of a second graph of measure of river size against prevalence 
of rapids (although not covered in the original checklist this was 
comparable with river pattern). These plots were then projected 45 to 
the horizontal to form a scale of river character.
A last step of analysis involved the comparison of valley character with 
river character using a graph. In conclusion, it was, therefore, possible 
to set up a list of factors that influence the aesthetic nature of a given 
location. This analysis can give positive results in that Snake's River, 
Idaho proved to be extremely unique and impressive.
5.5. Criticism of Leopold's (1969a) Method
The only indepth critique of Leopold's (1969a) method was carried out by 
Hamill (1975) who noted that despite its widespread acceptance a number 
of problems existed. Many different authors were following varying lines 
of investigation into landscape aesthetics but Leopold's (1969a) was 
unique in two important ways:
a) in his choice not to use a consistent basis for evaluation of 
landscape factors; and
b) in his use of uniqueness as a basis for ranking desirability of
sites.
Much of the procedural content of Leopold's (1969a) method flowed from these 
two assumptions.
5-5.1. Inconsistent Ratings; It is generally accepted that rating sch 
which consistently reflect preference orderings are used in most la d
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aesthetic methods (Hamill, 1975), eg
natural-manmade broad views-confined views 
no buildings-many buildings great local relief-little local relief 
large river-small river attractive scenery-unattractive scenery 
Leopold (1969a) rejected this approach and said that the quantitative 
evaluation of landscape must eliminate "... insofar as possible, value 
judgements or personal preferences ..." (Leopold, 1969b, 1). Instead he 
used evaluation numbers that not only represented quality evaluation but 
which "... serve a descriptive function ..." (Leopold, 1969a, 40).
5.5.2. The Checklist; Some factors were found to be repetitious and the 
effect of this was to produce multiple ratings for the same factor without 
adding new information. From a statistical point of view, repetitions 
have the effect of over representing certain characteristics of the 
environment (Hamill, 1975). 
eg: Biologic and Water Quality Factors
15. Water colour 17. Floating material
16. Turbidity 18. Water condition 
Human Use and Interest Factors
29. Trash and litter, metal 34. Accessibility - individual
30. Trash and litter, paper 35. Accessibility - mass use
31. Trash and litter, other
36. Local scene 39. Land use
37. Vistas 40. Utilities
38. View confinement 43. Urbanisation
5.5.3. Inconsistent Assignment of Evaluation Numbers; Some of the 
evaluation numbers appeared inconsistent for some factors, ie factor l
4 where, in all cases, the five numerical classes consisted of 1 <-Kuj- >• , tne lowest
value, and 5, the highest value. However, the values themselves within 
categories appeared to be arbitrarily defined. Other assignments
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nearly random, eg condition — good to overused; landuse - wilderness, 
grazed, lumbering, forest, mixed recreation, urbanised. Consistency 
appeared usual with measurement data but not so with preference ratings. 
Leopold (1969b) mentioned that uniqueness scores were indifferent to 
whether the class category labels went from 1 to 5 (in order of implied 
goodness) or in the reverse order; as by looking at the original checklist 
some factors, eg 20 and 22 were at opposites with each other.
5.5.4. Uniqueness Scores: Defects within the use of uniqueness scores 
included that when the two 'most unique' sites were ignored, there was 
very little variation in the uniqueness ratios of the remaining sites and 
that the remaining variation was hard to interpret.
5.5.5. Site Specific; The technique dealt only with sites and did not 
cover the whole area, which could be an important decisive point in 
choosing the method.
5.5.6. Transistory Components: Eg smell, taste, etc were omitted; as 
they are on any landscape evaluation scale.
5.5.7. Scales of River and Valley Character: The main critique at this 
point was that only a small amount of the original data was used, ie seven 
factors out of 46, to give a final result; 













measure of river size 
prevalence of rapids
scale of river character
The original checklist contained many factors that were related to both 
'valley character 1 and 'river character 1 (Hamill, 1975). All of the 
relevant factors could be readily used if additive evaluation numbers were 
used to produce a composite value, however, it would be cumbersome to use a 
large number of factors within the graphic method which seemed to favour 
the use of a limited amount of original data. Leopold (1969a) chose to use 
a small amount of information and complex procedures as opposed to large 
amounts of information and simpler procedures. This raised the question of 
whether similar results could have been obtained by simpler means (Hamill, 
1975).
A further discrepancy was that Leopold (1969a) introduced scaling only in 
the final 'scale of valley character 1 and 'scale of river character'. How 
this final scaling was produced remains unexplained and it must be assumed 
that it reflected Leopold's own judgement. The intermediate transformation 
products ('landscape scale' and 'landscape interest') were referred to as 
rankings but the final character scales were assigned an absolute scaling 
(Leopold, 1969a, 42, 43). This final scaling was from 1 to 7 whereas the 
original factor input scale was 1 to 5 and no reason was given for 
this change.
Hamill (1975) concluded that the aesthetic appeal of a river may be 
expressed in terms of physical measurements, but that it would be diff 
to argue that the three factors used by Leopold (1969a) do so adequat
"... This (Hamill's) analysis indicates that Leopold could h 
compared the aesthetics of his chosen sites by using much si 1
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techniques. It is interesting to note that the widespread accept­ 
ance of Leopold's system may be due as much to the complexity of 
terminology and the elaboration of his graphical and other 
procedures as to any other characteristic" (Hamill, 1975, 27).
5.5.8. In addition to these important points other issues need to be noted 
when Interpreting Leopold's (1969a) technique into actual fieldwork, eg
a) A problem initially encountered was the intervals within the checklist, 
eg Factor 32: material removable; category 1 stated material easily 
removed and category 5 stated difficult removal; there were no 
gradations in between. The first task was to 'fill in' these gaps 
(Table 5.4). The author admits that the terms used to form these 
gradations were subjectively chosen but hopefully with some objectivity 
and logic in mind. By filling in these intervals the subjectivity, 
when out in the field, was removed as the definitions were specific 
and this enabled better consistency within the checklist when used by 
more than one observer. However, subjectivity still remained, eg 
Factor 27: diversity - none, small, medium, large, great; these terms 
were ambiguous but were felt to be consistently applied when used by 
the two observers in this study.
Factors 7, 9, 10, 11 and 14 could not be measured in the field and were 
recorded later from maps (1:50000, O.S.).
b) Problems with field measurements:
i) Due to lack of time (ie weather commitments, use of vehicles etc) 
estimates were taken on Factor 23: river fauna. A quick 'kick 
sample' was obtained at each site, where possible, and a rapid 
count of the different types of species and the numbers within 
the sample were estimated to cover the river as a whole. As 
covered in Chapter 2 the presence of certain species denoted 
either clean or polluted waters.
Other estimates included Factor 12 (erosion of banks) and Fact 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ii) Leopold (1969a) devised his method for use in mainly wilderness 
areas and this was a lot different from studying a river as it 
passed through towns in the narrow valleys. In some areas the 
only thing visible on a hillside were houses and, therefore 
attempts to interpret Factors 25,26,27 and 28 (land flora valley, 
hillside, diversity and condition) were extremely difficult-
5.5.9. Further Work Required for this Study
a) Recording: Due to the large amount of data which needed to be collected 
from the 141 sites studied, a simple recording sheet was devised for 
use in the field (Table 5.5. and 5.6.).
b) Due, again, to the large amount of data encountered a computer
programme was designed for use with the BBC computer which removed the 
need for long calculations by hand. The programme had one shortfall in 
that it could only cope with 24 sets of data at one time, ie any 
drainage basin with more than 24 sites on its length would have to be 




1 River width (m)
2 Depth (m)
3 Velocity (m/s)




8 Stream bed material
9 Bed slope (m/m)
	210 Drainage area (km )
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Sed, dep. in bed





19 Algae - amount
20 - type




TABLE 5.5 - Recording Sheet (part 1)
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FACTOR NO.









34 Access - individual






41 Degree of change










Analysis of the results involved two sections
Section A - individual river basins.
This section was sub—divided into five sub—sections which analysed and
discussed the results for each drainage basin. The initial description of
the river basin was followed by:
a) the analysis of uniqueness ratios in the form of a table. The top 
three, or the most unique sites, and bottom three, the least unique 
sites, figures were analysed and compared for each river. Three sites 
were chosen for study as any less was insufficient for desirable 
comparison and any more was too intensive and left little room on the 
smaller rivers, eg River Ely, River Afan and River Thaw, for the 
middle sites (see Appendix III for detailed result data).
b) the comparison of the three categories (physical, biological and human 
use factors) for each site by plotting human use factors against 
biological factors, which often reinforced the results of sub­ 
section (a).
c) the analysis of river and valley character and again the top and botto 
three sites were chosen for comparison for the same reasons as abov
d) the comparison of river and valley character values by the analvs'
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a figure which also reinforced the original findings of the previous 
sub-sections-
e) made a special note of those sites of interest missed because of the 
method's site specificity. It often appeared that more sites of 
interest, which could add to the value of a site, were missed than 
were covered and this was due to the restrictive 8km distance. The 
method was not aimed at placing a site just where a place of interest 
was but by investigating, randomly, the uniqueness of each area. Some 
sites of interest were covered and added to the human use factor value, 
eg wreck at Site 14 on the River Tawe; Castell Coch at Site 13 on the 
River Taff and an impressive waterfall at Site 13 on the River Neath.
Section B - the Glamorgan river network as a whole.
This second section concerned the analysis and comparison of all 141 sites 
studied in the Glamorgan Drainage Basin area (see Appendix V for detailed 
map of study area), and:
a) involved the analysis of the total uniqueness ratios for the 141 
sites. Due to this large number of sites the ten top, bottom and 
random middle sites were chosen for investigation,
b) involved the comparison of the river and valley characters for the 
top, bottom and same random middle ten sites as previously mentioned.
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SECTION A; Individual River Basins
6.2.1. The River Rhymney
The River Rhymney is approximately 59km or 37 miles long from its source at 
Odyn Fach, north of Llechryd, to its mouth at Lamby, Cardiff where it 
enters the Severn Estuary/Bristol Channel. Due to the narrowness of its 
valley the River Rhymney has few major tributaries until it reaches the 
flatter areas around Cardiff where the Nant yr Aber and Cwm Norfydd join 
the river. The only other major tributary, the Nant Bargoed Rhymney, 
merges with the Rhymney at Aberbargoed, at the junction of two valleys. 
The steep sided River Rhymney is densely urbanised along most of its 
length with heavy industry occurring around Caerphilly and Machen, the 
source of most of the devastating pollution that often occurs on the river. 
The river possesses a very prominent meandering pattern which parallels 
that of the Rivers Sirhowy and Ebbw to the east. In total sixteen sites 
were studied along the length of the River Rhymney, including the three 
major tributaries, at approximately 8km distances, between one site at the 
head and one at the mouth (Table 6.1). The site closest to the river mouth 
is often tidal in nature and, therefore, has a varying depth, velocity and 
fauna/flora distribution. This point is not reflected in the results.
a) Analysis of uniqueness ratios
Analysis of the final ranking scale for the River Rhymney (Table 6.2) 
revealed the most unique site of the 16 studied was Site 12 or River 
Rhymney Pt 8, which ranked first in physical factors, third in biological 
factors and sixth in human use factors. This site number was related to 
the last point on the River Rhymney approximately 1km from the mouth. Th 
river at this point was very wide (61m) and relatively deep (1.5m) and 
unique in having a high sediment deposition. The river was in a wid 
valley plain with abundant evidence of urbanisation and industrialis f 
together with large amounts of associated rubbish.
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Site Name Grid Reference
1 R.Rhymney Pt 1
2 R Rhymney Pt 2
3 Cwm Tyswg (ST)
4 Nant Bargoad Rhymney Pt 1
5 Nant Bargoed Rhymney Pt 2
6 R.Rhymney Pt 3
7 Rhos-yr-yrfa
8 R.Rhymney Pt 4
9 R.Rhymney Pt 5
10 R Rhymney Pt 6
11 R.Rhymney Pt 7
12 R Rhymney Pt 8
13 Cwm Norfydd Pt 1
14 Cum Norfydd Pt 2
15 Nant yr Aber Pt 1






































































































































































TABLE 6.2b - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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The second most unique site on this river was that of Site 1 or River 
Rhymney Pt 1 which rated second in physical factors, fourth in biological 
factors and fifth in human use factors. This site was at the other extreme 
to Site 12, ie it was the head of the River Rhymney. The river at this 
point was 2m wide but only 0.02m deep (the river's shallowest point) The 
river was clean and clear with only mosses and algae growing sporadically 
on rocks, and was prominent because of its lack of pollution, water or 
hillside rubbish, urbanisation and its associated paraphenalia (ie pylons, 
dams, etc).
The third most unique site was Site 10 or River Rhymney Pt 6 which ranked 
fourth in physical factors, ninth in biological factors and second in 
human use factors. The river at this point was wide and shallow with a 
rapid flow. The site was completely enclosed by high river banks and 
trees to such an extent that actually studying the river itself was very 
difficult. The site was unique in its large amounts of litter, access­ 
ibility and degree of change.
In comparison to these top three sites the least unique site on the River 
Rhymney basin was Site 7 or Rhos-yr-yrfa, a tributary. The site ranked 
eighth in physical factors, fifteenth in biological factors and fifteenth 
in human use factors. The site was studied from a bridge on the B4254 on 
the edge of an urban area in an enclosed space. The higher physical value 
was due to the unique width of valley flat value as well as high values for 
river width and depth.
The second least unique site was that of Site 4 or Nant Bargoed Rhymney 
Pt 1, a major tributary of the River Rhymney, and rated fifteenth in 
physical factors, sixteenth in biological factors and tenth in human use 
factors. The site ranked low in physical factors because of its low 
drainage area, river depth and stream order. Biologically the site r 
low because of the minor values for turbidity, water condition fl 
material, algae type, etc, ie the values were shared by numerous other
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sites. Some of the values for human use factors were high, ie shared wi 
four or less other sites, and included rubbish values, local scene, vistas, 
view confinement, degree of change and recovery potential. These gave t e 
site an overall higher human use value.
The third least unique site was Site 3 or Cwm Tyswg, a further small 
tributary of the River Rhymney which rated tenth in physical factors, 
eighth in biological factors and fourteenth in human use factors. The 
point was measured from a bridge on the B4257 between two urban areas. 
The "stream" (at this stage) was shallow, relatively narrow and in good 
condition and, despite being situated on a hill between two communities, 
was in an enclosed situation with little sign of man's influence.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ratios 
A figure comparing human use and biological factors (Fig 6.1) indicated 
that Site 16 (Nant yr Aber Pt 2, which ranked fifth overall) was the 
most unique site because of its very high human use value. Site 10 (River 
Rhymney Pt 6, ranked third overall) was also prominent by virtue of its 
very high human use value. Site 14 and Site 6 (Cwm Norfydd Pt 2 and River 
Rymney Pt 3 respectively) were also well defined as Site 14 had high human 
use and biological values, and Site 6 ranked first in biological factors 
but had a low human use value.
Both the aforementioned sites possessed low physical values which although 
noted were not represented. Another figure representing physical factors 
as an axis would reveal Sites 12, 1 and 10 (River Rhymney Pts 8, 1 and 6 
respectively) as being unique. The figure would then endorse the results 
obtained and discussed in 6.2.la.
c ) Analysis of valley and river character 
i) Valley character (Fig 6.2a and 6.2b)
The top three sites which were the most "spectacular and wild" 
Site 4 (Nant Bargoed Rhymney Pt 1), Site 1 (River Rhymney Pt 1 the 
second most unique site) and Site 3 (Cwm Tyswg) which were all
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of tributaries of the River Rhynmey and originated in high, 
wilderness areas.
The bottom three or most ordinary and urban" sites were Site 14 
(Cwm Norfydd, Ft 2), Site 7 (Rhos-yr-yrfa) and Site 16 (Nant yr Aber 
Ft 2) which were all middle reaches of tributaries of the River 
Rhymney found in enclosed urban areas.
Although some of the sites discussed previously as being unique, eg 
Sites 12 and 10 (River Rhymney Pts 8 and 6) were not found to be so 
here, their uniqueness was mainly related to their physical river 
dimensions, as opposed to their valley characteristics, 
ii) River character (Fig 6.3a and 6.3b)
The largest and most rapid sites in this analysis were Site 12 (River 
Rhymney Ft 8), Site 11 (River Rhymney Pt 7) and Site 9 (River Rhymney 
Ft 5) which all possessed wide and deep river values. Site 12 was 
prominent by virtue of its very large width and depth values (61m and 
1.5m respectively). The lowest or the smallest and most placid sites 
included Site 1 (River Rhymney Pt 1), Site 3 (Cwm Tyswg) and Site 4 
(Nant Bargoed Rhymney Pt 1) which were all small, narrow, shallow 
heads of tributaries of the River Rhymney found at a high elevation, 
d) Comparison of valley and river character
Figure 6.4 revealed that Sites 1,4,3 and 13 (River Rhymney Pt 1; Nant 
Bargoed Rhymney Pt 1; Cwm Tyswg and Cwm Norfydd Pt 1 respectively) had low 
river but high valley character. Comparison revealed that all the sites 
were River Rhymney tributaries. Sites 12, 11 and 14 (River Rhymney Pts 8 
and 7, Cwm Norfydd Pt 2) all possessed high valley but low river characters 
and comparisons indicated that each of the sites was close to the mouth of 
the River Rhymney. Each site possessed a wide and deep river with a low 
valley height to width ratio which gave a low value for spectacular scener 
Sites 8, 9 and 10 (River Rhymney Pts 4, 5 and 6) formed a small group of 
similar valley and river character values whilst the remainder of th •
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SCALE OF RIVER CHARACTER
FIGURE 6.4 - Comparison of Valley and River Character for River Rhymney
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formed a group of very low river and valley values, 
e) Absence of sites of interest
Due to the use of a consistent 8km distance between sites numerous points 
which would have added interest to a site were omitted because they fell 
between or out of sight of the site studied, eg on the River Rhymney 
Caerphilly Castle was not covered although the Nant yr Aber ran close to it. 
Other unusual sights included the glasshouses at Bejan (not far from River 
Rhymney Pt 7) and the weir at Llanderyn (north of River Rhymney Pt 8).
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6.2.2. The River Taff
The River Taff is the longest and most complicated of all the river basins 
studied as it consists of three major river systems, ie the River Rhondda 
(Fach and Fawr), River Cynon and River Taff (Fechan and Fawr). The total 
distance from the head at S0992220, north of Storey Arms (Taf Fawr) to the 
mouth at Grangetown, Cardiff Bay is approximately 71km or 44 miles. The Taf 
Fawr and Taf Fechan run through mainly "wilderness" areas until their 
confluence west of Merthyr Tydfil. These two rivers house most of the water 
supply for the inhabitants of the Rhondda, Cynon and Taff valleys in five 
large reservoirs. The River Cynon also arises on moorland before flowing 
through Hirwaun and into the steeply, highly urbanised valleys of Aberdare 
and Mountain Ash to Abercynon (all areas of past heavy coal production) 
where the river valley joins the now equally heavily populated River Taff. 
Just north of the confluence with the River Cynon the first of the major 
tributaries, the Bargoed Taf, joins the River Taff at Quakers Yard. 
South of Abercynon a smaller tributary, the River Clydach, joins the River 
Taff at Glyncoch. The majority of this river flows through forestry before 
entering Ynysbwl and Glyncoch. South again at Pontypridd the last of the 
major tributaries, the Rhondda, enters the River Taff. The River Rhondda 
originates as the Rhondda Fawr and Rhondda Fach which both begin life 
within forestry at Mynydd Blaenrhondda, Mynydd Ystradffernol and Mynydd 
Bwllfa before flowing down the steep sided, heavily populated Rhondda 
valleys. The two rivers meet at Forth to form the River Rhondda. Each of 
these valleys are extremely steep and narrow forcing rail, road and 
housing into a very small area. This gives the valley an almost claustro­ 
phobic feel in many places.
The River Taff, now swollen by these large tributaries, flows south- 
southeast through the narrow Taffs Well gorge, on the rim of the Welsh 
field, onto the wider, more gentle rolling plains north of Cardiff. Th 
river at this point begins its gentle meander through Cardiff to reach 
































Taf Fawr Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 2 
Nant Wernddu 
Taf Fawr Pt 3 
Taf Fechan Pt 1 
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TABLE 6.3 - Sites of the River Taff 
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sites studied within the Taff Basin (Table 6.3). 
a) Analysis of uniqueness ratios
Analysis of Tables 6.4a and 6.4b (uniqueness ratios) indicated that the most 
unique site on the River Taff basin was Site 13 or River Taff Pt 5. This 
site ranked first in physical factors, twenty-fourth in biological factors 
and third in human use factors. The site ranked highly in physical factors 
because of its large width, depth, drainage area and high width of valley 
flat value. The site featured low in the biological factors because 
of its common high degree of pollution evidence, ie water colour and 
amount of floating material, and low turbidity. Human use factors produced 
a high result because of the presence of one misfit (Castell Coch) and two 
historic interest points (Castell Coch and Llandaff Cathedral). 
The second most unique site was Site 14 (River Taff Pt 6) which ranked 
second in physical factors, fourth in biological factors and twelth in 
human use factors. Although this site was only 0.5km from the mouth of the 
River Taff the river was not as deep or wide as the previous site. However, 
its valley height/width ratio and bed slope were lower and its drainage area 
was much higher than Site 13 which placed this site a close second to the 
most unique site. Biologically the water quality of Site 14 had improved 
with less floating material and pollution evidence. The site ranked low in 
human use factors because of the large amount of rubbish and urbanisation 
present in the area.
The third most unique site was Site 12 or River Taff Pt 4 which rated sixth 
in physical factors, first in biological factors and seventh in human use 
factors. This site was situated at the northern end of the Treforest 
Industrial Estate and formed part of the £1,000,000 flood prevention scheme 
mentioned in Chapter 2 (section 2-4.8). It, therefore, had a high degree of 
artificial control which helped place it high in the human use factors 
Although the river was wide (39m) at this point it was fairly shall 
(0.25m) with a rapid velocity and together with a high drainage area 
valley height/width ratio combined to give a high physical factor pla '
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TABLE 6.4b - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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The water condition was good and the presence of rooted plants allowed t 
site to be biologically unique. High urbanisation, the presence of an 
industrial estate and the major influence of man placed this site seventh 
in human use factors.
Conversely the least unique site on the River Taff was Site 25 or the 
Rhondda at Trehafod. This site graded twenty-eighth in physical and 
biological factors and twenty-first in human use factors. The site was 
wide, shallow and rapid with a reasonable water condition. These factors 
tended to be similar, in many cases, to other sites and this gave, 
consequently, a low total number for biological and physical factors. The 
human use value was higher due to a large degree of change coupled with a 
large degree of natural recovery as well as the presence of a high number 
of vistas.
The second least unique site was found to be Site 22 or Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
which was only 4km upriver from the previous site. The point ranked 
twenty-fifth in physical factors and twenty-second in biological and human 
use factors. Conditions were similar to Site 25 (Rhondda); the river was 
wide but very shallow with a low drainage area and width of valley flat 
value. The water colour value was lower (2 as opposed to 5) and, therefore 
cleaner than Site 25 as the river flowed past a disused colliery between the 
two sites. The human use values reflected the use of the land for urban­ 
isation and the effects of this in the form of litter, pylons, etc. As 
numerous points on the River Taff were found to occupy similar positions ie 
within narrow, urban corridors, these rankings and values were found to be 
"average" or common.
Site 3 or Nant Wernddu was noted as the third least unique site and rated 
twentieth in physical factors, twenty-first in biological factors and 
twenty-seventh in human use factors. This site was in the second categor 
of riverscape found on the River Taff, ie a narrow, shallow stream which 
free of litter and human influence as it was a tributary of the Taf
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was
north of Llwyn-on Reservoir in the southern part of the Brecon Beacons (m 
wilderness). This second category included all the tributary heads. As 
expected, the water condition was excellent with very little turbidity, 
no floating material and no pollution evidence.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ratios^ 
Figure 6.5 indicated that the majority of the River Taff sites were grouped 
into one area, ie they all possessed similar biological and human use 
factors. On the periphery of this large group were Sites 4, 16, 12 and 29 
(Taf Fawr Pt 3; River Cynon Pt 2; River Taff Pt 4 and Nant Bargoed Taf Pt 2 
respectively) and these sites possessed a higher biological/human use 
relationship than the main group of sites. The two most unique points, 
Sites 13 and 14, were not prominent but were still easily distinguishable. 
If the figure had involved physical values as an axis then these sites 
would be distinct by virtue of their very high physical values. The least 
unique sites (25, 22 and 3) were found in the midst of the group in the 
bottom left-hand corner which reinforced their "common" values.
c) Analysis of valley and river character 
i) Valley character (Fig 6.6a and 6.6b).
Analysis of the figures indicated that the top three or most "wild 
and spectacular" points were Sites 5, 19 and 3 (Taf Fechan Pt 1, 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 and Nant Wernddu respectively) of which Site 3 had 
already been noted as the third least unique site. Due to its 
narrow stream within a small, high altitude valley this site, 
together with the other two, represented the highest valley 
character value. These sites were all heads of the River Taff 
basin.
Conversely, the most "ordinary and urban" points included Sites 22 
14 and 16 (Rhondda Fach Pt 3: River Taff Pt 6 and River Cynon Pt 2 
respectively). Each of these sites had wide, low valleys coupled 
with heavy urbanisation and were middle reaches of the River Taff
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(PHYSICAL FACTORS ARE SHOWN ABOVE SITE POSITION AND SITE NUMBER
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Sites 13 and 12 (the most unique sites) also occurred as ''ordinary 
and urban areas" (ranking fifth and tenth on the Figure), 
ii) River character (Fig 6.7a and 6.7b).
The largest and most rapid sites included Sites 13, 14 and 17 (River 
Taff Pt 5; River Taff Pt 6 and River Cynon Pt 3). The first two 
were the most unique sites and all three possessed a wide and deep 
meandering river pattern. At the opposite end of the scale the 
smallest, most placid sites included Sites 8, 18 and 20 (Nant Crew; 
Nant Bargoed Taf Pt 1 and Rhondda Fach Pt 1). Each of these points 
were on tributaries of the River Taff and began as small, sluggish, 
narrow streams which gradually became larger as other streams joined 
the increasingly complicated River Taff network.
d) gomparison of valley and river character
Figure 6.8 indicated that Sites 14 and 13 (River Taff Pt 6 and Pt 5) were 
predominantly distinct in the bottom right—hand corner of the Figure 
reaffirming the initial analysis of their uniqueness. These sites had a 
low valley scape value, ie they were on a flat, wide plain; but a high 
riverscape value, ie they both possessed a wide, deep, rapid river system. 
In the top left-hand corner of the Figure sites with a high valley 
character (0-2) could be found and included Sites 8, 5, 19, 3, 1 and 15 
(Nant Crew; Taf Fechan Pt 1; Rhondda Fawr Pt 1; Nant Wernddu; Taf Fawr 
Pt 1 and River Cynon Pt 1 respectively) which were all the top tributaries 
of the River Taff basin. A small group occurred on their own and possessed 
high valley character (4-5) and medium river character (2.5-3.5) and 
included Sites 11, 10, 7 and 2 (River Taff Pt 3; River Taff Pt 2; Taf 
Fechan Pt 3 and Taf Fawr Pt 2). The other points occurred in a line and 
group with values below 4 for both valley character and river character- 
these were the "common" sites.
e) Absence of sites of interest
As the method was site specific points of special interest that would add
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SCALE OF RIVER CHARACTER
FIGURE 6.8 - Comparison of Valley and River Character for the River Taff
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to the environment, were missed, eg Castell Coch contributed to the 
uniqueness of Site 13 but the view of this anomaly was purely by chance. 
The part of the River Taff that actually flowed past this site was not 
covered as part of the survey and, thus, a potentially influential site was 
missed. Other points of interest missed included the reservoirs of the 
Taf Fawr and Taf Fechan, the old mines at Trehafod, Maerdy and 
Blaenrhondda, the Polytechnic of Wales, Taffs Well Gorge and Cardiff Arms 
Park.
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6.2.3. The River Ely
The River Ely is approximately 38.5kra or 24 miles long from its head at 
Edmondstown to the mouth at Penarth. The River Ely begins on the edge of 
the South Wales Coalfield and from the start flows through the urban areas 
of Tonyrefail, Thoraastown and Ynysmaerdy to its confluence with the first 
of its two major tributaries, the Nant Muchudd. This tributary starts on 
the hillside of Mynydd y Glyn, south of Pontypridd and flows through 
quiet, open countryside, collecting smaller streams, until it reaches the 
River Ely north of Talbot Green. South of Talbot Green the second major 
tributary, the Afon Clun, joins the River Ely. This river originates at 
Coed cae-du, north of Beddau, flows through Tynant and is joined by 
smaller streams from Efail Isaf and Llantwit Fardre before flowing past 
Rhiwsaeson to its confluence with the River Ely. The River Ely then 
travels, through open countryside, in a tightly meandering river pattern 
through Pontyclun, Miskin, Peters ton-Super-Ely and St. Pagans prior to 
clipping the south-west side of Cardiff (Fairwater) and turning south-east 
through Llandough to the north side of Penarth and into Cardiff Bay. There 
were 11 sites in total studied on the River Ely basin.
a) Analysis of Uniqueness Ratios
Analysis of total uniqueness ratio rankings of the River Ely (Table 6.6) 
indicated that Site 11 or River Ely Pt 6 was the most unique site. This 
site ranked second in physical factors and first in biological and human 
use factors. Due to problems of accessibility this site was situated 
3km from the mouth of the River Ely and possessed the widest and deepest 
river measurements together with the largest drainage basin area. Other 
physical factors were shared with only a few other sites which gave a high 
overall value. The site was unique in its high pollution evidence, poor 
water condition and colour, large amounts of algae and land flora. The 
conditions were present as indicators of the high urbanisation and 
Industrialisation of the site. Associated with this were high level
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Site Name Grid reference
1 S.T. ST012897 Cilely Farm
2 R.Ely Pt 2 ST035834 Graig Llwyd
3 R.Ely Pt 3 ST046806 Mlskin
4 R.Ely Pt 1 SS988898 S-Carn-y-celyn
5 Nant Muchudd Pt 1 STO18897
6 Nant Muchudd Pt 2 ST037843 Ynysmaerdy Bridge
7 Afon Clun Pt 1 ST061869 Coedcae-du
8 Afon Clun Pt 2 ST051824
9 R.Ely Pt 4 ST082762 Peterston-Super-Ely
10 R.Ely Pt 5 ST145768 Fairwater
11 R.Ely Pt 6 ST168737
	TABLE 6.5 - Sites on the River Ely
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TABLE 6.6b - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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litter, ease of accessibility, high degree of change and artificial 
controls. The site was unique in a negative way, ie a possible eyesore. 
The second most unique site on the River Ely was Site 5 or Nant Muchudd 
Pt 1, which graded third in physical factors and second in biological and 
human use factors. The site was a tributary head and had a narrow, shallow 
stream with a small valley height/width ratio and drainage area. The 
water quality was poor with large amounts of rooted plants and pollution 
evidence including litter. The site was unique in the very high turbidity 
levels, large amount of vistas and the small level of urbanisation. 
Site 7 or Afon Clun Pt 1, north of Beddau, was found to be the third most 
unique site as !>_ rated rirst in physical factors, fourth in biological 
factors and fifth in human use factors. The stream, again a head of a 
River Ely tributary, was narrow and shallow with a very high, unique valley 
height/width ratio and low drainage area- The water at this site was clean 
and supported a typical troutbeck fauna (see Section 2.5.2). The point was 
situated next to a farm with a wide view of the village and mine of Beddau- 
The site was unique in its wooded land flora, poor recovery potential, 
urbanisation value and special view, ie the mine. This gave the site high 
biological and human use values.
In opposition to these sites analysis showed that the least unique site was 
Site 9 or River Ely Pt 4 which ranked tenth in physical factors, seventh in 
biological factors and eleventh in human use factors. This point possessed 
a wide but shallow river with algae, floating material and pollution 
evidence and was situated south of Peterston-Super-Ely. Despite being 
close to this village the site itself recorded no urbanisation evidence 
except for utilities (ie pylons).
The second least unique site was Site 2 or River Ely Pt 2 which ranked 
eighth in physical factors, eleventh in biological factors and ninth in 
human use factors. The site, at Graig-lwyd, was wide and shallow with a 
small valley height/width ratio and a large width of valley flat The
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water condition was reasonable, with small amounts of floating material. 
There was no evidence of urbanisation or utilities but there was a small 
degree of change and control.
Site 4 or River Ely Pt 1 was the third least unique site on the River Ely 
basin and rated ninth in physical factors, sixth in biological factors and 
tenth in human use factors. The "stream" at this point was shallow and 
narrow with a poor water condition and pollution evidence. As the site 
was situated on a hill the vistas were good in two directions and over­ 
looked the village of Tonyrefail which resulted in a high urbanisation 
value.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ratios 
Figure 6.9 established Site 11 (River Ely Pt 6) as the most unique site 
as it possessed the highest biological and human use values which, when 
plotted against each other, placed the site prominently. Site 5 (Nant 
Muchudd Pt 1) was the second most unique site and was also conspicuous 
because of its high overall factor values. Site 10 (River Ely Pt 5) ranked 
fourth overall and was also distinct due to its high biological value (rank 
3) plotted against a central human use value. The remaining sites were 
clustered into two separate groups. The first had high human use values 
but lower biological values whilst the second group, which included Sites 
9, 2 and 4 (River Ely Pts 4, 2 and 1) the least unique sites, possessed 
similar but low human use and biological values.
c) Analysis of valley and river character 
i) Valley character (Fig 6.10)
The figure revealed that the most "spectacular and wild" sites
within the River Ely basin were Sites 5, 9 and 3 (Nant Muchudd
Pt 1, River Ely Pts 4 and 3 respectively) which all possessed very
low urbanisation amounts and numerous open vistas.
The least spectacular or most urban sites included Sites 10 11
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two sites were towards the end of the River Ely and ran through 
the urbanised outskirts of Cardiff in a wide, low valley. The 
third point, although in a steeper valley, overlooked a heavily 
urbanised area..
The most unique sites, ie Site 11 (River Ely Pt 6) and Site 5 
(Nant Muchudd Pt 1) were covered within this figure as still being 
unique at two extremes, ie ordinary and urban and spectacular and 
wild. The third most unique site. Site 7 (Afon Clun Pt 1) was 
"hidden" within the other sites as regards valley character as its 
main influential points related to river character- 
ii) River Character (Fig 6.11).
The "large and rapid" rivers included Site 11 (River Ely Pt 6), 
Site 10 (River Ely Pt 5) and Site 6 (Nant Muchudd Pt 2) as the 
top three sites. The first two sites had large and deep river 
values as they were part of the lower reaches of the River Ely. 
The third point was the mouth of a tributary of the River Ely 
which was deep and rapid.
Conversely, the smallest and most placid points included Site 7 
(Afon Clun Pt 1), Site 4 (River Ely Pt 1) and Site 1 (sub- 
tributary). As each of these sites were heads of the River Ely 
they were consequently narrow, shallow erratic streams with low 
velocities.
d) Comparison of valley and river character
Figure 6.12 compared values of valley and river character for each 
site and revealed that Sites 10 and 11 (River Ely Pts 5 and 6) were 
predominant (especially Site 11, the most unique site on the river 
complex) with very low valley character values and high river character 
values. The other sites were scattered within the graph with Sites 5 9 
and 6 (Nant Muchudd Pt 1, River Ely Pt 4 and Nant Muchudd Pt 2) formin 


























































































































character but high valley character. 
e) Absence of sites of interest
Due to the method's site specificity many interesting places along the 
River Ely course were missed. These sites included Miskin Manor, Miskin 
Monastery, Welsh Folk Museum and the castle at St. Pagans. A large point 
of interest, unique to the River Ely in South Wales, was an area, 
approximately 1km long, which encompassed an extremely sinuous, meandering 
river pattern; with eleven meanders wandering through this short distance. 
The area lay between Sites 3 and 9 (River Ely Pts 3 and 4) and was not 
covered within the survey.
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6.2.4. The River Thaw
The River Thaw is the shortest river of the eight basins studied being 
22.5km or 14 miles from the source at Brigam Farm, Llanharry to the mouth 
at Leys Beach, Aberthaw. The river flows through the relatively low, flat 
areas of the Vale of Glamorgan and passes through Cowbridge and 
Llanblethian before being joined, at Flemingston, by the Nant Tre-gof, a 
small tributary which arises at Llantrithy. At Burton Bridge, further 
south, the River Thaw is joined by the River Kenson which originates south 
of Bonvilston and merges with the River Waycock (whose source is at Great 
Brynhill, north of Barry) at Penmark. The River Thaw is joined by numerous 
small streams, throughout its length, which drain the low rises of the 
Vale. A total of nine sites were studied on the River Thaw (Table 6.7). 
a) Analysis of uniqueness ratios
Analysis of Table 6.8 indicated that Site 2 (River Thaw Pt 2) was the 
most unique site on the River Thaw. This site rated first in physical 
factors, sixth in biological factors and first in human use factors. The 
site was situated south of Cowbridge in a clean, pleasant urban area. The 
river, at this point, was wide (the widest point on the river) but shallow 
with generally good water quality but with evidence of pollution in the 
form of an infestation of algae and rooted plants. This evidence led to 
its low biological rating.
Site 7 or River Waycock Pt 1 was the second most unique site and graded 
fourth in physical factors, third in biological factors and second in human 
use factors. The point was the narrowest on the river system and was also 
shallow with a small drainage area and width of valley flat value. 
Although the water colour was dark the water condition was reasonable with 
no floating material or pollution evidence.
The third most unique site was Site 9 or River Thaw Pt 4 which ranked 
sixth in physical factors, second in biological factors and fourth in 
human use factors. This point was situated 2km from the river mouth du
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TABLE 6.7 - Sites of the River Thaw
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Site Physical Biological Human Total
1 4.253 4.519 2.833 11.606
2 5.686 4.652 6.525 16.863
3 4.620 5.709 3.950 14.280
4 4.153 3.719 3.633 11.506
5 4.061 4.709 4.433 13.203
6 5.362 4.819 3.849 14.031
7 4.703 4.969 5.416 15.089
8 4.787 4.442 5.266 14.496
9 4.370 5.459 5.091 14.921
6.8a - Summary of Totals
	Biological Human Total 





53 5 5 3
5 9 2 3 6
71 1 6 5
84 8 4i
*5 4 1 i
TABLE 6.8b - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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to difficulties of accessibility. Despite this proximity the river at
this point was narrower and shallower than at River Thaw Ft 2. The water
condition was reasonable with no pollution or litter evidence and with
numerous rooted plants present. There was no indication of urbanisation
but the presence of a large cement works was labelled a misfit because of
its incongruous nature in a coastal marsh area.
In opposition to these sites the least unique point was Site 4 or Nant
Tre-gof (a tributary of the River Thaw) near Flemingston which rated
eighth in physical factors, ninth in biological factors and eighth in human
use factors. The river was wide but shallow with a small drainage area and
width of valley flat. The water condition was good despite the large algae
presence and there was no "Litter or pollution evidence. A small number of
buildings were evident but were well screened.
The second least unique site was Site 1 or River Thaw Pt 1, the head of the
River Thaw, which ranked seventh in physical factors and biological factors
and ninth in human use factors. The river was narrow and shallow with a
small drainage area and a unique river pattern (pool and riffle). The
water condition was poor with a high intensity of algae and rooted plants,
possibly indicative of nitrate run-off from nearby agricultural fields.
The single building noted was a farmstead.
Site 5 (River Kenson Pt 1 ) was the third least unique site and graded
ninth in physical factors and fifth in biological and human use factors.
In common with other river heads, this point was narrow and shallow with
a small drainage area. The water condition was reasonable with slight
pollution evidence and a small number of rooted plants. The site was
enclosed with visibility restricted to one farm building and its associated
utilities.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ra*--.-^
A study of Figure 6.13 indicated that Site 2 or River Thaw Pt 2 (the most
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section. Sites 4 and 1 (Nant Tre-gof and River Thaw Pt 1), which were the 
least unique sites, were also obvious at the bottom of the figure- The 
other sites were all easily distinguishable with Sites 7 and 9 (River 
Waycock Pt 1 and River Thaw Pt 4), the most unique sites, at the top of 
the figure.
c) Analysis of valley and river character 
i) Valley character (Fig 6.14)
Of the nine sites studied the three which were the most "spec­ 
tacular and wild" were Site 3 (River Thaw Pt 3), Site 9 (River 
Thaw Pt 4) and Site 4 (Nant Tre-gof, least unique site)- Each site 
possessed wide open valleys with a high degree of vistas and low 
urbanisation. At the opposite end of the scale the three sites 
which were the most "ordinary and urban" included Site 2 (River 
Thaw Pt 2), Site 5 (River Kenson Pt 1) and Site 7 (River Waycock 
Pt 1). Sites 2 and 7 were the most unique sites in an ordinary or 
perhaps detrimental way. Site 2 possessed the lowest value, by 
almost two points on a scale of seven, as it was situated in the 
highest concentrated urban area. Each of the three sites was 
enclosed, ie no vistas, 
ii) River character (Fig 6.15).
Site 9 (River Thaw Pt 4), Site 3 (River Thaw Pt 3) and Site 8 (River 
Waycock Pt 2) possessed the highest valres on this graph showing 
large and rapid rivers. Site 9 (the third most unique site) was 
the mouth of the River Thaw and was, therefore, expected to have 
a large river value. The other two sites possessed both deep and 
wide river values with a prevalence of rapids or a meandering river 
pattern indicative of the middle to lowland reaches of a river 
The sites with the lowest values, ie "small and placid" includ 
Site 7 (River Waycock Pt 1), Site 1 (River Thaw Pt 1) and Sit 

















































































































stream with a pool and riffle or no riffle river pattern indicative 
of a river head.
d) Comparison of valley and river character
Figure 6.16 revealed that Sites ? and 9 (River Thaw Pts 3 and A) were 
distinct because they possessed high values for both river and valley 
character due to the high presence of vistas, low valley width/height 
ratio, low urbanisation and a wide and deep meandering river pattern. Site 
2 (River Thaw Ft 2) also appeared prominent due to the very low valley 
character caused by its high urbanisation. This reinforced the initial 
finding that Site 2 was the most unique site on the River Thaw. Sites 1, 7 
and 5 (River Thaw Pt 1, River Waycock Pt 1 and River Kenson Pt 1) appeared 
in a group of low river character and relatively low valley character due 
to the nature of river heads, ie narrow, shallow streams oft^n in a 
deep enclosed valley. The other sites occurred within these points with 
similar river and valley character values.
e) Absence of sites of interest
Due to the site specificty of the method places of interest that could add
to the attraction of an area were often missed, eg on the River Thaw castle
remains at Llanblethian (SS9874) and at Hollybush Farm (ST0274) and castle
ditch remains near Llancarfan (ST6570) were not included either because





























































6.2.5. The River Ogmore
The River Ogmore is approximately 30km or 19 miles long from its source 
north of Blaenogwr to the mouth at Ogmore-by-Sea. The river consists of a 
number of major tributaries, the majority of which arise on the southern 
flank of the South Wales Coalfield. From east to west, the Ogwr Fach, a 
small tributary which begins north of Evanstown, joins the much larger Ogwr 
Fawr at Blackmill. The head of the River Ogmore (Ogwr Fawr) is at Tarren 
Rhiw-maen, north of Nant-y-moel and south of Graig Ogwr (SN9393), and the 
river flows south through the steep sided Ogwr Valley of Pricetown, Ogmore 
Vale and Lewistown. The third largest tributary, the Afon Garw, begins 
life at Blaengarw, east of Bwlchgarw, before flowing through the steep 
sided, mainly forested, Garw valley of Pontycymer, Pont-y-rhyl and 
Llangeinor. The fourth tributary, the River Llynfi, merges with the River 
Ogmore at Aberkenfig a short distance downstream from the confluence of the 
River Garw with the main river. The River Llynfi's source is at SN8893, 
east of Caerau, and the stream flows south-east through the highly urban­ 
ised and industrialised Llynfi valley passing through Nantyffyllon and 
Maesteg before being joined by the small Nant Cwm-du at Pont Rhyd-y-cyff. 
The large River Ogmore then flows south, in a gentle meander, to the sea at 
Ogmore-by-Sea. Approximately 3km inland, north of the sewage farm, the 
River Ogmore is joined by the last of its tributaries, the River Ewenny. 
This river begins as the Nant Crymlyn at Heol-y-Cyw, on the hillside of 
Mynydd y Gaer, before flowing across Hirwaun Common to Pencoed. South of 
Pencoed the Nant Crymlyn is met by the Ewenny Fach whose source is at 
Dolau, south of Llanharan. The River Ewenny, as it is now called, flows 
through the flat lands of Ewenny Moor on the Vale of Glamorgan. Two 
kilometres before its confluence with the River Ogmore the Ewenny is net
by the small Afon Alun which evolves on the flat areas n^i-v, c T iao nortn ot Llandow and
Llysworney before meandering through Gastle-upon-Alun into
sided valley of Ewenny Down to Tymaen. A total of ?n°r W sites were studied
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along the length of this river and its main tributaries (Table 6.9 and 
Plates 1-20).
a) Analysis of uniqueness ratios
On the River Ogmore, Site 14 or River Ogmore Ft 3, was the most unique 
site along the river's length (Table 6.10). The site ranked first in 
physical and biological factors and seventh in human use factors. River 
Ogmore Ft 3 was situated approximately 0.5km from the (wandering) mouth of 
the River Ogmore and was the second widest and deepest point (the first 
was Site 13, River Ogmore Ft 2). The site also possessed a very low 
valley height/width ratio with the largest drainage area and width of 
valley flat, The water condition was very poor with pollution evidence 
and small amounts of litter. The site also had a unique special view in 
the form of Merthyr Mawr sand dunes which resulted in a higher human use 
factor score than would otherwise have been achieved. The site was also 
unique, although not reflected in the data, because of its tidal position. 
The second most unique site was Site 10 or Ogwr Fach Ft 1 which rated 
second in physical factors, tenth in biological factors and second in human 
use factors- This site was unique in the opposite to Site 14, ie it was 
the narrowest and shallowest with one of the smallest drainage areas. It 
also possessed the only braided river pattern and was the only stream with 
a silted bed. The site was unique in its accessibility value being almost 
wilderness, ie paths to it dwindled out or by-passed the area. The site 
also shared its degree of change and special view value (view of the Vale 
of Glamorgan and Bristol Channel) with one other site (River Ogmore Ft 3) 
which led to its high human use value. The site was not special in its 
biology of river or valley.
Analysis revealed that Site 18 or River Ewenny was the third most u ' 
site and ranked a consistent third in physical, biological and human use 
factors. It was situated at the confluence of the River Alun with th
River Ewenny and was of average width and depth (i*» n^-t^u» vie neither one extreme or
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TABLE 6.9 - Sites on the River Ogmore
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TABLE 6.1Ob - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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PLATE 1 - River LLynfi Pt 1
PLATE Z - River LlynfL Pt 2 
- 229 -
PLATS 3 - .liver Llyn.fi Pt
fLAl'li 4 - Nant Cwnulu
- 230 -
PLATE 5 - Afon Garw Pt 1
PLATE h - Afon Garw Pt 2 
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PLATE 7 - GWJ i Ogwr Fawr ft
,J LATK 8 - Cwm Ogwr Fawr Pt 2
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PLATE 9 - Nant Lechyd
PLATE 10 - Ogwr Fach Pt 1
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PLATE 13 - River O^more Pt 2




PLATE 17 - Nant Grralyn Pt 2
PLAT*-; 18 - F,wennv
PLATE 19 - Afon Alun Pt 1
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PLATE 20 - Afon Alun Ft 2
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had a gravel stream bed material and shared the value for stream order and 
sediment deposition with only Site 14 (River Ogmore Pt 3). The site had no 
litter or artificial controls and was unique in local scene (diverse), 
urbanisation values and large amounts of duckweed.
Conversely, the least unique site on the River Ogmore was Site 16 or Nant 
Crymlyn Pt 1 (a tributary of the River Ogmore). The point ranked tenth in 
physical factors, eighteenth in biological factors and twentieth in human 
use factors. Most of the category values for this site were shared by 
numerous other sites which gave a low total figure. A higher value for 
valley height/width ratio helped raise the physical factor total to tenth. 
All biological and human use values were shared with more than three sites 
except for factor 39 - landuse which was unique, ie grazed. The stream's 
water condition was good with no signs of pollution.
The second least unique site was Site 17 or Nant Crymlyn Pt 2 and was 
situated at the confluence of the Nant Crymlyn and Ewenny Fach. It rated 
eleventh in physical factors, twentieth in biological factors and 
thirteenth in human use factors. The river was of average width and depth 
(ie 3 on the value scale), with a high stream order and width of valley 
flat. Biologically all the factor values were shared by many other sites 
giving a low overall value with no one factor being distinct. The site 
was enclosed with no vistas and little sign of human interference (bridge). 
This led to a unique value for factor 36 - local scene (closed or no 
diversity) which helped to increase the overall value for human use 
factors
The third least unique site was Site 9 or Nant Lechyd and was investigated 
at the point where this tributary of the Ogwr Fach formed a ford across a 
minor road. The site ranked ninth in physical factors, fifteenth in 
biological factors and sixteenth in human use factors- The river was wid 
but shallow with a unique value for the large flow variability (and 
consequently a high overall physical value). The water condition was
- 240 -
excellent with no pollution evidence and a varied fauna population. 
The area was enclosed but the presence of a ford and small footbridge 
enabled a larger human use value as historic interest factors.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ratios 
Analysis of Figure 6.17 indicated that Site 2 (River Llynfi Pt 2) was the 
most prominent of the sites. Although the site only ranked fourth overall 
it possessed the distinctly highest human use value because of the large 
amounts of metal and other litter, poor recovery potential and high urban­ 
isation.
Sites 10, 14, 18 and 3 (Ogwr Fach Pt 1, River Ogmore Pt 3, River Ewenny and 
River Llynfi Pt 3) were also predominant on the rim of the main group of 
sites. The first three sites were the three most unique sites and this 
figure, therefore, reinforced Table 6.10. Site 3 ranked fifth overall but 
because of its high biological value (rank 2) was conspicuous on 
this figure which plotted human use factors against biological factors. 
Sites 16, 17 and 9 (Nant Crymlyn Pts 1 and 2 and Nant Lechyd), the least 
unique sites, were found on the bottom left-hand corner of the main group 
of sites-
c) Analysis of valley and river character
i) Valley character (Fig 6.18a and 6.18b).
The top three or most "spectacular and wild" sites were Sites 1, 
10 and 7 (River Llynfi Pt 1, Ogwr Fach Pt 1 and Ogwr Fawr Pt 1) 
which were heads of tributaries of the River Ogmore and included 
the source of the Ogmore (Site 7). Despite low vista values the 
three sites scored highly due to their low (zero) urbanisation 
figures. At the opposite end of the scale the most "ordinary and 
urban" sites included Sites 3, 2 and 6 (River Llynfi Pts 3 and 2 
and Afon Garw Pt 2). These sites were unique because of their 
very high urbanisation figures.
- 241 -
(PHYSICAL FACTORS ARE SHOWN ABOVE SITE POSITION AND SITE NUMBER
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ii) River character (Fig 6-19a and 6.19b).
The largest and most rapid point on the River Ogmore was Site 14 
(River Ogmore Pt 3), the most unique site, followed by Site 18 
(River Ewenny) and Site 13 (River Ogmore Pt 2). Sites 13 and 14 
shared a very high river depth and width ratio; whilst sites 18 
and 14 shared a meandering river pattern. The smallest streams 
were Sites 16, 1, 5 and 7 (Nant Crymlyn Pt 1, River Llynfi Pt 1, 
Afon Garw Pt 1 and Ogwr Fawr Pt 1): the last two sites achieved 
the same value for riverscape. Each of the sites was the head of 
a tributary of the River Ogmore and proved to be narrow and 
shallow with a pool and riffle river pattern.
d) Comparison of valley and river character
Analysis of Figure 6,20 indicated that Site 14 (River Ogmore Pt 3) was 
predominant and this reinforced the fact that River Ogmore Pt 3 was the 
most unique site on the River Ogmore. Site 1 (River Llynfi Pt 1) and Site 
10 (Ogwr Fach Pt 1) were also distinct due to their large valley character 
values, whilst Sites 2 and 3 (River Llynfi Pts 2 and 3) were separate from 
the main group because of their low valley character. Site 18 (the third 
most unique site), the River Ewenny, although not predominant was found on 
the periphery of the main group of sites. The least unique sites were 
within this main group of well spread out site values.
e) Absence of sites of interest
Most of the River Ogmore and its associated tributaries ran through the 
Ogmore valleys which are areas of high intensity urbanisation confined to 
steep, narrow valleys; because of this sites of interest were few, ie 
mines and forestry. On the flatter lands of the Vale of Glamorgan, one of 
the interesting points along the edge of the River Ogmore was Ogmore 
Castle and the Stepping Stones- Unfortunately, this site was omitted 
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6.2.6. The River Afan
The River Afan is the second shortest river of those studied with a length 
of 27km or 17 miles. The source of the River Afan is at the hairpin bend 
of the A4107 only 0.5km (over the hill) from the source of the River 
Ogmore. The River Afan is the first of the three rivers studied which flows 
in a south-westerly direction as opposed to a southerly or south-easterly 
direction (Fig 2.8). Much of the River Afan and its tributaries run 
through steep sided forestry with small areas of urbanisation, eg 
Abergwynfi, Cymer and Duffryn. The first major tributary to join the very 
steep sided River Afan is the Corrwg which consists of the Afon Corrwg 
Fechan and the Afon Corrwg. The second tributary, the River Pelenna, 
merges with the River Afan at Pontrhydyfen. The source of this river is 
high in the forests north of Mynydd Fforch-dwm and flows through Ton Mawr 
and Efail-fach to its confluence. The River Afan then flows through 
Cwmafan to its mouth at Aberavon. The Ffrwd Wylt is the third tributary, 
which is almost indirect, to the River Afan. The Ffrwd Wylt originates at 
Cwm Farteg and flows past open and forested areas and through Bryn and 
Goytre to its confluence with the River Afan. The last two kilometres of 
this tributary have been interferred with by man and changed into a large 
dock area which controls the exit of the river by a lock system. Although 
the volume of water from the River Afan would be affected by this artifical 
control the overall drainage basin area remains the same- Ten sites were 
investigated on the Afan River basin (Table 6.11). 
a) Analysis of uniqueness ratios
Table 6.12 indicated that the most unique site on the River Afan was Site 8 
or River Afan Pt 4 at Aberavon or the mouth of the river. The site rated 
consistently first in physical factors, biological factors and human use 
factors. The river at this point was at its widest with a unique flow 
variability (ie little). The site shared a number of factor values with 
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TABLE 6.11 - Sites on the River Afan
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TABLE 6.12b - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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height/width ratio. Biologically the site was unique in a few factors, eg 
floating material (variety), large amount of rooted plants and higu fauna 
value. All other factors were shared by four or less other sites, 
consequently giving a high overall value. The human use factors indicated 
a uniqueness in a number of factors, eg metal rubbish, local scene 
(diverse) and view confinement (open). The other points were again only 
shared by a few sites which gave a high human use value.
The second most unique site along the River Afan was Site 3 or River Afan 
Ft 1, which was the head of the River Afan, and ranked second in physical 
factors, seventh in biological factors and third in human use factors. The 
site was situated at the hairpin bend of the A4017 and proved to be the 
narrowest of all the sites studied. It was also unique because of its 
large flow variability, torrential river pattern, valley height/width ratio 
and width of valley flat (very small). The other factors were shared by 
three or more sites which gave a lower total value. The low biological 
rating was also due to the factor values being shared by a number of other 
sites, except for factor 21 — larger plants amount (infested and, 
therefore, unique) and factor 18 - water condition (excellent). In the 
third category the site was unique because of high rubbish values and 
totally enclosed vistas.
Site 7 (River Afan Pt 3) was the third most unique site and graded third in 
physical factors, fourth in biological factors and sixth in human use 
factors. The site was unique in its stream depth (the deepest) and width 
(the second widest) and shared values for other factors with one other 
site, eg velocity, river pattern, erosion and deposition of sediment, 
which gave a high physical factor total. Biologically the site was unique 
with respect to its river fauna and shared values with one other site for 
its water colour (green/brown), turbidity (25-150) and water condition 
(good). The site was also unique because of the amount of artificial 
controls (j- and 1) and, in common with one other site, values for
- 252 -
urbanisation and vistas.
The least unique site of the River Afan was Site 9 or Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 
which ranked seventh in physical factors, tenth in biological factors and 
ninth in human use factors. Despite being unique in its width of valley 
flat and sharing river depth and bankfull depth with one other site this 
point ranked very low because of its commonality with regard to the other 
factors. This was also true in the other two categories. 
The second least unique site was Site 2 or Afon Corrwg, which was a 
tributary of the River Afan, and ranked eighth in physical factors, ninth 
in biological factors and seventh in human use factors. The site was 
situated amongst and above a coal mining area but despite this the 
turbidity was low and the water condition good, even though the water was 
distinctly coloured. No one factor in any of the three categories was 
unique. Urbanisation was high with its associated utilities and litter; 
the stream was controlled, above the site studied, running underground for 
about 0.25km.
Site 1 or Afon Corrwg Fechan (a parallel tributary to the Afon Corrwg) was 
the third least unique site and rated ninth in physical factors, third in 
biological factors and tenth in human use factors. The site was situated 
next to forests and again went underground above the site position but this 
time under fairly natural conditions, eg a rockfall, which formed a small 
waterfall. All factor values were shared by many sites which gave a low 
total figure for biological and human use factors. Conversely, the high 
physical factor total was due to the values for stream bed material (ie 
cobbles and larger) being shared by one other site; and river depth, 
bankfull depth, flow variability and basin area being shared with two other 
sites.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ratios 
Analysis of Figure 6.21 indicated and reinforced the fact that Site 8 or 
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had very high values for physical, biological and human use factors. The 
least unique site, Site 9 (Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1), was distinct at the lower end 
of the scale. Sites 4,3,6 and 1 (River Afan Pts 2 and 1, River Pelenna 
pt 2 and Afon Corrwg Fechan) were on the periphery of the group. Site 7 
(River Afan Pt 3), the third most unique site, was not distinct because of 
its comparatively low human use and biological values as the site was unique 
by virtue of its high physical factor score which was not represented in 
this figure.
c ) Analysis of valley and river character 
i) Valley character (Fig 6.22).
Analysis indicated that the top three or most spectacular sites 
were Site 9 (Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1), Site 3 (River Afan Pt 1) and Site 5 
(River Pelenna Pt 1). Each of the three sites were tributary or 
mainstream sources that were typically in high areas. L ̂ spite 
Sites 3 and 5 being enclosed the complete lack of any signs of 
urbanisation placed them as "wild and spectacular" sites. 
Conversely, the lowest or most urban sites included Site 8 (River 
Afan Pt 4), Site 4 (River Afan Pt 2) and Site 2 (Afon Corrwg), The 
first two sites (which included the most unique site) scored low 
because of their very high urbanisation levels, whilst Site 2 
possessed a high urban value coupled with a high degree of enclosure, 
ii) River character (Fig 6.23).
The largest and most rapid sites included Site 8 (River Afan Pt 4), 
Site 7 (River Afan Pt 3) and Site 2 (Afon Corrwg). The first two 
sites were extremely distinct with values of 6.24 and 5.75 as 
opposed to Site 2 (the next highest) of 2.50. This reinforced the 
uniqueness of Site 8 based largely on river size, urbanisation and 
meandering river pattern. Site 7 was similar because of its high 
physical values. Site 2 was extremely close to the main group of 
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and deeper than the other sites. At the opposite end of the 
scale, the smallest and most placid, the bottom three sites included 
Site 3 (River Afan Pt 1), Site 5 (River Pelenna Pt 1) and Site 1 
(Afon Corrwg Fechan). These sites were all tributaries and 
possessed typical shallow and narrow stream measurements. Sites 3 
and 5 were distinct due to their small river size and pattern 
(torrent and pool and riffle respectively), whilst Site 1 formed 
the edge of the main group of sites.
d) Comparison of river and valley character
Analysis of Figure 6.24 indicated that Sites 7, 8 and 9 were predominant. 
Site 8 (River Afan Pt 4) was the most unique site on the river and 
possessed a very low valley character and very high river character common 
to a river mouth site. Site 7 (River Afan Pt 3) was only 8km upstream and 
was similar to Site 8 but possessed a much higher valley character and a 
slightly lower river character. Site 9 (Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1) also appeared 
alone by virtue of its very high valley value. Site 3 (the second most 
unique site, River Afan Pt 1) was conspicuous because of its relatively 
high valley character but very low river character. The other sites formed 
a group within a 1-3 river character value and 1-4 valley character.
e) Absence of sites of interest
Very few interesting sites existed along the River Afan possibly due to the 
steeply sided and heavily forested (coniferous) valleys. One site, which 
was missed, was a prominent ruin of a large house which stood directly next 
to the River Pelenna at SN817974. Various churches were also found along 
the edge of the River Afan, especially in Cwmafan, but were not covered 
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FIGURg 6.24 - Comparison of Valley and River Character for River Afan
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6.2.7. The River Neath
The River Neath is approximately 48km or 30 miles long from its source at 
Fan Fraith to its mouth at Baglan Bay. The source is in the foothills of 
the Brecon Beacons and is joined by numerous tributaries that drain the 
mountainous areas. The first of these tributaries is the River Hepste 
which begins at Fan Fawr, as the Afon-y-waen, and flows south parallelling 
the River Taff for a short distance. The stream then flows south-east 
through sheep grazed moorland interspersed with small farms until it 
merges with the River Melte, amongst forestry. The River Melte is formed 
by the Afon Llia, which arises at Fan Llia, and the Afon Dringarth and 
flows into the Ystradfelte reservoir before converging with the Afon Llia 
near Aber-llia, north of Ystradfelte. Between this point and its 
confluence with the River Hepste the River Melte passes through Ystradfelte 
and then runs underground at Forth yr Ogof for a distance of 0.25km before 
emerging and running through a steep sided forested valley with numerous 
waterfalls. The River Melte, as it is collectively known, flows south-east 
though gradually increasing urbanisation to Pont Nedd Fechan and its 
confluence with the River Neath.
The River Neath arises at Fan Fraith and, with numerous small tributaries, 
flows through grazed moorland and woodland (eg Coed y Rhaiadr) until its 
confluence with the River Pyrrdin, north of the A4107. The Afon Pyrrdin 
begins as the Nant y Bryn and Nant y Fedwen, east of Coelbren, before 
merging near Tonyfildre and being joined by the Nant Hir on its short 
journey to the River Neath. The swollen River Neath then flows south-east 
through Glynneath, Resolven, Tonna and Neath in a wide, flat valley with 
patches of urbanisation and industrialisation flanked by steep sided wooded 
hillsides. At Resolven the River Neath is joined by the Clydach Brook 
whose source is on the steep sided hillside of the Coed Morgannwg Way and 
which flows through a completely forested valley. Melin Court Brook 
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TABLE 6.13 - Sites on the River Neath
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and flows through a steep sided bare valley to Melincourt.
At Aberdulais the River Neath is met by the large River Dulais which arises 
at Onllwyn and flows past Seven Sisters in a wide valley until the forested 
valley constricts at Ynysfadog and Crynant. Near Neath Abbey the River 
Neath merges with the last of its tributaries, the River Clydach, which 
begins at Hendrecaradog on the flanks of Mynydd Marchywel and flows south 
through Bryncoch to the River Neath. The large River Neath, capable of 
accepting shipping up to 5km inland, enters the sea at Baglan Bay. There 
were 23 sites studied along the River Neath and its various large 
tributaries (Table 6.13). 
a) Analysis of uniqueness ratios
Analysis of Table 6.14 indicated that the most unique site on the River 
Neath was Site 18 or River Neath Pt 6 (Briton Ferry). The site ranked 
first in physical, biological and human use factors and was the widest 
and deepest of the whole river network as it was accessible to shipping; 
however, it was not unique in these values as overall the main river was 
wide and deep (ie the values were shared by one and four sites respec­ 
tively). The point was unique in its bankfull depth and deposition and 
shared values for flow variability, river pattern and basin area with one 
other site (Site 17, River Neath Pt 5). Biologically the site was unique 
in river fauna, pollution evidence and land flora valley; the overall water 
quality was poor. It was also unique in its metel and paper rubbish 
amounts and material removable value and shared, with one other site, 
values for other rubbish, local scene (diverse), view confinement (open), 
utilities, degree of change and recovery potential. The culmination of 
these values gave a high overall total.
The second most unique site was that above the most unique site, ie Site 17 
or River Neath Pt 5 which rated second in physical and biological factors 
and third in human use factors. The site was 4km upstream and shared many 
of Site 18'a characteristics, ie tidal, wide and deep. The site was unique
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Site Physical Biological Human Total,
1 1.737 2.287 2.204 6.230
2 2.832 2.008 2 863 7-704
3 2.598 1.235 1.808 5.641
4 2.375 1.476 1.851 5.703
5 1.920 1,844 1.760 5.525
6 2.759 3.788 2.425 8.973
7 1.460 1.590 1.740 4-790
8 2-431 2-101 2-276 6.808
9 1.265 1.072 1.911 4.249
10 1 332 1-440 2.966 5.738
11 2.936 2.271 2.404 7.613
12 1.951 1.167 1-875 4.994
13 2.353 1.997 2.379 6.731
14 1.747 1 320 1.811 4-880
15 2.412 2.422 5.207 10.042
16 1.941 1.219 1.566 4.727
17 5.094 4.714 4.943 14.752
18 5.694 6.426 7.291 19.412
19 1.467 1.682 1.760 4.911
20 1 610 2.396 3.492 7.498
21 1.832 1.493 1.652 4.978
22 1.908 3-231 2 707 7.847
23 2.335 2.808 3.095 8.240


























































































































TABLE 6.14b - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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in its high rate of sediment deposition, high volume of floating material, 
pollution evidence and metal and other rubbish (less than at Site 18). 
The lower overall values were due to the site possessing only five unique 
factors as opposed to eight (for Site 18).
The third most unique site was Site 15 or River Neath Pt 3, situated at 
Pont Walby, which rated eighth in physical factors, sixth in biological 
factors and second in human use factors. The site at this point was wide 
and shallow but these factors were shared by a number of other sites. 
There were no unique values in the first two categories and the highest 
factor value in the biological and physical groups were for bed stream 
material (clay or silt) and land flora valley (open, with grass and trees) 
which were shared by one other site. The human use value was high because 
of the uniqueness of accessibility (urban or paved areas) combined with 
large values for local scene, utilities, vistas, degree of change and 
recovery potential.
At the opposite end of the ranking tables Site 9 or Afon Llia Pt 2 was the 
least unique site and graded twenty-third in physical and biological 
factors and fourteenth in human use factors. Factors in the first 
two categories shared their values with nine or more sites which gave 
a very low overall total; no factor was unique. A higher value was 
obtained for human use factors because of the higher (ie more unique) 
scores for local scene, view confinement and landuse (shared by three, 
four and five sites respectively). The other factors were also, generally, 
shared by less sites to give an overall higher total.
The second least unique site was Site 16, River Neath Pt 4, which ranked 
thirteenth in physical factors, twenty-first in biological factors and 
twenty-third in human use factors. The site ranked higher in physical 
factors because of its high values for stream order, river pattern and 
river bed slope. The biological and human use factors were shared by more 
than seven sites with no distinct factor to help lift the overall total 
•cores.
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The third least unique site on the River Neath was Site 7, or River Neath 
Pt 2 which ranked twenty-first in physical factors, fifteenth in biological 
factors and twenty-first in human use factors. The river at this point was 
wide but shallow with a cobble floor and a pool and riffle river pattern. 
Most of the characteristics of this point were in common with many other 
sites which gave a low total. The slightly higher biological factor total 
was due to the larger value for valley flora which was shared with only one 
site (open with grass and trees, Site 15). The site also possessed a 
special view, shared with only four sites, of the Brecon Beacons which gave 
it a higher human use factor value than would have otherwise been achieved.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ratios 
Analysis of Figure 6.25 reinforced the complete uniqueness of Site 18 
(River Neath Pt 6) by placing it distinctly on its own by virtue of the 
very high biological and human use values. The next two most unique sites, 
Site 17 (River Neath Pt 5) and Site 15 (River Neath Pt 3), were also 
distinct from the main group of sites, again because of their high human 
use factor values and, in the case of Site 17, a high biological value. 
The least unique sites, Sites 9, 16 and 17 (Afon Llia Pt 2, River Neath 
Pts 4 and 2) were situated in the bottom left-hand corner of the Figure 
which reinforced the results of Table 6.14. Most of the other sites on the 
River Neath were grouped together in a tight mass in the bottom left-hand 
corner whilst the remaining sites were positioned between this group and 
the prominent sites.
c) Analysis of valley and river character
i) Valley character (Figs 6.26a and 6.26b).
The most "spectacular and wild" sites of the River Neath were Site 
4 (River Pyrrdin Pt 1; ranked fourth overall), Site 23 (Afon 
Hepste Pt 1; ranked fifth overall) and Site 8 (Afon Llia Pt 1; 
ranked tenth overall). Each of these sites were tributary heads 
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At the opposite end of the scale, the most "urban and ordinary" 
sites on the River Neath included Site 18 (River Neath Pt 6). 
Site 17 (River Neath Pt 5) and Site 15 (River Neath Pt 3) by virtue 
of their very high urbanisation values. This figure reinforced 
Section (a) as it showed the top three sites as being unique, but 
in a detrimental way. 
ii) River character (Figs 6.27a and 6.27b).
The largest and most rapid river sites proved to be Site 18 (River 
Neath Pt 6), Site 17 (River Neath Pt 5) and Site 15 (River Neath 
Pt 3) which were the widest and deepest points because of their 
proximity to the mouth and their large distance from the sources. 
Sites 18 and 17 had a meandering river pattern whilst Site 15 had a 
"without riffle" pattern. The smallest and most placid sites on the 
river network were Site 6 (River Neath Pt 1), Site 23 (Afon Hepste 
Pt 1) and Site 4 (River Pyrrdin Pt 1, ranked fourteenth overall). 
Each of these tributary sources were typically narrow and shallow 
with a pool and riffle river pattern. Most of the other sites 
formed a clump between 2 and 3 on the scale of river character.
d) Comparison of valley and river character
Figure 6.28 indicated and reinforced the uniqueness of Site 18 (River Neath 
Pt 6), Site 17 (River Neath Pt 5) and Site 15 (River Neath Pt 3) as they 
were prominent in the bottom right-hand corner of the Figure due to very 
high river character but low valley character values. Conversely Sites 6, 
23, 4 and 8 ( River Neath Pt 1, Afon Hepste Pt 1, River Pyrddin Pt 1 and 
Afon Llia Pt 1 respectively) were conspicuous in the top left-hand corner 
because of their typically high valley character but low river character 
values. The remainder of the sites were clumped together in a central 
group and included Sites 9, 7 and 16, the least unique sites.
e ) Absence of sites of interest
Due to the site specificity of the method, many sites of interest failed
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to be noted because they fell between two of the studied points. On the 
River Neath these included the Ystradfelte reservoir^ the point at which 
the River Melte disappeared underground for 0.25km at Forth yr Ogof; the 
numerous waterfalls between Hendre-bolon (SN925113) and a weir (SN921088) 
and waterfalls north of the Rocking Stone (SN8909).
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6.2.8. The River Tawe
The River Tawe is approximately 53km or 33 miles long from its source at 
Lyn-y~Fan Fawr to its mouth at Swansea. The River Tawe drains the Brecon 
Beacon foothills, in the same way as the River Neath, with many small 
tributaries. The source of the River Tawe is just below the corrie or 
cirque of Llyn-y-Fan Fawr and the tiny stream flows through grazed moor­ 
land in a south-easterly direction. At Tafar-y-Garreg the Nant Tywyni, 
which arises at Bwlch Bryn-rhudd, merges with the River Tawe. One 
kilometre from this the River Tawe is joined by another tributary, the 
River Haffes, which begins at Waun Haffes and flows through the same moor­ 
land conditions as the upper tributaries. The main river passes through 
a steep sided wide valley with pockets of forestry and urbanisation. At 
Ynyswen another tributary, the Nant Llech, merges with the River Tawe. 
This river arises south of Carreg Cadno and parallelIs the source of the 
River Pyrddin (on the River Neath) before joining the River Tawe; which 
then flows south—east through Abercraf and Ystradgynlais where it is met 
by the River Giedd. The River Giedd begins at Carreg-lem and is joined by 
the Nant Cyw before its confluence with the River Tawe.
At Ystalyfera yet another tributary, the Afon Twrch, whose source is at 
Bannau Brycheiniog behind the ridge and corrie of the source of the River 
Tawe itself, meets the River Tawe. South of Ystradowen the River Twrch is 
joined by the River Llynfell, which begins at Cefn Carn-Fadog, and a short 
distance downstream merges with the Nant Gwys which originates as the Gwys 
Fach and Gwys Fawr. The River Tawe continues to flow south-east through 
the steep sided, wide, flat valley of Cilmaengwyn and Pontardawe to its 
confluence with the Upper Clydach. This tributary arises at Gwaun-Cae- 
Gurwen and joins with the River Egel (from Blaen-egel-fawr) at Rhydyfro. 
The River Tawe then begins to meander to its mouth through the Clydach 
valley at which point it is met by its last major tributary, the Lower 
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TABLE 6.15 - Sites on the River Tawe
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narrow, steeply sided, acutely meandering valley to Clydach. The large and 
wide River Tawe then flows south, through the outskirts of Swansea, to its 
mouth at Swansea Docks. Twenty-three sites were studied along the length 
of this river and its various tributaries (Table 6.15). 
a) Analysis of uniqueness ratios
Analysis of Table 6.16 indicated that Site 14 or River Tawe Pt 7 was the 
most unique site on the River Tawe as it ranked first in physical factors, 
third in biological factors and first in human use factors. The site was 
approximately 1km from the mouth of the River Tawe, on the bridge of the 
A4067, and was tidal in nature. The site was unique for river basin area 
and shared values for river depth, bankfull depth, river pattern, bedslope 
and amount of deposition with one other site (mainly Site 13). Biologic­ 
ally the site was unique for floating material, ie oily, and shared other 
factor values with three or more sites which gave a lower total biological 
factor. Within the third category the site was unique due to the large 
amount of litter, degree of change and historic features. The latter 
factor covered the remains of an old bridge and shipwreck and gave an over­ 
all high value for human use factors.
The second most unique site was Site 13 or River Tawe Pt 6 which was 
situated 6km north of the previous site, and rated second in physical 
factors, first in biological factors and seventh in human use factors. 
As no tributaries joined the river between the two sites this point shared 
many characteristics with Site 14, eg width, depth, bedslope, river 
pattern, etc. No one factor was unique and this led to a lower total 
value than the previous site. The site was, however, unique in its 
floating material and river fauna and shared its other values with three 
or more sites which gave an overall high total value. The site was not 
unique in its human use factors and shared most of the other values which 
gave a much lower total for the site. 
The third most unique site was Site 12 or River Tawe Pt 5 which graded
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TABLE 6-16a - Summary of Totals
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Physical Biological Human Total
Rank Site Site Site Site
1 14 13 14 14
2 13 12 9 13
3 12 14 8 12
4 20 19 12 9
5 11 10 18 11
69 7 77
7 21 16 13 8
8 17 11 11 10
98 5 3 20
10 7 17 23 17
11 10 23 4 23
12 22 8 1 19
13 2 20 17 16
14 5 1 10 5
15 1 9 21
16 23 22 16 18
17 18 2 19 21
18 3 3 20 3
19 19 21 52
20 16 15 21 22
21 6 18 64
22 4 4 22 15
23 15 6 15 6
TABLE 6.16b - Sites in Uniqueness Ratio Order
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third in physical factors, second in biological factors and fourth in 
human use factors. The site was measured from the river bank because of 
difficulties of access. The river was wide but shallow and possessed a 
meandering river pattern in common with Site 13. The site was unique in 
its sediment deposition, second only in amount to Sites 13 and 14. 
Biologically, the site was unique because of its large variety/large 
amount of river fauna and shared all other factors with two or more sites 
which gave a high biological total. Within the human use factors 12 of 
the 18 factors were shared by few other sites and this resulted in a high 
overall total; accessibility, rubbish and vista factors rated highly. 
In opposition to these results the least unique site was Site 6 or Nant 
Llech, a tributary of the River Tawe, which ranked twenty-first in 
physical factors, twenty-third in biological factors and twenty-first in 
human use factors. The river was wide but shallow with large cobbles and 
solid bedrock as the river bed material. Each factor of the three 
categories was shared by eight to 23 sites, (with the exception of the 
value for velocity which was shared by only four sites and which resulted 
in a slightly higher total for physical factors) which gave a low overall 
total for each category.
The second least unique site was Site 15 or Upper Clydach Pt 1 which graded 
twenty-third in physical factors, twentieth in biological factors and 
twenty-third in human use factors. Overall total values showed that Site 6 
and Site 15 were extremely close. No one factor was unique and all were 
shared by many other sites. The slightly higher biological ranking was due 
to the higher scores for water turbidity, land flora valley and water 
condition. The site was unique, but not reflected in the results, as its 
stream depth and bankfull depth were the same, even when not following 
heavy rain.
The third least unique site was Site 4 or River Tawe Pt 2 which ranked 
twenty-second in physical and biological factors and eleventh in human
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use factors. The river was wide and shallow with a small drainage area. 
The site factors, physically and biologically, were shared by numerous 
other sites which gave a low total. The site was ranked higher overall 
because of the much larger human use factor results which included local 
scene, vistas, special views and urbanisation.
b) Comparison of human use, biological and physical uniqueness ratios 
Analysis of Figure 6.29 reinforced the findings that Site 14, River Tawe 
Pt 7, was the most unique site on the River Tawe because of its very high 
human use values. Sites 12 and 13 (River Tawe Pts 5 and 6), the second and 
third most unique sites, were obvious because of their high biological 
values. However, their high physical factor values were not represented 
in the figure. Site 9 or Afon Twrch Pt 4 was also predominant, although it 
ranked fourth overall, because of its second highest human use value. 
Sites 4, 6 and 15 (River Tawe Pt 2, Nant Llech and Upper Clydach Pt 1), 
the least unique sites of the River Tawe, were amongst the main group of 
sites in the bottom left-hand corner of the Figure.
c) Analysis of valley and river character
i) Valley character (Fig 6.30a and 6.30b).
The most "wild and spectacular" sites of the River Tawe were Site 
20 (Nant Tywyni), Site 18 (River Giedd Pt 1) and Site 10 (Nant 
Llynfell) which were all tributary heads and had no visible 
urbanisation. Sites 20 and 18 were in narrow, high valleys and all 
these sites had large vista values, ie views in three or more 
directions. At the opposite end of the scale the "most ordinary 
and urban" points were Site 14 (River Tawe Pt 7; the most unique 
site), Site 8 (Afon Twrch Pt 3) and Site 13 (River Tawe Pt 6). The 
sites were all in low wide valleys with restricted views and high 
urbanisation. The other sites were well separated between values 
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ii) River character (Fig 6.31a and 6.31b).
The largest and most rapid sites on the River Tawe were Site 14 
(River Tawe Pt 7), Site 13 (River Tawe Pt 6) and Site 12 (River 
Tawe Pt 5) which were the three most unique sites on the river 
system. The figure indicated that Sites 14 and 13 were extremely 
predominant and together with Figure 6.30a and 6.30b reinforced 
Site 14 as the most unique site on the River Tawe. The top sites 
possessed a deep, wide river with a meandering river pattern. 
Although Site 12 was not obvious in its river measurement it was 
only the third site to have a meandering river pattern. 
At the opposite end of the scale the smallest and most placid sites 
were Site 20 (Nant Tywyni), Site 2 (Afon Twrch Pt 1) and Site 18 
(River Giedd Pt 1) which were tributary heads. The three sites 
were narrow and shallow with either torrent or without riffle river 
pattern typical of mountain stream tributaries.
d) Comparison of valley and river character
Analysis of Figure 6.32 indicated that Sites 13, 14 and 8 (River Tawe Pts 6 
and 7 and Afon Twrch Pt 3) were predominant in the bottom right-hand corner 
because of their high river character but low valley character values. 
Site 12 was also distinct from the main group because of its higher river 
character value. In the top left-hand corner, by virtue of their very high 
valley character but low river character score, were sites 20, 18 and 10 
(Nant Tywyni, River Giedd Pt 1 and Nant Llynfell) which were all tributaries 
of the River Tawe. The other sites formed a well separated cluster within 
these two extremes which indicated a wide range of landscape situations.
e ) Absence of sites of interest
Llyn-y-Fan Fawr (a water filled cirque) was not included within the
Investigation as a point of interest because the official head of the
River Tawe was below the cirque rise. If the Nant y Llyn, whose source was
the lake, had been taken as a tributary then the lake would have been
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noted. Other points were missed because of the method's site specificity 
and included Craig-y-nos County Park, Giedd Forest, various cairns and 
a nickel works.
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SECTION B: The Glamorgan River Network as a Whole
6.3 This sub-section involves the comparison of uniqueness ratios (total 
physical, biological and human use factors) for the 141 river sites studied 
in the three Glamorgan counties from the River Rhymney in the east to the 
River Tawe in the west (Table 6.17 and Appendix IV). Those rivers with few 
sites (ie a minimum of nine) along their length, eg Rivers Thaw, Ely and 
Afan, tended to feature predominantly in Table 6.17 because of their high 
total values. This was a result of each original factor, on the 46 factor 
checklist, being "shared" by a maximum of a few sites. Conversely, 
site factors of the larger rivers (eg Rivers Neath, Tawe and Taff) were 
shared by a large number of other sites which often gave a lower overall 
total indicating a commonality of the studied sites. Despite this some 
large river sites formed part of the ten most unique sites.
The second sub-section compares valley and river character values for each 
of the 141 sites, ie the ten largest and most rapid; smallest and most 
placid; the most ordinary and urban; and the most wild and spectacular,
a) Total Uniqueness Ratio Ranking
Analysis of the total uniqueness ratio ranking table (Table 6.17), with 
reference to Tables A4.1, A4.2 and A4.3 (see Appendix IV) which ranked 
physical, biological and human use factors, indicated that the ten most 
unique sites (Table 6.18a and Figure 6.33) of the Glamorgan River Network
were:
i) Ely 11 (ie the eleventh site on the River Ely, refer to Table 6.5) 
or River Ely Pt 6 which ranked seventh in physical factors and first 
in biological and human use factors. The site was tidal in nature 
and formed the mouth of the River Ely. The river itself was at its 
widest and deepest at this point and was surrounded by high urban­ 
isation and pollution evidence. The site was negatively unique 
ie an eyesore. 
Afan 8 (Table 6.11) or River Afan Pt 4 which rated first in
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physical factors and third in biological and human use factors. 
This site was also tidal in nature as it was located at the river 
mouth. The site was the widest and (second) deepest of the sites 
studied on this network.
iii) Neath 18 (Table 6.13) or River Neath Pt 6 (Briton Ferry) which
ranked eighth in physical factors, second in biological factors and 
fourth in human use factors. The site was tidal in nature and was 
the last investigated on the River Neath Drainage Basin. The site 
was wide, deep and accessible to shipping; it also had large amounts 
of pollution evidence, 
iv) Ely 5 (Table 6.5) or Nant Muchudd Pt 1 which rated thirteenth in
physical factors, fourth in biological factors and fifth in human 
use factors. This site was unique in a different way to the 
previous sites as it was narrow and shallow and the head of a River 
Ely tributary, 
v) Tawe 14 (Table 6.15) or River Tawe Pt 7 (Swansea) which graded
twelth in physical factors, thirty-ninth in biological factors and 
second in human use factors. The site was situated at the mouth of 
the River Tawe network, was tidal in nature and had small ship 
accessibility. A high human use value was due, in part, to the 
presence of two historic features, a shipwreck and the remains of 
an old bridge, 
vi) Afan 3 (Table 6.11) or River Afan Pt 1 which ranked second in
physical factors, twenty-third in biological factors and fourteenth 
in human use factors. The site was the head of the River Afan and 
was unique because of its narrow, steep-sided, enclosed valley. 
This was the first site in this section which had no urbanisation 
but there were large amounts of litter present which resulted in a 
very high human use value.
vii) Thaw 2 (Table 6.7) or River Thaw Pt 2 which rated ninth in physical
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R.Ely Pt 6 
R.Afan Pt 4 
R.Neath Pt 6 
Nant Muchudd Pt 1 
R.Tawe Pt 7 
R.Afan Pt 1 
R.Thaw Pt 2 
Afon Clun Pt 1 
R.Afan Pt 3 ' 
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R.Waycock Pt 1 
R.Rhymney Pt 8 
R.Thaw Pt 4 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 2 
R.Ogmore Pt 3 
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R.Neath Pt 5 
R.Waycock Pt 2 
R.Thaw Pt 3 
R.Kenson Pt 2 
Afon Clun Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 1 
R.Pelenna Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 6 
Cwra Nofydd Pt 2 
R.Kenson Pt 1 
ST
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R.Taff Pt 4 
R.Ogmore Pt 2 
R.Ogmore Pt 1 
R.Tawe Pt 4 
R.Neath Pt 1 
R.Rhymney Pt 2 
Afon Garw Pt 2 
Nant Bargoed 
Rhymney Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 4 
Nant Cwmdu 
R.Cynon Pt 2 
Cwm Tyswg 
Afon Alun Pt 2 
Afon Twrch Pt 2 
Afon Twrch Pt 3 
Afon Hepste Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 3 
Nant Llynfell 
Nant Bargoed 
Rhymney Pt 1 
Nant Tywynni 
Afon Melte Pt 1 
Afon Alun Pt 1 
R.Taff Pt 3 
Ogwr Fawr Pt 2 
Rhos-yr-yrfa 
R.Dulais Pt 2 
Afon Melte Pt 3 




R.Llynfi Pt 1 
Afon Garw Pt 1 
Ogwr Fawr Pt 1 
Taf Fechan Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 2 
R.Taff Pt 1 
L.Clydach Pt 2 
Nant Lechyd 
Nant Crew 
R.Cynon Pt 3 
R.Giedd Pt 2 
Afon Llia Pt 1 
Afon Hepste Pt 3 
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 2 
U.Clydach Pt 2 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 2 
R.Cynon Pt 4 
R.Tawe Pt 3 













































Taf Fechan Pt 3 
Taf Fawr Pt 1 
R.Giedd Pt 1 
Nant Clydach Pt 1 
R.Dulais Pt 1 
R.Egel
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 1 
R.Haffes
Nant Crymlyn Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 1 
R.Cynon Pt 1 
R.Taff Pt 2 
Nant Clydach Pt 2 
L.Clydach Pt 1 
Afon Melte Pt 2 
R.Pyrddin Pt 1 
Taf Fechan Pt 2 






































Rhondda Fawr Pt 2 
R.Pyrddin Pt 2 
Taf Fawr Pt 2 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 3 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 
Nant Wern-ddu 
Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
Afon Hepste Pt 2 




R.Neath Pt 2 
R.Neath Pt 4 
U.Clydach Pt 1 
Nant Llech 
Afon Llia Pt 2
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Ely 11 - R.Ely Pt 6 7
Afan 8 - R.Afan Pt 4 1
Neath 18 - R.Neath Pt 6 8 
Ely 5 - Nant Muchudd Pt 1 13
Tawe 14 - R.Tawe Pt 7 12
Afan 3 - R.Afan Pt 1 2
Thaw 2 - R.Thaw Pt 2 9
Ely 7 - Afon Clun Pt 1 6
Afan 7 - R.Afan Pt 3 4











TABLE 6.18a - The Ten 'Most' Unique Sites
Site Name
Neath 9 • 
Tawe 6 - 
Tawe 15 • 
Neath 16 
Neath 7 





- Afon Llia Pt 2 
Nant Llech
- U.Clydach Pt 1
- R.Neath Pt 4













- Melin Court Brook 114












TABLE 6.18b - The Ten 'Least' Unique Sites
Site Name Physical
Ely 8 - Afon Clun Pt 2 18
Afan 9 - Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 30
Ely 9 - R.Ely Pt 4 50
Tawe 11 - R.Tawe Pt 4 43
Neath 23 - Afon Hepste Pt 1 78
Ogmore 11 - Ogwr Fach Pt 2 112
Taff 8 - Nant Crew 93
Taff 7 - Taf Fechan Pt 3 65
Taff 27 - Nant Clydach Pt 2 117
























































factors, seventeenth in biological factors and ninth in human use 
factors. This site was situated in a pleasant urban area with a 
wide but shallow, clean stream running along the bottom of urban 
gardens, with no pollution evidence.
viii) Ely 7 (Table 6.5) or Afon Clun Pt 1 which ranked sixth in physical 
factors, twenty-fourth in biological factors and sixteenth in human 
use factors. The site was a tributary head of the River Ely and, 
although narrow and shallow (high physical ranking) overlooked the 
large urban area and coal mine of Beddau. 
ix) Afan 7 (Table 6.11) or River Afan Pt 3 which graded fourth in
physical factors, eighteenth in biological factors and twenty-ninth 
in human use factors. The high physical value was due to the large 
river width and depth coupled with a fairly unique river pattern 
and velocity. The river was artificially controlled with large 
amounts of rubbish present along its length.
x) Afan 4 (Table 6.11) or River Afan Pt 2 which ranked twenty-third in 
physical factors, twenty-first in biological factors and tenth in 
human use factors. The site rated highly in human use factors due 
to the presence of an historic viaduct.
In opposition to these most unique sites were the ten least unique sites, 
ie the most "common" sites (from 132 upwards), Table 6.18b and Figure 6.34. 
i) Neath 9 (Table 6.13) or Afon Llia Pt 2 (the least unique site) which 
ranked 140th in physical factors, 141st in biological factors and 
126th in human use factors. This site was common, ie there were 
numerous other sites which shared similar factor values, 
ii) Tawe 6 (Table 6.15) or Nant Llech, a tributary of the River Tawe,
which ranked 125th in physical factors, 139th in biological factors 
and 137th in human use factors. In common with other small tribu­ 
taries the site was shallow and narrow with large cobbles and solid 
bedrock as the streambed.
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iii) Tawe 15 (Table 6.15) or Upper Clydach Pt 1 which rated 130th in
physical factors, 138th in biological factors and 140th in human use 
factors. This site was the head of a River Tawe tributary and was, 
again, small and shallow, 
iv) Neath 16 (Table 6.13) or River Neath Pt 4 which graded 106th in
physical factors, 138th in biological factors and 141st in human use 
factors. The higher physical factor value was due to a large stream 
order, river pattern and low river bed slope. The site was also 
wide and deep, 
v) Neath 7 (Table 6.13) or River Neath Pt 2 which ranked 135th in
physical factors, 117th in biological factors and 136th in human use 
factors. The river at this point was wide but shallow, and the 
higher biological value was due to an almost unique land flora- 
valley. The site also had a special view of the Brecon Beacons, 
vi) Taff 25 (Table 6.3) or Rhondda which rated 138th in physical
factors, 135th in biological factors and 112th in human use factors. 
This point was a 'central' point on the River Taff. The higher 
human use factor was due to a high degree of change coupled with 
a high degree of recovery and good vistas. The river itself was 
wide and shallow in common with many other sites, 
vii) Neath 14 (Table 6.18) or River Sychryd (a tributary of the River
Neath) which ranked 119th in physical factors, 134th in biological 
factors and 132nd in human use factors. The site was shallow and 
wide with slight pollution evidence and an unpleasant smell (which 
was not reflected in the result) and no urbanisation.
viii) Neath 19 (Table 6.13) or River Clydach (again a tributary of the 
River Neath) which rated 134th in physical factors, 109th in 
biological factors and 134th in human use factors. This point was 
wide and shallow with no pollution evidence and good flora 









ix) Neath 2 (Table 6-13) or Melin Court Brook which ranked 114th in
physical factors, 125th in biological factors and 139th in human use 
factors. This site was a narrow, shallow tributary with factors 
common to numerous other sites. The higher physical factor total 
was due to a large velocity and small stream order. Without this 
result the site would have ranked much lower overall, 
x) Neath 12 (Table 6.13) or Afon Hepste Ft 2 which rated 105th in
physical factors, 140th in biological factors and 127th in human use 
factors. This site was wide and shallow with low velocity, good 
water condition and no pollution evidence.
Due to the large numbers of sites studied a selected sample of middle sites, 
between the ten most unique and the ten least unique sites, were also noted. 
It was decided that every twelth point would be covered and it was found 
that each of the ten sites were central points or tributary heads of their 
respective rivers which indicated a commonality of width, depth, velocity, 
rubbish, urbanisation values, etc. within the main group of sites (Table 
6.18c).
i) Rank 22: Ely 8 or Afon Clun Pt 2 which ranked 18th in physical
factors, 43rd in biological factors and 17th in human use factors, 
ii) Rank 34: Afan 9 or Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 which rated 30th in physical
factors, 45th in biological factors and 36th in human use factors, 
iii) Rank 46: Ely 9 or River Ely Pt 4 which ranked 50th in physical
factors, 29th in biological factors and 58th in human use factors, 
iv) Rank 58: Tawe 11 or River Tawe Pt 4 which graded 43rd in physical 
factors, 61st in biological factors and 84th in human use factors, 
v) Rank 70: Neath 23 or Afon Hepste .Pt 1 which rated 78th in physical 
factors, 64th in biological factors and 66th in human use factors, 
vi) Rank 82: Ogmore 11 or Ogwr Fach Pt 2 which ranked 112th in physical
factors, 57th in biological factors and 80th in human use factors. 
vii) Rank 94: Taff 8 or Nant Crew which ranked 93rd in physical factors, 
103rd in biological factors and 70th in human use factors.
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viii) Rank 106: Taff 7 or Taf Fechan Pt 3 which rated 69th in physical
factors, 118th in biological factors and 108th in human use factors, 
ix) Rank 118: Taff 27 or Nant Clydach Pt 2 which graded 117th in
physical factors, 115th in biological factors and 94th in human use 
factors, 
x) Rank 130: Taff 3 or Nant Wern-ddu which ranked 123rd in physical
factors, 119th in biological factors and 122nd in human use factors.
b) Valley and River Character 
i) Valley Character
The values for valley character were ranked from the most "wild and spec­ 
tacular" sites (8) to the most "ordinary and urban" sites (0) and were 
presented in Table 6.19 before analysis.
The top ten most "wild and spectacular" sites were represented in Figure 
6.35. Each of the eleven sites (as two shared the same value) were heads 
or sources of either a river tributary or the river itself. Each possessed 
typically high, often narrow, valleys with little or no urbanisation and 
good open vistas. In contrast, the bottom ten or most "ordinary and urban" 
points were noted in Figure 6.36. Each of these ten sites were typically 
river or tributary mouths and were found in wide open valleys with, usually, 
a high percentage of urbanisation. These rankings were then compared to 
the results of sub-section (a), the uniqueness ratios.
The most unique sites (Table 6.18a) tended to be in the lower, "most ordinary 
and urban" areas and are ranked in Table 6.20a. Those sites marked (*) were 
those that occurred in the ten most "ordinary and urban" sites and were 
typically river mouths. Three of the sites (Ely 5, Afan 3 and Ely 7) were 
close to the most "wild and spectacular" site values and were river or 
tributary heads. The last two unique sites displayed a central valley 
character value. 
The least unique sites (Table 6.18a) were ranked in Table 6.20b.
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TABLE 6.19 - Ranking of Valley Character
















































































Taf Fechan Pt 1 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 
Nant Tywyni 
Nant Wern-ddu 
R.Giedd Pt 1 
Nant Crew 
Taf Fawr Pt 1 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 
Nant Llynfell 
R. Cynon Pt 1 
R.Pyrddin Pt 1 
R Llynfi Pt 1 
R.Taff Pt 3 
Afon Hepste Pt 1 
Nant Muchudd Pt 
Afon Llia Pt 1 
R.Neath Pt 1 
Ogwr Fach Pt 1 
R-Taff Pt 2 
R Afan Pt 1 
R.Tawe Pt 1 
Taf Fechan Pt 3 
Nant Bargoed 
Rhymney Pt 1 
Ogwr Fawr Pt 1 
R.Ely Pt 4 
R-Ogmore Pt 3 
R Rhymney Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 1 
R Haffes 
R-Ely Pt 3 
Afon Hepste Pt 3 
L.Clydach Pt 1 
R Pelenna Pt 1 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 1 
R Thaw Pt 3 
Afon Twrch Pt 2 
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 2 
U.Clydach Pt 1 
Afon Clun Pt 1 
Cwm Tyswg 
R.Tawe Pt 5 
Nant Cwm du 
Afon Melte Pt 1 
Nant Clydach Pt 1 
Afon Garw Pt 1 
Ogwr Fach Pt 2 









































































Afon Alun Pt 1
R Thaw Pt 4
R.Tawe Pt 2
Afon Twrch Pt 1
Afon Hepste Pt 2
Melin Court Brook
Nant Lechyd
Cwm Norfydd Pt 1
R.Clydach
Afon Corrwg Fechan
Ogwr Fawr Pt 2
Taf Fechan Pt 2
R.Pyrddin Pt 2
Nant Muchudd Pt 2






Afon Alun Pt 2





















Afon Llia Pt 2
Afon Melte Pt 2
R-Rhymney Pt 6
R Waycock Pt 1
Afon Melte Pt 1













































Nant Crymlyn Pt 2
R.Kenson Pt 1
Rhondda Fach Pt 2
R.Afan Pt 3
R. Cynon Pt 4
Afon Twrch Pt 4
Afon Corrwg
Afon Garw Pt 2
Taf Fawr Pt 3








Afon Clun Pt 2
R.Llynfi Pt 3
R.Tawe Pt 6













































Rhymney Pt 2 
Rhondda 
ST
R.Rhymney Pt 7 
R.Rhymney Pt 3 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 3 
R.Cynon Pt 2 
Afon Twrch Pt 3 
R.Neath Pt 5 
R.Rhymney Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 8 
Nant yr Aber Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 7 
R.Taff Pt 6 
Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
R.Afan Pt 4 
R.Thaw Pt 2 
Rhos-yr-yrf a 
R.Neath Pt 6 
Cwm Norfydd Pt 2 
R.Ely Pt 6 
R.Ely Pt 5
'Most Ordinary and Urban' Sites
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Ely 11 or R.Ely Pt 6 
Afan 8 or R-Afan Pt 4 
Neath 18 or R.Neath Pt 6 
Ely 5 or Nant Muchudd Pt 1 
Tawe 14 or R.Tawe Pt 7 
Afan 3 or R Afan Pt 1 
Thaw 2 or R. Thaw Pt 2 
Ely 7 or Afon Clun Pt 1 
Afan 7 or R.Afan Pt 3 











6.20a - Valley Character Rankings for the 













Neath 9 or Afon Llia Pt 2 
Tawe 6 or Nant Llech 
Tawe 15 or U.Clydach Pt 1 
Neath 16 or R.Neath Pt 4 
Neat'i 7 or R.Neath Pt 2 
Taff 25 or Rhondda 
Neath 14 or R.Sychryd 
Neath 19 or R.Clydach 
Neath 21 or Melin Court Brook 












TABLE 6.20b - Valley Character Rankings for the 













Ely 8 or Afon Clun Pt 2 
Afan 9 or Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 
Ely 9 or R.Ely Pt 4 
Tawe 11 or R Tawe Pt 4 
Neath 23 or Afon Hepste Pt 1 
Ogmore 11 or Ogwr Fach Pt 2 
Taff 8 or Nant Crew 
Taff 7 or Taf Fechan Pt 3 
Taff 27 or Nant Clydach Pt 2 












TABLE 6.20c - Valley Character Rankings for the 
Ten Selected Sites
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The central rankings for valley character indicated a moderate amount of 
urbanisation coupled with an intermediate (neither one extreme nor the 
other) width/height valley ratio. This echoed the results of sub-section 
(a) which indicated that the least unique sites were the most common sites- 
The 'middle' selected unique sites (Table 6.18c) were ranked in Table 6.20c). 
Although the majority of these central sites were not distinct, their 
valley characteristics, ie valley width and height and degree of urban­ 
isation, placed three of the sites as "wild and spectacular", eg Taff 3, 
Taff 8 and Afan 9 (marked *). 
ii) River Character
The values for river character (Table 6.21) were ranked from the "largest 
and most rapid" (7) to the "smallest and most placid" sites (0), analysed and 
compared. The ten "largest and most rapid" sites on the Glamorgan river 
network were represented in Figure 6.37.
Seven of the ten sites were river mouths and, as expected, were the widest 
and deepest point on each river basin. The other three points were sites 
prior to the last point of each river system and shared many of the charac­ 
teristics of the final site. Each of the ten sites all possessed meandering 
river patterns.
In comparison, the ten "smallest and most placid" sites of the network were 
shown in Figure 6.38. Each of the ten sites were either a river's source 
or tributary head and were typically small and shallow with a torrent, 
without riffle or pool and riffle river pattern, in common with an upper 
mountainous/hilly stream.
When compared to results of the previous sub-section (a), the most unique 
sites (Table 6.18a) were ranked in Table 6.22a for river character values 
and consisted of a combination of river mouths or the "largest and most 
rapid" sites (marked *) and river sources or the "smallest and most placid" 
sites (marked **). Three of the ten most unique sites ranked as common 
sites with regard to their river character.
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TABLE 6.21 - Ranking of River Character






















































































R.Tawe Pt 7 
R-Afan Pt 4 
R.Neath Pt 6 
R Tawe Pt 6 
R.Taff Pt 5 
R-Rhymney Pt 8 
R.Afan Pt 3 
R Ely Pt 6 
R.Neath Pt 5 
R Ogmore Pt 3 
R.Taff pt 6 
R.Ely Pt 5 
R.Neath Pt 3 
R.Thaw Pt 4 
R.Tawe Pt 5 
R Thaw Pt 3 
R.Rhymney Pt 7 
Nant Muchudd Pt 2 
R.Cynon Pt 3 
Afon Twrch Pt 3 
Ewenny
R Ogmore Pt 2 
Afon Melte Pt 3 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 3 
R.Dulais Pt 3 
R Waycock Pt 2 
Nant Gwys 
R Llynfi Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 2 
R Cynon Pt 4 
R,Rhymney Pt 5 
Cwm Norfydd Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 4 
R.Neath Pt 4 
R.Ely Pt 4 
R-Kenson Pt 2 
Taf Fawr Pt 2 
R.Taff Pt 3 
Taf Fawr Pt 3 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 2 
R.Ogmore Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 4 
R.Dulais Pt 2 
R-Thaw Pt 2 
R.Taff Pt 4 
R.Tawe Pt 4 
R.Rhymney Pt 6 


















































86 Ogmore 6 
Neath 9
88 Neath 22 
Ogmore 10 
Neath 4
91 Neath 1 
Afan 6
93 Afan 1




Taf Fechan Pt 3 
L-Clydach Pt 2 
Afon Twrch Pt 2 
Afon Alun Pt 2 
R.Llynfi Pt 3 
R.Rhymney Pt 3 
Rhondda Fach Pt 2 
Rhondda 
R.Tawe Pt 3 
Ogwr Fach Pt 2 
R.Giedd Pt 2 
R-Cynon Pt 2 
U.Clydach Pt 2 
R.Taff Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
R-Clydach 
L.Clydach Pt 1 
R Rhymney Pt 2 
Ogwr Fawr Pt 2 
Afon Corrwg 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 
Afon Hepste Pt 3 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 2 
Melin Court Brook 
Afon Melte Pt 2 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 2 
Nant Tre-goff 
Nant Lechyd 
R.Ely Pt 2 
R.Ely Pt 3 
R.Neath Pt 2 
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 2
Nant yr Aber Pt 2 
Clydach Brook 
Afon Hepste Pt 2 
Afon Clun Pt 2 
R.Afan Pt 2 
Afon Garw Pt 2 
Afon Llia Pt 2 
Afon Melte Pt 1 
Ogwr Fach Pt 1 
R.Pyrddin Pt 2 
R Dulais Pt 1 
R.Pelenna Pt 2 
Afon Corrwg Fechan 
Nant Cwm du 
Nant Llech 
Nant Clydach Pt 2
cont.
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99 Tawe 15 
Ely 5
101 Thaw 5












114 Taff 15 
Taff 26
116 Taff 3 
Tawe 10 
Ely 1





Rhymney Pt 2 
R-Sychryd 
U.Clydach Pt 1 
Nant Muchudd Pt 1 
R.Kenson Pt 1 
Ewenny Fach 
Taf Fechan pt 1 
R.Egel
Taf Fechan Pt 2 
Rhos-yr-yrfa 
Cwm Norfydd Pt 1 
Afon Alun Pt 1 
R.Thaw Pt 1 
R-Waycock Pt 1 
Afon Garw Pt 1 
Ogwr Fawr Pt 1 
R.Tawe Pt 1 
R Cynon Pt 1 




Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 
Afon Llia Pt 1 













133 Tawe 2 
Ely 7
135 Taff 28
136 Taff 8 
Afan 3
138 Neath 23




R-Ely Pt 1 
Nant Bargoed 
Rhymney Pt 1 
R.Haffes 
R.Pyrrdin Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 1 
Cwm Tyswg 
Nant yr Aber Pt 1 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 1 
R.Pelenna Pt 1 
R.Llynfi Pt 1 
R.Giedd Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 1 
Afon Clun Pt 1 
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 1 
Nant Crew 
R.Afan Pt 1 
Afon Hepste Pt 1 
R.Rhymney Pt 1 
Nant Tywyni 
R.Neath Pt 1
'Smallest and Most Placid' Sites
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Ely 11 or R.Ely Pt 6 
Afan 8 or R.Afan Pt 4 
Neath 18 or R.Neath Pt 6 
Ely 5 or Nant Muchudd Pt 1 
Tawe 14 or R.Tawe Pt 7 
Afan 3 or R.Afan Pt 1 
Thaw 2 or R.Thaw Pt 2 
Ely 7 or Afon Clun Pt 1 
Afan 7 or R.Afan Pt 3 












TABLE 6.22a - River Character Rankings for the 













Neath 9 or Afon Llia Pt 2 
Tawe 6 or Nant Llech 
Tawe 15 or U.Clydach Pt 1 
Neath 16 or R.Neath Pt 4 
Neath 7 or R.Neath Pt 2 
Taff 25 or Rhondda 
Neath 14 or R,Sychryd 
Neath 19 or R.Clydach 
Neath 21 or Melin Court Brook 












TABLE 6.22b - River Character Rankings for the 













Ely 8 or Afon Clun Pt 2 
Afan 9 or Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 
Ely 9 or R.Ely Pt 4 
Tawe 11 or R.Tawe Pt 4 
Neath 23 or Afon Heptse Pt 1 
Ogmore 11 or Ogwr Fach Pt 2 
Taff 8 or Nant Crew 
Taff 7 or Taf Fechan Pt 3 
Taff 27 or Nant Clydach Pt 2 












TABLE 6.22c - River Character Rankings for the 
Ten Selected Sites
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Conversely, the least unique sites (Table 6.18a) were ranked in Table 6.22b. 
Each of these sites resulted in a common score, neither one extreme nor 
the other, ie not large and rapid nor small and placid, as would be 
expected from the most common sites.
The selected ten sites (Table 6.18b) were ranked in Table 6.22c. Two of the 
the selected sites were found to be in the "smallest and most placid" group 
(marked *) of sites because they were both tributary sources. The other 
sites were middle or common sites and so ranked with regard to river 
character.
Overall results indicated that whilst valley character went someway to 
reinforcing uniqueness ratio results, the better guideline was for using 
river character as a correlation. This was also true when individual basins 





The objective of this study was to investigate the landscape aesthetics of 
the rivers of Glamorgan- Research into different methodologies revealed 
Leopold's (I969a) technique as being the most appropriate for the study as it 
encompassed not only the riverscape but also the surrounding landscape. The 
main drawback with this system was its site specificity but this was overcome 
by utilising an 8km set distance between each site studied which enabled the 
study to cover all environmental types and situations found in river basins. 
The method was semi-quantitative. ie it involved a degree of subjectivity 
inevitable in any method dealing with the thoughts and feelings of landscape 
aesthetics. The amount of subjectivity was felt to be acceptable within the 
large quantity of data involved in the study. The slight adaptations made to 
Leopold's (1969a) method meant that any number of observers could utilise the 
technique with a large degree of accuracy.
The study involved the investigation of 141 river sites, on eight river basin 
networks, in the counties of Glamorgan (Mid, South and West) from the River 
Rhymney in the east to the River Tawe in the west, and attempted to evaluate 
their aesthetic values in the form of uniqueness ratios and river and valley 
characteristics. Analysis of individual river basins revealed the following: 
a) The most unique site on the River Rhymney was Site 12 or River Rhymney 
Pt 8 (Figure 6.37) situated near to the river mouth. The site itself was 
unique in a negative sense, ie it was wide and deep within a heavily urbanised 
and industrialised area, coupled with resultant pollution. The second most
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unique site was Site 1 or River Rhymney Pt 1 and was unique in a positive or 
picturesque manner. The site was the head of the River Rhymney located in an 
area devoid of urbanisation and its associated paraphenalia.
b) On the River Taff, the largest river system in Glamorgan, the most unique 
site was Site 13 or River Taff Pt 5 (Figure 6.37). This site was closely 
followed by Site 14 or River Taff Pt 6 which had a larger drainage basin area, 
urbanisation and litter values. Site 13 was unique because of its special 
views of Castell Coch and Llandaff Cathedral. Results revealed that most 
sites ranked similarly in total uniqueness values mainly due to three overall 
environments which existed in the Taff river basin, 
ie, i) steep-sided, urbanised areas of mining valleys
ii) high, steep-sided, non-urbanised often wilderness areas of the
foothills of the Brecon Beacons
iii) wide, open urbanised and industrialised areas of the lower valleys 
and Vale of Glamorgan.
c) The most unique site on the River Ely was Site 11 or River Ely Pt 6 
(Figure 6.33) which was close to the mouth of the River Ely and was negatively 
unique because of the high pollution evidence, industrialisation and urban­ 
isation levels. The second most unique site was Nant Muchudd Pt 1 which was a 
tributary head and had a typically narrow and shallow water flow. The site 
was not picturesque because of pollution evidence including litter, poor 
water quality and hints of urbanisation. Overall the River Ely ranked highly 
in uniqueness ratios but mainly because of negative factors, ie pollution and 
urbanisation.
d) The River Thaw was the shortest river on the Glamorgan river network and 
possessed only nine sites of study as opposed to the 29 sites of the large 
River Taff (Figure 6.33). The most unique site on this system was Site 2 
or River Thaw Pt 2. Although the site was situated in an urban area it 
was aesthetically pleasing (picture post card scenery) with neatly clipped 
lawns trailing into a clean, wide, shallow river. The second unique site was
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Site 7 or River Waycock Pt 1 which was a tributary head and was shallow, 
narrow and clean, ie positively unique.
e) Site 14 or River Ogmore Pt 3 (Figure 6.37), the mouth of the system, was 
the most unique site on the River Ogmore; this site was wide and deep with 
special views of Merthyr Mawr sand dunes. The site was positively unique as a 
seaside attraction and because of its tidal influence. The second unique site 
on this system was Site 10 or Ogwr Fach Pt 1 which was opposite to the most 
unique site as it was a river head and was in a wilderness area with a 
braided stream pattern and views of the Bristol Channel and Vale of Glamorgan 
it was aesthetically pleasing.
f) The River Afan also had a river mouth site as its most unique site. River 
Afan Pt 4 (Figure 6.33) at Aberavon was negatively unique with large amounts 
of urbanisation and litter. In opposition, the second most unique site (River 
Afan Pt 1) was the head of the river system. This site was also negatively 
unique because of extremely high litter levels and completely enclosed vistas.
g) Yet again the most unique site of the River Neath network was the river 
mouth (Site 18 or River Neath Pt 6) which was accessible to shipping (Figure 
6.37). The site was negatively unique in view of large areas of urbanisation, 
litter and industrialisation as well as poor water quality. This site was 
closely followed by Site 17 (River Neath Pt 5) which was 4km upstream and 
possessed many features of the first site.
h) The most unique site on the River Tawe was Site 14 or River Tr.we Pt 7 
(Figure 6.33) which was the mouth of the river and tidal in nature, with high 
urbanisation and litter values. The site was unique due mainly to the 
presence of an old bridge and a shipwreck; the site was not accessible to 
major shipping. The second most unique site was situated 6km north of the 
first site and shared many of its factor values. The site was negatively 
unique.
Analysis indicated that, generally, the most unique sites were those at, or 
close to, the river mouths. This was often due to the large widths and depths 
at these points coupled with high urbanisation, litter and pollution levels.
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The secondary unique sites were either close to the original sites, ie the 
River Neath and River Tawe, or river heads, ie River Afan and River Ogmore, 
which were in opposition to the most unique sites being narrow and shallow 
with little or no signs of urbanisation.
Comparisons of river and valley character (Figures 6.33, 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36) 
revealed that the "smallest and most placid" and the "most wild and spec­ 
tacular" sites tended to be river or tributary heads, eg Rhondda Fawr Ft 1, 
Rhondda Fach Ft 1, Nant Muchudd Ft 1, River Ely Ft 1, etc. Conversely, the 
"largest and most rapid" and the "most ordinary and urban" sites generally 
included the lower reaches of the river systems, eg River Afan Ft 4, River 
Afan Ft 3, River Neath Ft 6, River Neath Ft 4, etc. It was found that ri^ - 
character results tended to reflect overall uniqueness rankings better than 
valley character figures (Table 7.1)
Analysis and comparison of results as a whole indicated that the most unique 
site on the Glamorgan River Basin Network was River Ely Ft 6 (Ely 11). This 
site was negatively unique because of high urbanisation and pollution 
evidence; it was also tidal in nature. The second most unique site was 
Afan 8 or River Afan Ft 4 which was again a river mouth in a highly urbanised 
area, ie negatively unique. Of the ten most unique sites on the network, four 
sites were river mouths, four sites were close to the river mouths (ie had 
similar width, depth and urbanisation values) and only two sites were river 
heads. In opposition, five of the least unique sites were river heads whilst 
the other five sites were secondary or central sites on the river system. 
This result was due to these sites being unremarkable, ie they shared each 
original factor value with a large number of other sites within the drainage 
basin,
A surprise result from this research was that certain picturesque sites were 
not classed as unique sites. The best example of this was the River Hepste 
Pt 3 (Neath 13, Plate 78, Appendix I) which features an impressive waterfall 










1 14 - R.Tawe Pt 7
2 13 - R Tawe Pt 6











13 - R.Taff Pt 5
14 - R.Taff Pt 6








1 14 - R.Ogmore Pt 3
2 10 - Ogwr Fach Pt 1








TABLE 7.1 - An Example of the Comparison of Valley and River 
Values with Original Uniqueness Ratio Rankings
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unique ness rankings, 31st in valley character and 70th in river character.
The analysis of the results did not account for picturesque values of rapid
wide water in an enclosed valley as being a positively unique point. Other
examples included Nant Twrch Pt 2 (which ranked 68th in uniqueness ratios,
34th in valley character and 51st in river character) and River Dulais
Pt 3 (which ranked 124th in uniqueness ratios, 46th in valley character and
25th in river character).
These examples indicate readily that factors of "ugliness" are more easily
noted than points of "beauty". Man tends to be in agreement with what is
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ADDENDUM
Government Publications
The Agriculture Act, 1986
The Clean Rivers (Estuarine and Tidal Waters) Act, 1960
The Control of Pollution Act, 1974
The Countryside Act, 1968
The National Environmental Act, 1970
The National Environmental Policy Act (U.S.A.) 1969
The National Park Access to the Countryside Act, 1949
The Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act, 1951
The Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act, 1961
The Town and Country Planning Act, 1932
The Water Act, 1973
The Wild and Scenic River Act Public Law 90-542 (U.S.A.) 1968
The Wildlife and Countryside Acts, 1981, 1985, 1986
Sandford Report of the National Parks Policies Review Committee (Department of 
the Environment) 1974




This section contains the collection of upriver photographs Page 337 
taken at each site. The mixture of black and white and 
colour photographs was due to the two different cameras and 
film used by the two observers.
APPENDIX II
This section contains a copy of the computer programme Page 388
devised by Mr B Sides on the Manpower Services funded scheme
at the Coastal Research Unit, Polytechnic of Wales, and
utilised in this study for those rivers with less than 24
sites along their length, ie all those studied except for the
River Taff.
APPENDIX III
The main results of the study, calculated by the BBC computer, Page 478 
are presented here for reference and include the original 
fieldwork data and the resultant uniqueness ratio values for 
each site studied. Uniqueness values of 0.0—— are repre­ 




This section includes the biological, physical and human use Page 692 
rankings which are referred to in Chapter 6, Section B (a). 
Also included are river and valley character values calcu­ 
lated prior to ranking.
APPENDIX V
Two large maps (1:50,000 Ordnance Map Tracings) record the Rear fnlH 
details of river names, each site number and position (from 
1 to a maximum of 29), stream order and basin area delinea­ 
tions which are all found in the text.
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Plate 1 - River Rhymney Pt 1
Plate 2 - River Rhymney Pt 2
Plate 3 - Cwm Tyswg
Plate 4 - Nant Bargoed Rhymney Pt 1
Plate 5 - Nant Bargoed Rhymney Pt 2
Plate 6 - River Rhymney Pt 3
Plate 7 - Rhos-yr-yrfa
Plate 8 - River Rhymney Pt 4
Plate 9 - River Rhymney Pt 5
Plate 10 - River Rhymney Pt 6
Plate 11 - River Rhymney Pt 7
Plate 12 - River Rhymney Pt 8
Plate 13 - Cwm Norfydd Pt 1

























Taf Fawr Pt 2 
Taf Fawr Pt 3 
Taf Fechan Pt 2 
Taf Fechan Pt 3 
River Taff Pt 1 
River Taff Pt 2 
River Taff Pt 3 
River Taff Pt 4 
River Taff Pt 5 
River Taff Pt 6 
River Cynon Pt 1 
River Cynon Pt 2 
River Cynon Pt 3 
River Cynon Pt 4 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 2 
Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 2 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 3 
Rhondda
Nant Clydach Pt 1 
Nant Clydach Pt 2
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River Ely
Plate 38 - Sub-tributary
Plate 39 - River Ely Pt 2
Plate 40 - River Ely Pt 3
Plate 41 - River Ely Pt 1
Plate 42 - Nant Muchudd Pt 1
Plate 43 - Nant Muchudd Pt 2
Plate 44 - Afon Clun Pt 1
Plate 45 - Afon Clun Pt 2
Plate 46 - River Ely Pt 4
Plate 47 - River Ely Pt 5








Plate 55 - 
Plate 56
River Thaw Pt 2 
River Thaw Pt 3 
Nant Tre-gof 
River Kenson Pt 1 
River Kenson Pt 2 
River Waycock Pt 1 
River Waycock Pt 2 












Afon Corrwg Fechan 
Afon Corrwg 
River Afan Pt 1 
River Afan Pt 2 
River Pelenna Pt 1 
River Pelenna Pt 2 
River Afan Pt 3 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 2 

















River Dulais Pt 1 
River Dulais Pt 2 
River Dulais Pt 3 
River Pyrrdin Pt 1 
River Pyrrdin Pt 2 
River Neath Pt 2 
Afon Llia Pt 1 
Afon Llia Pt 2 
River Melte Pt 2 
River Hepste Pt 2 
River Melte Pt 3 
River Hepste Pt 3 
River Sychryd 
River Neath Pt 3 
River Neath Pt 4
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River Neath Pt 5 
River Neath Pt 6 
River Clydach 
Clydach Brook 
Melin Court brook 
River Melte Pt 1 












































River Tawe Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 1 
River Tawe Pt 2 
River Tawe Pt 3 
Nant Llech 
Afon Twrch Pt 2 
Afon Twrch Pt 3 
Afon Twrch Pt 4 
Nant Llynfell 
River Tawe Pt 4 
River Tawe Pt 5 
River Tawe Pt 6 
River Tawe Pt 7 
Lower Clydach Pt 1 
Upper Clydach Pt 2 
Nant Gwys 
River Giedd Pt 2 
Nant Tywyni 
River Egel 
Lower Clydach Pt 2 
River Giedd Pt 1
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RIVER RHYMNEY
Plate 1 - River Rhymney Ft 1
rj.ate t. - Kiver Khymney Pt 2
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Plate 3 - Cwm Tyswg
Plate •* - ixa.ni. oarguea anyrnney
341 -
Plate 5 - Nant Bargoed Rhymney Pt 2
Plate 6 - River Rhyraney Pt 3
- Rhos-yr-yrfa
-342 -
Plate 8 - River Rhymney PL 4
Plate 9 - River Rhymney Pt 5
Plate 10 - /'i-r Rhymney Pt 6 
343 -
Plate 1 I - River Rhymney Pt 7
Plate 12 - River Rhyraney Pt 8
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Plate 13 - Cwm Norfydd PL i
Plate 14 - Cwm Norf vdd Pt :
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RIVER TAFF
Plate 15 - Taf fawr Pt 2
late 16 - Taf fawr Pt 3
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Plate 17 - Taf fechan Pt 2
Plate 18 - Taf Fechan ?t 3
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Plate 19 - Rivec Taff Pt 1
Plate 20 - River Taff Pt 2




Plat. - River Cynon Pt 1





Plate 29 - 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1
Plate 30 - 
Rhondda Fach Pt 1
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Plate 31 - Rhondda Fach PL 2
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Plate 32 - Rhondda Fach Pt 3
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PLATE 33 - Rhondda Fawr Pt 2
PLATE 34 - Rhondda Fawr Pt 3
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Plate 35 - Rhondda
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Piatp 3o - Ma nt Ci.-'lacii P' i
Plate 37 - Nant Clvdac'i Pt 2
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RIVER ELY
Plate 38 - Sub-tributary
Plate 39 - River Ely Pt 2 
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Plate 40 - 
River Ely Pt 3
Plate 41 - 
River Ely Pt 1
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Plate 4?. - Nant ••luchudd Pt ] Plate 43 - Nant Muchudd Pt 2
Plate 44 - Afon Clun Pt 1
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Plate 45 - Afcm Clun Ft 2
r±ate to - Kiver Ft
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Plate 47 - River Ely Pt 5
Plate 48 - Ri-'er Ely Pt &
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RIVER THAW
Plate 49 - River Thaw Pt 2 Plar.e 50 - River Thaw Pt 3
Plate 51 - Nant Tre-gof
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Plate 52 - River Kenson Ft 1
Plate 53 - River Kenson Pt 2
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PLATE 54 - River Waycock Pt 1 PLATE 56 - River Thaw Pt 4
PLATE 55 - River Waycock Pt 2
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RIVER AFAN
Plate 57 - Afon Corrwg Fechan




Plate 61 - River Pelenna Pt 1
Plate 62 - River Pelenna Pt 2
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Plate 63 - River M'an Pt 3
Plate 64 - Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1
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Plate 65 - Ffrwd VJvlt Pt 2
Plate 66 - River Afan Pt 4
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RIVER NEATH
Plate 07 - River Oulai^ Pi; i 'late 68 - River Dulais Pt 2
Plate 69 - River ^ul^is Pt 3
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River Pyrrdin Pt 1
Place 71 - River Pyrrdin Pt 2
Plate 72 - River Neath Pt 2
Plate 73 - Afon Lli.a Pt 1




Plate 75 - River 'lelCe Pt 2 Plate 77 - River Hepste Pt 2
Plate 76 - River Melte Pt 3
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River Hepste Pt 3
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Plate 80 - River Neath Pt 3
Plate 81 - River Neath Pt 4
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Plate 31 River Neath Pt 5
Plate 83 - River Neath Pt 6
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Plate 84 - ii 35 - Clydach Brook
r*1. in Court Rrook.
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River Melte Pt 1
Plate 88 - 
River Hepste Pt 1
RIVER TAWE
Plate 91 - River Tav.'e Pt 2
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Plate 92 Rdver Tawe Pt 3
Place 93 - N: ant Llech
Plate 94 - Afon Twrch Pt 2 
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Plate 96 - Afon Twrch Pt 4
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Plate 98 - River Tawe Pt 4
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Plate 100 - River Tawe Pt 6
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PLATE 101 - River Thaw Ft 7
PLATE 102 - Lower Clydach Pt 1
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Upper Glydach Pt 2
Plate 104 - Nant Gwys
Plate 105 - River Gi-add Pt 2
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PLATE 109 - River Giedd Pt 1
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INTRODUCTION and COMPONENTS REQUIRED. ----------- 2.
GFTTINB STARTED and THE MOST LIKELY CAUSES OF ERRORS. - - - 3.
HOW TO USE PROGRAM OPTIONS 1 to 4. - - - - - - - - - - - 4.
HOW TO LISt. PROGRAM OPTIONS 5 to 7. - - - - - - ----- - - b.
HOW TO USE PROGRAM OPTION 8. ------------ - - - b.
HOW TU USE PROGRAM OPTION S. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7.
HOW TO USE PROGRAM OPTION 0. and TECHNICAL NOTES. - - - - B.
TECHNICAL NOTES continued. ------ - - - - - - - - - - - 3.
PROGRAM DEVELOPED IN THE COASTAL RESEARCH UNIT, 
THE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT OF THE POLYTECHNIC OF WALES, 
ADMINISTERED BY THE MID GLAMORGAN COUNTY COUNCIL, 
SPONSERED BY THE MANPOWER SERVICES COMMISSION, 
COMMUNITY PROGRAM SCHEME.
INTRODUCTION
Thl* proqram is based on a report by Luna B Leopold, (reference. 
Leopold. L.b. , 1369 a Quantitative comparison of -some aesthetic factors 
mono rivers, U.S. BeolciQical Survey Circular.62O.lfel pp.:>. It is esianed 
,.?-'** the IJ<5(>1' create a named AREA, containina a variable? umbc?r of 
iITES. Then enter data for the 4& FACTORS. The proaram will lien 
IJNrr*"*" °ne ° f five EATEBORIE'b to each FACTOR. Calculate the 
""JUUENESS RATIO, for all the SITES in the AREA. With SUUIUIAL.S that 
OlJjr DISPLAYED by SITE, or by RANK of uniqueness ratio. 4 GRIDS can 
DATA showinq the relationship of the SITES to 4 aspects of the
COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
B COMPUTER - (standard en. PAGE = G4OO = HEX l-5OO;i 
-.DI8K. DRIVE. (ao...track. or swi t chable :> .
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COLOUR MONITOR.
MASTER PROGRAM DISK. (write- protected). 
PROGRAM DISK. (not write protected!). 
DATA DISK. (not write protec ted ) .
The MASTER PROGRAM disk should be used only to COPY the PROGRAM FILES 
nto the PROGRAM DISK. The FILE RHONDDA contains an example of a AREA 
hat has been entered and can be COPIED to the DATA DISK from where? he 
SITE DATA can be examined from the PROGRAMS MAIN MENU.
GETTING STARTED.
1 Bet up and turn on the equipment make sure the disk 
drive is set to 80 track.
2. Place program disk in the top drive. With the disk label facina up 
nd towards the front of the drive. Close? the top drive door.
3. Place the second disk (to be used as the DATA DISIO an the bottom 
rive and close the bottom drive door. (It is recomencled that this 
econd disk is used only as the DATA DISK for this program and tor o 
other purpose. ')
4. Hold down the SHIFT key then press down the BREAK key then release 
he break key and the program should RUN. You can then release the 
SHIFT key.
5. If the program fails to RUN then check the equipment and try step) 
4. again. You can also try removing and reinsertinq the disks 
(remember to close the drive doors).If the BBC COMPUTER is not of a 
tandard configuration you will be warned and the program will not RUN.
6. WARNING. Once the program has started DO NOT'PRESS THE BREAK KEY or 
he SHIFT AND BREAK KEY or the CTRL AND BREAK KEY. DO NOT REMCJVF. THE 
DISKS FROM THE DRIVE until you have completely finished usina he 
program and then only when the MAIN MENU is displayed.
7. If you net any ERRORS while usina this program they should taR 
eported on the screen. Normally you will get the ERROR WARNING creen. 
PRESS "T" to try again or "E" to EXIT .
THF MOST LIKELY CAUSE AND REMEDY OF ERRORS ARE.
A. One of the OIGKB is not in the drive properly .
RFMFDY. Hpmove and reinsert the disks.(remember to close the rive 
doors, i
B. Thi? DISK DRIVE is OVERHEATING or FAULTY.
REMEDY. Leave the disk drive to cool or replace disk drive. 
C. One of the DISKS is FAULTY.
REMEDY. If the program disk is FAULTY (most unlikely) r.opy 
i-OQrams from the MASTER PROGRAM DISK on to a new program isk. It the 
DATA DISK is FAULTY.
D. REMEDY. COPY data files to new disk.
II. While every effort has been made to TRAP all errors and avoid all
••ogram bugs this can not be guaranteed. 
HOW TO USE PROGRAM.
When you have RUN the program the first screen is for 
WARNING purposes nly and checks that the PROGRAM DISK and the DATA 
Oimk «re NOT WRITE PROTECTED. PRESS the TAD key for the MAIN MENU. 
"h» MAIN MENU screen gives the user 1C OPTIONS, (make -surf? you return 
o th« MAIN MENU screen when you have finished usina tins program and
• Toro you remove the disks and turn of the computer.)
To use the MAIN MENU PRESS the NUMBER key O to S cor resi ir.nrl i nn to the 
OPTION of your choice. (The MAIN MENU is designed to be used from the 
OD down* when creating a NEW AREA and enterinq its DATA). 
OPfION 1 PRESS KEY 1
This displays a short introduction to the program. PRESS 
k*»V to return to thp MAIN MENU. 
2 PRESS KEY 2
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This changes the Drive on which the DATA will be stored and 
pad from. This enables the user to use both sides of the DATA DISK.
OPTION 3 PRESS KEY 3
This will display all the DATA files on the drive selected. 
PRESS the TAEi key to return to the MAIN MENU. 
OPTION 4 PRESS KEY 4
This lets the user CREATE a NEW AREA with a chosen number 
of SITES. (If Entered by mistake PRESS the TAB key to return to he 
MAIN MENU), to CREATE a NEW AREA type in the chosen name C up to 7 
letters and no numbers spaces or symbols use DELETE key as normal) 
tlien PRESS RETURN. (If the AREA NAME hosen exists the user will be 
warned and returned to the MAIN MENU!) . Enter the number of SITES 
required (from 5 to 24) then PRESS RETURN. The proqram will CREATE-' « 
AREA on isk with the NAME chosen and dummy space for the number of 
SITES required, before returnina to the MAIN MENU.
OPTION 5 PRESS KEY 5
This option lets the user input data tor the next SITE 
vailable. (If entered by mistake PRESS the TAB key to eturn to the 
MAIN MENU). Type in the NAME of the AREA then PRESS RETURN. (.It the 
NAME is not found or all the SITES have DATA the user will be warned 
and returned to the MAIN MENU). The next screen automatically numbers 
the next available SITE and lets the user input the collected data of 
the 46 FACTORS for that SITE. Enter the DATA for the FACTOR .vsplayed 
then PRESS RETURN. (If a DATA number is expected nd you only have the 
CATEGORY you can refer to the isplayed input limits for the CATEGORY 
and enter a number n that ranqe. After each RETURN the next FACTOR 
will be isplayed until all 46 FACTORS have been entered. If not all he 
SITES have data the next screen will offer the user 2 ptions. PRESS 
key "E" to enter data into the next SITE or PRESS TAB to return to the 
MAIN MENU. If more than 4 SITES ave data the SITES will be SORTED into 
UNIUENESB order afore returning to the MAIN MENU. 
OPTION 6 PRESS KEY 6
This lets the user chanqe exist ina site data. I'vpp .in the 
NAME of the AREA then PRESS RETURN. Enter the SITE number equired 
Hrom i to total) then PRESS RETURN. If the SIIK as any data to chance 
then DATA entry is the sam*=> as OPTION H (i f a FACTORS DATA Ly to
unchanged PRESS TAb nstead of entt?rina the same data). AftF'r
in the 46 FACTORS PRESS "C" to chanqe another BITES data 
followed by he SITE number to chanqe, or PRESS TAP to return to the 
MAIN MENU. (If more than 4 SITES have data the SITES will be SORTED 
into UNIQUENESS ORDER before returning to the MAIN MENU).
OPTION 7 PRESS KEY 7
Delete existing site. Type in NAME of the AREA then press 
RETURN. Enter the SITE number to be DELETED then PRESS RETURN. If the 
•iITE has any DATA you will be asked to onfirm deletion by typinq YES 
"•n pressing RETURN. Or if ou do not wish to confirm this PRESS TAB 
to RETURN TD MAIN MENU. If deletion confirmed the BITE will be DELETED 
o»fore eturning to the MAIN MENU.
OPTION 8 PRESS KEY 8
This displays the AREA DATA. Type in the NAME of t\;r> AREA 
"*n PRESS RETURN. (If the AREA has no DATA you will be arnecl anrJ 
r«urn»d to the MAIN MENU). The next screen is the DIKPlAY DA I A Ml Nil 
fi ootions. F'HESS TAB KliY to return to he MAIN MENU.
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D.D.l- PRESS key 1 (display SITE! DATA)
Enter the number of the SITE required (from 1 to totalj then 
PRESS RETURN. The fist FACTORS DATA will be displayed PRESS SPACE BAR 
to view the next FACTOR until all 4£ FACTORS have een displayed.When 
you will be returned to the DISPLAY DATA MENU. 
D.D.2. PRESS key 2 (display SITE UNIQUENESS.)
(UNIQUENESS will only be displayed if more than 4 SITES have 
DATA). Enter the number of the SITE required (from 1 to otall then 
PRESS RETURN. PRESS SPACE BAR to return the DISPLAY DATA MENU.
D.D.3. PRESS key 3 (display SUMMARY of TOTALS.) (SUMMARY 
of TOTALS will only be displayed if more than 4 SITES have DATA}. 
First the SUMMARY OF TOTALS will be displayed.PRESS SPACE BAR for the 
next screen. When all the TOTALS have been isplayed the SITES will be 
displayed in RANK ORDER. PRESS SPACE BAR for the next screen. When all 
the RANKS have been isplayed you will be returned to the DISPLAY DATA 
MENU.
D.D.4. PRESS KEY 4 (display all the AREAS DATA)
This will cycle through all the SITES from 1 to total
isplayinci the FACTORS from 1 to 46 followed by the UNIQENESG (if more 
than 4 sites have data). When all the ites have been displayed it will 
display the SUMMARY of TOTALS and RANK ORDER (if more than 4 sites 
have data) efore returninci to the DISPLAY DATA MENU.
D.D.3. PRESS KEY 5 (turn PRINTER on and off
If PRINTER is selected ON selects PRINTER OFF. If PRINTER is elected 
OFF selects PRINTER ON. Make sure when usinrj this ption that you have 
an EPSON compatible PRINTER connected o the computer. Also check that; 
you have FANFOLD paper in he PRINTER and at the start of <a new 
pane. The PRINTER is urned ON and that the PRINTER is ON LINE. Then 
CRESS SPACE ElAR to return to the DISPLAY DATA MENU. DncR selected (JIM 
all he DATA displayed on the screen will also be copied to the 
PRINTER.
D.D.6. PRESS KEY 6 (turn AUTO PAGE on and off)
If AUTO PAGE is ON it turns AUTO PAGE OFF.When AUTO PAGE is 
OFF you have to PRESS SPACE BAR after each screen. If AUTO PAGE is OFF 
it turns AUTO PAGE ON. When AUTO PAGE is ON each ew screen replaces 
the old screen with out pressing SPACE BAR.
OPTION 9 PRESS KEY 3
This lets the user display 4 different GRIDS relating to 
aspects of the data. Type in the AREA NAME then PRESS 
RETURN. (If less than 5 SITES have DATA the user will e warned arid 
returned to the MAIN ME'JU. The next screen is he DISPAL GRAPH MENU 
with H options.
PRESS the TAP KEY to return to THE MAIM MENU.
O.G.1 PRESS key 1
This will dicnlay the AREA data in relation to the
UNIQUENESS RATIO. PRESS SPACE BAR to return to the DISPLAY GRAPH MENU. 
D.B. 2 PRESS key i:
This will display the AREA data LANDSCAPE GRID .
First hp program will sort the data and store it in a empery file on 
tn» program disk then the TOP HALF of he LANDSCAPE GRID will be 
displayed. PRESS SPACE BAR
and the BOTTOM HALF of the LANDSCAPE GRID will be 
i*Pl»yed. PRESS SPACE BAR to return to the DISPLAY GRAPH MENU. 
D.G.3 PRESS key 3
This will display the ARE-IA data RIVER GRID. Fisrt the 
will sort the data and store it in a tempery ile on the prooram
9eneratl? the general GRID and store this on the program 
*fore ^loading the general GRID and adding the AREA site ata. 
SPACE BAR to return to the? DISPLAY GRAPH MENU. 
D.B.4 PRESS key 4
This will diKplav the AREA data VALLEY to RIVIR
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elationship GRID. First the program will sort the ata and store it in 
a terapery file on the program isk. Then display the VALLEY to RIVER 
arid. PRESS SPACE BAR to return to the DISPLAY GRAPH MENU. 
D.G.5 PRESS key 5
If the PRINTER is selected, ON it -selects the PRINTER
OFF. If * he PRINTER is selected OFF it selects the PRINTER ON. Check 
HPSON compatible printer connected, ith FANFULl) paper set at a new 
paoe. The PRINTER is urned ON and is ON LINE. PRESS SPACE BAR to 
return to DISPLAY GRAPH MENU. When the PRINTER is selected ON his will 
cause the GRID SCREENS to be COPIED to the PRINTER after the SPACE BAR 
has been PRESSED. <:Each (3RID SCREEN takes approximately 5 minutes to 
copy)•
OPTION O PRESS KEY O
This lets the user print out a number of DATA COLLECTION 
FORMS (press TAB key to return to the MAIN MENU). Before ontinueinq 
with this option check the following.
1. A EPSON compatible printer is connected and 
turned on.
2. FANFOLD paper is in the printer.
3. The paper is at the start of a new paqe.
4. The ON-LINE light is ON.
When the printer and paper is set up enter the
number of FORMS required from 1 to 24 then press return. You may find 
t preferable to print out only 1 FORM ancJ use this as a MASTER from 
which photo-copies can be made.
TECHNICAL NOTES
Rue to memory limitations the prociram contains almost no jntevnaJ 
ocumentation. Below is a list of the MASTER Proaram disk files and 
herp purpose.
FILENAME --.____..__,....... PURPOSE; .......___.___
! BOOT L Auto starts proaram when SHIFT and BREAK, 
(••pys are? PRESSED opether.
"WARN" L Warns and checks the DISKS are not WRITE PROTECTED. 
"MENU" L MAIN MENU allows access to all other parts of the 
roqram. The user should return to this screen before emov.i.rici disks and 
turnina of the computer.
"CAREA" L This lets the user CREATE a new NAMED AREA with a set
umber of SITES (from 5 to 24). This stores on the DATA DISK a file
with the NAME chosen a AREA with enough room o store all the SITE
DATA. It also checks the AREA NAME equested before enterinci all other
parts of the program.
"CSITE" L This lets the user CREATE a SITE or CHANGE a SITES DATA y
entering the DATA for the 46 FACTORS.
" SORT " L This SORTS the FACTORS in each SITE into UIMICIENt.SS and
RANK and is called after entering or changing a site? when ore than 4
SUES have data.
"DDATA" L DISPLAY DATA MENU and program. Lets the user disoJay the
f-ACFUR data for each site or to display the UNlQENEbS for II the
lACrORS. Or to call the DISPLAY SUMMARY TOTAL!:; rid HANK. Ur to display
*H the AREAS DATA. With the ption f.-.r OUTPUT to an EPSON compatible 
PRINTER.
'DRANK" I. This displays the SUMMARY TOTALS of a 1] the SITES as well
• th* SITES in RANKED ORDER. 
TECHNICAL NOTES
"DQRID" L DISPLAY GRAPH MENU .This enables the user to call the 4 
»aBtn i*PUy pr°9»'ams and select the PRINTER.
L DISPLAYS RELATIONSHIP OF UNIQUENESS RATIO GRID.
L SORTS GRID DATA for VALLEY GRID. Storing data in tempery 
CCDRIDD) and calls "AGRID2".
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L DISPLAYS D=, = ic vALLEY GRID then SAVta it to CTSCR) and 
"BSRID2"
BGRID2" L LOADS basic VALLEY GRID from CTSCRJ.Displays SITES on 
A Stores SITE position in tempery File (SGRIDPj and alls "BGR1D-"'
•r£RlD2" L DISPLAYS BOTTOM HALF of VALLEY GRID.
-GRIDS" L SORTS GRID DATA for RIVER GRID. Storing data in tempery 
cue (CGRIDD) and calls "AGRID3".
•AGRID3" L DISPLAYS basic RIVER GRID then SAVES it to CTSCRj and
U)i (W3KI033.
"BGRlfS" L LOADb basic RIVER GRID from tTSCRJ and displays RIVER ata 
or, top ° f b*sic RIVEN SKID. 
"bKiD'T L bUKTS IJK1D DATA for VALLEY to RIVER GKID. Storinq data
n he tempory File (CGRIDDJ and calls (AGRID4!). 
"A6K11M" L DISPLAYS VALLEY to H1VEH relationship GRID. 
j'l;£t)Vcmw"P;-tJRIvl" L This lets the us€-r print out a number of 
DrtTft CULLECI ION FUHIIS.
"ERNCIfi" L This DISPLAYS a EKRUK that has occored wliile trying to
OPEN - CLOSE - READ - or WHITE to a FI1E. The? user can PRESS "T" to
try again or "1-" to exit from program.
C6RIUO DATA FILE used to store tempory SORTED GRID DATA.
bSRIDP DATA FILE used to store tempory SITE POSITIONS.
TgCK DATA FILE used to store tempory basic RIVER screen DATA.
«UBLWH L UTILITY to allow NAMED FILES to be LOCKED or UNLOCKED or
DELETED and DISKS to be tested for WRITE PROTECTION from ithin the
program.
*NNUM L UGER DEFINED GRAPHICS used in GRID DISPLAY PROGRAMS.
SCREEN DUMP PROGRAM TAKEN FROM DIGIGRAPH PACKAGE.
<UTH1 L SCREEN DUMP SET UP.
«UTIL2 L SCREEN DUMP MAIN PROGRAM.
KUTIL3 L SCREEN DUMP USER DEFINED GRAPHICS.
PRESENT ON TOP SURFACE ONLY (DRIVE Oi
RHQNDDA L EXAMPLE AREA FILE with DATA entered for S SITES. This
can e copied to the DATA DISK and the DATA displayed by s»ing the
I'KUljRfcU -
HHHSLNI UN LilJnilM SUHHACh ONLY CDHIVE 2. .>
UUCKl L PKUGRAM UOC;iJMEN I'A TI ON written using iHWOKl) ; J.
X ^ X ''. I. X >. X X >, 'A X X X X X X X X V, X X 'A .X X X X X X X X X X X .X X X X X X X X X V. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X V, X X X X X X
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WARN"
""):CLS:PRINT TAB CO,5) ; "' 









160*KEY10 " A* =STRI N6* C 2O, 
ESSINB"":CHR*C 129) ; ""BREAK 
1 b BREAK"" ; CHR*C 131 ) : " "TO RESTART PROGRAM" ": PRINT '1 AB CO, O.> ; A*
180 KHM -----------------------
200 REI1 WAHNINB
Z/M HF.M ---------- — — ---- — —----~ ——
240 RfcM
2(iO HEM THIS WARNS f'HE USER OF





3130 PRINT TABCIO.O) CHH* ( 1 4 1 ) 5 CHR* C 1 57 :> ; CHR* (. 1 29 ') ; CHR* C 1 36) ; "WARNING"
400 PRINT TABdO, 1 )CHR*C 141 .1 ;CHR*C 157) ;CHRtC 129J ; CHR*C 1 36 ) ; "WARNING"
420 PRINT TAB(22,0) CHR*(135);CHR*<157);CHR*C156);"
440 PRINT TAB<22,1) CHR*<135) ;CHR*<157);CHR*<15G) ; "
460 PRINT TABlO.4) CHR* t 131 ) ! CHR* ( 157 ) ; CHR* C 1 32) ; " WHIL1-: USING THIS
BY USER PR 
,1 ; " "SHIF
PROGRAM'
480 PRINT TABC34.4) CHR*(131);CHR*C157);CHR*C156); "
LIOO PRINT TABCO,6) "DO NOT REMOVE THEPROGRAM DISK"
S20 PRINT TABCO.7) "FROM THE TOP DRIVE."
540 PRINT TABCO,9) "MAKE SURE YOU HAVE A DATA DISK"
560 PRINT TABCO.1O) "IN THE BOTTOM DRIVE AT ALL TIMES "
580 PRINT TAtHO,12) "NEITHER DISK SHOULD BE. WRITE PROTECTED
DO NO1 PRESS THE";CHR*C1 
)J(.I Nt > I PRESS I HE " : CHR* C 1
600 PRINT TABCO. 14);CHR*C13fc>) ;CHR* c141) ;CHR*C135); " 
&>; "BREAK" : CHR*C135); "KEY"
bUO PRINT TABCO. 1 S) : CHR* I 1 36) ;CHR*C341) : CHR* ( 13L-i) ; " 
&>: "BHI:.AK":CHR*C 135) : "KEY"
b40 PRINT TABC3.17) CHR* ( 1 4 1 ) : CHR* ( 134 .) j CHR* C 1 57 ) ; UHR* C 1 3:,:M : " PREbU I Ab KEY FOR 
ItfcNU"
SfcO PHINT TABC 3, 1 S ) CHR*C141 ) ;CHR*C 134) ;CHR*C]57) ;CHR*C132) : "PRESS TAB KEY FOR 
MENU"
680 PRINT TABOO,17) CHR* ( 134 ) ; CHR* (157) : CHR* C 15t>) : " "
700 PRINT TABOO, 18) CHR* C 134 ) ; CHR* C 157 ) ; CHR* C 1 56) ; " "
720 PRINT TABU,20) "PROGRAM DEVELOPED UNDER THE AUTHORITY"
740 PRINT TABU. 21 > 
760 PRINT TABU ,22)
"OF THE";CHR*C129);"MID GLAMORGAN COUNTY COUNCIL" 
"COMMUNITY PROGRAM SCHEME.";CHR*(131);"SPONSORED BY"
780 PRINT TABCO,23) CHR*C131>:"THE":CHR*(129):"MANPOWER SERVICES COMMISSION.
800 REPEAT
820 LET keyZ=GET
840 UNTIL key3! =9
860 LET failX=0
880 FOR LUOP3Z = 1 TO 2
300 IF LOOP3Z = 1 THEN LET disk=O ELSE LET
^40 CALL &OC5B
^fiO v f
980 LET wplZ=wp% QR 247 
1000 LET wp2X=upl% EOR 247
1020 IF wp2X«B AND LUOP3Z^i THEN LET fail*" 
1040 IF W p2Jla8 AND LOOP3%=2 THEN Lhl tailZ=; 




40 ON £««UH OFFIS » EKKQK bUTU
1180 CHAIN "rtENU"
1200 END
1220 DEF^""THEN PRINT TABt2,19); CHFJO;c ise>; CHR*< 135>; CHR* t is7:> ; CHR* 1129;
IS WRITE PROTECTED "
iiz = i THEN PRINT TABC2, 193 ; CHR* C 13G) ; CHR* < i35) ; CHR* < 157J ; CHR* ( 125) 
DISK 13 WRITE PROTECTED "
R uaop% = i TO 20
1300 SOUND 1, -12,^7,1
















300 IF D7.=-l THEN fl-DRIVE 1
320 CLB
340 COLOUR 129:COLOUR 3
360 PRINT (ABCO. 1); SPACE*
3BO PRINT TABCO.2);SPACE*
400 PRINT TAB CO. 3);SPACE*
420 PRINT TAB(6,2);" FILNAMES ON DRIVE"
440 COLOUR O
460 PR I NT T AB C 25, 2) ; D7.
480 COLOUR ISO:COLOUR O
500 PR I NT TAB ( 0, 2(3) ; SPACE*
520 PRINT TAB CO, 29);SPACE*
540 PR I NT TAB(O, 3O);SPACE*
S60 PRINT TABC5,29 ); "PRESS TAB FOR THE MENU"
580 COLOUR 128
GOO PRINT TAB(0,5);" "











H4O PHOC3E f UP_MENU
Hfc)0 PHOCGE1 KEY
013O IF KEYX. = 1 THEN PROC1NTRO
900 II- KEY%=2 THEN PROCCDRIVE
320 IF KEY*=4 THEN LET BX=O:PROCCAREA
':<40 IF KEYZ=S THEN LET BX = 1 : PROCCAREA
360 IF I<:.EYX=£ THEN BZ =2: PROCCAREA
3130 IF KEYZ-7 THEN B7. =3: PROCCAREA 
1000 IF KEYX =13 THEN BX =4: PROCCAREA 
1020 IK KEYZ=9 THEN B%=5:PROCCAREA 
1040 IF K:EYZ=O THEN PROCPFORM
1060 ENDPROC





U80 LET DASH* = "---------------------------------
1200 PRINT TAB(1,0) SPACE*
1220 PRINT TABCl,i:> " AESTHETIC FACTORS AMONG RIVERS
1240 PRINT TAB(1,2) SPACE*




1340 PRINT TAB (1,5.) " MENU "
1360 PRINT TABC29.3) " PRESS "
1380 LET STARTZ=8:HALTZ=26
140O FOR LDOPZ = START7. TO HALTZ
1420 COLOUR 129
1440 PRINT TAB C1,LOOPZ);SPACE*
1460 PRINT TABC35, LOOP%.> " "
1480 NEXT
1500 LET countZ=l
1520 FOR LOOPZ = STARTZ TO HALTZ STEP 2
1540 COLOUR 3:COLOUR 128
1SSO PRINT TABC2,LOOPZ ) DASH*
13BQ COLOUR O:COLOUR 131
1GOO IF countZ=lO THEN LET countZ=O
1520 PRINT TAB<32,LOOPZ) ;" ";count X;" "
1640 COLOUR 1213
1G60 PRINT TABC 1 , LOOPZ.1 " "
168O PRINT TABC35, LOQPZ:> " "
1700 COLOUR 131
172O LET countZ = c.OLintZ + l
1740 NEXT
17tO LET i.)os%--8
1/BO PRINT TABC2,posZ) "INTRODUCTION"
1«UO PR1NV TAP C 2, po«iZ + i:) "CHANGE DATA DRIVE I-RDM l(j "
1820 COLOUR 1
184O PRINT TABC25,posZ+2);UZ
1HBO IF DX = 1 THEN PRINT TAEi C3O. pc.sZ-*-2) ; "3" ELSE PRINT TA-In. :-:u, p,-tlM'i COLOUR O




19QO PRINT TABC2, poBZ-r-Gii ; "CREATE NEW AREA"
2000 PRINT TABC2, posZ-t-aii ; "CREATE NEW SITE"
2020 PRINT TABC2, posZ + lO.1) ; "CHANGE SITE FACTORS"
2O40 PRINT TABC2, posZH-12:) ; "DELETE EXISTING SITE"
2060 PRINT TABC2, posX. + 14:i "DISPLAY AREA DATA"
2080 PRINT TABC2,posZ+ie> "DISPLAY AREA GRID"
210O PRINT TABC2, po!-,Z-MB:> "DATA COLLECTION FORMS"
2120 COLOUR 1
214O PRINT TAB (6,2'9:) ;" Program by BRIAN SIDES. "
2160 COLOUR 128: COLOUR 3
2180 ENDPROC
2200 HEF PROCSET VAR
2220 VIJU 23,1, O; 6; O; O;
224U f-.NDPKOC
2260 DEF PRUUGETKEY
228O *I : X1S, 1
2300 REHEAT
2320 LEf KfcVZ=BET
•-H4U IF KtYZ>32 AND KEYZ<.42 THEN I.fcl Kl-YX -KfcY2 + 1G 








2520 LET SPACE* = "
2340 STARTZ=5: HALTZ=27
256O FOR UOOPZ=STARTZ TO HALTZ


























3 1 2O 
3140 
316O 









































PRINT TAB CO,5) ' 
PRINT TAB CO,6) ' 
PRINT TAB CO,8) ' 
PRINT TAB CO.3) ' 
PRINT TABCO.1O) 








PRINT TABCO, 1'3) 
PRINT TAB CO,21) 
PRINT TAB CO,22) 












This proqram is based on a report __ ___..._____-._|_,, na g Leopold. ----- 
It; is desiqnecl to let the U"^er" 
create a named AREA, containincj" 
"a variable number of SITES." 
"Then enter data for the 46 F-AC 
"The oroqram will then allocate o 
"five? CATEGORIES S to each FACT OR. 
"Calculate the UNIQUENESS RATIO," 
"for all the SITES in the AREA," 
"With SUBTOTALS for C PHYSICAL , " 
"BIOLOGIC, HUMAN INTEREST.) . " 
"SUBTOTALS can tae DISPLAYED by SI 
"OR by RANK of uniqueness ratio." 
"4 GRIDS can tae DISPLAYED showing 
"relationship of the SITES to 4 










PRESS TAB KEY FOR MENU
DEI- PRIJCCDRIVE


















PRINT TABC2,51 " PRESS
PRINT TABC2,6) SPACE*
COLOUR 130:COLOUR 1
MHIIMT 7ABC 15.H) : "
PRINT fABC 15,9);" WARNING "
PRINT TABC15, 10) ; "
COLOUR 128:COLOUR 1
PRINT TAB (.2, 12) ;" BEFORE USING THIS OPTION PLEASE CHECKCOLOUR 2
PRINT TABC2,14);"AN EPSON COMPATIBLE
PRINT TABC2,15);"IS CONNECTED TO THE
PRINT TABC2, 17) ; "F ANF-Ol.D PAPER IS IN
PRINT TABC2-18):"THE PAPER IS AT THE
OUT DATA COLLECTION FORM
TAB KEY FOR THE MENU
PRINTER" 
COMPUTED." 
1'HE F'RINTLH. " 
START OF: A PAGL".
- 398 -
332O PRINT TAIK2,2O> 
3940 PRINT TABC2,2i:i




4040 PRINT TABC2.24:) SPACE*
4060 PRINT TAB<26,2£ ;"
4080 PRINT TAB(31,26 ;"24"
410O PRINT TABC2,27>
4120 PRINT TAB (2,29)
"THE PRINTER IS TURNED UN."
"THE PRINTER ON-LINE LIGHT IS DN.
WHEN READY ENTER THE NUMBER OF
FORMS REQUIRED FROM TO
SPACE*
414O REPEAT
416O PRINT TADt2,2O); "
4i8o LET NUM* = " "




4^'BO UNTIL KEY%=3 OR K.HYX-13 AND PAZ>17
4300 LfT NUM/£=VALCNUM*:>
432O UNTIL NUMZ>O AND NUMZ<25 OF< KEYZ=9
434O COLOUR 128




4440 ON ERROR OFF





45GO IF KEY%>32 AND KEYZ<42 THEN LET KEYX. =KEY"X-i- 164580 IF KEYS: =9 THEN ENDPROC
4600 IF KEY2=13 AND PAZ>17 THEN ENDPROC
4620 LET lenZ=LENt'NIJM*>
4b4o IF KEYS:-127 AND PAX>i7 THEN PRINT TAB <PA%, 2B:> :"••••": LET NLJM*=MID* < MUM*, i , is-nX-i i.-LET PAZ=PAZ-1 : ENDPROC
4fabO IK KEYZ>47 AND KEYZOB AND PAZ<19 THEN LEI NUM'i -NLIMS-i-nHR* ( KEY* :> : PR INT TAB C 
































































































THIS SECTION OE THE PROGRAM 
LETG THE USER CREATE A 
MEW AREA NAME
IMPORTANT VARIABLES
DX (DATA DRIVE 1 OR 3)
EAIL% (ERROR FLAG)
BX (PROGGETAM STATE PRESERVED:)
BX-O=(CREATE AREA)
D2=1=<CREATE SITES
37. =2 = (CHANGE SITE)
BZ=3 = (DELETE SITE:)
D2=4 = <DISPL.AY DATA;)"
P%=H = <DISPLAY GRID:I "
N A M E 't iT-1 L E N A M E >
NAME (FILE ADDRESS )
NAME>0 FILE EXISTS
NAME=0 FILE DOES NOT EXIST
SQX. (SITE NUMBERS
NUMZ (TOTAL SITE QUANTITY.)
FFV. Cl ILE PUS IT I ON)
WN7. (WHOLE NUMBER)
RN (REAL NUMBER:'













IT- D7.-3 THEN *DRIVE ,'
ON ERROR LET FAILZ=2:
LET NAME=OPENUP(NAME*)
REM NAME EXISTS GOTO NEXT SECTION
IF NAME>0 AND &%>O THEN PROCcsite
IF NAME=O AND B%>O THEN LET r A I L 7. =4 : PRCJCer
IF NAME>0 THEN LET FA I L 7. =(.'!: PROCpr ror
REM CREATE AREA
ON ERROR LET FAI L 7. = I : PKOCm' r or
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2620 IF B%=2 OR BZ=3 THEN PROCsite_.nu 
,2640 IF Ki:YZ=9 THEN PROCmpnu 
2660 IF D%<=3 THEN PROCcsiteS 
2GBO ON ERROR LET FAI LX =1 : PROCt?r ror 
2700 NAME =OPENUP<: NAME* ii 
2720 LET ffXO 
2740 FOR LOOPZ=1 TO NUMZ 
2760 posZ=S-HLOOP2*51 I -5:1 1 
27BO PTR£ NAME=posX
2800 ON ERROR LET FA I L 7. = 1 : PROCer ror 
2020 INPUT* NAME,WNZ 
2840 IF WNZ>0 THEN LET ff%=ffZ+l 
7:Of.O NEXT 
2800 CJN ERROR OFF
2rJOO UN ERROR LET FAI LX = 1 : PROCf?r ror 
2920 CLOSE*1. O 
2940 ON ERROR OFF
?:~J\-,0 IF BX=4 AND ffZ=O THEN F > ROCNIJ_F 11. E3 
20130 IF P%=4 AND ftX=O THEN PROCmenu 
300O IF B%>4 AND ff%<5 THEN PRDCNOT_FI LEE 
3020 IF n%>4 AND ffZ<5 THEN PROCmenu 
3040 »DRIVE O
3000 (IN ERROR OFF
n)00 ON ERROR GOTO 3OHO
31;XI IF K%-4 THEN CHAIN "DDATA"
3140 ON ERROR OFF





32GO ON ERROR LET FAI L% =1 : PROCerror
3230 NAME=OPENIJP f NAMES)
3DOO LET pOT,Z=5n-51 1*NI.JM2% -51 1
3D20 PfH£. NAME = po=i2
3240 UN ERROR LET FA I L 7. = i : PRO Or r or
33GO INPUTf. NAME, AX
.'JUDU ON ERROR OFF
:J4ui.i ON ERROR LET FA I L /. = 1 : PROCt? r ror
^!42o LiLOrjE/- O
J440 ON ERROR OFF
J'H'.O II AX=0 THEN F'RUCWO SITE
J480 IF AX--=0 THEN F'RGCcBi te4
JSOO IF HZ-? THEN F'ROCrhcKite
OB40 IF KEYZ=3 THEN 
3560 PROCLOCK < NAME* , O >
•"!530 LET FAII.X-O
3600 ON ERROR LET FAI L% =2: PROCer ror
."!G;:0 NAME =CIFEIMUP C NAME'J; >
3640 posX=5+NUM2/;-K51 1 -51 1
3GGO PTR£ NAME = p.-.=;%
36BO LET WNZ=:0
3700 ON ERROR LET FAI L 7. = 1 : PROCer ror
3720 PRINT£. NAME,WNZ








































IF NAME* > " " THEN P ROC LOCK C NAME: *, 1 )
*DRIVE O
ON ERROR OFF











LET NAMIC* = " "
PNZ=14
PROChead
PRINT TABC 1 , O);CHR*C134) ; CHR*C157) ; CHR*C134) :SPACE*
PR INT TAB C 1 , 9 :i ; CHR* C 1 34 ) ; CHR* C 1 57 ) ; CHR* C 1 56 ) ; " PREGi TAI-: KEY FOR THE MENU
4420 PRINT TAB I 1 , ] 0) ; CHR* C 134) ; CHR* (. 157) ; CHR* C I 34) ; SPACE*
4440 PRINT TAB(33, 8) ; CHR*C 134) ; CHR* C J.57)CHR*C 15G)
44bO PRINT TABC33, 1O) ; CHR* (. 134) ; CHR*C157)CHR*C156)
4480 PRINT TABC33,3) ; CHR* C134) ; CHR* C157);CHR*(156); " "
4500 IF B7.-Q THEN PRINT TAB C 5, 1 2 ) ; CHR* ( 135) ; CHR* C 1 57 ) ; Cl IR* C J 32) ; SPACE*
4520 IF BZX> 7HEN PRINT TABC5, 12) ; CHR* C 131 ) ; CHR* C .1 57) ; CHR't i 132) ; SPACE*
4540 IF BZ==0 THEN PRINT TABC5, J 3) ; CHR* <: 135) ; CHR* C 1 57) ; CHR* <: 1 3:,J') ; " TYPE IN NAME
Or AREA" 
4560 IF BZ>0 THEN PRINT TAB C5, 1 3) ; CHR* C 13 1 ) ; CHR* C t 57 ) ; CHR* <'. i 32 ) ; " TYPE IN NAME
OP AREA" 
45I.10 IF BZ=0 THEN PRINT TAD (.5, 1 4 ) ; Cl IR* C 1 35) ; CHR* (. 1 57 ) ; (>IR:r. < :i 3::- > ; " TO BE CREATrrr
4GOO IF BX=1 OR B7.-2. OR B/C~3 THEN PRINT T AD C 5, 1 4) ; CHR* ( 1 3 I .> ; Cl -IR* ' J. 5 7) ; CHR* c 132) 
:"TIIE SITE BELONGS TO"
4C.20 IP r<%=4 THEN PRINT TAB C 5 , 1 4 ) : CHR* I .1 3 1 ) ; Cl- IR* (' J 57 ) : Cl --IR* < 1 32 ) ; " TO DISPLAY D ATA"
4f.40 IF BXi4 THEN PRINT TAB ( 5, 1 4 ) ; CHR* < 13 1 ) ; CHR* < 1 57 ) ; Cl IR* C ! .3;: ' ; " TL) DISPLAY b 
f(ID"
4GGO IF DZ>0 THEN PRINT TAB C5, .1 5'i : CHR* C 1 3 I ') : Cl IN* i 1 57 ) ; Cl !R* < I . :.'i ; " Tl 
TURN"







































































'.i i:» * M i
TABCSy, I 2) ; CHR* < 135: : CHR* (.
TABC29, 13) ; CHR* (. 135) ; CHR* C
TABC 23, 14) ;CHR* C 135) ; CHR*C
TABC.7J9, 15) ;CHI?*C 135) ; CHR* C
TAB C 23 , 1 5 ) ; CHR* C 1 3 1 ) ; CHR'* C
TAB C 23 , 1 2 ) ; CHR* C 1 3 1 ) ; CHR* <'
TAB ( 23 , 1 3 ) ; CHR* C 1 3 i ) ; CHR* (
TAB C 23 , 14); CHR* C 1 3 I .) ; CHR* C
TAI-X.5, 16) ; CHR* < 135) CHK* C 1
T AB C 5 , 16); Cl-l R* t 1 3 1 )
TAB C 5 , 17); CHH* C 1 35 )
T AB (. 5 , 1 7 .) ; CHR* C 1 3 1 )
TAB 15, 1 ti ) ; CH R* C 1 35 )






1 5 7 )
.1. 5 7 )







































j 5(-;) ; " "
1 ::; i(> ) : " "
i M(j') : " "
1SG) ; " "
1 5C.i.» : " "
1 l-i;:, ) ; " "
1 !::i(-,) : " "
j :;r,.i ; " "
3-:J i ; SPACE *
32 ) ; 3PACE*
32) ; SPACE
:..;.: i ; :-.;i'ACE
C<-; : ) ; SPACE
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u*.-J*J ii r-Mii-/.-,^ MIMIJ cnr<", 
6220 IF FAILZ<:J AND ERR =^ 
RECT AREA DATA FILE." 
G240 IF FAIL%=3 THEN PRINT 
626O IF FAIL%=4 THEN PRINT 
6200 PROCNOISE 
6300 PAUSE* =400 
G320 PROCWAIT 
6340 LET rloop=r loop+1 
G3GO ON ERROR OFF 
6380 ON ERROR GOTO S3GO 
£400 IF rloop>4 THEN *DRIVE 
642O PROCmsnu 
U-44O ENDPROC 
f-,460 DEF f'HOC::; JMAME 
b4UO LEI SI. 2 -"LEW NAME*) 
bSOO LET SA%=&OOS5
,io i i-itiM I-'KJLIMI I <H1J i. J. , ^ i .' 
3 UR FAIL.%=5 THEN PRINT
" " : KL h'UK I 
TAM < .1 , ,•: 1 j I- I I..ENAME MCI V A COR










bbfc.0 KIJK LOUP2=EiAZ Til SA2-HBLX








































































PRIMT TAEK 1 , 8> ; CHR* C 134!) ; CHR* ( .157 1) ; CUR* < 134> ; SPACE*
TAB<1 , 3) ; CHR* C 134.) ; CHR* C 157.1 5 CHR* < 156) ; "PFSE33 TAB 
TABU, ICO ; CHR* ( 134) ;CHR*C 157) ; CHR* C 134!) ; SPACE* 
TADC3:J,a) ; CHRt C 134 :> ; CHR* C 157) ; CHR* C 15G) ; " " 
TAB(03, 9) ; CHR* ( 134) ; CHR*«. 1S7) ; Cl IR* <. 15(i) : " " 









KEY FOR THE MENU
r-l, n\i i i. I. in I
i. 57) ; (..'HU'A «. i: 
;. ) : I. ,H i,'* f I . : j. ) : |.;HW* (. .1 ti / J : I .i-HKi i. .
- 405 -
... . ...... . . . • ' * . . i . i , . i • i • .; 111 i ,rif \i viri i •
.. , , ,i II,. . . i r -I i - N i • r: I I M I . 1 11 I I I , . I -J < i ill I H ••I. J- I I- ''
/L.40 PRINT lAEKlxJ, IS) ; "H«jr<l C 1 - " f N(JM% ; " > "
/560 I'KINT TABi.3, 16) ; " THEN PRESS RETURN"
7530 REPEAT
7GOO II' NUI1X>3 THEN PRINT TABC 13, IB!) ; CHR* (. 12'JO ; CHR* C 1 57 :» ; CHRX C i 32 > ; " •--" : I1PN2 =1
8 
TC20 IT NUM2<10 THEN PRINT TAB C 13, IB) ; CUR* (. 1.7:9 ') ; CHR* C :l 57!) ; Cl-IR'J; i: 1 32:> ; " " : LET MP
NZ = i7
7G40 PR I NT TAD C 21, 18 > ; CUR* (1313; CHR* i: 157 :> ; CUR* C 1 3 i ) ; " "
7C60 PRINT TADC20, 10> ; CHR4 (1313; CHR't ( 1S7!) ; CHR* < 15G:> ; " "
7GDO LET PN2=1G:LET NUI1* = " "
7700 REPEAT
772O PRDC(3_N2
7740 UNTIL KEYZ = 13 AND PN%>.!6 OR KEYS! =3
7760 LET NUM2Z=VAL<NUM*:>
77130 UNTIL NUM23!>O AND NUM2Z< =NLJM2 OR KEY%=3
7800 ENDPROC
7H20 DEF PROCB N.2
/H40 LET KEYZ-6ET
/H60 IV KEY%>32 AND KEY%<42 THEN LET KEY% ==KEY%-<- :l <:,
/HHO It- KEY%=y THEN ENDPROC
/•MO If- KEYX=13 AND PN2>1& THEN ENDPROC
/•12V LET lenZ-LENCNUMi.)
/'J4U it- KEYZ-127 AND PN%>16 THEN PRINT TAB < PNX T 18) :"•••": LET Ml Jl'lx =11JI/X i NUIIt.. 1 . J en Z-1 i : LE P PNZ =PNZ-I:ENDPROC
/":)!_•,(.) It- KEY2'>4Q AND KEYZ<H8 AND PN7. = lfc> THEN 11:1 NLIMif. -NLIM'J.-i -CI IR'J. c ia: Y2 ;i : PR IN 1 I'AEci. Ib. ia:i ;NUM*: LET PN/J =PNX-i 1 : ENDPHOC




13060 DEF P ROC head
BOQO CIS
fHOO LET SPACE* = "
01.20 PRINT TADC7, OJ ; Cl IR't C 12TO ; CUR* C 157.'i ; CHR* < .1. 35:> ; " "
0140 PRINT TADC7, 3> ; CHR* C 12'3> ; CHR* C 1S7> ; CHR*( .135) ; " "
0160 IF DZ=0 THEN PRINT TAD f b, 1 ) ; CHR't f 1 41 } ', CHR* <! .1 2CO ; CHRt C 1 S7.) ; CHR* t 1 35:1 ; " CREA TC NEW AREA"
0180 IF B7.-1 THEN PRINT TAB (. f.,, 1 :i ? CHR* C 1. 41 ) ; CHR* i 1 ''. "'J') ; CHR* < 15 7 ) ; CHRi C !. 35 :> ; " CREA Tl NEW SITE"
nroo ,ir nz-2 THEN PRINT TAIHG, i ;i; cm?*( 'i.4i :> ; r,i II^M i.:;:o:> ; ci -IR:I;< i iv,/ - ; (..HIM • 1 r::j:i; " CHAH fjf- ni.r> si n;"
Hy.'i.'O IF RZ=3 (HEN PRINT TADCC, 1 ;i ; Cl IR'J; ( :l. 4 1 ) ; Cl -IK'); < 1 V"J i ; Cl -l\-r, i j. 'J /' .1 ; l.;l 1K"I: < i 3\-j'.> ; " Dtil.E IK Ul-n SITE"
H/40 IV BZ=4 'THEN PRINT TAI-i ( G , :i. :> ; Cl-IUi C i 4 :l .3 ; CHR't. < 1 ay.* ; Cl -IR£ i .1 b r ) ; C! -IR* < i "!S !> ; "DI SPL AV AREA LJATA"
B2bO IF BZ>4 THEN PRINT TAMCt'.i, 5 > ; CHRU'1 4'J ) ; CHR'i; <. :i 2 P :V j ; Cl If?* (. IS 7 ' ; Cl -IR'-t C 1 35 !l : "D IGPL AY AKEA GRID"
02Uy JF DX--O THEN PRINT T AF( Cfc, 2!) ; CHI^* C 1 4i :> ; CHR* ( I ,"~.1 > : CHR* < 1 ;.i 7 ' ; CUR* < J 353 ; " CREA IE NEW AHEA"
KX)0 IT- BZ-1 THEN PRINT T M.l < h, 2> } CHR* ( 1. 4 i '> ; CHK* c. 1 'Z'J') ; CHR* '. 1^ / ) ; Cl IR* ' 1 3HJ ; " CREA 'L: NEW SITE"
UU20 IF DZ=2 THEN PRINT TAB C6 T 23 ; CHR* C 1 41 ') ; CHR* C 1 23 3 ; CHR* i .1 5 7 j ; CHR'4. C 1 35 ) ; " CHAN GC OLD SITE"
0340 IF D2=:; THEN PRINT TAB (. 6, 2> 5 CHR* « 14 1 > ; CHR'J- C 1 29:i ; Cl IK* i. .1 57 > ; CHR-.t, c 1 35 :> ; " DELE IE OLD SITE"
B3GO IF PZ=4 THEN PRINT TAD C (i, 2> f CHR* < 1 4 .1 :> ; CURL C 1 29) ; CHR* C 1 57 ' ; CHR'!. C 135 .) ; " DIGPL AY AREA DATA"
02C30 IF B2>4 THEN PRINT TAP f G, ?'i ; CHR* C 1 4 1 > ; CHR* C 1 2O .) ; Cl IR'J; C 1 S7 > ; (.:HR-J; i 1 35 '.' ; " DISPL AY AREA GRID"
H400 PRINV TADC20, 1 !) ; CUR* C 123> ; CHR* C 157!) jCHR*<: 156 ) ; " "
8420 PRINT TAB<28, 0) ; CHR*C 12'3:> f CHR* C 1S7.') ; Cl-IR* ( 156> ; " "
B440 PRINT TAEK2G, 2.1 ; CHR* ( 129) ;CI-IR*i 1 57 :> ; CHR'J. ( I St. J ;" "
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140 REM THIS PART Of- THE PROGRAM
160 REM LETS THE USER INPUT THE
180 REM 46 BITE FACTORS
200 REM
220 REM A%=SITE NUMBER
240 *FX1 1,0
260 VDU 23 , 1 , O ; O ; O ; O ;






400 LET flaciZ =0
420 *DRIVE O
440 ON ERROR LET f ai 1 7. - 1 : PROGer ror
460 CLOSE£ O
480 ON ERROR LET f ai I 7. =2: PROCer ror
500 NAME2=OPENUP C "DESC" )
520 »DRIVE 1
540 IF DZ=3 THEN *DRIVE 3
560 LET FAH.Z=O
580 ON ERROR OFF
GOO ON ERROR LET f ai 1 7. =2: PROCer ror
620 NAME=OPENUP(NAME*)
640 ON ERROR LET f ai 1 X =3: PROCer ror
6GO INPUTf. NAME,sitetX
680 LET FPZ=5+AX*51 1 -51 1
700 PTR£ NAME=FPZ
720 ON ERROR OFF
740 ON ERROR LET f ai 1 X =4: PROCer ror
760 PRINT* NAME, A 7.
780 LET FPX=FP%-i-5
000 LET FP3Z=FP2
RiO ON ERROR OFF
U40 CLS
fleo IF BZ = 1 THEN PRINT TABC5.0); CHR* C 1 41 ) s CHR* t 134 ) : CHR* c. 1 57 ) ; CHR*
R NEW HITE DATA"
BHO IF bZal THEN PRINT TAHC5.1); CHR* < .1 4 1 ) ; CHH* ( 1 34 ) : CHR* < J 57 > : L:HRit
K NEW SITE DATA"
900 IF- ha--,; THEN PRINT TABC5.O): CHR* ( 1 4 1 ) ; I.JHH* <. :l :.-;4 ) ; UI-IH* «. ITrj/ ) ; CHR*
GE SITE DATA"
%0 IF BZ=;; THEN PRINT TABC5.1); CHR* ( .1 4 I ) : CHH* C \ 34 > ; L;HR* < 1 '.:.7 > ; CHR*HE SI rt DATA"
940 PRINT fAI-ii:3iJ, O) ; CHR* <. 134 ) ; CHH* C 1 57 .) : CHR* C Urili) ; " "
^50 PRINT TABtaO.l); CHR* < 1 34 ,1 ; CHRt C 1 57 ) ; CHR* C 1 S6.> ; " "
980 PHI NT TABCO,3)( CHR* C 133) : CHR* (157 ) ; CHR* ( 1 32) ; " AREA NAME
1000 PRINT TABC16,3); CHR* ( 1 33) ; CHR* (. 157) ; CHR* t 1S6 ) ; NAME*
1020 PRINT TABCO,4); CHR* (. 133) ? CHR* C 1 57 ) ; CHR* C :l 32 > ; " SI1 E NUMBER ="
1040 PRINT TAB(16,4); CHR* (133) ; CHR* < 157) ; CHR* C 1 56 > ; A% ; CHR* C 1 35) : "OF
t 132) ; "ENTE
< :l 32 ) : "H.NTE
I :l J2.) ; "CHAN




1100 FOR LOOP* = 1 TO 46
- 408 -
1120 PRINT TAB CO, 23);SPACE*
1140 LET FT*="BIOLOBIC"
1160 IF LOOPZ<15 THEN LET FT*="PHYSICAL"
1180 IF LOOPZ>28 THEN LET FTt="HUMAN INTEREST"
1200 PRINT TABCO, 5); CHR*C133) ; CHR*C157);CHR*C132);"FACTOR TYPE -'1220 PRINT TABC16,5); CHR*<133) ; CHR*C157);CHR*C156):FT*: "
124O PRINT TABCO, 6) ; CHR* C 1 32) ; CHR* C 1 57 ) ; CHK* C 1 31 ) ; "I-ACTLIR "
126O PRINT TABC1O.6); LDOPZ
12BO PRINT TAB C 1 2. t, > ; " DESCRIPTION"




1380 ON ERROR LET f ai 1 % =3: PROCerroi-
140O INPUTS NAME2,DA*
1420 ON ERROR OFF
1440 *DRIVE 1




1540 PRINT TAB(5, 11)
156O PRINT TABCS,12)
1.58O PRINT TABCS, 13)
160O PRINT TABCS,14)
1620 PRINT TABCO,1O)




1/20 PRINT TABCO,15) 
1740 PRUCCAT RANGE
1760 PRINT TABC5. 10)
178O PRINT TAB I 5, 1 1 )
1800 PRINT TABCS, 12)


















; CHK*C 146) ,-
CHR* C 1 30.1 ; CHH* C 1 57 ) : CHR* C 1 3O) :




<: a 15 * 
CHR* C131) :CHR* C157):CHR* C132) ; 1 YPH IW NUHHhiR FROM"1BBO PRINT TABC22, 17) ; CHR*C 133:: 





L U O P Z -- 3 O R L O 0 P % = 4 O R 
LOOPZ = 16 OR LOOP%--:.'9
LOOPX=3 
LOOPX = i
OR LOOP* =4 OR
OR LOOP%=2'3
frac%=l ELSE LET fracZ=O
1920 It- LOOPZ = 1 OR l.OOPZ=2
-10 OR LOOPZ=11 OR LOOPZ-14 
N PRINT TABC23, 17)j " >"
1340 IF LQOPZ=1 OR LOOPZ=2 
=10 OR LOOPZ=11 OR LOOPZ-14 
QOP7.-6 OR LCJQP% = 11 THEN LET
1960 PRINT TABC24,17)"="
1980 PRINT TABC25, 17) ;CHR*C129)
2000 IF LOOPZ=1 OR LOOP* =2 OR LOOPZ=3 OR l.OOPZ=4 OR 
=•10 OR LOOP% = 11 OR LOOPZ = 14 OR LOOP2 = 16 OR LOOPZ=29 
PRINT TABC26,17); "O" ELSE PRINT TABC 26, 17 ) ; " :l "
2020 PRINT TABC27,17);CHR*C132);" TO"
204O PRINT TABC31,17);CHR*C133)
i:06O PRINT TABC32.17);" "
_2080 IF LUOPZ=J UR LOQPZ=2 OR LOOPZ-3 OR LOOP%^4 UR 
ON LOUPy. = 16 OH LOOPX-29 OR LOOP%=3OOR LOOr-'Z=31 
TABC32,17)">" 
PRINT TABC33. 17). "« "
2120 PRINT TABC34. 17 ) ; CHR*C129)
2140 PRINT TAEK3S. 17). "
2160 IF I.OOPZ--1 OH LOUPZ-2 OR l.OOPZ-3 UR LOOPZ-4 OR
*"!'» OR LOOPZ = 16 OR LOOPZ=29 OR LOOPX-3OOR LOOPZ=31 
PRINT TABC35, 17); 1 irnit* C inde-xZ, 4) ELE9E PRINT TABC3S. 
2180 PRINT TABCO, 1(3) ;CHR*C 131 ) ;CHR*C 157) ; CHR* C 132) ; ftN"
.OOPZ--7 OR LOOPZ=9 OR I.DOPZ
OR LOOPZ-3O OR LOOPZ=31 THE
LOOPX=7 OR LOOPZ-9 OR LOOPZ
OR LOOPZ=30 OR LOOPZ=31 OR L
LOOPZ-7 OR LOOPX=9 OR LOOPZ 
OR LOOP2=3O OR LOOPX.-3.1 THEN
LUUP2-9 UR LOOP'/.-in OR LOOP 
OR LUOPX. =11 OR L(JOP7. = / THEN
LUUP2-•'•-) UR LUDPZ = 10 OR l.UUP 
OR LOOP'/. --7 OR LOOPZ-11 THEN.1 •/:>; "5"
" THEN PRESI'S" : CHR* (. 1. 29 ) : " W: fU
- 409 -
2200 PRINT TABC0.20) ;CHR*«.131 "> sCI-IR'-tC 157) ;CHR*t132! ; "(Jl< I 'KKSbi" -. CHk* (. 1 29 J ; " IALi";C 
HR*(132);"TD LEAVE FACTOR"
2220 ON ERROR LET fai1Z=3:PROCerror
2240 INPUT£ NAME, pr_val Lie
2260 ON ERROR OFF
2230 LET FP2X=PTR£ NAME
2300 LET FP2Z=FP2%-6
2320 IF pr_value<l THEN @Z=&204Oe
2340 IF pr_value<lO AND pr_value>l THEN @Z=&203O6
2360 IF pr_value<lOO AND pr_valuf?>lO THEN @X=&t202OG
23BO IF pr value<lQOO AND pr_value>lOO THEN SZ-&2O1OG
2400 IF LQOPZ^S OR LOOPZ=6 OR LOOP7.=8 OR LOOPZ-12 OR LOOP7.=13 OR LOOPZ-IS OR LO 
OPZM6 AND LOOPZ<29 OR l.OOPZ>31 THEN S% = 1O
242O PRINT TABCO. 21 :> ;CHR* t 131 > ; CHR* C 137> ; CUR* <; 132.1 ; "WITH PREStiNF VALUE " ; UHR* C 1 3 
3):"="jCHRtt129): "
244O PRINT TABC24, 21 ;i ; pr val Lie
246O ez»io
k:480 IF LOOPX = 1. OR LHOPZ--2 OR l.CDOPX-3 OR LDOPZ-4 OK LOOPX =7 OR I. UOP/£-t-J OR LOOPZ
-10 OR LOaH/. = ll OH LOOPX--14 OR LOOP/C = 1S OR l.OC)PZ=29 OR LtHJP%--;jo OR LOOP%-3t rHEN 
LET maxv^Z-b H-.I.BH l.HI (nsv.va%-l 
2»X> TIME - O
252O REPEAT UNTIL T1ME>1OO 
254O SOUND 1,-7,53,2O 
2S6O PROCline 
2580 LET val=VAL (val*!) 
260O PTRfi NAME=FP2Z
2620 ON ERROR LET fai1 %=4:PROCerror 
264O PRINT£ NAME,val 
2660 ON ERROR OFF 
2680 IF LOOP% = 1 OR LOOPZ=2 OR LOOPZ=3 OR LOOPX=4 OR LOtJPZ-7 OR LOOP%=9 OR L.OOPX
-10 OR LOOP* = 11 OR LOOP% = 14 OR LOOP% = 16 OR LOOPZ-29 OR LOOP7. =3O OR LOOP* =31 THE 
N PROCcatval ELSE LET catZ=val
2700 IF LOOPZ = 1 OR LOOP7.=2 OR LOOPZ=3 OR LOOPX-4 OR LOOP7.=3 OR LOOPX = 1O OR LOOP 
X=^14 OR LOOPZ=16 OR LOOPX.=29 OR LOOP%=-3OOR LOCJP*=31 OR LOQPX-7 OR LOC.1PZ-11 THEN 
LET indexZ=indt?x7. + l
272O LET posZ=FPX+27S+LOaPZ*5-5
274O P I R£ NAME=pa«5%
2"t(M ON ERROR LET f ai 1 Z = 1 s PROCerror




2B60 ON ERROR LET f «.i 1 7. = :l : HMCICer r or
,:HBO i;i.o:iK£ O
2'30O IF AZ-"5ite>t% AND KX^l THEN LET f];»oZ^l
2'J20 REPEAT
2940 IF flaq%=O THEN PHOCmore
2960 IF B7.-1 OR flaaZ-1 THEN PROCc<=itp
2^80 ON ERROR LET f ai 1 7. •-?.: PRDCer ror
3000 NAilE^OPENUPCNAMEU:)
3020 LET posZ=5+nu(nZ*51 1-511
3040 PTRf. NAME = posZ
3060 ON ERROR LET f ai 1 7. =3: PROCer r or
3080 INPUTf NAME,WNZ
3100 ON ERROR OFF
3120 ON ERROR LET fai1Z=1:PROCerror
3140 CLOSE£ 0






3-280 IF flacjZ=0 THEN PROCstart
3300 LHT «ite»c%=0
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3820 PRINT TABCO,9> jCHR*Cl4i> f CHR*C 134>-i"CHR*C 157) ; CHH* C j.32) j " 
129JJ "TAB"fCHR*C132); " KEY FOR THE MENU"
5840 PRINT TAB CO, 1O) ; CHR* <. 141 ) ; CHR* C 134!) +CHR* C 157!) ; CHR* C 1 32 ) ; 
<I29)i"TAB";CHR*C132); " KEY FOR THE MENU- 
5860 IF BX^l THEN PRINT TAB CO. 12) ; CHR* < 133) J CHR* C 157 > s CHR* i. 1 32) : 
R*C123); "E" (CHR*C132) ; "TO CREATE SITE" ; CHR* C 123) ; AX i 1
5880 IF BX.-2 THEN PRINT TAB CO. 12> ; CHR* C 135) ; CHR* i. 1 S7 ) : CHR* i 1 32); 
R«<129); "C":CHR*C132) ; "TO CHANGE ANOTHER SITE"
5'iOO RfcPEAT
5920 *FX 15,1
5940 LET key Z--GET
5960 UNTIL B%^1 AND kpyX-t;9 OR BZ = 1 AND kf?yZ = lOl OR B7. -2 AND kn 
D kf?y%='-<3 OR keyZ-9
5380 IF keyZ-9 THEN LET f1aq% = 1 : ENDPROC
6000 IF &7.~\ THEN LET AX. =A7.+1 : ENDPRDC
B020 PRINT IABC6,14);CHR*C131);CHR*<157);CHR*C132):"ENTER SITF MUMDER"
6040 PRINT TAB(6, 15) ;CHR*<: 131 ) j CHR* C 157) ; CHR*C 1 32 ) ; " FROM" ; CHR*C 123) 
(132) 5 "TO" ; CHR*< 129) : sitetZ
60SO PRINT TABC6, 16) ;CHR*C131);CHR*(1571;CHR*C 132) : " "
60BO LET rnaxZ-l:IF sitetZ>9 THEN LET max* =2
6100 PRINT TABC6, 17) ;CHR*C131) }CHR*<: 157) ; CHR*C 129) ; " "
612O PRINT TABC2Q, 14) ; CHR* < 131 ) ;CHR'4;C 157) ; CHK*C 1 5G ) ; " "
6140 PRINT TABC2B, IS)jCHR*<131);CHR*C157);CHR*C156) ; " "
6160 PRINT TABC2S,16);CHR*C131);CHR*<157);CHROX 156); " "
6180 REPEAT
G200 FOR LDOP2Z=1 TO maxZ
622O PRINT TABC28, 17) ;CHR*(131);CHR*(157):CHR*C156) ; " "
6240 PRINT TABC 17H.OOP2Z, 17) ; " - "
G26O NEXT
628O LET start%=17: LET num*- 11 "
63OO REPEAT
tiS2O PF<DCci(=t;s
(i34Ci UNTtl. keyZ-13 AND star I; % > 1 7
636O LET numZ-VAL (.riurn*)
b3HO UNTIL numX>O AND numZ<=sitetZ
fa40O ENDPROC
6420 DEF PROCcjets
b44O *f-X IS. 1
b460 LET k«yZ=BET
b480 IF keyZ>32 AND keyZ<42 THEN LET kf?yZ ==keyZ-MB
6SOO LET lenZ-LENCm.imi:>
652O IF kRy2=127 AND startZ>17 THEN LET num* =M1 D* C num*, 1 , ] <->nX 
«, 17)} "-": LET star tZ=?i tar tX. -1 : ENDPROC
6540 IF Bt.^rtZ-17 AND keyZ>4B AND keyZOS THEN Lb 1 
»-tCHR*fkeyX) : PRINT TABU.7, 17) 5 num*: ENDPROC
6560 IF startZ^lB AND key%>47 AND key%<59 AND maxZ-2 THEN LET 




6G40 PRINT TABC7,20);" NO DATA IN SITE";CHR*C129);numZ









6B40 DEF PROCLOCKC filename*. loc:kZ)
6BbO LOCAL lenqthZ , loopZ. f namt^. parm
6H80 LET fname=?»OC15: LET parros-StOlJOO
6300 LET atart=?<OClD
6920 LET lenqthZ-LEN<f il«?name*:>









































































, loopX —•/•name?•'•! , 1
IF lock/EX) THEN LET lock.Z=?<A 




'>= 1 AND< 3"





































































' > =0. bOANIK ---i . 52 "
•> 1.32" 
'< O. 15"




















.• - 3ANIX 11" 
15"





' >=. OOO15AND < .OOO31"
' > =. OOO31 ANIJ< . DO 1 SO "
' >-.CO15OAND< = .OO310"
' > .OO31O"
'< 2.59"
' >- 2.53AND< 25.9"
1 > = 25.9OAND< 259.O"
1 > =•• S59.OOAND< =2583.O" 
589.CO"
"> 2AND< 4"
"> =4AND< 3 "
•>=5AND< 6"
1 > =6 "
'-1B1ABLE"
'=2S TABLE TO SLIJMP1NH"
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" > = 30 . 5AND< 3 1 . O "
">= 91.OAND< 152.O"








">= 25 AND< 150"
11 >- ISO AND< 1OOO"























"-2PI.ANTS 1 TO 2"
"=3PLANTB 3 1C.) JO"
" -4 HI. AN 1 B 1O K.J LiO"
" =SIN|-EiiTED"
" -INONE"
" -2UN KNOWN F<aC] 1 El.) "
"<Jhl.ODEA AND IH.ICK -WfcUJ "
"=4WATEF? LILY"
" "5CATTAIL"






































































































" < 2 "
">= 2AND< S"
">- 5ANIX 1O"
" > = 1OAND< =5O"
"> SO"





























"-5CLOSED QR NO DIVEF«31TY"
11 =1 VISTAS OF FAR PLACES"
" -=2'3L1GHI LY LESS VIEW"
"-3LEBS VIEW"
"=4NEARl.Y CLOSED"


















1 1 1 20
1 1 1 4O








































































































" -5SCENE UBS T RUCTED "
"^lORIGINAL"
"-2VERY SL1KHT CHANGE "
" =3SL I BUT CHANBH "




" =3RECOVERY POBSI BLE "
" --"(.RECOVERY JUST POSSIBLE"
"-5NATURAL CHANGE UNLIKELY"
"=lNa BUILDINGS"
"-2BUILDINGS 1 TO 2"
"^SBUILDINGS 3 TO 5"
"=4BUILDINGB 6 TO 1O"




11 -4V JEWS 3"
11 «5 VIEWS MANY"
" -1NONE"





" -2MISKI IB 1 "
"=3MISF-ITB 2"




"1 ", "3" , "S" , "3O" , "3O"
"O. IS" , "O. 3O", "0. CiO" , " 1 . S2" ? " 1 . 52
" 0 . 1 S " , " 0 . 3O " , " O . k,O " , " 1 . 52 " . " 1 . 52
"0.30", "0.61 ", " 1 . 23", "2.4G", "2. 4fa
"1 ", "5", "11"," 15" , " 15"
" . OOO 15", " . OO03 1 " , " . GO 15", " . 003 1 "
"2.53", " 25 . S " , " 259 " , " 25S'3 " , " 25139 "
"2", "4", "5", "6", "&"
"30.5", "91", " 152", "305", "3Ot5"
" 25 " , " 1 5O " , " 1 OOO " , " 5OOO " , " 5OOO "
"2", "5" , " ID", "SO", "5O"
"2", "3", " 10", "SO" , "50"
"2". "5", " 10". "50", "50"
" . (JO3 1
- 417 -
"SORT'
100 REM " SORT'-
120 REM







280 LET 7.* = "
300 VDU 23 . 1 , 0 : O : O ; O ;
320 PROC'-^tart
340 END
3faO DHF PR Lit; -staff:
380 *DR1VE 1
400 IK D%=3 THEN *DRIVE 3





S20 PRINT TAB i:'.: J.3:> ;CHR* t 141 1 ;CHR*t 136) : CHR*< 1.31 > ; CHR*( 157) : CHR*< 1 32) ; "PLEASE W
AIT"
540 PRINT TAR (5, 4 ) ; CHR* f 1 4 1 ) ; CUR* (. 136) ; CURT. C 131 ') ; CHR* < 157) ; CHR* c 132) : " f 'LEASE W 
AIT"
560 PRINT TABC22, 3) ; CHR*C 1.31 ) ; CHR* C 157) ; CHR*t 156) ; " "
580 PRINT TAEK22.4) jCHRtC 131) ;CHR*<: 157) ;CHR*<: 156) ; " "
BOO PRINT TAEU4.7) ;CHR* ( 141 ) ;CHR* (. 135) ; CHR'ii 157) ; CHRitC 132) ; "SORTING" ; CHR'ii 12'3)
620 PRINT TAB (4, 8) ; CHR* C 141 ) ; CHR*C 135) ; CHR*t 157) ; CI-IR* C 132) ; "SORTING" ; CHR* C 129) 
;siteb%
640 PRINT TAB(IB,7);CHR*(132)
660 PRINT T ABC 18,3) ; CHR* C .132)
680 PRINT TAEK25, 7) ;CHR*i: 135)
700 PRINT TAB C 25, 13 ); CHR* C 133)
/20 PRINT TABCa, 1 1 ) { CHR*«. 141 ) 
i;NAME*
MO PR1 NT TAB CH,12);CHR*C141 )
"BITES"
"SITES"
CHR* t157) ;CHR* <1 56) ; " "
CHR* C IS/) ; CHR* (. l'c>(i.> : " "
CHR* C 1 31 .1 ,- CHR* l. '1 57 ) : CHR* < 1 :..-)
CHR* (. 1 3 1 ) : CHR* i. 1 5 / ) : CHK* < 1 3.•:
1 J. N AREA " 2 CHR* C 1 29 
' j:N AREA" : CM I-?* c 1 29
i:NAMES
Xb<J PRINT PAB(24. 1 1 ) ; CHR* C 131 ) : CHR* C 157) ; CHR* (. 1:.:.(:,.) : " "
/8O PRINT TABC24, 12 ) ; CHH* C 1 31 ) s CHR* C t 57 ) ; CHR* i. 1 L.ih ' : " "
UOO PRINT TABC2, 15) j CHR* < 1 41 '> ; CHR* C 134) ; CHR* C Ib7) : CHR* ( 132) : " INTO LINIPIJENEyS O 
HDHK"
820 PRINT TABC2, 16) s CHR*c 141 ) ;CHR*i. 134) ; CHR* i 1 57) : CHR* < 132) : " INTO IJNIUUENEBS O 
HDER"
840 PRINT TAI:U2S, 15) ; CHR*C 134) ; CHH* < 157) ; CHR* ( 156) ; " "
B60 PRINT TABC2S. 16) ; CHR* ( 134) s CHRtC .157) ; CHR* f 156) ; " "
880 ON EF?RUR LET f: ai 1 7. -2: PROCer ror
900 NAME=OPENUP(NAME*)
•320 FOR LODPZ = 1 TO sitetZ
340 PRINT TABC2, 1O) ;CHR*i: 131 ); "COLLECTING SITE DA T A" ; CHR* c 1 29) ; LOOP*
9SO pos2»5+(LGOPZ»511)-511
900 PTR£ NAME = POET,X
1000 ON ERROR LET fai1X-3:PROCerror 
lOI'O INPUT* NAME,.act2(LaUP%> 
1040 NEXT
1060 FOR LOOPX.*! TO sitetX 
1080 PRINT TAB(2, 1-iJ) ; CHf?*< 131 ) ! "BORT1N6 SITF DATA" ; CHR* ( 1 .C-J ) ; LI3OPX.
•
- 418 -





120O posZ -5+ < L OOP X *51 1 > -23O
li!2U PTK£ NAME = pos/i
1240 FOR LUOP2Z-1 TO 46
1260 ON ERROR LET fai1X=3:PROCerror










1480 FOR l.OOPZ = l TO sitet%
1500 PRINT TAB<2,20);CHR*C 131) j "SORTING UNIQUENESS FDR SITE " ; CHR* C 129') ; L.OOP7.




1600 FOR LOOP2X = 1 TO 46
162O unZ=0
164O tcatZ=-fartZ(L O O P 2 X . L O I.) P "/-!)
1660 P ROC«40 r t; 2B
1.6BU I.HT uniqu«= = l/unZ





1800 FOf? LOOP3Z»1 TO sitetZ




1-300 r.cat2Z=f ac t X. <LOOP2%, LDOP3%>
l'-32O II- ccatX.-ccat2Z THEN LET LinX-unXM
1'340 ENDPROC
13&0 DEF PROCsort2D
10£)O LET total =O: tota!2=O
2000 FOR LUOP4%-1 TO 14
2020 LET i.»niq(LOOP4Z,LDOP%) =SU t LODP47.)
204U LET total =totaH-SU CLDOP4Z )
2060 NEXT LOOP4Z
209O LET uniq( 15, LDOPZ) =totc»l
-:IOO I.El tota!2 = totaI2 + totril : LKT totaled
/120 FDF? LUaP4Z~15 TO 2B
<M4O LET uniq(l.OtlP4X-<-l , LOOPZ) =SU ( LOOP4Z )
21bO LET total -"total +SUa.UOP4Z)
2180 NEXT I.OOP4Z
2200 LET uni q(o% O, LUOPZ )-total
7.22f) LET total2 = tota!2-M;otal : LET total-O
2240 FCIR LDOP4%=29 TO 46
22SO LET uniqCLOOP4Z+2,LOOPZ)=SUCLOOP4Z)
22BO LET total =totaH SU ( LGOP4Z >
2300 NEXT I.QOP4Z






ifiU run ULKJI-/.-I i <-i -r
2440 PRINT TABC2, 10) f Z*
2460 PRINT TABC2, 19>;Z*
2490 PRINT TABC2,20:i ;Z*
2500 PRINT TAB<2. IS) ; "SORT PASS" ; CHR* C 1 29 J ; LOOPZ
2520 If LQQPZ=1 THEN LET LPX-15
2540 IF LOOPZ-2 THEN LET LP%-3O
2btiO IF LOOP 2=3 THEN LET I.PX.-49
2580 IF LODPZ=S THEN LET LPZ--5O
2600 FOR LUOP2Z -1 l~0 sxtetX






2760 PRINT TABC2, 1S> ; "SORTING SITE" f OW* C 1 29) ; " 
2780 PRINT TABC2, 19> ; "SOR PING SITE" ; CHR* C 129 :>; LOOPi'Z 
£000 LET J3a.DOP2X, 1 > =uniq CLP%, LUOP2Z > 
2B20 LET S(LDOP2Z,2> "LQDP2Z 
2Q40 ENDPROC 
2860 DEF PROCsovt4B 
21300 P ROC sort
2900 FOR LOOPS* =1 TO sitetZ 




3000 posZ-5-<-(sitet%*51 1 ) •*- (. si tot X *3OC>:> 
3020 LET posZ=posX+(LOaP%-l>*s.itel;Z*5 
3040 LET pc-sZ =po-sX+ ( LUOP3Z - 1 > *.ci 
a060 PTH£ NAME=posZ 
308O LET avZ-SCLODPSZ. ^> 
310<i ON ERROR LET f a i 1 Z =4s PROCerror 
.'j)2O PRINTS. NAME. <4 v% 
ENDPROC
.
3180 UN ERROR LET f ai 1 Z -1 s PHOCerror 
3200 ULUSEf, O 
322O PROCLUCKLNAME*. :l. .) 
324O #URIVE O 
326O MXO 
J280 ON ERROR OFF 
33OO ON ERROR GOTO 3200 
3320 CHAIN "MENU" 
3340 ON ERROR OFF
-OSO ON ERROR LET f ai 1 % =1 : PROCei- ror 
3380 CLOSE£ 0 
3400 ENDPROC 
3420 DEF PRDCerrc.r 
3440 ON ERROR PROCerror? 




ON HHRUR UFF 
3580 ON ERROR GOTO 3 
2f»00 LET AZ-12:LET F 7. - f a i J X : CHA t N "ERROR 
3620 ENDPRIJC 
3640 DHF PROCB NAME 
3660 LET NAME**"" 
3580 LET SAZ=&0055 
3700 LET SLX=?3AZ 
3720 I.ET SAZ=SAZ+1








3880 FOR LOOP4%=1 TO sitetZ-1
3900 IF SCLOOP4X f l) < S C LOOP4Z-M , 1 ') THEN 
SaaOP42+l, 1 ') :LET SCLDOP4Z + 1, 1 > -'store: LET 
OP4%+1,2) :LET S <LDOP4Z+1 , 2) =store: LET fai).
3920 NEXT I.OOP4/S
394O UNT 1 1. t a i 1 X =O
yyfeO ENBHHUt;
Dt> PHPCLOCk: <. f i 1 eriamc?* , 1 o t: k 7. '.)
LOCAL lenath/i , 1 oopZ . f name?, pa vms , star
Lt'l tname=&OC15: LHT eiarms-^OUOO
LET 5tartZ=&Ot:m
LtT lenath%=LENi: f i
FOR loopZ=fname TO
LET stoi-F?=S (LOOP4X, 1 ) : 
store? =S<LOOP4Z.2> : LET





























?loopZ=AaC<MID*i filename*, 1 oopX - f name+1 
NEXT
?loopX=y<»





ON ERROR OFF 
FOR LOOPX = 1 TO stt*?tZ




posX. -5+ c si tet Z*5 1 1 ) +LDDPZ*3OO -3OO 
PTR£ NAME=posZ 
FOR LUOP2Z--1 TO SO 
L h I RIM - u n i q (. L OU P 2 j: . I C.IOP "/. '> 




' 100 REM "DI3ATA" 
120 *FX11 ,O 
140 *DRIVE O 
160 LET MZ=3 
1130 LET PAIL%=0 
200 LET NUMZ=Q 
220 ex =1O 
24O LET DA7.--O
::IM LET A%=O
2BO ON ERROR Lfc.T FA 11, 7. = I : I'KG Cert- or 
»<J CLOBE£ O 
:.J20 VDU 23, 1 , O; O; O; O;
340 AE* = "AESTHETIC FAG TORS AMONG RIVERS" 
360 LET aPACE2*=" 
3BO LET' PF'Z=O 
400 PL!S=STRINI3*i;3O, " •-" > 
420 LET BL2*=STRINS4<30,"_") 
440 PRDCB_NAME
4GO ON ERROF? LET FA I L 7. =2 : PROCprrot- 
480 NAME2=OPENUPC "DIZBC"'> 
500 ON ERROR OFF 
520 *DRIVE I
540 IF D7.=3 THEN *DRIVF 3 
560 ON ERROR LET FAI LX =2: PRGCer ror 




660 l)EF- PROCstart 
680 REPEAT 
700 PROCstart2 
720 UNTIL I-ALS3E 
/40 tNUPRDC 
760
/UO UEF HRDCBtart2 
BOO PHOCdisp
820 IF KEYZ-3 THKN PROCmenu
B40 IF KEYX=54 AND F%=O THEN LET I-% = 1 : ENDPRDC 
IF KLYZ=54 AND F%^1 IHLN LI.T f-% =0: KNOPRIJC 
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,,.U h-hllMi iMf.ii). i .-; ) : l..hHii.i :i .:!J ) : " U ISHI.M V HUMMAHV ill i l.i I'nl.i-i" : I ,1 IR* < i 34 >• 
Hk< l^yj ! "--'" 
/J40 PRINT TAB(O, 15); CHR* (131) ; "DISPLAY ALL DATA FUR AREA "; CUR* ( . 1 34) ;
2160 PRINT TABCO, 17) ;CHR*<131) ; "TURN PRINTER" ; CHR* (. 1 34 );".....„."
2180 IF PZ=O THEN PRINT TAB ( 17, 17 ); CHR* C 129.1 ; "UN" ; CHR* i 134) ;"„............"; CUR
«C129)f"5" 
2200 IF P% = 1 THEN PRINT TAB <. 17, 17> ; CHR* C 129) ; "OFF" ; CHR* C 134 :>;"............"; CHR
2220 PRINT TABCO, 19) ; CHR* C 131 ) ; "TURN AUTO PAGE "; CHR* C 134:) ;".......„......."
2240 IF F%=0 THEN PRINT TAB < 17 , 13) ; CHR* C 1 23) ; "ON" ; CHR* C 1 34 );"............."; CHR
4(129); "&" 
2260 IF FZ=1 THEN PRINT TABC 17, 19) ; CHR* C 1 29) ; "OFF " ; CUR* C 134 >;"............"; CHR
t<129); "6" 
22SO LET SPACE* ="
7300 PRINT T ABC 1,21) ; CHR* C 134) ; CHR*C 157) ;CHR*C 134) ; SPACE* 
2320 PRINT TABC1, 22) ; CHR* C 134) ;CHR*C157) ; CHR*C 13GJ ; "PRESS TAIJ KEY r-TJR THE MENU"
2340 PRINT TAB (33, 21 ) ?CHR*t 134) : CHR* (. 157) : CHR*C ISCi.i ; " "
23GH PRINT TAB (33, 22) ; CHR* C 134) ; CHR* C 157 ) ; CHR* C ] 56) ; " "
23BO PRINT TABC 1 ,23) ; CHR* C 134) ; CHR* C 157) ; CHR* C 134) ; SPACE*




2480 IF KEY7. >32 AND KEY%<42 THEN LET KEYX ~KEYX -i -1 6
2500 UNTIL KEYX=S OR KEYX>48 AND KEYZ<55
2520 ENDPROC
2540 REM
256O DEI- PROC13 .NAME




2660 FOR LDOPX=SAX TO SAX.ISLX -1







PRINT I ABCU, 1 I
:U40 PRINT TAt.U28 T O ; CHR* (. 1 29) ; Cl -I I? 4 (. 15 7 ) ; CHR* C 1 5G ) : " "
28&O PRINT TABC2H, 1 
/H8U PRINT TAtK.4,3) 
2900 PRINT TABC4,4) 
,•'32.0 PRINT TABC 7. 6) 
NKCK" 
2940 PRINT TABC7,7)
CHR*< 14 1 ) ; UHR*C 12'3) ; CHR* C 157) ; Cl IR*C J 3!j.) ; "SELECT PRINTER" 
CHR*C 141 ) ; CHH*< 12-.3) ; CI-IR*C 157 ) ; CHR* C J ..)'..j i : " :.ii: LEi: I f'RINTLR"
: CHRt C 12'3) ; CHR* C 157.I ; CHR* C 156) : " "
" THIS PROGRAM WILL WORK WITH"
" AN EPSON COMPATIBLE PRINTER 11
CHR*C 136) ; CHR*C 141 ) : CHR* f 132) ; CHR* ( :i 57) ; CHR* < 135) ; "PLEASE C
CHR* C 136 ) ; CHR* C 1 41 ) : CHR* C 132 ) ; CHR* C 1 57 .> ; Cl IR* i! 135); " PL EASE C
HECK"
2960 PRINT TAB<2G,6> J CHR*C 132) ;CHR*<: 157) ; CHR* C 156) ; " " 
2'380 PR I NT TAB C 26, 7 ) ; CHR* <! 1 32 ) ; CHR* C 1 57 ) ; CHR* C 1 56) ; " "
3000 PRINT TAElCO, 9) ; CHR* C 129) ; "1 " ;CHR*C 13O) ; "FAMFOLD PAPER IN PRINTER" 
3020 PRINT TABCO,1O);CHR*CISO);" AND AT START GF A NEW PAGE' 
3040 PRINT TAB CO. 12) ; CHR* C 179) :"?" ', CITR*i .134) ; "PRINTER IS CONNECTED AND TURNED ON"
3060 PRINT TABCO, 14);CHR*C129); "3"; Cl IR*C131);"PRINTER ON LINE LIGHT IS ON" 
3090 PRINT TADC4,17);CHR*C141);CHR*f131);CHR*C157);CHR*C132);" WHEN PRINTER IS 
READY"
3100 PRINT TABC4, 18) ; CHR* C 141 ) ;CI-IR*C 131 ) ; CHR* ( 157) ; CHR* C 132) ; " WHEN PRINTER IS
3120 PRINT TABC32, 17);CHR*C131); CHRUC157) ;CHR*(. 156) ; " " 
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2- 1 ) : Lfc f PNZ -PNX. - 1 : ENBPKOC
4440 IF key2%>48 AND key2%<5B AND PN%=16 THEN LET NIJH* =NUHyn- Cl
 --IR-J; C key£X ') : PR I NT T 
API 16 9>sNUM*:LET PNX =PN*+1 : ENDPROC
44GO IF k«=y2X>47 AND key2Z<5(3 AND PNX=17 AND HrNZ = 18 THEN LET 
NUM'I. =NUM-4,-i -CUR* C ke 




454O DEF PROCNOI3E 
4560 *FX 15, 1 
4^80 BOUND 1 . - 1 0 , 53 , 2 
4600 PKOCWA I 1 '- 2OO J 
4620 ENDPHOC 
4640 REM
4660 Dt> PRDCWAII '. PAUSE Z ) 
4C30 TIMn=0 
4700 REPEAT
47^0 UNTIL T I ME =PAUSE X 
4740 ENDPROC 
4760 REM
47BO DEF PROCpout Cdumy*, dumy%> 
4800 LOCAL loopZ 
41320 VDU 2
4B40 LET l(=ngth/C=LENfdumy't> 
4860 FOR loopZ = 1 TO lenpthZ 
4880 LET d*=MID'4>(dLimy*, loopX, 1 ) 
4900 VDU 1: PRINT d*f
4920 NEXT
494O IF d'.itnyZ = l THEN VDU 3s ENDPROC
4960 VDU 1,13
49BO VDU .?,
iUOO EN DP ROC
•J020 HEM
j040 UEF PRUCffiod«-'(m.)
LiObO VDU 2,1, 2 / , 1 , 33 , 1 , m : VDU 3
L/OUO ENUPKC1C
blOO DEF PRUUno_data
t)t20 PRIM'1 TAB15, fcJ ; CHR'J, c; 141 :> ; LHR* c 135:> ; CHR'4. ( 15/:> ; Cl !R'I- 1 :l :.:;:.: i ; "N
O DA I A IN S I I I.: " ; C 
I-IHS 1. 1 l-j !i ;NUH%
lil -40 I'K'INl TAEK5, 7) 5 CHR*<: 141 ) ;CHR*(. 13S) ; t;ilR«i: 137:i ;C:ilR'J;i. J.3i:.> ; "N
O DATA IN SITE";C
5itO PRINT TADC20, fi) ; CHR'-SC 135) ; CHR*C 157:> ; C:i-tR*C 15G.) ;" " 
5180 PRINT TAB(28, 7) ; CHRt C 135) ; CHR* ( .1.57) ; CHR't C 15G) ; " "
5200 IF PZ-1 THEN PROCmode <.&Z') : VDU 2, 1,13: VDU 3; PRDCpou t ( SPAC
Ki't , i :i ; PROCpout C " 
NO DATA IN SITE " , 1 5 : PROCmode >:55 ') : PROCpout <: Nl.lt. , 0 '' : VDI I ": , 1 ., 1 3 : 
VDl I C, : PRHCmodf C
'"..?> iprcncpout t:::;pAcr:2ii, i :> : pRocpout ern.*, O'>
5220 IF FX=O THEN PRQCsbar C22 5
524O IF FZ=1. THEN PROCWAIT CiiOCO
5260 END P ROC
52(30 REM
5300 DEF PROCPS data
5320 PROCdsite
S34O pdX=3: PROCdsi te2 (. pd7. :i
5360 IF AX=O THEN ENDPROC
IF PZ = 1 THEN PRUi:mocl(=><.24> : PROCpout «. 'TACTOR. ---- J)K'. i( :H ] I 
' I J ON
INPUT. CATECilJRY. UN I t'JUENESB . " , CO
IF f'2 = l THEN PROCpou t C t(L2!Ji, 1 J : I 'ROCnou t < . Bt. >: 'i, 1 > - I 'HUCpon t ' " . . ... 
.......
.".0)
b440 FOR LUUPZ=1 10 4& 
t/460 #DRIVE U
UN ERROR LET FAI L7. *3: PROCer vor 
2320 INPUT£ NAI1E2,DEB'i 
* DRIVE 1 













PRINT JAIKO, 5) ;CHR*C 134) ; CHR* I 157) ; CHR*C 132) ; " I-AU'I UK" ; LHK* i. 1:,J'J.) ; LUlJPy.
PRINT TAEK 12,5) ; CHR* el 134!) ;CHR*C 157!) ; Cl IR*C 15G> ; CHR Use 131 ) ; "DESCRIPTION"
LET NU*=STR*<LaOPZ)
IF PZ=1 AND LOOPZ=1 THEN PROCmodeC24):PROCpout<"PHYSICAL",O)
IF PZ=1 AND LOOPZ=2'3 THEN PROCmode (24 ) : PROCpau t C "HUMAN" , O )
IF PZ = 1 AND LOOP%=15 THEN PROCmode 12.4) : PROCpou t C " DIOLOn 1!C " , O)
IF PZ=1 THEN PRQCmode<24):PROCpout<" " , 1 :> : PROCpout CNU'i , 1 :> : PROCmodf? (.
IF PZ=1 AND LOOPZ<1O THEN 
IF PZ = 1 THEN PROCpout<"
PROCpout C" ", 1 )
, 1 :> : PROCpout CDES*, 1
PRINT TAB CO,6);CHR*(132) ; CHR*C157);CHR*C135) ;DES*
PRINT TAB CO,7); "
IF I.UOPSX15 THEN PRINT TAH C O , 7 ) ; CHR* C 3 23) ; " PHY! i ICAI. 
;jH20 IF LODPZ>14 AND LOOPZ<2S THEN PRINT TAB c. O , 7 ) : Cl -IR* C ] 
5H4O II l.UDPZ>28 THEN PRINT T ALi i O , 7 ) ; CHK* ( 1 '2 f:i ) ; " I -II.II1AN " 
MbO posit =5+51 1 *NUMZ -5O6 
;.,HBO posZ = p.-.nZ -<• L (..)(..)P 7. » C., - 6 
L,y<)u PI'Kf.
'B I OLI1GU.: 1 '
b'd4U ON ERRUR LET FA T L7. -3: PKUCer ror
S9bO INPUI£ NAME.inv
5J80 LET innZ=O
bOOO IF inv<l THEN LET irw =.i nv + 1 : i nn% = 1
6020 LET NU1i=3TR*(inv)
G040 IF innZ=l THEN LET inv =irw-l : LET NU*=MI U* CNU'-t , 2) : LE
6060 IF PZ=1 THEN PROCC_N
60(30 IF PZ--1 THEN PRGCmode C 24 ): PROCpout C " ",:!.)
G100 IF inwilOOOO AND PZ = 1 THEN PROCpoutC" ",))
G120 IF invOOOO AND P2=l THEN PROCpoutC" ",!)
G140 IF invKlOO AND PZ=1 THEN PROCpoutC" ",D
6160 IF inv<K> AND PZ~1 THEN PROCpoutC" ",D
6180 IF PZ = 1 THEN PRQCpou t CNU* , 1 )
6200 PRINT TACUO, Q) ;CHR*C 135) ;CHR*C 157) ; CHR*t 129) ; "INPUT
M IG7) ;CIIR*C 156) ; "
6220 PRINT TAI3C 19, O) ; inv
t,;:4O posZ =5+3 1 1 •* NUMZ --23O
6260 posZ=posZ + L(JOPZ*5-5
i:,V::HO PTRt NAME-po^Z
l.,:.i2U LIN ERROR LEV 1 : A I L 7. •••--3: 1 'KUOr ,- or
G34O INPIJTf. NAME. catZ
b36U ON K.KROF* UFI
6330 PRINT TAFifO. 1C)) ; CHR*f i 35) :CHRt C J 57 ) ; CHRii. :i
t U35) iCHRt< 157) ; CHRt C Ibb) : cat;:
(.400 LET NU*~STR*(catZ)
6420 IF P'Z-1 THEN PROCpoutC" " , 1 ) : PROCpoi.i t C MUi , 1 .)
6440 IF TZ>=5 THEN LET posZ =lj+51 1»SZ : posZ =p.:.BX+3OO*NLIMZ -
6460 IF TZ>=5 AND LOOPZ> = i5 THEN LET posZ =posZ I -C,
6480 IF TX>=5 AND LOOPZ> = 29 THEN LET po^Z =po«r,Z -i G
6500 PRINT TAB CO, 12) ; CHR* C 1 35 ) ; CHR* C 157) ; CHRSC 129)
35) i CMS* (157) ;CHR*< 15ti) ; "
6520 ON ERROR OFF
6540 IF TZ>=5 THEN PTR£ NAME = pc.BZ
6560 @Z=&204O3
6S80 ON ERROR LET FAI L 7. =3: PROCer rov
GCOO IF TZ>=5 INPIJTf NAME,unq
6620 IF PZ = 1 THEN PROCmode (O) : PROCpout C " " , 1 )
664O IF PZ=1 AND TZ<5 THEN PROCpou t C "NOT CALCULATED" . O )
C660 IF rz>=5 THEN LET NU*=3TR* C unq) : IF unq = l THEN LET N
6l,BO II lZ>-5 THEN II- LENCNU*Xfo THEN LET NU* -NU* + "OOOU "
b/UM IF IZ>=5 THEN IF I. I-N C NU* ) >6 THEN LET NI.I*=M I D* CNIJ* , 1
f 'S'S.U l( P>; = 1 AND IZ>=tj THI-N K'KUCmodf? ( 24) s PKLIIJoou t t " " , :l >
'" ''' "' !>•••• U(HIM HKiNI' I'AH (, 1 r-,. 1 ...;): CHH% < i;-".j ): UHK'i. i 1. : i / i : 1.
'•" oU l« /. • | ( ,
V NU*="O"HMU*
VALUE -~" ; Cl IR* c 135) ; CHR
.:•.;.) : "(.:A'I EOORY -" : CHR
•3OO: P.-IB Z =posZ-i-LOOPZ»S -6
; " UN I QLIENEBG = " ; CHR* C 1
IU'i=NU*+" . OOOO"
, h .1
: rKUCpoi.it ( IMU*. (.1.1
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/•/t,O PI-UN I fAKCb. xJi .' ; CHH* '. i:-Jt>.) ; unqv
HOOO FUFi LUOPZ-1 TO 14
3Q;20 PRINT TABc: 14. LODPZ + 2:) ?CHH*C 1323 ; LQOPZ+14
9040 NEXT
aofau ez =&204io
flOOO FUR LOOP%=1 TO 14
8100 ON ERROR LET FA I L% -3: PRGCer ror
8120 INPUTS NAME, unqv
8140 PRINT TABU7,LOOPZ + 2> ; CHR* C 1293 ; unqv
0160 NEXT
BiOO ON ERF«3R LET FAILZ =3: PROCer ror
0200 INPUTS NAME, unqv
0220 PRINT TAB(17,21 3 ;CHR*C 1353 ; unqv
8240 @X =10
f3260 FOR LOOPZ=1 TO IB
82BO PRINT TABC2G, LOOPZ+23 ; CUR* C 1323 ; LOOPZ-T2O
13300 NEXT
3320 eZ=&2041G
8340 FOR LOOP 2 =1 TO 10
8360 ON ERROR LET FAI L 7. =3 : PROCer r or
8380 INPUTS NAME, unqv
8400 PRINT TAB < 23, LOOPZ-i-2 J ; CHRUi C 1 2O ) ; unqv
8420 NEXT
G440 ON ERFIOR LET I- A I L % --3: PROCer r or
84SO INPUTS NAME, unqv
H480 PRINT' T AB<:2'3, 21 ); CHR* c 135:> ; unqv
D500 OM ERROR LET FAI LZ -3: F'ROCr?!' i-or
11520 INPUTS NAMI.-.,unqv
9540 ON ERROR OFF
0560 PRINT TABC 1 1 , 223 ; CHR* C 1313; unqv
9580 GZ--1O
OfaOO IF PZ=1 THEN PROCPun
8620 ON ERROR LET FA I L 7. = 1 : PROCerror
H640 IF FZ-0 TI-IEN PHOCsbafS
8660 IF FX=1 THEN PROCWA I T < 4OO 3
BGF30 ENDPROC
8700 DEF PRDCsbai'2







U )UO FUN LOOPZ-1 TO 14
U'JOU LET posZ=b+51 1*SZ t-NUMZ*3OO-3OO
0'J20 Lt'T pos%=posZ
8'JtU LET H»=STf?* U. OOP/;:) : Lt.:i L2*=i3'l'N*i.LOUHS-+ 143: LI: i L:-J*-b'1 R'ii < L LIUHX. t -2B3 PIHf.
3020 UN EURUR LET FA t \.Y. -3: F'RDCer rr,r 
5040 INPUTS NAME, v)
9080 l'-|«£ NAME~pos%
'JIOO UN ERROR LET FA.I 'LZ -3: f'KUCprr or•J120 INPUTS NAME, v^' 
'^140 LKF po»J!=poBZ4.1S*b 
9160 PTRS NAME-posZ
•31BO ON ERROR LET FAILZ<3: PROCerror3200 INPUTS NAME f v3
3220 LET Vl*«STR!Kvl 3 : V2*=STR*< v23 : V/3t=STR* < v339240 IF vl=l THEN LET Vlt=Vl'Jn-" . OOOO"
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c t c •• " , 1 :» : PROCpout CVS*, U )
10GBO PROCmodeC 13) : PROCpout < BPACE24, 1 3 : PROCpout CBL'i, 1 3 : PROCpout CEU.*, 1 :> : PROCpout C
BL*,0)
10600 PROCmodeC19) : PROCpout<" TOTAL = " , i ; • pROCnir.dei
24): PROCpout ( VT*, O )
10620 PROCmodeC19) : PROCpout<SPACES*, 1) : PROCpout(BL*, 13 : PROCpout CDL*, i):PROCpoutC
BLt.O)
10640 VDU 2, 1,13, 1, 13, 1, 13:VDU 3
10660 ENDPROC
10680 DEF P ROC 1.3
10700 PRINT TAB (4, 1OJ ? CHR* C 131 3 ; "LESS THAN " ; CHR* <. 1 2^3 ; " 5" ; Cl IR't <. 1 31 ) -, "S ITEH9 HA
Vh DATA"
10720 PRINT TAW I 4, i 1 3; UHK*C 131 3; "UNIQUENESS NOT CALCIJL A'l L D "
10/4O PHGCsbarC133
10760 ENDPROC
10/9'-' UEF i'ROUC N
10BOO LEI lF>nZ -LI.Ni.NI.lt )
iou*:o Ltr LOOPXZ-I
10040 REPEAT
101160 L E'l c I-. c 7. =ASC C MI D* C NLI* , I- OO F X 7., 13 3
10080 LET LOOPXZ-LOOPXZ-H
109OO UNTIL chcZ=4ti OR l.OOPX Z >1 enZ
10*:0 IF LOOPX7.> lenZ THEN LET NU*=NU* < " . OOOO" : ENDPROC
10040 LEI NLI*-NU* i "OOOO"
10960 LET NU*=MID*CNU*, 1 ,3-i-LOOPXZ)
10300 ENDPROC
1100O DEF PROCdisp_all
\ 1020 LET DAZ = 1
11040 FOR LOOPS/: = 1 TO BZ
110GO LET NUMZ=l.OOP9%
11000 PROCPS ..data
11100 IF TZ>=5 THEN PROCuniq
11120 NEXT
11140 IF TZ>=5 THEN *DRIVE O
uiivo UN FRUOH or F
111UO (IN ERROR GOTO 1 1 1 GO




1UWU ON EHROI? OFF
1K-IUO UN ERROR OT I





11420 ON ERROR OFI-
11440 "DRIVE 0
1 14f,0 ON ERROR OFF






100 REM "DRANK" 
120 VDU 23, 1,0;O;O;O; 
140 LET SP* = "




240 IF DZ=3 THEN *DRIVE 3 
260 ON ERROR LET FA 1 1.7. = 1 : PRDCer ror 
280 CLOSE£ O
300 ON ERROR LHT FAX L2 -1 : F'RQCer ror 
320 NAME =OPENUP< NAME*) 
340 PROCSTART 
360 HNI.)
3BO UEF PRCICGNAME 
40O LEI NAME*-"" 
420 LET SAZ=??OO5& 
44O LET SLX. =?SAZ 
460 LET SAX-SAZ+I
480 FOR LOOP%=BA% TD SAJJ + SLZ-1 
500 LET NAME*=NAME*+CHR*(?LUL1PZ:> 
520 NEXT 
H40 END P ROC 
560 DEF PROCSTART
580 PRINT TAEK7,0> ; CHR* < 141 >; CHR*C 131 ); CHR*i. 1 57 J ; CHR* c 1323 ; "SUMMARY OF TOTALS" 600 PRINT TAB C 7, 1 ); CHR* ( 141 >; CHR* C 131 ); CHR* t 157 ); CIIRtc 132 ); "SUMMARY OF TOTALS" 620 PRINT TABC28,0) ; CHR4C 131 ) ;CHR*C157) ;CHR*< 156!) ; " " 
640 PRINT TAB < 28, 1 ) ;CHR*C 131 ') ; CHR* C 157) ;CHR1iC 1S6> ; " " 
660 IF TZ<5 THEN PROCL5
GBO IF PZ = 1 THEN PROCmode C33) : PROCpout t " ", 1 ') : PRDCpout i "SUMMARY OF TOTALS ",0>
700 IF PX=1 THEN PROCrnode C 3B ) : PRDCpout (. " " , 1 ') : PROCpou t <. " - -
720 LET UL * = " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
740 IK PX--1 THEN PROCmode (. 23 .> : PNUCpoi.i t I. " B J. 1 E . PHYSIC M,. blULUGIC. HUMAN. rOTAL . " . O:> 
7BU IK PX:-J. THHN PHI lUpou t; (. UL * , U .1 
/BO HHIN] I AfcK. U, 3!) ; (_;HR!T. (. J 3b> ; L:HF<*(. .1 S/:> : (.J-IRU. I. l:.::":( > : " i-i .I'l h. " : UHH* ( Kr.V .1 : " t>H Yb ] l,Ai_ HIOLDUIC HUMAN" ; CHR* < i a^.> : " rorAi. "
800 Ltl max%--12:IF Si%<12 I HEN LH1 maxX^BX
820 PROCFPAGE
B40 PHOCP SPACE
S60 IK SX<13 THEN PRQCd rank





380 DEF PROCFPAGE 




1QSO DEF PROCSPAGE 
1100 PROCWIPE
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2480 DEF PROCWIPE
2500 FOR LaOPZ=5 TO 19




2600 IF P7.-1 THEN f'RDCpout CUL*, O> : PRQCpaut ( " ",!»
2t20 CLS
2640 PRINT TAB(O.O) :UHR*«:i41 3 !CHR*C 131'J ;CHR*C1'J7:> : UHR*< 13
kl> s "yn Eb IN UNIUENESS
RATIO ORDER"
/.660 PRINT TAB CO, 1 J ; CHR* (. 14 1 ) ; CHR* i 1 31 .) : CHR* c: 1 37 > : CKR* I 1. 3
2 :> : "BITES IN LINJUENESS
RATIO ORDER"
268O U PZ = 1 THEN PHOCmode<333 : PROCnout C " SlltS 
IN UN1 CJUENEKS RATIO OFU)
, 
2700 IF PZ = 1 THEN PROCmode < 17 !> : PRDCpout f. " 
....-...-.-...._-.....---_-....-_...._
„_! — - — ~ ———— - —— ---- —— -- —— ---- ~--",o:>
2720 PRINT TAEKO.3) ;t:HR*C 135) ; CHR* ( 1 57 > ; CHR*i . 1(3'2.') ; " ' P
HYSICAL LUGLOGJC HUMA 
N";CHR*C123>;" TOTAL"
2740 IF PX'-l THEN PROCmode C 19) : PRDCpou t ( " 
PHYSIC 
AL. BIOLOGIC. HUMAN. TOTAL..", CO
2760 IF PZ = I THF.:N F'RDCpoutc" _.--.-.....-...-......._.-.......-__-___.._
. ———— _--.-. ____--__", CO
27BO PRINT TAEKO.4) ;CHR!tC129) ; " RANK. " ; CHR* < 1 30!> ; " SITE 
BITE SITE S 
ITE"
2800 IF P7. = i THEN PRDCpout C " RANK
. SITE SITE 
SITE SITE", CO
2820 LET max 7. =12: IF S7.<12 THEN LET max%-SZ
2840 PROCFPAGE2
2860 PRC)CP_SPACE
2680 IF SX<13 THEN PF?OCRdata





liOOU Ulih > J HQf;FPAtiI-;2




3100 DEF PROCBF1 AGE2
3120 PROCWIPE









3320 PRINT TAB(3,spZ) ;CHR*( 1313 ; LQQPZ
3340 LET Ll*=STR*CLOOPX.l
3360 IF PZ = 1 THEN PROCmode ( 17) s PROCpout C " 
" • 1 '' '• PROCpou
3380 IF 1.0DPZ<1O THEN PRDCpout C " ",1>




3480 IF SmZ> = 10 (HEN LET
330C> IF VH-l THEN PROCmode 1. 1 b>
3S20 IF PX-1 AND sm/£< 1<J THEN PHOCpoutC" " . 1 ;>
3S40 IF P2»I THEN PRDCooutl" " , 1 :> : FHOCpoM t C V 1 !t , 1 >




3620 ON ERROR LET FAILX=3sPROCerror
3640 INPUTf NAME,<sm%
3660 LET Vl*=STR*<smZ5
3680 IF PZ = 1 AND sotZ<10 THEN PROCpoutC" " , 1 !>
370O IF PZ = 1 THEN PRDCpout (" " , 1 > s PROCpout C VI *, 1 :>3720 LET paZ=20
3740 IF smZ>=10 THEN LET paZ=19
3760 PRINT TAB<paZ, sp3O f CHR* < 133.') ; smX
3780 LET posZ=posZ+SZ*5
3800 PTR£ NAME=posZ
3820 ON ERROR LET FAILZ=3:PROCerror
3840 INPUTfi NAME.smZ
b'BfoO Lf-.'T V14=STK*tsmZJ
3880 IK P% =1 AND smZ<10 THEN PHOCpoutC" ", 1 .)3900 IK P% = 1 THEN f'RPCpout (. " " . 1 .1 : PKUCpou t, i. V I. a,. J. .) LEV p<=lZ "i-9 
IF smZ>-l<J THEN LfcT psZ«2'U
J-J60 PRINT I ABCpa%,spZJ ;CHR*C134) s ^mZ
398O LEI posZ=posZ-<-SZ*-S
4000 PTRf- NAME-posZ
4020 ON ERRUR LET FAI I. 7. ~3s PROCer ror
4040 INPUr£ NAME,smZ
4060 LET Vl*=STR*i:sm%>
40BO IF P7. = l AND smZ<lO THEN PROCpout < " ",l>4100 IF PZ=1 THEN PRDCpoi.it (" ", 1 ): PROCpou t C VI S, O!)4120 LET paZ=37
4140 IF smZ>=lO THEN LFT pa%-36
4160 PRINT TABCpaX, spZ.t ; CHR* C 129!) ; sm%
4180 ENDPROC
4200 DEF PROCL5
4220 PRINT TAEifO.O) ; CHR*(134:> ; "LESS THAN" ; CHR* C 129:> ; "5" ; CHR* C i 34 ) ; "S ITES HAVE D ATA"




4:i40 If- PZ-1 I'HEN PRUCrnodei. 1 7!) : PKDCpoMi: i. "
" . O.) : PRUCDOU t ( " ",o.)•t'MM UN ERHUH Ll-.l FAI L-Z-T:"pKIJCer ror
4;-JHU CLUBtfi U
440O * DRIVE 0
4420 UN ERROR UFF




4U20 VDU 2,1,2?,1,33, l,mi VDU 3
41J40 ENDPROC




4640 FOR J.oop% = l TO lenqthZ
4660 LET d*=MIDt<:dumy*, loopZ, 1 )
4680 VDU 1: PRINT d*(
4700 NEXT
472O IF dumyZ^l THEN VDU ITiKNUPRQC4740 VDU 1,13
4760 VDU 3
4/80 tNDPHOC
4FJOO DtK PHOCN S
4820 LEI Vl*=SIH*iS(n>
484O IF LfcNlVl*j<3 THF.N Lt. I VI * -VI *+" . UUO"
4HbO If- LtN(Vl*Xb IHF-.N Lfcf V 1 * =V 1 %+ " OUUU"
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1H smx-H> FHtN if- Lt.l\KVl*.»b I HtN Ut. I V 1 * -l-l J U* (. V I * . i , ..:, 
If" sm<10 (HEN If LENCV1*!>5 I HEW LEI V 1 * -M i IJ* C VI -J: . 1 . \j )
4940 DEF PROCerror
4960 ON ERROR OFF






5100 ON ERROR OFF 
512O ON ERROR GOTO 51OO 










221.1 )>Kt- PKUIJK I AHT
240 REPEAT





360 IF KtYZ=9 THEN PROCmenu
3130 IF KEY%=49 THEN PROCGRID1
400 IF KEYZ=50 THEN PROCGRID2
420 IF KEYX=51 THEN PRC.1CGRID3
440 IF KEYZ=52 THEN PRDCGRID4
4GO IF KEYZ--53 AND PZ = 1 THEN LET PZ =O: ENDPRCJC




iJf.O PRINT TABC9, O) ; CHR*C 129) ;CHR*C 157) ; CHR*(. 135) ; " "
SSO PRINT TAB C 9,3);CHR* C129);CHR* C157) ;CHR* C135) ; " "
faOO PRINT T ABC 1:1, 1 ) ; CHR* C 141 ) f CHR* C 129) ; CHR* < 157) ; CHK* < 135) ; "UlbPLAY GRAPH"
G2O PRINT t'ABCB, 2) : CHR* C 141 ) : CHR* C 129) ; CHR* C 157.) ! CHRJ6 < 135.) : "U I SPLAY GRAPH"
640 PR I NT TAB C 2(5, O ) : CHRt C 1 29 ) ; I.:HR* C 1 57 ) ; CHR* c: :l. 5(...) : " "
bho PR I NT T'AB < 2H . 1 ) : CHR* C 1 29) : CHH* c I. 57 .) ; C.,HH* i, 1 L)ti) ; " "
700 PRINT T'AHCiili. :3) s CHRt C 129) ; CHR* C 157.) ;CHR*C15G.) : " "
/20 PRINT TABCO, 5) ; CHR* C 134) : CHR* C 157) ; CHR* C 132) ; " PR INI J:.R"
740 IF PX~O THEN PRINT TAB<12,5);CHR*C129);"OFF"
7fiO IF PZ=1 THEN PRINT TABC12,5);CHR*<129);"UN "
/SO PRINT TABC 17,5.) ; CHR* C 131 ) ; CHRt C 157) ; CHR* f 132) : "AREA NAME = "
BOO PR I NT TAB C 31,5);CHR* C129) ; NAME*
£120 PRINT TABCO, B) ; CHR* C 135) ;CHR*< 157) ; CHR*C 129) ; " 
PRESS"
840 PRINT TABCO, 9) ;CHR*t:i31 ); "DISPLAY AVERAGE RATIO GR I D" ; CHR* c l 34) ;".......";
CHR*C123); "1"
860 PRINT TABCO, 1 .1 ) ;CHR*C131 ); "DISPLAY LANDSCAPE GRID" ; Cl IR* C 1 34) ;"...........»
; CHRtC123);"2"
BOO PRINT TABCO, 13) ; CHR* C 131 ) ; "DISPLAY RIVER BRI D" ; CHR* C 1.34) ;"..............."
S CHR*C129); "3"
900 PRINT TABCO, 15) ;CHR*C131);"DISPLAY VALLEY RIVER GRID";CUR* < :i34); "........"
! CHR*(129);"4"
320 PRINT TADCO,17);CHR*C131);"TURN PRINTER";CHR*C134);"......."
'540 IF P%=O THEN PRINT TAB C 1 7 , 1 7 ); CHR* t 1 29) : "ON" ; CHR* C 1 34) ;".............."; CH
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•jbU IF P2-1 1 HEN PWIN'I '1 AOC 1 / . J /) ; CHR*l. ) 2 1:-;) s "UH " j (JHH* ( J :
RtC129)5 "5" 
980 LEI SPACE* =" 
1000 PRINT TABC 1,21) CHR*C 134) ;CHR*t IS/.) ; CHR*C 134) ; SPACi.,'1, 
1020 PRINT TABC 1 . 22) CHR* C 134) ; CHR* t. 157) ; CHR* i 1 5(-i ) ; " PRLSS 
1040 PRINT TABi 1,23) CHR* C 134) ; CHR* C157) ; CHR.t C 1 34 ); SPACE* 
lObO PRINT TAB (.33. 21 ) : CHR*( 134) ; CHR* C 1 57) ; CHR* C 156) ; " " 
1080 PRINT TAB C 33 , 22 ) : CHR* C 1 34 ) : CHR* C 1 57 ) ; CHR* C 1 56 ) ; " " 
1100 PRINT TAB (33, 23) ;CHR*C 134) ; CHR* C 1 57) ;CHR*( '15ft) ; " " 
1120 *FX1S. 1 
1140 REPEAT 
1160 LET K'EYX=SET 
1100 IF KF.YZ>32 AND KEYZ<42 THEN LET KEYX =KEYZ-Hfi 
1200 UNTIL KEYX-3 OR KEYZ>48 AND KEYZ<54 
1220 END P ROC 
1240 UEF PRQCGNAME 
1260 LET NAME*="" 
1200 LET SAX=&0055
uoo LI:T BLX=?SA%
1320 LET SAZ=SAZ-il 
1340 FOR LOUPZ---QAZ TO 5A7.-fSL%--l 
1360 LET NAME*=NAME*H-CHFJ*<:?LaOPZ) 
1390 NEXT 
1400 END P ROC 
1420 UEF PROCmem-i 
1440 *DRW£ O 
I4b0 xl.UAl) LKDLWP
i-tyij UN fcHHUH o> '•;-•'
ILi^O CHAIN "MENU" 
lb4O ENDPHUC 
1 IjbO DEF PROCG R I D 1 
15GO »DKIVE O 
1600 ON ERROR OFF 
H:,20 ON ERROR GOTO 1 C.OO 
1640 CHAIN "GRID! " 
1660 ENDPROC 
16BO DEF PROCselect P 
1700 CI..S 
1720 PRINT TAB (8,0) ; CHR* (141 ) ; CHR*( 129) ; CHR* C 157) ; CI-IR*C 13 
1740 PRINT TABC 8, 1 ) ;CHR*< 1 4 1 ) ; CHR* < 129) ;CHR*C 157) ; CHR* C 13 
1760 PRINT TABC28,0) ;CHR*C129) ;CHR*C157) ; CHR* C 156) ; " " 
I7BO PRINT TABC2B, 1 ) j CHR* C 129) ; CHR* C 157) ; CHR* C 156) ; " " 
11300 PRINT TABC4,3);" THIS PRDI3RAH WILL WORK WITH" 
1820 PRINT TABC4,4):" AN EPSON COMPATIBLE PRINTER" 
1840 PRINT TABC 7, e> : CHR*C 13S) : CHR*C 141 '): CHR* C t 32 ) : CHR*C IS 
HfcCfc"
IBbO PRINT 1 ABC 7, 7) ; CHR* C 136) ; CHR*C 141 ); CHR*<" 132) ; CHR*C 15 
HKLK"
1HUO PRINT IABC2b.b) CHR* C 1 32) ,- CHR* C 1 37 ) : CHR* C 1 56 .' ; " " 
1300 PRINT TABC26.7) CHR* C 1 32) ; CHR* C 1 S7 ) ; CHR* C 1 Ir-b.) ; " " 
1320 PRINT TAfcU'O, y) ; CHR* C 129) : " 1 " ; CHR* i. .1 3O) ; " HANI-ULU PAI'l. 
l'J40 PRINT TAHCO, 1O) CHR* C 1 3O.I ; " AND AT START U! A NEW P 
I960 PRINT TABlO, 12) CHK* C 12S) ; "2" ; CHR* C 1 34) ; " PH 1 N T~EH IS
19L10 PRINT TAB(O,14) CHR* C :l 29 ) ; " 3 " ; CHR* ( 13 1 ) ; " 1 'R 1 N TT.:R UN 
..'000 PRINT TAB (4, 17) CHR*C 1 4 1 ) ; CHR*C 131 .) ; CHR* C 157) s CHR* I 1
•••-t-' ;"............."; CH
TAB KEY FOR 1 HE MENU"
5 ) ; " S E L K C T P R I N T EZ R " 
5); "SELECT PRINTER"
7 ) ; CHR* C 1353 ; "PLEASE C 
7 ) : CHR* C i 35 3 ; " Pl.t ASE C
R IN l-'KINIl-W" 
AI-iE" 
C ( J N N E C 'T L D AND T U R N E D (.1
LINE LKJH'F IS UN" 
32.) ; " WHEN F'RINr'ER IS





*100 PRINT TAB(4, 2O) ; CHR* C 141 ) ;CHR*C 131 ) ;CHR*C 157) ;CIIR*< I 32') :
(32, 17) ;CHR*C131) ; CUR*C157);CHR*C15t); " " 
32,18);CHR*(131);CHR*(157);CHR*C15C);" " 
<4, 13) ;CHR*C 141 ) ; CHR* C 131 ); CHR*C 157!) ;CHR* < 132) : "
WHEN PRINTER IS
T'RESS SPACE B 
PRESS SPACE B
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2120 PRINT TAB(32, 13!) ;CHR*C 131 ) ;CHR*C 157) ;CHR*t 15C,) ; " "











2360 ON ERROR OFF







2520 ON ERROR OFF





2640 ON ERROR OFF




2740 LhT (U = 1:HZ=SZ
2/60 IF TXO ENDPRDt;
2780 CLS
2HOO PRINT 7ABCO, (.» : CHR* (. 141 ) : CHR* < 1 29 ); CHR* C 1 Li'/.if U I R* i i :.:;:./); ":-il-l.hl,l SITES TO DI 
bPLAY"
2920 PU1NI I AB(O, 1 > ; CHR»(. 141 ') ; CHR* i. 12S!) ; CHR*(. ISV!) ; CHN'J. C lL,::i.i ; " ii.il ...L.I.L; I 81 IHS TO Ul 
LiPLAY"
2840 PRINT TAB (.27, O) s CHR*( 1 2S > ; CHR* t 157 j 5 CHR*c 15t,:> ; " "
2860 PRINT TABC27, 1 > ; CHRXC 123J ; CHR*C 1T57.1 : CHR* C iSG) : " "
2080 PRINT TAB CO, 3') ; CHR4L 12S> ; '37.; CHR4C i:::!;i:> ; "SI Tl-G IN ARLA" ; CHR'-K 129) ; NAME*; CHR* 
1.1353 ; "EXIST"
2900 PRINT TAB (O,4:) ;CHR*t 123) ; T%; CHR* i: 135) ; "E-ilTE!;; IN ARIIA" ; CHK* (. 12'J) ! NAME*; CHR* 
1.135) ; "HAVE DATA"
2320 PRINT TADf O, G ) ; CHR* C 131 ) ; "DISPLAYING MGRF THAN" ; CHR* C J.23) ; " .12" ; CHR* i. 13i ) ; " 
SITES"
2340 rn I NT TAD C 0, 7 ) ; CHR* (131 .1 ; " CAN BE CGNFUSSING. "
2360 PRINT TADCO,9);CHR*(13O);"ENTER THE FIRST SITE TO DISPLAYED"
2930 PRINT TADCO, 1C) ; CHR* C ISO) ; "FROM"; CHR* C 129) ; " 1 " ; CHR*C 13O) ; "TO" ; CHR*C 129) ; S7. 




3060 LET NUM*=" ":PAZ=1
3080 PRINT TAH C 0, ]2) ;CHR* C129) ; " --"
3JOO REPEAT
•11^0 HHOCGNUM
3140 UNTIL KEY%=13 AND PAX>1
3160 LET NLIM%=VAL CNUM*)
31 HO UN r I L NLIM X >O AND NLIM '/. < =& 7.
3200 LL-7 IJZ^NUMZ
3^20 PRINT IABCO. 14) sCHR*( 130.) ; "ENTI-R I HE NLIMEiEH Of- Slltb III DJSPLAY"
3240 LET lib = 12
3260 IF SZ-Q%H-K-MS THEN LET M3=a%~HZ-H




3340 »FX15 f 1




3440 UNTIL KEY%=13 AND PAZ!;!
3460 LET NUMZ=VALCNUM*)
3480 UNTIL NUMZ>O AND NUM%<=MS
3500 LET HX=NUMX
352O LET H 7. -H 7, -l-Q 7. - 1
3540 tNDPHUC
35bO DtH PRDCBNUM 
LEI KEYZ=GET 
IV KEY2>32 AND 
IF KEY2=13 AND
3640 LET lenZ-LENCNUM*)
JbbU H KI-.Y2 -127 AND PA7.^1 THEN PKJ.NT I'AH C PAX f PD7. ) ; " 
X 1>:LET PAX=PAX. -1 : E-.MDPHUC
3680 IF KEY7.547 AND KHY%<.58 AND PAX<3 THEN LE'l NUM!S = 










KEYX<42 THEN LET KKYZ-KfcYZ-H h 
PA7. >i THEM ENDPHOC
" : LL I NIJM*--M 1 D* ( NUII'i . .1 , len 





















440 LUfJAI. SAZ. SLX, LOOP2
460 LET SAX-f-'OOH5
480 LET SLX=?BAX.
500 LET SAX--SAZ + 1
H2O FOH LOOP5S=SA% fO SAX+SL2-1










X40 IF D2--3 THEN * DRIVE 3
760 ON ERROR LET FAI L.% = 1 : PRDCERROR
7)30 CLOSES 0
BOO DN ERROR LET FAI L7. =2: P'ROCERROR
820 NAME =QPENUP<NAME* ')
840 LET BLA%=50:DWS!==3S:Baj:=23:AJZ=34
060 IF TX<=12 THEN LET BLA% =5O+35: BWZ -70s BQX = 1 1 : AJX ='J,O
IJ80 IF T%<=6 THEN LET BLAX -5O+1O5: BW7 - 1 4O: BQ7. -5: AJ7. --3O
•JOO COLOUR 1:COLOUR 131:PRINT TABta.O):" RELATION OF UNIQUENESS RATIO "
320 COLOUR J 28: COLOUR 3:PRINT TAB CO. 2!) ;" AREA" : (JULOUR J:I-'HJN1 T AH CO. 3!) : NAMES*
'^4O LET spaZ = 15: spuX = 15O: w.irJthZ=SSO: heiah t % =25O
ySO PROCSQUAREi'2, spaX. so'jX . width'/.. heicili t % . O. O,
•-J80 PROCSQIJARF.C l.spaX + l , spuZ-H . widthX-2. 16:3 . O. 
1000 VDU 4
IO20 LET 51 opehX -3OO: hoi qht X -2OO
1040 PROC!3GlUAREC2.«ipa%.«3puZ+25O. wiclthX, heiqh t7.. slopehX . 0. O , 1 :> 
106O LET slopevX-2OO: LET wid thX =3OO: LET per=;%=6O 
108O LET heiqhtZ=25O
1100 PROCSQUAREC3. spaZH-BSO. spu"/i, widthX. heiahtZ, O, «lopev%, ppr«s7, 
1120 PRQCSraiJAREC 1 , spaX + 3OO, spuX+2SO+'2OO , 8L5O-4 , 36O, O.O.O, 1 ) 
1140 PROCPVNUM C1, 115b,39t), "O" ~> 
U60 PROCPVNUM C 1,11 10,358, "3" :> 
1180 PROCPVNUM(1, 1O55,31O,"6") 
1200 PROCPVNUM< 1 , 1OOO,265, '"3" > 
1220 PROCPVNUM(1,950,220,"1") 
1240 PROCPVNUM ( 1, 982. 22O. "2" :>
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1260 PROCPVNUM ( 1, 895, 175, " 1 " ')
1280 PROCPVNUM(1,926, 175, "4">
1300 PROCPVNUM<1,O, 560, "SITE")
1320 PROCPVNUM(3, 11 70, 375, "1":)
1340 PROCPVNUMC3, 1170,334,"1")
1360 PROCPVNUMC3,12OO.934,"6">
13SO PROCPVNUMC3, 12OO.375, "B")
1400 PROCPVNUMC3, 117O.B93. "1" )
142O PMOCPVNUMC3. 12OO,B':33. "4".)
1440 PROCPVNUM 1.3, 1170,814, " 1 " )
146O PROCPVNUMC3, 12OO.H14, "f)"'i
148O PROCPVNUMC3. 1 I/O,734, "6")
1500 PROCPVNUM C 3, 1 17O, fi55, " 2 " :>
1520 PROCPVNUM C 3, 1 1 7O. a;.it5. " 1 " !)
1540 PROCPVNUMC3, 12OO, 1355, "2" 3
1560 PROCPVNUMC3, 1170,772, "8" )
158O PRDCPVNUMC3, 117O,fc,94, "4")
1600 PROCPVNUM<3, 1170,612, "O" )
1620 PROCPVNUM<3, 1240,BOO, "HUMAN")
1640 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 2: PRINT TAB(9,28>;"PHYSICAL"
1660 COLOUR 120:COLOUR 1: PRINT TABC31,27>;"BIOLOGIC"
1680 LET spaZ = 15-i 3O2: spuZ =15O+25OH 2OO+4-O
1700 FOR LOOPZ=1 TO 9
1720 PROG line (.3, spaZ, spuZ,84O,O, O, O)
1740 LET spu%=spu%+4O
1760 Nt:XT
178O LET sp«Z = 15+52: spuZ = 15OH-25O^40
1800 PROClineCO, spaZ, apuZ, 85O, O, O, O;>
1820 LET spuZ-150+25O+7O! spaZ =spaX-i-52
1840 FOR LOOPZ-1 TO 4





1S6O PROC1J.rte < O, spaX + ln. HpuZ, O, -•2S7-i-pF>«iZ , O, O )
1 '•i8O L FV T s p u % - 15 O + 2 H O + 7 O : <s rV5 % ~ B p a Z -4- H 2
/.'OOO FUR L.nOF3 Z--l TO 4
W20 PHOClineCO, <3paZ, spu/C. O. -2S7-i-pf?sZ , O,OJ
2040 LET spr»%»BpaZ+52:spu%=spuZ-M:J!!i;: pw<=;% -pp'=i%-t•!<)
2060 NEXT
2000 LET BpaZ=«LAZ
2100 FOR LOOPZ=1 TO BQZ




2200 PROClineC 1,16, 4O1 , tISO, O, O, 0')
2220 PROCline<:i, 1B+I350, 15 1 , O, 25O. O, O)
2240 PROC 1 i ne ( 1 , 15 <• 830, 4O2, 3OO, 1 SB, O, O :>
2260 COLOUR 3:COLOUR 12B
2280 PROCfdata
2300 ON ERROR LET FAILZ-1:PROCERRDR
-320 CLOSfcf. O
2340 COLOUR 130: COLOUR 1: PR I NT TAB C 1 1 , 3O '> : " PHfcHB HI'ACh BAR "23feO PHOCSBAR
IK HZ-1 THEN VI.)U2'4 , O: b4; 1 279 : 1 O^'3; : CM. LS<2kOu
IK RX. - 1 fHHN VDU 1.13,1,1 3 .1.1 3 .1.1 ,j ,1.13.1. I 3 . 1 . .1 3 , t . L 3 2420 *UH1VH O 
2440 »LOAD LKDLWP 
246O ON KNKUR OFF 
^4BO ON ERROR BOTtJ 24bO 
2bOO CHAIN "I3BH1U" 
2S20 END
2540 DEF PROCSaUAFlEfcolX.spaZ.ispuZ.wiclthX, heiaN t% , si .::.p^i,X . -, .1- .• 2560 GCOl. O.colZ
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^580 MOVE spaZ, spi.iZ
2bW PLOT 1 ,widthX,O-+-slopev%-i-persX
2620 PLOT 1.slopehZ, heigh t X-per <=>Z
2640 PLOT 1,-widthZ,O-slopevZ
2660 PLOT 1,-slopehZ,-beightX
2680 IF fillZ=l THEN PLOT Ql , widthX+sl opehZ , heigh t X J-sl ope vX
2700 IF fillX^l THEN PLOT 01 , -slopehX, -heigh tX-<-pt?rsZ
2720 ENDPROC




2820 I.FT lenZ = LEN<:rium*:>
2840 f; UK loops;-1 TO l(?nX
7:960 VDIJ 5
2890 PRINT MID* (num*, loopX. 1 !i





3000 DE1-" PRIJC1 inp t col X, ?»paX , spuX , width!%, I IPX ah t 7., s J. opehZ . si opev?. >
3020 GCOL 0. co 17.
3040 MOVF- ^paX.spuX








3220 FOR LOOPX=1 TO TX
3240 PTR£ NAME--spcsX
3260 ON ERROR FAILX-3:PROCERROR
J20O iNPUi J:NAME,HHS%
.iiJOO II- HB32=O THEN LET HWIiX.-1
332O LL'I posX-5 + bt 1 *!->X-»-HEiBX-» 3UU ~oOi><-14*6
3^4U (3X=?<2O2O9
aSMJ HI Hi. NAHE"po«;Z
J380 UN ERROR FAILX=3:PHUCERKUR
1MOO INPLIIf. NAME. I'TV
.>•* 20 LEI p o s X = po B X + 1 b * ti
;!44O PTRf. NAME=po«sX




3540 ON ERROR PRINT ERR, ERL5 STOP
3560 INPUT £.NAME, HTV
35SO dX=10
3600 LET num'J-.=STR'4n:HBSZ)
3620 PROCPVNUMC 1 , snumZ, 3'3O, num*)
364O IF PTV<1 THEN LET num*=STR* CPTV-H > : LET num* =1*11 D't (.num* . 2 ')
3660 IF PTV> = 1 THEN LET num* =STR* CPTV:>
3680 PROCadjuat
3700 PROCPVNUM C 2, snumZ ,315, numt)
3720 LET NH=HTV*20
3740 LET NF=spuZ-BTVK.S
376O If- t(TV>3 THEN LET NF =spuZ -24 - C Rcl V -3 ) *• 1 1 . £6
3/BO LET NA--cjpaX-trrV*12
^•'aoo IV bTV>3 THEN LEI NA^spaX - 3b- < blV - 3 ) *1 8
3820 PHOCBIIUANE C 1 . NA, Nf-, BWX -2. NH, O. O, O. 1 :>
^840 LET ND»spuZ-NF
38bO PHOCSriUAKhi. l.NA. NF-MMH, HWZ-2.ND -3. :l . 1'i-nNI). <.). O. I '
J88U HHUi:HfJUARfc(3,NA+l''i.NF-«-NH. BWZ-yO.NU-^. I . : .*NI). u, U . 1 >
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PKUCbUUAKfc i U, NA+HW/C-b. Nl-. Nl)-l-«.). b*NU, NH-b, O, IMU, u. j. .1 
PHUU1 ine t 1 , spaZ -23B+BWZ , 4O2,3GO , 2OO, O . 0 )









4120 LET f c4>=MID*(num$ r countZ, 1 j
4140 LET coantZ-countZ+1
4160 UNTIL countZ>lenZ OR fc*="."
4180 IF countZ>lenZ THEN LET num*=num*-t-" . OO" : ENDPROC
4200 LE'T num*-nufn« + "OOOO"
















4540 ON ERROR OFF
4S60 ON ERROR GOTO 454O











?40 DIM H <: 25 , 4 >
260 DIM Pi: 25)
280 VDU 23 ; 0202 ; O ; O ; O
300 CLS
320 COLOUR 2






460 1 e n X - 7&OO55
480 l-On LOOPZ=£O056 TO S«003£;-*-lenZ--l
LiOO NAME* =NAME* i-CHR'-l, ( V'LUCir'Z )
520 NEXT
S40 END P ROC
'J60 DEf : PHULBTART
•jHO KtPKAT
600 »DHIVE 1
620 If DZ--3 THEN *OKU'F:: 3
fc.40 L)i\l ERROR LET FAI L "/. =2: PKGC ERROR
I-.GO NAME =-OPf:.NLII : -' ' NAME* ;
l~-,(\0 ON I-RRIJR UK-F
700 iw,l'-O
720 LET iwl =1OOOOO: ihl =1OOOOO
74(J FOR LOOPX = 1 TO S7.
760 posZ --5H.OOPX*5 1 1 -5 1 1
7130 PTRf NAME=posX




880 ON ERROR FAI L%=3: PROCERROR
•300 INPUTf. NAME, ratio
320 LET pos2Z=posZ+13*6+5
'=140 PTRf. NAME=pos2Z
•360 ON ERROR FAI LZ =3: PROCERRDR 
INPUTCNAME, w.idth
1020 H'IH
1040 UN ERRUR F-"A1 L 7. -3: PRIJCl-KROK 
>060 INPUT£ NAME. vistas 
1080 posk:Z = posZ-i-42*t.+5 
1100 PTRf. NAMM=pos:2Z 
^20 UN EMRUR FA.1 L X =3: I -' 
U40 INPUT* NAME, urban 
HfcO LET height =width»rat 10 
H80 IF heiqht>iw2 THEN LET iu>2 =he?icjh t 
1200 IF siteZ>0 AND height-;: ih I T>lt:N ih 1 -he.i.nh t 





Ltl HI LUUI-V., U.) =widtl'i: Lt I Hi. LUUHX, :l -> = height: l-l (. LUUPZ, ;_ ) =^.i. t;e/.: 1 11. LOGPZ . 'J .1 -vis





1360 PCJR L=QZ TO HZ-1
1380 IF H<L,2»0 THEN LET SF = 1
1400IF H(L,CO JHCLH ,O> THEN t=H(L, O) : t2 =H ( L , 1 '.) : t3 =H C L , 2) : t4=l -I <: L , 3> : tS=HCL. 4 i : H C 
L <n=Ha + l,CO :HCL, 1 ) =t-UL + l , 1 J :HCL,2) =HCL-» 1 , 2!> : I-K L . 3) =H C L » 1 , 2 :> : 11C L . 4> = :-KL + l .4 ) :H( 




1480 IF SF=O THEN PRINT TAB C O, 1 7 ') ; "BITES " : COLOUR 1.: PRINT 1 ABC 6, 1 7 .) ; (.5% : COLOUR 2: 
PRINT TABO. 17.) j "TO" : COLOUR 1:PRINT TAB ( 12, 1 '/:>; HZ : COLOUR 2: PRINT TAD C 1:-.,. 1 7 ) ; "HAV 
E NO DATA": PROCDBRID
1500 *DRIVE O
1520 ON ERROR FAI 1.7. =2: PRGCERROR
1540 NAME=aPENLIPC "CGRIDD" ')
15F.O ON ERROR FAI L%-3: PHOCKRROR
1580 PRINT* NAME,iw
1600 ON ERROR FAIL%=3:PROCERROR
1620 PRINTS NAME,iw2
1640 ON ERROR FAIL%=3: PRGCERROR
1S60 PRINTS NAME,iwl
1680 ON ERROR FAI L7. =3: PRDCERRGR
1700 PRINTS NAME,ihi







IHbO ON ERROR FA IL%~3:PROCERROR
IHfcIO PRINTf. NAME, i
1'JOO I =H<: LOOI'X, 1 .1























ON ERROR FAILZ-3: PRQfJERRQR 
PRINT*:. NAME. /
z-HCLOor'z. ::-):>
ON ERROR FAILZ=3:PROCERROR 
PRINTS NAME.Z
2=Ha.DOP%, 4)
ON ERROR FAIL%=3:PROCERROR 




ON ERROR OFF 






















2640 ON ENROR DPF


























































DEF PROCG..NAME NAME* = " " 
lenZ=?&O053
FOR LOOPX=&OOSe TO &OO56+lenZ -1 




UN ERROR f-7. -2: HRUCfcRRtJR 
NAME2=UPENUP< "CGRIDU" > 
FX=3
ON ERROR PROCERROR 
IN P U 1 £ N A II E 2 , i w 
ON ERROR PROCERROR 
INPUT£NAME2, iu2 
DN ERROR PRDCERRQR 
INPUT£NAME2 f iwl 
ON ERROR PRDCERROR 
INPUT£NAME2, ihl 
ZZ=iwl: X2=ihl 
IF ZX>=20 THEN ZZ=ZZ-2O 
IF XZ>=20 THEN X%=XX-2O
ON ERROR F% =2: PROCERROR 
NAME=OPENUP< "SGRIDP" .) 
PRINT TAB < O, O; ; NAME*
COLOUR 1: COLOUR 131:PRINT TAB C 1O, O) ; 
iwJ!=iw>-iw/4: iw2Z=iw2+iw2/4 














PRINT TABCO, 3) } "VALLEY FLAT " : COLOUR
COLOUR 1 : PN*=BTR* (. iwX ')
PRINT I AB( 18 -LENCPN*) ,2> : PN*
iwaZ=(.iwZ-ZZ3 /2-l-ZZ: HN* =STR* < . iw3Z j
PRINT TABC2, 4.) j "meters"
PRINT TABi:.,:;6-LEN(PN*:> ,2:> ; PN*: PRINT 1 AB ( 3:1 , 'Z"> ; '1.1
PROCPVNUM<:3, 121O,9OO, "HEIGHT OF", 1,34)
PN*"CHR*< 237.1 : PROCPVNUM (2, 1210, 55O, PN'i, O, 34)
PRUCPVNUMC3, 1255,923, "NEARBY HILLS", 1,34.)
COLOUR 3: PRINT TAB C32, 16J ; "meters"
iw3Z=(iw2Z-XZ>/2+X%: PN*=BTR* C iw3%:i
PROCPVNUM C 3 , 1 020 , 74O , PN* , 0 , 34 )
iw3Z = (iw2J:-XZ>/4 + X%: PN*=BTR?K iw:3%:)
PRDCPVNUMC3, 1O2O, Q3O, PN*, O,34)
PN*=STR*C.iw2Z>
PRDCPVNUMO, 1O2O, 56O, PN*, O, 34)
PN*=STR*(XZ)
PROCPVNUI^ <.3...1.020...92O . PN* ...0 . 34 >
" LANDSCAPE CHARACILR"
























































-- -X-XX3/4: iw4X = ( iu»2X-XX3 /2: iw3X=iw3%+ 
PROCPVNUMC3, 1020, B5O, PN'4;, O, 343 
PROC5QUARE(3, 55O.55O, 45O, 37O,O,O,O, 1, 13 
PROCSQUARE(2, ISO, 5OO.425, 225, 225, -425, O, 1 , 1 3
COLOUR 3: PRINT TAB(4,7);"subdued"
PRINT TABC5, 83;"scale" 
PRINT TAEU26, 223 ;" large scalf?" 
ni'lLOUR 2: PRINT TASK 11,83; CHR'J;C24O3 
PR I NT TAB < 25,22 3;CHR* C 241 3
LOOPZ=S TO 1 STEP-1
PN*=CHR*«:LUOPZ+48:) : PROCPVNUM C 1 , <5aX -3O, suX+:-J(). HN* , o. O > 
IF LOtJH7.>l AND LOOP%<5 THEN PROCSGUAHE (. O. ';a7. . suZ . 423 . O . O , -4* 
saX --5a%+Ste. 25: suX ~suX+S6. 25 
NEXT
saZ=10OO: BuX=UlS 
FOR LOOPX=1 TO 3 
PROCSQUAREtO, saX, suZ, -45O, O, O, 0,1,1, O)








PHOCSdUARECO, 55O-I-225, SSO, O, O, O, 37O, 1 , 1 , O5
COLOUR 2: PRINT TAB (25, 243 ; "vistas"
PRINT TABC2O, 23) ; " view confined"
COLOUR 3: PRINT TAB ( 24, 233 ; CUR* < 242>
PRINT TAB<: 18, 293 ;CHR*(2433
COLOUR 13O:COLOUR 1: PRINT TAB ( 26 , 263 ; ".SCFiNI C OUTLOOK"
PRINT TAB(2,6); "LANDSCAPE"
ON ERROR FX = 1: PROCERROR
CLOSEf. O
*DRIVE O
*SAVE "TBCR" DOOO I-1OOO
ON ERROR OFT
UN t'RROR GOTO 1 8BO
CHAIN "B13RID2" 
FNDFJ KUC 
DEF PRUCHQUAREi: <:o 1 7. , spa "/. , spu '/. , wiri t h % . heiqhtX, slooehX . <*lop«=vX . 1 me"/.. plotX
, t
6COL O. col X : MUVE spaX , souZ
PLOT plotX, widthX, O+slopevZ
IF linE>Z = l THEN ENDPROC
PLOT l,slopeh%, heightZ
PLOT 1, -widthX, O-slopevZ
PLOT 1, -slopehZ, -height*
n-' fillX = l THEN PLOT Bl , wid thZ + s 1 opeh 7. , heiqh b 7. + B 1 opev 7.
I': fillX=l THEN PLOT 81 , -s lopehX , -heigh tZ
ENDPROC
DEF PROCPVNUMC col X , spaX. , spu% , num*, downZ , ad \7. >
GCOL O, co IX
MOVE spaZ,spuZ
lenX-LEN(.numl3
FOR l.OOPXX = l TO len%
VDU S
PRINT MIDtCnum*, l.DOPXX, 13











2560 ON tKHOH UUTG 2'S4O 







100 Rl-M "BGRID2" 
12" *r>RIVE 0








300 ??*9O3 =4 : ??<9O4 =3 : 'T'S^OS =O
320 VDU 23 ; 8202 ; O ; O ; O








500 FOR l,rjDPX=?<OOSe TO S<OO5G
r,?0 NAME* =NAhE1n-CHR« C 7LODP7. >S4o WE: XT
560 fcNOPROC
5(30 IJC::F PRDCGTART 
600 ON ERROR F% =.2: PKOCCRROR 
(,.:0 NAHE2-C1PENUP <: "CGRIDD" :> i-,4n IX.-;;
I'.fiO ON KHROK PRDCEJRRIJR 
SSO INPIJT£NAMC2, iw
/no ON ERROR PRDCI:RRDR
720 INPIJT£.NAMi:2. iw2 
740 UN KfJROR PRaCCRRDR
?r,o iMPurr.MAMr2, iw).
7fJO ON ERROR PROCCRROR
000 INPUT£NAMK2, i h .1.
020 Z%=iw.l. : XX=ihl
f340 tF ZX> =2O THEN Z 2 =215-20
860 IF" XZ>=20 THEN XZ=XZ-2Q
8BO iwZ=iw+iw/4: iw2X =iw2 + iw2/4
300 ON ERROR F% =2: PROCERROR
•320 NAME=OPENUP( "5GRIDP" :>
•^40 PROCpdata
'3tiO ON ERROR FZ = 1 : PROCERROR
3«0 CLOSE* 0
1000 CIILOUR 128: COLOUR 3
1020 PROCPVNI.JMC2,300, 30, " f'RE5£3 SPACE UAR ",O,34>
1060 REPEAT
1000 kBy2=EfT
H 00 UNTIL l,py%=32
1120 (LOAD IjriLG
I HO It PZ = 1 THEN VDU24, M; (-i4; 1 <-7'J; 1O?3; ; f.;AL. LS/i.').. <.''-> H GO UN CRRUR UF-F
II 80 ON ERROR GO ID 11 GO
1200 CHAIN "CGRID2"
1220 ENDPROC
1240 DEI" PROCSQUAREC colZ, sp«Z, sp-.i%, w.idthX. h(=iaht,7.. *lopeh/., -^loppv/., 1 .i neZ, plo«;Z, t
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'»••-' l i-inuM,-! = f - JV.'K' M-IH I. "I ,_,<,! v; fill,- vpdu <IN»/
,H* I..'.;







<: % / - « 'V .) •* =* I. <=• ^ t» • - o(,.r.= % ed u ( n j ,-
1X3N 001? 
ClONH OBO;'.











%H ai za-%docn UQJ GOBI
036= X '"' d 
58+036= Zp





ii N3H.I. T-%UM'-'P JI oasi 





IDId N3HJ. l = XITTJ- dl 
XO'ld M3H1 I = %IITJ- JI
'ZM^doia- ' t lOld O9ET 
'XM4PTrt- J T ID'ld
HI M3H1 t = Zauir =11 OOCI 
M»PT« '%*°td -1-OltJ O8?T 
3AOW!Zt-=3'O TOHO O^.'I
IHL.IM onrl /. -olid /. ~bs, : nprO. --ond ;.:<:. c. :-.--. ..4
-*Z H
^020 UNTIL plotc=l OR LOOP42=3 
-•640 ENDPROC 
;&60 DEF PROCpup 
2G80 L(JOP4Z = t 
;700 REPEAT 
,-•720 FROCtaray C2:i
~740 IF FAIL%=O AND npd%< =maxpuZ THEN plot c = 1 : PROCp ] ,_-•*; 
;-7GO IF FAILZ=1 THEN c.pdX =opdZ + B3: npd 7. =opd X : c c % -235 
27F30 l.OnP4Z=LOOP4Z-t-l 
IflOO LINT I L p 1 o t r = J 0 R L O G P 4 X ~ 3 
2920 FNDPROC 
2E340 DEF PROCplots 
;:860 npdX=npds/!;: opd%=opd5% 
23BO npaZ=npaX -3O: PROCsaray 
2500 FRDCplot 
J920 ENDPF?DC 
;:"34O DEF PRDCplot 
i"J60 oD^"- =npaX : opd X = 
2300 P '.' L (JO P % ) = n pd 7. 
3000 len2X.=LENCPN3O
304U PHOCHVNLIMt 1 , npa%, npdZ, PN2'.t, I,2r5.>
3060 PN2* = " " : PN3* = " "
JijBO FOR LOOP2% = 1 TD len2Z
31.00 PNZ=A13C(MID* CRN*, LLIDP2%, 1 ) ')
Jli'O PNZ=PNZ+ 17B
.•J140 PN2* = PN2t-t-CHRiJi C PNZ )
3160 PN3* = PN3* i CUR* C233 !)
r;:uio NEXT
3200 PROCPVNUMCO, ripaZ, npdZ-25, PN3*, .1 , 25!> 
3220 PROCPVNI.IMC 1 , npa%, npdX-25, PN2«>, 1 , 25) 
r;;:40 npdX-npds/:: npa%=npas%
3260 IF rtZ-23G THEN npdZ -npdZ -3'.~, : npaZ -npaZ -!=:i: I r ^^2% :.• 1 I HI I I np,i7. -npa X -..-:& : npd 
2 -npd Z -25
3200 IF cc/C=23'1 THEN npaZ =npaZ - 1 O : npd% -npd% -3O 
3300 IF ccZ-235 THEN npaX =npaX -5 : npd % -npd %+ 25 
3320 VrSdj2=npaZ -55i") : vad j3 = npdZ -55O 
3340 vad.j4 = vad.j2 + vad.j3-* vad.j 
3360 v^d j4=vad.j4/2: vad.j - vad.j i 20
3300 PROCSCIUAREC 1 , npaX, npdX-20, 0-vad J4, 0, 0, O-vad.i4. 1,1, O > 
3400 noa2X=npa% --vari.j4-lO: npd '27. -npd 7. -vad..j4- 1.5 
3420 PN2» =CHR1i (. 2C3I3 :>
o44u PRDCPVNUI1 f O, npa2% , npcl2Z , PN2t. . I , 2S ') 
.•!4bO npri3X-npd2X -5O: npci:::/; =O - npd^X
-400 nna3X=npa2ZH-7




JbUO QN ERROR PRUCERROR
-WO PRINT JT.NAME, npa3X
2G20 ON ERROR PROCERRI.1R
-G40 PRINT £NAME,site7.
-660 ON ERROR PRDCERROR
3GOO PRINT £NAME, urban
3700 HNDPROC
2720 DEF PROC-saray
3740 FOR LnOPVZ-1. TD !3Z





""GO I'UR I 0(.1P3X=--1 TO LOI'JPX - J
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Jflfln t.p-1'' LOUP3/: )
j'ji.0 II X~ = l AND tp>O AMD tp-8:.3<npd% Tl ILN FA IL 
•VJl'O 1^ ZZ=2 AND fcp>0 AND tp-i-O3>npdX fllhM I AIL 
J-34U NF-X1 
33tiO ENDPROC 
J980 Utr PROCERRMR 
.tOOU UN ERHOR PROCERRDR2 
4020 CLUSh£ O 
4040 Pf?OCERROR2 
40SO ENDPROC 
40BO DEF PROCERROR2 
4100 *DRIVE 0 
412O ON ERROR OFF 
4140 ON ERROR GOTO 412O 













280 7&903 =4:78/904 =3: 7&9O5=O
300 VDU 23f8202;OfO;0







460 LET NAME*= M "
480 lenZ=?&OO55




600 ON ERROR FZ=2:PROCERROR
(-,20 NAME =OPENLJP ( " SBRI DP " >
640 CIS
660 PROCSQUAREC2, 1 3O, 664, tiSO, 33G, O, O, 0, 1, O
6130 PROCSQUARE C3, 3O5, 289, 3OO, 5O, -50, 5OO, 0, 1 , 1 :>
700 pdZ =287: paZ=51O
720 POR LODP%=0 TO B
740 LET PN*=STR*(LOQPZ)




840 FOR LOOPJ2=5 TO 1 STEP- 1
060 IF LOOP%>1 AND UOOPZ<5 THEN F'RDCSOLIARE < O, 1 3O, pt)"/., fc.SO. O, O, O. 1 , 1 , O.)B80 LET PN*=STR*(LOOPZ>
•JOO PROCPVNUI1C 1 , 90, pciZ+lO, PN*, 1 , 34, O;
920 LET pd%=pdZ+33O/4
940 NEXT
'teO HN* =CHH* (. 234 >
'iHO HHUCPVNIJM i 2., t:/0, 994, PN* , 1 , 3O. O I 
1000 PN* = CH R *(235 D
1020 PROCPVNLIM C2, SO, 67O, F'N* . 1 , 3O. O> 
1040 LET PN* = "natural "
1060 PROCPVNUMi:3, : :IO, 96O, f-'N* r 1 , 35, D ) 
1080 PN* = "ui-taan"
1 >00 PROCPVNLIM (. 3, SO, 64 O, PN*, 1, 35 , O ) 
1120 LET PIM* = "URBANIZATION" 
1 140 PROCPVNIJM f 2, O, 1 O23, PN* , 1 , 35, CO
1160 COLOUR 2: PRINT TABC4, 1 2> ; CUR* C237 >: COLOUR 3:PWINT rAB (.S, 12> ; "ord inary " 1180 COLOUR 3: PRINT TABC4, 14) ; "spec taculai"' : COLOUR 2: PRINT TAtu. 15, 14 j ; CHR« (23 6)
1200 COLOUR 2:PRINT TABC4,16);"LANDSCAPE" 
1220 PRINT TAB(5, 17); "INTEREST"
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1260 PRDC P VNUM C 1 , 101 0, 740, PN*, 1 , 3O, O .> 
12BO LET PN*="spectacular?<wild" 
1300 PROCPVNLIM C 3, 530, 259, PN* , 1 , -3O, 3O ) 
1320 LET PN* = "////////////////" 
1340 PROCPVNUMC2, 345, 24J5, PN*, 1 , -3D, SCO 
1360 PROCPVNUMC2, 1 1 1O, G99, PN*, 1 , 3O, -29) 
1380 LET PN*="ordinary&urban" 
1400 PROCPVNUM C3. 685, 3O5,PN*,1. -3D,3D) 
1420 LET PN*=CHR*<.243.)
1440 PKUCPVNLIM C 1 , 64O. £6O , PN*. 1 , 31:., O J 
1460 LET PN* = "SCALE L1F"
1480 PHI3CPVNUM C2, tlOG, i>6O, PN*, 1 , -3O, i:Bj 
1500 LET PN*="/////////"
152O PROCPVNUM C 1 , 1O3O, 47O, PN*. 1 , 3O, -28 ) 
1340 LET PN*="VALLEY CHARACTER" 
1560 PKOCPVNUMC2, 7tiO, 12O, PN*, 1 , -3O, 28) 
15HO LET PN'4 = "/////////////////" 
1600 PUOCPVNIJMC 1, 1215, 575, PN*, 1 , 3O, "28.) 
1620 COLOUR 3:PRINT TAB CO,26); "SI TEG " 
1.640 COLOUR 1: PRI NT TAB C6, 2S > ; GZ 
1660 LET NPA=S
IhOO IF QX>9 THEN LEIT NPA=9 
(70O COLOUR 3:PRINT TAB CNPA, 26!) ; " TO " 
172O LET NPA =IMPA-K7)
1/40 COLOUR 1: PR I NT TAB CNPA , 26 i ; H7. 
176O FOR LOOPX^aX TO HZ 
1780 LET FZ=3 
1800 ON ERROR PROCERROR 
1820 INPUT* NAME,pa% 
1840 ON ERROR PROCERROH 
I960 INPUT£. NAME.sitcX 
1S8O ON ERROR PROCERHOR 
J '-MO I NPUTf. NAMH . u r ban 
1 y2O L fc I I' i. L UU P 7., <..).) ~ n a % 
l'J4O Ltr PC LOOPX . 1 .> =B.i te»X 
1 ':.(60 L E T P C L U 0 P Z . ;.' ) -• u r ta a n 
13UO NEXT 
2000 REPEAT 
i'02O LEf F=0 
2040 V: UH l.=IJX TU HX-1
2060 1 F P f L, O X P (I. •*• 1 , O) THEN 7 = P I L , O ) : T 1 - P (. L , 1 ') : T v. •- P ( L , --.: J : l-> ( L , O.) = P ' L i :l , O :> : P ( L , i 
)=P(L-H, 1) : PfL,2.) =P(L-H , 2) : PCL+1 , O .1 - T: PCL + 1 , 1 .1 =T1 : PCl.-M . 2> =1'2: F = l 
2080 NEXT 




21SO FOR L=QZ TO HZ-1
2200 IF PCL, OXPCL + 1 , CO THEN T = P C L , O ') : T 1 =P C L , 1 :> : T2=P C L , 2> : P C L , CO -PCL+1 , CO : P C L , 1 
>=P(H-1, 1 ): PCL.21 =P(L-H , 2> : Pc'L-t-1 , CO =T: PcL + 1 , 1 .1 = Tl : PC l.-t-l , 2> =T2:F = 1 
2220 NEXT 
2240 UNTIL F =0 
2260 PROCpn
22BO COLOUR 128: COLOUR 3
2300 PRaCPVNUMC2,3O0.3O. " PRESS SPACI? BAR " , a , 34 .') i 
2320 »FXlb,0 
2340 REPF-AT 
/'SSO LET key/i=HFr 
2380 UNTIL kf?v%=32 
2400 ON ERROR FX=1:PROCERROR 
2420 CLOSfc£ O 
2440 »LCIAD UT1L3
2460 1(- PX = 1 THEN VDU24, O: 64; 1;>7^.- 1O.23; : CALL&2EOO 
2480 VDU24,0;0; 1279. 1O23; 
2300 CLS
- 456 -
ur* 01 I_. -
2540 ON ERROR (30TU 252O 
2360 CHAIN "D6RID" 
2580 END P ROC
2600 DEF PROCSGUAREC col Z, spaZ, spuZ , u.id t hZ , height*, sJ opehZ, slop<=?vZ, line*, pl.-.tZ, f ill*>
2620 BCOL O, col Z : MOVE spaZ,spuZ
2640 PLOT plot%, widthZ, O-»-slopevZ
2660 IF lineZ=l THEN ENDPROC
2680 PLOT 1 , slopehZ, heiqhtZ
270O PLOT 1 , -witlthZ, O-slopewZ
2720 PLOT 1 , -slopehZ , -heightZ
274O IF fillZ = l THEN PLOT Bl , wid t hZ+slopehZ , hei qh t X.4 slo2760 IF fiZl%=l THEN PLOT 81 , -s lopeh Z . -heiah t%
278O hNBHHOC
,;bt»iJ l)kl HMtlCPVNIJMC c:o:iX, sp^t^, spuX, HLirnOi, downZ, .Art.iX . «d.i2Z !28^-1 KCOL U, colZ
2840 MOVk: spaZ.spuZ
2860 Lfcl lenZ-LENdijni*)
2BBO KOR L(.iaPXZ = l TO len%
2'jou VDU s
2920 PRINT MID*(num*, I.OOPXZ, 1)







3100 FOR LDOPZ.-QZ TO HZ
3120 paZ=PCLOOPZ, 0)
3140 s.iteZ-PCLOOP%, 1 !)
316O urban = PCLOOPX,2.l
3180 IF siteZ>0 THEN PROCplot3;:oo NEXT
3220 END P ROC
.J24U DEF PROCplot
UztiO depthZ=:.3O'f-O2. a*ur ban-H2. 5
3,;90 IF urban>l THEN LET dept h 7. -rjf?pt h 7. - \ ^
L;30O depthZ-O-depthZ
3Jiu Lhl rJepth2Z = 102:-J+dpp<rhX
:JiJ40 ('KUCHUUARE ( 1 , paZ, 1U23. U, O, O. dpp th% . 1, 1 , .OJ3bO I 'Nit =UHK* 1 2313 j
33130 F'KODPVNIJMlO, pa Z -12, depth2Z. HIM*, 1 , :.;u, O )
3400 LET cpaZ»78O-paZ: cpaZ-cpaZ/i: cpdZ=S-urban3420 LET cpd2%--4O*cpd%
3440 LET cp<*2Z = cpaZ + cpd2Z
3460 LET cpd3Z=0-cpa2Z
3480 PRQCSGIUARE C 1 , paZ + lO, depth2Z-15, cpa2Z,O,O, cpd3%, 1, i 7 , U :>3500 PROCPVNUM C 1 , paX-»-cpa2X -5, dept h2Z-f-c pd3% -r, PN'£, 1 , 3O, O )3520 LET f p«Z=paZ-+ cpa2Z: f pdZ=de?pth2Z i-cpd3%




3620 FOR LDOPZ=DZ TO HZ
3640 LET pa%=PC LOOPZ, O!)
3660 LET site2=P<LQOPZ, 1 :>
3680 LET puX=PCLO(JPZ,2)




3SOO IK paZ+ao >* opaX THEN LEI pa Z =opaZ -3O: piU =opu% -3O: PN* --CHK* ( i;:.-!i-i:i 4 -PNt. •
- 457 "
384O LET lenZ=LEN(PN*)
3B60 LET PN-2* = "":PN3* =
3890 FOR LOOP2Z-1 TO
3900 LET PNZ =-'ASC CMI DS C PN* , LOUP2X , 1 > )




4000 PROCPVNUMtO,paZ-10 f puZ-25,PN3*. 1 >5 01
4020 PROCPVNUMC 1, paZ -1C), puZ -25, PN2* F 1 25* n >
4040 ENDPROC ' ' '
4060 DEF PROCERROR






4200 ON ERROR OFF









160 ON ERROR FAX L 7. = 1 : PROCERROR





;;80 VDU 23? 0202; 0;0;0
300 CLS
320 COLOUR 2







4HO FUK LDOPZ-.%OO58 TO «<OO5ti +1 pnX. -1
'jijO NAMh* -'NAMh* -<'L;H K* L V 1. LID P X )
;j,-:u Nhxr
b60 IJEH PHGCB [ART
580 REPEAT
60O *DRIVE 1
620 IF D%=3 THEN * DRIVE 3
640 ON ERROR FAI L 7. =2 : PROCERROR
eso NAME=OPF;NUPCNAME*)
680 ON ERROR OFF
700 iw2=O
720 LET iwl = lOOOOOs id 1 = 1 OOOOO
740 LET iwm=O:idm=O
760 FOR l.DOPZ = l TO BZ
780 por,X=5+LOaPX»51 1 -51 1
800 PTR£ NAME=pos%
1320 ON ERROR FAI L% =3: PROCERRC3R
840 lNPUT£NAME,site%
860 LET pos2 Z= pos X -i-l *6 -t-5
080 PTRfi NAME=pos2%
^00 ON ERROR FAI L X =3: PROCERROR
920 INPUTf. NAME, depth
'J40 Ltf pos2Z=posX+i;i
'=)bO HTH£ NAME = pc.B2X
'^H«J ON ERROR FA I L 7. <3 : PROCERWUR 
10UO INPUIi'MAME, width 
1'JAl LET pos2Z=posZ+S*B + 5 
1040 PTRf. NAME-pos27.
1060 ON ERROR FAI L/S=3: PROCERRnR 
1080 INPUTf.NAMK, rapid
1100 IF width>iwm THEN LET ium-width 
1120 IF depth >idm THEN LET idm=depth 
1140 IF sitcX>O AND depth<.idl THEN iril-de?pth 
1160 IF sitey.>O AND uidtlKiwl THEN iwl --width 
1180 LET H(LOOP%, O) =depth: LET H CLDOPZ, 1 ) =wid th 
1200 LET H<LaoP%,2) =i-apid:HfLOOPZ,3:i =sitf?7. 
1220 NEXT
1240 REPFAT
I FT C =0
- 459 -
12BO LET SF-0
1300 F°R L=C3Z TO HZ-1
1320 IF H<L,3»0 THEN LET SF = 1
1340JF H<L.O:KHCL + 1 T 0:> THEN t =H<L , O> : t2-H <! L , 1 5 : t3 -H U., 2 > : t4 -H a ":M-f-,=HU 4) H< L 0 > =H < !-••• 1, O > « H CL, 1 > =H < L T 1 . 1> : H < L , 2 > =H Cl. + 1 . 2 > : H f L . 3 .> =H' I. + 1 , ;,', > : H < I . 4 , •- M a + |"' 4 ) • H f I +j,0)=t:H(l. + l , 1 > ^t2sH<L-H.i- l -t,3:HCL + l , 3) =t4iH(L + J . 4 ) =tb: V ..-1 ......(360 NEXT
1380 UNTIL. F=0
1400 IF BF=0 THEN PRINT TAEKO. 17!) ; "SI TES" : COLOUR IrHHJNT I AH i fo, ] 7 j : (U • L'Ol OLJH "-•• PRINT fABC'i. 17) : "TO": COLOUR Is PRINT TAB (. 12, 1 7 .) ; H% ; COI.atJH 2-.HH1NT I Ab ( IS 'l 7 "i - "HAV E NO DATA":PROCDBRID
1420 *L)KIVE O
1440 ON ERROR FAILZ=2:PROCERRdR
1460 NAM£=QPENUPC"CGRIDD":i
1480 ON ERROR FAIL Z =4:PROCERROR
1500 PRINT£ NAME.iwl
1520 UN ERROR FAILX=4:PROCERROR
1540 PRINTS NAME,iwm
1560 ON ERROR FAILZ=4:PROCERROR
1580 PRINT£ NAME,idl
160O ON ERROR FAI LZ =4:PROCERROR
1620 PRINTf. NAME,idm







1790 ON ERROR FAILZ=4sPROCERRHR
1000 PHINTf. NAME, 2
1020 Z=HU.OOPZ. t >
1840 ON ERROR FAI LZ ==4 : PRUCERHDR
1B60 PRINT* NAME. Z
1880 Z-Hf LUOPZ, 2.)
1900 ON ERROR FA IL%=4:PROCERROR
1920 PRINT* NAME,Z
1SI40 Z=H(!LQOPZ. 3)
I960 ON ERROR FAI L 7. ^4: PROCH-RROR
1980 PRINTf. NAME, Z
MOO Z=HU.aOPZ,4>
2020 DN ERROR FA IL%-4:PROCERROR
2040 PRINT* NAME, 2
;;060 ENDPROC
20BO DEF PROCSOR72
2100 ON ERROR FAILZ = .1. : PROCERRGR 
.'120 CLOSE* O
2140 DN ERROR OFF











«:380 ON H«ROR OFF
•^400 ON ERROR GOTO 238O 
2420 CHAIN "ERROR" 
2-»40 ENDPROC





2560 ON ERROR OFF




































































































































 o %• •*
OU I J K'1NT rAtu.O.0) ; NAME*
720 COI I.IUK l! COLOUR 13t:PRINT TAD ( 1 2, O > ; " [>'[ VKH r.HARAHTT-P/40 I El iw = j.wm+iwm/4 : id =irlnn-idm/4
760 COLOUR 1 28 : PR I NT TAB < 24 , 2 ) f " R I VFR DEPTH "780 COLOUR 2: PR I NT TAB ( 25 , 3) ; CHR* C 237 >
BOO COLOUR 1 : PROCPN ( id )
820 PRINT TABCa-LENCPN*) ,2) ; PN*
340 iw3=(Jd-idl)/2+idl: PROCPN C iu-3 3
860 PRINT TAB<26 f 3> ; "meters"
830 PRINT TAB 05- L EN (. PN$ ) , 2 > ; PN*>
500 PROCPN C id 1)
•J20 PR I M T TAB ( 20 , 2 ) ; PNt
94O PROCPVNUM <: 3 , 0 , 9OO , " R I VER W I D TH " , 1 , 34 j•-)60 I-'N* =CHR* C 236 > : PRQCPVIMUM (. 2. , 3O , b: :o , PNi , (J , 34 .1••jfJO PRDCPVNUM (3.0, 5OO, " mr»tc?r <3 " , O , 3S .) 
	w3 = '!.i wi wl ) /2-i-iwl : PK>D('I :> N '. :i w3:i
'iJ I'HfiCari j
.fcO-i-ADZ, 74O, PN!t, O, 3O> 
«.'iw--iwl > /4-i j.wl : F'NGCPNC iv~:D
oOO f'ROCad.j
1 00 PROi: P VNUM C 3 , GO + AD % , Q3O r F'Ntl. , 0 , 3O )
120 PROCPN (iw)
140 PROCfidj
160 PROCPVNUM <: 3 , BO )-ADX , 56O , PNT. , 0 , 3O l
ISO PROCPNC iwl > 
1.200 PROHrtdj
1220 PROCPVNUIK3, C,O+AD7. , 92O, PM*, 0, 3O)
1240 iw3 = < j.w-iwl :i /4; iw4 = C.iw-iwl > / 2: .1 w3~i u/3+.i w4-t-j.wl : PROCPN 1260 PROC^d.j
(280 PROCPVNLJMi:3,eO+AD% r e50, PN*, O,30> 
1.300 PROCnOUAREc:3, 23O, 550, 45O, 370, O, O, O, .1 , 1 ) 1.320 PROi::sniJAREC2, 630, 150,425, 175, -175,425.0, .1 , 1 ') 1340 PROCSDUARECS, 1O55, 1 5O, 1 DO, fino, O, O, O, 1 , 1 >13(30 f'ROCPVNUMCrj, 125O, 83O, "SCALE- OF HI VER CHARACT PR" , I , 35 > KJHO PN*=CHRt f 234)
1 400 f'WJCPVNUM < 1 » 1 2 1 0 , 1 OOO , PN'-t , 1 , 35 ) 
J420 PROCPVNUM": 2, 1210,370, "sma I. 1 f-pls cid " , 1 , 3S > J440 PRO!.; I 'VNUM (2, 1210, 430, " 1 «r qp?/rap.id " , 1 , 35)
14LIO l-'KUCPVNUMi: 1 , 1210, SO, PN*, 1 , 35)
1500 LET suZ = it,0
I.S20 FUR LUOPiS=l3 TO O STLT'-l
Ib40 LET PN'l.=STRi>CLDOP%)
ISfiO PRUCPVNLIMC 1 , 1 160, r,uX, F'N*, O, 35)1580 LET suX. =-5u7.-i75
ir.oo Ntxi
IG?0 l.ri" <*,,3"/. "G3O: >->u7. -].5O
1R40 FOR LOOPX-5 TO 1 STEP-1
1G60 PN*=CHR*«:LC10P7. + 4B) : PRGCPVNLIMC 1 , saZ-4O, <su5:, PM«., 'ISBO IF I.OOPZ>], AND LOOP%<5 THEN PROCSQUARE CO, r>aZ , suZ , 425, O, O, 425, 1 , .1.1700 LET saZ=saZ-43:«iuZ=«i..iZ+43 '
1720 NCXT
1740 LET saZ=230:rniZ=81S
1760 FOR LOOP2=1 TO 3
' 780 PROCBOUARF < 0, <sa % , su 7,, 4SO, O, O, O ,1,1, O '
1820 NEXT
1840 PnOCSrJIJARG CO, 230+2i-1 5, S5O, O, O, O, 37O, .1,1, O)HttiO COLOUR i:3Os COLOUR IrPR.TNT TAB C 1 , 1 S > ; " R I VFR H.T7F"COLOUR 12LI: COLOUR 3: PRINT I AB ( 2. 21 ) ; " 1,3 r ae5Vdp<-r> "COLOUR 2: PRINT T AH O 2 , 2 1 ) ; CHR't < 243 )C/JLUIIK 3: PRINT I AU l 2M, h) ; "«nma 1 I s> "'•'WJNI
I AH,
- 463 -
.,,,n i.i.ii ill"-1 . il-'KiNi I MH ( .-:. :.'ti I ; " r.vm <l<-,.Vt.. j j-v 
,ii4(i «*- : H) 
2(.)faO UJLCIUK 3
2080 PRINT TABC21,23);"BITES " 
2100 COLfJUR 1: PRINT TAB C 27 , 23 ) ; (37. 
2120 LET NPA=29
2140 IF QZX3 THEN LET NPA=3O 
2160 COLOUR 3: PRINT TAB <NPA, 29) ; " TO " 
2180 LET NPA=NPA+3
2200 COLOUR 1:PRINT TAHCNPA,23> ; HZ 
2220 COLOUR ). : PRINT TABC 16, 28) ; CHRt. C24O!i
2240 COLOUR ISO: COLOUR 1: PRINT TAB <!5, 25!> ; " PREVAL ENCE " 
2260 PRINT TAB<5,26);"OF RAPIDS" 
2280 *SAVE "TSCR" 3OOO 8OOO 
2300 ON ERROR OFF 
2320 ON ERROR GOTO 23OO 
2340 CHAIN "BGRID3"
;,:3GO DI:F PROCDC1IJARE C colX, <spa%, <^,pu%, widthZ, hpicih t Z , slopp-h Z , T. 1 o pp»w X , linpX, plots, f 
i 11Z''
231W (.iCOL O, colZ: MUVE spaX.spuX 
24 DO PLOT plotX.widt hi X . O+ >=, I o p t? v "/i 
2420 IF lin«->Z = l THEN END PROG 
2441.1 PLOT 1 , 51. opphX , heigh t X. 
2460 PLOT 1 , -wid t h 2 , O -s 1 ope v Z 
24HO PLOT .1 , -s lopp>h%. -h<=i.nht%
.:f,(JO IK till% = l THEN PLOT 81. , ui rlt h% •!•<=; I opph% , hp.i ah t% i -r, i on p v y. 
/b20 IF fil.l7.= l THEN PLOT S 1 , -•=; 1 opf?h 7., -hp.i nh tX 
2540 ENDPROG
2&(iO DEF PROCPVNUMi: colX, spaX, spuZ, num'l., clr-wnZ. *d.jZ'> 
,''5flO GCOI. O, co 1Z 
2GOO MIJVi: r.pa X , T, pu 7. 
2G20 L.ET J.enZ = LEN<:num*:i 
2G40 FOR LOUPXZ=1 TO len% 
2660 VDU S
2C8O PRINT MID*Cni.im$ r LOOPXZ, 1 j
2700 IF downX-1 THEN LET r,puZ =r;pijZ-ad.jZ ELSE L.ET ^,pa X--'-q-j^;:+.T4 
2/20 VDLI 4
,;740 MOVE npaZ, r,puZ 
27f,0 NEXT 
2730 ENDPRDC 
2800 [)EF PROCPNCv.) 
MZO LIT v;2-O
• •1)40 IP x<] THEN LET x=xM:LET y, ;,'-l 
/ftf.O LET PN2t -3TR* (. v. >
. ; -nno tr x?-i THEM LET PN:;::* -MID-I; < r-M•;•:!•., :•• i
/".'(Ou F'N't-""
^••?;:o i I:T ipnz=i rwcpw?*)
.'":MO 1.1 r cni.mt-O
2^0 R.IH 1.oopZ-I TO lf=nZ
2'JHO LET CHi=MID*CPN2t, loonZ, 1 >
.1000 IF r;nt = "." AND loopZ>2 THEN ENDPRQC
3'120 IF CHt = "." THEN LET count = .1.
II- counter) THEN LET count -count-H










ON ERROR PROCERROR:? 


























































































260 ON ERROR FX=1 : PROCERROR
230 CLOSE£ O
300 DIM f(.25)







460 FOR LCJOPZ==?<iX>5G TO ?<OO5G+ 1 c?nX - 1




560 ON ERROR F% =2: PROCERROR
5BO NAME2=OPENUP<: "CGRIDD")
GOO FZ=3
620 ON ERROR PRCICERROR
640 INPUT£.NAME2, iwl
660 ON ERROR PROCERROR
680 INPUT£NAME2, iwm
700 ON ERROR P ROC ERROR
72U INPUT£NAME2, idl
740 ON ERROR PROCERROR
/60 INPUTf.NAME2.idm
7HO LET iw = iwm+iwm/4: id -idm+i.dm/4
HOU PROCpdata
H20 PRUCpsn
040 ON EKHUR FX = I : HRCJCHRNUR
tlfc,0 ULL)SI-£ O
BBC COLOUR 128: COLOUR 3
PHC)CPVNUM(2.3OO, '.M , " PRESS i-iPACE BAR ",U,34i
REHEAT
'ibO LET keyZ=BET
300 UNTIL key% ='32 
iOOO e%=10 
1020 »LOAD LJTIL1 
1040 HLOAD UTIL2 
10GO ?.?«90n;=4: ??<904=3: ??<9OS = O 
1080 »LOAD UTIL3
1100 IF P% = l THEN VDU24,0;64; 1273; 1023; :CALL?<2F:nO 
H20 ON ERROR OFF 
1UO QN ERROR GOTO 112O 
'160 CHAIN "DORID" 
HBO ENDPROC
1200 DEF PROCSOUARECcolP'. ,spa%, spuX , width'/ , heiqhtZ. slopehX. , slopevZ, 1 ineZ . plotX. f 
1 11 X ) 
li:2f) ijcni. O, col X: MOVE sp«»3:.'5pu%
- 466 -
plotZ.widt,hX,0-i-slopev% 
1260 IF lineZ=l THEN ENDPROC 
128O PLOT 1 1 slopehZ. heidhtX 
1300 PLOT 1. -widthX.O-slorxpvX 
1320 PLOT 1, -slopehZ , -heiahtX
1340 IK fillZ=I THEN PLOT HI , wid thZ+sl opebZ , l>f?i ohrt Z+sl opevX 
1360 IP fil!2=l THEN PLOT 81 , -slopehX, -height 1* 
1380 ENDPRDC
14UO DEF PROCPVNUM<:colX, spaZ, spuZ. numiS, down/:, ad.)2 J 
1420 6COL O, col% 
1440 MOVE spa%,spuZ 
1460 LET lenX-LENCnum*.! 
1480 FOR LOOPXX=1 TO len% 
1500 VDU 5
1520 PRINT MID*i:num*, LDOPXX, 1 >
1540 IF downX = l THEN LET spu% =spuX - ad J% ELBE LET spaX =spa%-i ad j7. 
1360 VDU 4
1580 MOVE spaZ,spi.iZ 
1500 NEXT 
162O ENtlPROC 
1G40 DEF PROCpdata 
1660 LET scale=45O/i:id-idl .) 
1680 LET scale2=37O/ Ciw -iwlJ 
1700 LET opaZ=O:opdX-lOOO 
1720 LET maxpd«=E5SO:maxpuZ-32O
r/40 PCJR LoaPX=LU TO HZ
1780 ON ERROR PROCERROR 
1BOO INPUT£NAME2, rd 
1820 ON ERROR PROCERROR 
1H40 INHUTCNAMEi:, rw 
IfclfaO ON EHROH PROCERHOH 
lead INPUT£NAI1E;:, rapid 
l'-JOO ON ERROR PRQCERRQR 
1020 INPUT£NAME2.sit.e 
1'J40 LET siteZ=--site: PN* 
17(60 ON ERROR PROCERROR 
1380 INPUT£NAME2, urban
2000 IF ru>O AND l.ODPX>=QZ AND LOOPZ< =0% + HZ OR rd >0 AND LOOPZ .'; =QZ AND LOOPZ<-QZ 
<-HZ THEN PROCpdata2 
2020 NEXT 
2040 ENDPROC 
2060 DEF PROCpdata2 
2080 npaZ*eao-scale*Crd-idl j 
2100 npdZ=920-scale2» f ru-iwl > 
2120 vad.j=8O*)-apid-8O 
2140 r cZ-238
2160 LET npdpiX=npdX:opdBX=opd%: npa^Z -=npaZ : plot c=O 
2180 IF npa%-30>opa% THEN PRDCsaray: PROCplot : ENUPNGC
-22O IP npdZ<=opdZ THEN PROCprlw
-'24O If- ulotc-1 THEN KNDPKOC
226O LET npdZ=npdsX:oDtU=c.pcl«iZ! plotc --O
2iHO IF-' nodZ>opdZ-B3 THEN PRDCpup
^'300 IK plotc = l THEN ENDPROC








2400 IF FAIL2=O AND npdX>maxpd% THEN plot c =1 : PROCplot
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FOR loop%=l TO le?r>Z
LET CH*=MID*<PN2*, loopZ, 1.1




: PN3*=" " 




LET tpl = C L , i :
IF CH*="." THEN 
3960 IF count>O THEN 
3980 IF count=4 THEN 
4000 LET PN*=PN**-CH* 
4020 NEXT 
4040 ENDPROC 
406O DEF PROCadj 
4080 LET lenX=LEN(PN*> 
4100 LET ABZ-6-le?n7. 
4120 LET ADZ=34*ADZ-34 
4140 ENUPROC 







4300 LET PN3*--PN3**-CHR*< 
432O NEXT 
4340 ENDPROC 
4360 DEF PROCpsn 
4380 REPEAT 
4400 F=0
4420 FOR L=0% TO HZ-1 
4440 IF P2(L, 1XP2CL-M, 1) THEN 
L, 13=P2CL+1 , 1 ) : P2CL + 1 , O!> =tp 
4460 NEXT 
4480 UNTIL F=0 
4500 LEI opdZ-2OOO 
4S20 FOR LOOPS! =G)X TO H7. 
4540 LET KI teZ =P2 C LOOPZ, O) 
4560 LET PN*=STR*(aiteX) 
4bUO HRIJCSN
4iiUO nodX=P2CLOUPZ, 1 > 
4t,/O II nndZ+SOs-wfjciZ THEM LET nprl 7. -o t id "/. - -3O i PN2* -CHK't < :,-';
4640 LET OHdZ-=npdZ
4f:,Go rr sitf>%>o THEN PROCPVWUMCO. npa<tx-t-npr»r-:%+:,:5, nuti^-t 10,4680 IF «iiti»2>0 TMEN PROCPVNUM C 1 , npa4Z +-npfl3Z-< 25. npdZ-m >.4/00 NF;XT
4/;:<> HNRPHCJC
4740 DFF PRUCERRDR






4880 UN ERROR OFF
4900 ON ERROR GOTO 488O
4920 CHAIN "ERROR"
4940 ENDPRQC
= Pi:CL , O 
tpi : F=l













280 DIM PC 25, 2!)
300 VDU 23;8202;O;O ? O
320 CLS
340 COLOUR 2







500 FOR LOUPE=&OQ56 TO ?«OO56+l(=nX-1






640 IF DX=3 THEN *DRIVK 3
660 OIM ERROR FA I LZ =2: PRDCERROR
680 NAME=DPENUP(NAME*)
700 ON ERROR OFF
720 LET mvw = iOOOOO: LET mvh = 1OOOOO:LET mrw = 1OOOOO: LET mrd = !OOOOO
740 LET tvw=O: t'vh=O: trw=O: trd=O
760 FOR LOOP% = 1 TO S7.
780 posX=5-»LUOPZ*51 1 -51 1
800 PTR£ NAME^posX
320 LET rwidth=O:depth=O: rapid =O:vista=0:ratio=O:height=O:vwidth-O:urban = 0
840 ON ERROR FAIL%=3:PRDCERROR 
INPUT£NAME,siteZ 
IF site%>0 THEN PROCcdata 
[I- rwidth<<nrw THEN LET mrw = rwi.rjth 
IF depth-;.mrd THE;N LET mrd=dfi>pth
'54O IF wwidth<mvw THEN LHT mvw = vwirJth
;'60 II- heial-it<mwli THEN LHT mvh ~hf?.i.aht
9SO IF rw.idth>trw THEN trw = rwidth 
lUOO IF deoth>trd THEN trd=dppth 
t02u IF vwidth>tvw THEN tvw = vw.idth 




1120 UNTIL FALSE 
1140 ENOPROC 
1160 DEF PROCcdata 
1180 ON ERROR FAIL%=3:PROCERRDR 
1200 INPUT£NAME,rwidth 



































ON ERROR FAILZ=3:PROCERROR 
INPUT£NAME,rapid 
ON ERROR FAILZ-3:PROCERROR 
INPUT £ NAME. r a t io 
LET pos2%=posX.+ 13*6+5 
PTK* NAME=pos2Z








ON ERROR FAIL/. =3: PROCERROF? 
INPUTf. NAME, urban
LET height =wwidth*-ratio 
LET Ha.DOPZ,0) =vwidth: LET HCL.OOPZ, 1 ) =hR.i ah t: M (LDQPZ , 2 ) = wi sta : l-l i.'LOOP 7., 3'i =ur
LET HCLOOPX, 45=r width: HtLOOPZ, 5) =depth: l-l C LODPZ , G)= rapid: HCLOOPZ, 7 > =s.i. teZENDPROC
DEFPROCcsralf?
LET t rw = trw* trw/4: t rd =t vd +1 rd/4 : t vw-t vw-i-t yw/4: t vh =t vh + t vh/4LET t rw = trw -mrw : ti'd=trd-mrd: tvw = tvw-mvw: tvh=tvh-mwhvhs = 1.75/tvh: vws=2/t vw: i-ds=3. 1 / t rd: rws =2. 757 t r w: va = 1 . 8/4: '.is -2. 75/4 : ra =2.
FOR LHOPZ=1 TU TZ
I til «?.iteZ=HCLOOPZ 
L 11 v w i d t h - H (. L O LI P 7., O') 
1B4O LET rwidth=HCLUDPZ. 4.)
1 WHO
LET rwidth=rwidth-mrw
/:) : LET PCLOOPZ, 2) =«.i.tr»Z
height =H i. LDOPZ , 1 .') : v.istfl -l~l( HM1P7.. '.•-:.) : ur han-H C LL1OPZ , 3 5 depth=HCLCJOPZ, S) : rapid =H £ LUOPZ . fi <
depth -depth -mrc:l: vuu d t h --vw i. d t h -rnvw: lie>j. cih t =he.i nht -mvh LE 1 rapid---rapid -1 : vista -vi^ta-l : ur ban- urban - 1/90U LET nvw = vw5*vwidtl-i: nvh-vhs*heiqht
1V2<J LET nv=vs*vista: nu=us*ur ban
15/4O LET nrw = rws*rwidth: nrd -i-ds*dept h
1960 LET nr-rs*rapid
1'380 LET nvh=l. 73-nvh
200O LET vsca le-nvw-i-nvh-t nv + nu
2040 LEI rsca Le^rirw *-nr d + nr
2060 LET PCLOOPX, O') =vscale2: PCLOOPZ, 1 '> =i-s;cale2080 NEXT
2100 REPEAT
2120 LET F=0
-; :140 FLIP L = l TO TZ
2ieo IF PCL, i .xrci. + t, i :> THEN to-PCL, o:>: 11 -r CL, i :i: t2 = p u.., 2:1: i>< i , o:> ---PCI. 1-1, o:>: PCL,I'1 -PO.-H . 1 > i PCL, 2.V -PCL il , 2!> : PCL+1 , CO =tO: PCL + 1 , 1 > =t 1 : P C L i 1 , 2' =t.2: F = l21 BO NEXT
2200 UNTIL F=0
2220 ON ERROR FAILZ---1: PROCERROR
2240 CL03E£0
226O *DRIVK 0
2280 ON ERROR FA ILZ=2:PROCERROR
/SOU NAhE=OPENUP C"CBRIDD" )
2320 I-UR LOUPZ = 1 10 PZ
2340 LET VS--PU.OOHZ, O)
2360 LET rr-i-PtLCHJPZ, 1 I
2380 LET site = PCLL)aPX,2:i
2400 ON ERROR FAILZ=4:PHOCERRUR
2440 ON ERROR FAILZ=4:PROCERROH^'460 PHINT£NAME f rs




?54O ON ERROR FATLX=1:PRDCERRDR
2560 CLDSE£ O
2580 ON ERROR OFF











282O ON t:KKOR UFF



























































































ON ERROR LET FZ =1 : PROCERROR 
CLOSE* O
ON ERROR FZ =2: PROCERROR
NAME =OPENIJP C " CGR I DD " '; 
LET BLAZ=5O:BWZ=35:BQZ=23: AJX=34
IF TZ<==12 THEN LET BLAX =135: BWX =7O: BOX =1 1 : A JZ =SO
II- rZ<=S THEN LET BLAX = 1 55: BWX =1 4O: BC-1X =5 : A.JX ='3O
IJCILOLIR 1: COLOUR 131: PRINT TAEl <5, O> s " VALI.F-.Y TO KJVHH Kl-LAT 1 ON!3HI P " 
CGLOUH 128: COLOUR SsPRINT TAWCO,2.>;" AREA" : COLOUR IrPRJNI T AB (. O, 3 > ; NAME* 
LET 5pa% = 15ispu%=lSO: width/. =8SO: hei qh tZ ~i;5u 
PROCytlUAREC2.spa%, spuX, widthX, heiqhtZ.O.O. O.O.) 
PROCBQUA RE C 1 , <s pa 7. \- 1 , 5i p u Z •<- 1 , w i d t h X -2 , 1 63 , O , O .O.I :> 
VDU 4
LET s lopeh X =300 : height X =20O
PROCBaUARE<2,<3paZ, spu% + 2SO r wid thX , heiah tX , slopehZ , O. O, 1 ' 
LET slopevZ=20O: LET wid thZ=3OO: LET pe?rsZ=eO 
LET heights! =250 
PROCSQUARE<3, spaZ+850, spuZ, wid t hZ , height/., O, slopevX, persX, 1 )
PRDCSDUARE( 1 , spaX+300, spu%+45O, 846, 36O, 0, O, O, 1 '> 
PROCPVNUM (. 1 , 1156,390, "O">
PROCPVNUM (. 1,11 10,350, "2")
PROCPVNUMC1 , 1055,310, "4")
PROCPVNUM ( 1 , 1OOO, 265, "G" >
PROCPVNUM( 1 , 95O, 22O, "B" > 
PROCPVNUM <1,O, 5GO, "SITE">
PROCPVNUM < 3 , 11 70 , 934 , " H " :> 
___(_, /n.w-i--! . "7 v.;>
- 473 -
PROCPVNUMC3, J 170, 1114, "5" :> 
1200 PROCPVNUMC3, 1 17O. 734, "3" ) 
1300 PROCPVNUM (3, 1 1 7O, 65:5, " 1 " ) 
1320PROCPVNUMC3. 1170.8:55, "6") 
1340 PKOCPVMUrKS. 1 17O. 772, "4" > 
13J-.0 PHOCPVNIiri (3, 1 17O. H'i't , "2" :> 
1390 PROCPVIMUM c 3,11 7O , fc> 1 2 . " O " '.>
1400 PROCPVNUMC 3. 124G. 1OOO, "VALLEY SCALE" :> 
1420 COLOUR 128: COLOUR 1: PRINT TABC33, 25? i " KJ VFR 
1440 PRINT TABC33, 26) ; "SCALE" 
146O LET spaZ=317: spuX=64O 
1480 FOR LODPZ=1 TO 3
1500 PROClinpCS, spa%, spuZ,B40, O,O, CO 
1520 LET spu%=spia/'.+40 
1540 NEXT
1560 LET spuZ-4t>4: spa% = l 19 
1380 FUR LOOP2=1 TO 4
lliOO PROCline CO, spa%, spu%, 837, O, O, CO 
1620 LET 5paZ=spaZ+32: E5puZ=spuX+35 
164O NEXT
16CO LET spaZ=909: spuZ -44O 
1680 Li:r pesZ=lO
1700 LET ?;puZ=4G5: spaZ ~95'3 
1720 FOR LOOP%=1 TO 4
1X40 PROC1J ii(=c.O, fi.-.p^x, Bpu%, O, -253 f pf?sZ, O, 
1/60 LET spaZ-spaZ+52: npuZ =spuZ+3S: pf=<?;X =pe 
1780 NHXT
1HOO LKT snaX ' = F<LA2 
1820 FOR LfJUPX-1 TO BOX 
1840 PROC1 in€?t3. spaX., 152, O, 1G9.O.O:) 
1H60 PROC1 J ne<S. ^paX.330, O, 65, O, CO 
IHaO LET' -spflX. =spa%+BWZ 
1900 NEXT
1 y;'0 PROC 1 i n«= f 1 , 1 b , 4O 1 . H5O , O , O , O ) 
1 '^40 PROC 1 i HP C 1 , B6B , 151, 0 , 25O , O , O >
i yeo PROC: i .1 np <: i , BGS , 402 , 300 , i SB , o , o >
1980 COLOUR 3: COL OUR 128
;jQOO PIVOCtdata
^'020 ON FiRROR \"Y. = 1 : PRCJCERWCJR
/04O CLO!3E£ O
/ObO COLOUR 130: COLOUR 1: PRINT TAB ( 1 I , MO) ; " PRI-HS !3PAC1 MAIV "iOHO PROCSBAR
/100 IF PZ = 1 THEN VDU24,0;64; 1279; 1O23; :CALL.1V2FOO
/:t2;0 IF PZ = 1 THEN VDU 1, 13, 1, 13, 1,10.1,13,1, 13, 1, 1.3, 1, 13. 1 , 13,:14U KDRIVE 0
vlbu *LOAI) LKDLWP
^180 UN EMROR QFF
^00 ON ERROR GOTO 218O
*V20 CHAIN " DBF? ID"
DHF PHUCSUUARh < cclZ, s-.paZ, BmiX, widthX. h«iol, I./.,. •=, J. . :.(>(•> 1 1/. . sJ •..•a<--v7., pp >-•.-,>.. ( i 1 1 X ')GCIJL U, colZ
MOVE Bpa%,spuZ 
2320 PLOT J. , width/., O+slopevZ + persZ 
2340 F' L U 1 1 , s 1 ope I -, 7. , I -, e i q h t X - tiers 7. 
^360 PLOT 1 . -width*, O -slopevZ 
-i-SO PLO r i , ~ s 1 opeh * , - hei rjh 1 7.
2400 [T fil]% = l THEN PLOT SI . widthZH-slopehX, heiqlrt^ i slc.pev/. 
^'420 IF fillZ = ). THEN PLOT rt 1 , - B 1 .-.pel-, X , -\;ei ah *: % -i-p^r s% 2440 FTNDPROC
?460 DEF PROCPVNUMf colX 
^00 LOCAL loopZ, lenZ 
^300 GCOl. 0, coU 
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' 100 RE" "ERROR" 
120 MODE 7 
140 PROCG_NAME 
.60 PROCerror 
180 ON ERROR OFF 
*»0 ON ERROR GOTO ISO220 IF BZ=1 AND MZ=0 QR Ea=2 AND M%=O THEN CHAIN"CSITE" 240 ON ERROR OFF 
2«) DN ERROR GOTO 24O280 IF BZ = 1 AND MZ = 1 OR B% =2 AND M%=1 THEN CHAIN "SORT" 300 ON (ERROR OFF 
320 ON fcRROR GOTO 3OO 340 IF BZ=4 THEN CHAIN "DDATA" 360 UN ERROR OFF 
380 ON ERROR BOTO 36O 400 If BZ=5 THEN CHAIN "DI3RID" 420 END
440 DEF PROCerror 
460 CLS 
480 PRINT TAB(7,0) f CHR* ( 136) ;CHR*( 141 ) ,- CHR* ( 129) , CHR* ( 157) ; CHR* (131 ) ;
RNING" 














POSSIBLE IPRINT TAB(0,9) ;CHR*(129); "1 " ,-CHR* t. 134 ) ; "THE DISK DRIVE IS NOT WORKIN6 
PRINT TABCO, 11);CHH*C129); "2";CHR*(133); "THE FLOPY DISK HAS LOST SOME780 PRINT TABi: 13, 13) ; CHR* i. 131 800 PRINT TAB(22, 13);CHR*(131 820 PRINT TAB(0, 14) ; CHR*( 129) 840 IF MZ*Q THEN PRINT TAEUO, 860 IF CU = 1 THEN PRINT TAB CO, 880 IF MZ=O THEN PRINT TAB(O, CHR4(130)}"AGAIN" 
900 IF HX = 1 THEN PRINT TAB(O, 920 PRINT TAB(O, 18) ; CHR* ( 129) 940 PRINT TAB(O, 19) ; CHR*( 135) 960 PRINT TAB(O,2O);CHR*(135) 9SO PRINT TAB(0,21);CHR*(135) 1000 PRINT TAB(8,22);CHR*(135)
);CHR*(157);CHR* C129); "REMEDY");CHR*(157);CHR*(156);" "5"1";CHR*(13O);"CHECK DISK DRIVE AND TRY AGAIN'15);CHR*(130);" IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO ENTER'15);CHR*(130);" IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO SORT"16);CHR*(ISO)j" THE DATA FOR SITE";CHR*(129) ;/
16);CHR*(130);" THE DATA FOR THE SITES AGAIN";"2";CHR*(135);"IF THE ERROR PERSITS THEN EXIT 1;"YOU CAN TRY AGAIN WHEN THE DISK DRIVE";"HAS COOLED OR WITH ANOTHER DRIVE";"OR TRY COPYING FILES TO A NEW DISKETTE";CHR*(157)jCHR*(132);"TO TRY AGAIN PRESS";CHR*•
>;CHR*(135)?CHR*(157)?CHR*(156);" " :CHR*(135);CHR*(157);CHR*(132);" TO EXIT PRESS";CHR*(12
1020 PRINT TAB(31,22);U. ,„. 1040 PRINT TAB(8, 23); CHR* iurn ' r




,40 UNTIL keyZ--b'J DR key% = lOI OR key/L=b4 UR 
w IF keyZ=B4 OR keyZ=ll& THEN EN0PROC
180 US





1300 PRINT "PROGRAM TERMINATED BY USER 11




400 DEF PRDCG_NAME 
1420 LET NAME* = ""
440 LET SAZ=&OO55 
1460 LET SLZ=?SAX 
1480 LET SAX=SAZ+1
1500 FOR LOOPZ=SAZ TO SAX+SLX-1 







Data for the R.Rhymney 479
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Rhymney 495
Data for the R.Taff 593
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Taff 532
Data for the R.Ely 547
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Ely 553
Data for the R.Thaw 554
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Thaw 573
Data for the R.Ogmore 573
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Ogmore 598
Data for the R.Afan 608
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Afan 618
Data for the R.Neath 623
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Neath 646
Data for the R.Tawe 658
Uniqueness Ratios for the R.Tawe 681
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AREA RHYMNEY SITE OF 16
__Tno __ ——————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLCW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLG14 dretre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGUI FLCW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH C.Tietre)
5 RIVER FLDW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEI3HT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <m per tr. )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 rJIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT •; metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
2i LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLBLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)





























































































































































AREA RHYMNEY S I TE 2 OF 16
__ neref^o T BT TriM_
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLCW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH -metre)
9 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY ,-L.AT (metre)
8IOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY v'mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
IWInN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 ,r, )
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)





























































































































































AREA — RHYMNEY S I TE 3 OF 16
pflCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
PHYSICAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLGW (fratre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metr=)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (.T.etre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
A RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER B'£D MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORCER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VAi_LEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (par 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










Jl DEGREE OF CHANGE
JJ RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
«3 URBANIZATION 
J* SPECIAL VIEWS 













































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 4 OF 16
FACTOR* ————— — utscreiFTlON - - - -
i RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (.netre)
4 RIVER EANKFL'LL DEPTH >; metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
0 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <m par rn)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH CF '.'ALLEY FLAT :.r.stre>
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT cper 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
UNAN
'29 TRASH METAL Cpsr 30 . 5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (pgr 3O. 5 m>








39 LAND USE 
* UTILITIES
JJ DEGREE OF CHANGE 
JJ RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
JJ URBANIZATION 
JJ SPECIAL VIEWS
2 HISTORIC FEATURES 
** MISFITS











































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO






























































































AREA - RHYMNEY SITE 5 OF 16
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 FIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLO/J (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
g RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 PATIO CF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH CF '/ALLEY FLAT (netre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 30.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










Jl DEGREE OF CHANGE 
JJ RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
2 URBANIZATION
JJ SPECIAL VIEWS 
J HISTORIC FEATURES 
** MISFITS
INPUT f*AT
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AREA RHYMNEY SITE 6 OF 16
fflCTQR> —————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
fcrsicAL
« RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (mstra)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LQ--J FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (matre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
i 7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
; g RIVER BED MATERIAL
' 9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per ;H)
; 10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
j 11 STREAM ORDER
! 12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLf-T <r;.etre)
HOLOBIC
1 IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
j 17 FLOATING MATERIAL
i IB WATER CONDITION
1 19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
I 20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3Q.5 m)
! 22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
i 23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
I 28 LAND FLORA CONDITION 
MJMAMPWIHW
I 29 TRA3H METAL (par 3O.5 -n)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










JJ DEGREE OF CHANGE 
JJ RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
JJ URBANIZATION 
JJ SPECIAL VIEWS 
JJ HISTORIC FEATURES 
** MISFITS












































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO































































































AREA — RHYMNEY SITE 7 OF 16
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY :7 L AT 'rostra!
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (rng/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 AL3AE AMOUNT (par 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUNAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O. 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










Jt OEGREE OF CHANGE 
JZ RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
J» URBANIZATION
JJ SPECIAL VIEWS 















































1 . OOOO 

































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 8 OF 16
rtTTOR. ——————————— DESCR IPTI ON ——————————— fft* i «"* •
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LCW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LC>J FLOW (rretrs)
4 RIVER BANK.FULL DEPTH (metre)
g RIVER FLO/J VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per T:>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEP03 1 T I ON
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY <mg/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (par 3O.5 m>
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH META._ (par 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O. 5 m)




























































































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 9 OF 16
pCTOR. ————————— DESCR l PT * ON ——————————
SvsicSC
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
j RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT L2W FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
A RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOS I T I CM
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre*
UOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOAT I IMG MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
1? ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE <psr 3O.5 ro)
29 LAND FLORA VALLEY
24 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
MJHAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3Q.5 m)










«l DEGREE OF CHANGE
J2 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
*3 URBANIZATION
«J SPECIAL VIEWS 
Jf HISTORIC FEATURES 
<* MISFITS













































































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 1O OF 16
p/CTDR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLCW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LDW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
3 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO CF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED ELOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km;
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (mat re)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (par 30 . 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUNAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 ,11)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)








3? LAND USE 
*0 UTILITIES 
JJ DEGREE OF CHANGE 
«J RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
JJ URBAN 1 2 AT I ON 
JJ SPECIAL VIEWS 
2 HISTORIC FEATURES 
** MISFITS
INPUT. CATI







































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 

































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 11 OR
FACTOR.- ————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (n^tre)
3 RIVER --ELOCir-' AT LUW FLOW (fne.re)
4 RH.ER LHANkFULL DEPTH (metre.)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER FATTEKN
7 PATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE < :n per in)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA < sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 ..»IDTH OF VriLLEV FLAT >. ;r.et •-& >
10LOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 AL3AE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 «n>
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LHRSER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 30.5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAMD FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION 
MAMnnn
29 FRiign METAL -aer 3O . 5 r, >
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










JJ DEGREE OF CHANGE 
2 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
J URBANIZATION 
J SPECIAL VIEWS 
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AREA RHYMNEY SITE 12 OF 16
TM^Bf C> TOT TflKl
PHYSICAL 
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LC !-J FLOW tmetre)
3 FIVER VELOCITY 3T LOW FLG-l'J <rr,etr=;>
4 RIVER EANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW 'VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 ?ATIC OF VALLEY .HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per m>
10 RIVER PAS IN AREA ?.sq. km>
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDfM Ot-" v ALLEY FLAT Csr.stre;'
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATE RIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT -per 3O. 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 PQLLUT I ON E V I DENCE ( p er 3 0 . 5 m )
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA COND I I" I ON
29 TRASH METAL iper -3O. 5 ,r»>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3D. 5 m)
31 TRASH OTHER (per 3O. 5 «n )
32 MATERIAL REMOVABLE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
3* ACCESSIBILITY I NO I '.'I DUAL
























































































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 13 OF 16
^^ QO ____ — DESCRIPTION — -
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LGW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLCW ( ;T:etre>
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLCW (mstrs)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEr' : --EIGHT TO WIDTH
0 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ', sq km)
H STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OK VALLEY F_A T < .T.- :_ -- =? >
klOLOGIC
F 13 WATER COLOUR
I 16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
I 17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION!
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 in)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
1 26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
1 27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
I 28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
129 IFASH METAL ;p&r :o.5 m)
[30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










J DEGREE OF CHANGE 
« RECOVERY POTENTIAL
J URBANIZATION 
JJ SPECIAL VIEWS 
J HISTORIC FEATURES 
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AREA = RHYMNEY SITE 14 OF 16
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (fiietre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (reetre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq k.-n)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF SAN^S
13 DEr OS I I I L N
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 VJATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 <n>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLBLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL '.per 3O.5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)
































































































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 15 OF 16
--no __ ———————— DESCRIPTION ————————FACTOR* ———— w&ou.r\*r- I iuiix
PHYSICAL 
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (netre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FL.OW <fTsetre>
4 RIVER BANK FULL DEPTH (metre)
9 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
A RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED -MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE ( m per m>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 wILTH '-if VALL£Y ~L. ;-,T (,r ; stre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY <.<ng/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 re)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O. 5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH MKTAL (p*r 3u . 5 T: >
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O. 5 m)






























































































































































AREA RHYMNEY SITE 16 OF
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (.T:etre>
2 RIVER CEFTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 rU'v'E^ VELOCITY AT LOW FLO.-J rcise-tra)
4 RIVER &ANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVtR ,-LUi-J VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO UF .ALLEY HEIGHT TG WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Crrs per M\)
10 R I V ErS B A 3 I i' ! A K E A ', = q t: •-. n )
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 >JlDrH UF VALLEY r-'LA f iiTi&tre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (m/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT <per 3O.5 m )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS RIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 30 . 5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 Tr,A3H METAL (per 3O.5 in)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3D. 5 fn>











































































































































































5 j . : 0 0 ;
6 i . o :• :• o
7 •:. 1263a -.•••••.:
9 - . o •? :> -•
10 0,2000
11 '- . 1 1 ' i
12 .'. i iia
13 : . .429





i? j . 1 1 : :
20 i.:.:33
21 • j . 1 ; i :
23 0. . ;::
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0.2500
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UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
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9 . 0 9 C 9
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UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA - RHYMNEY SITE 1O OF 16
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UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA
F. PHYSICAL
RHYMNEY SITE 11 OF
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SUBTOTAL • —— "
REA — RHYMNEY
PHYSICAL


























































































AREA -• RHYMNEY S I TE 13 OF 16
SUBTOTAL »
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UNIQUENESS RATIO ROR FACTORS
AREA RHYMNEY SITE 16 OF 16
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AREA = TAFF 
DESCRIPTION
SITE 1 OF 29 
INPUT CATEGORY UNIQUENESS
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amountCper 30 5m)
20 Aigae type
21 Larger plants amountCper 30 5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)













































































































































































SITE 2 OF 29 
INPUT CATEGORY UNIQUENESS
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






































Algae amount(per 30 5m)
Algae type














































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition























































































































































































































SITE 4 OF 29 
INPUT CATEGORY UNIQUENESS
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30 5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30-5m)































































































































































SITE 5 OF 29 
INPUT CATEGORY UNIQUENESS
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (ra per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants atnount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)































































































































































1 River width at low flow(ra)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)

































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)

































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)













































































































































































SITE 9 OF 29 
INPUT CATEGORY UNIQUENESS
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per ra)
10 River basin area (sq.km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)











































































































































































SITE 11 OF 29 
INPUT CATEGORY UNIQUENESS
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per ra)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30-5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)















































































































































































SITE 12 OF 29 
INPUT CATEGORY UNIQUENESS
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(ra)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)


































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (ra per m)
10 River baf.in area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 "Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidenceCper 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)

































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
y River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)




































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(ra)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30 5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash raetaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)














































































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per ra)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30-5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amountCper 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30-5m)































































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per _3-5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity



















































































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)





























































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30,5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)





























































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30-5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30-5m)





























































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(ra/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per ra)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30,5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)
































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30,5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)





























































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hilislope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30,5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)





























































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)































































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq.kra)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)










































































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)






























































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metaKper 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5ta)
































































































































































	AREA = TAFF 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION
PHYSICAL
1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amount(per 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amount(per 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash metal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30-5m)

































































































































































1 River width at low flow(m)
2 River depth at low flow(m)
3 River velocity at low flow(m/s)
4 River bankfull depth(m)
5 River flow variability
6 River pattern
7 Ratio of valley height to width
8 River bed material
9 River bed slope (m per m)
10 River basin area (sq-km)
11 Stream order
12 Erosion of banks
13 Deposition






19 Algae amountCper 30.5m)
20 Algae type
21 Larger plants amountCper 30.5m)
22 Larger plants kind
23 River fauna
24 Pollution evidence(per 30.5m)
25 Land flora valley
26 Land flora hillslope
27 Land flora diversity
28 Land flora condition
HUMAN
29 Trash raetal(per 30.5m)
30 Trash paper(per 30.5m)
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ICTOR. ——————— DESCRIPTION ———————
tfSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
g RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq f:irj)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
SOLOS 1C
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOAT I. MB MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
29 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
26 LAND FLORA CONDITION
fcW
W TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3D. 5 m )










*l DEGREE OF CHANGE
*2 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
* URBANIZATION 
H SPECIAL VIEWS 
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AREA ELY SITE 2 OF 11
FACTOR- —————————— ueai-nir i lun ———————————
PHYSICAL
i RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (in per fn)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOS I T I ON
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 30 . 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3G.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION
WHAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m )
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O- 5 m)






























































































































































AREA ELY SITE 3 OF 11
— — ^^r^^^ » f^T T nh 1FACTOR* ———————— DESCRIP ION —————— • — —
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW < metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVFR BAMKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
S RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA <=q km>
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION DF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER CDLGLR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (.T.g/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLGPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)




























































































































































AREA ELY SITE 4 OF 11
FftCTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA < sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY <mg/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)




























































































































































AREA ELY SITE 5 OF 11
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
! RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER 6ANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
3 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
I, RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOF'E ( m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLDRA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)




























































































































































AREA ELY SITE OF 11
FflCTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m par m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
•7 FLOATING MATERIAL
Id WATER CONDITION
!? ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
?3 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)






























































































































































AREA — ELY SITE 7 OF 1 1
eftCTOR* """" — " — " —— —— ue.au.nir' i J.UIM — • —————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT Or.etre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 tr\)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUNAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m>






























































































































































AREA ELY SITE 8 OF 1 1
FACTOR* —————————— ue.3urc.ir i IUP* ———————————
pjtfilCAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (roetre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
5 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO QF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
S RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEP03 1 r I ON
14 WIDTH QF VALLEV FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WAFER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m >
20 AL3AE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 30 . 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUHAN
29 TRASH METAL (per JO. 5 ;n >
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)






























































































































































AREA ELY SITE OF 11
fACTOR. —————————— utaunir- i IUIM ———————————
PHYSICAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
5 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER-
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 30 . 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUNAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O . 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)





























































































































































AREA ELY SITE 10 OF 1 1
FACTOR* " —— ' ——— " ———— i/taunir- i IUIM ———————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
3 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TD WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLO^'E (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA <sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALBAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3D. 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)






























































































































































AREA ELY S I TE 11 OF 11
rtCTOR. —————————— DESCR IPT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE ( m per rn)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSICN OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 V.JIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (trsg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 30 . 5 01)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 rn)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
j 24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O. 5 m )
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUNAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 rn)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3Q.5 m>






























































































































































AREA — ELY S I TE OF 11
F. PHYSICAL F. BIOLOGIC F. HUMAN











12 0.2 0 0 0
13 0.2000
14 0.2000
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UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA - ELY SITE 6 OF 11
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AREA ELY SITE 7 OF 11
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f i 7 ;"' i'i fi
0. 1250
0 . '333
*"- . 25 0 A
1.0000
1 . 0000
: . •.• •- .• :j
0 . i •,' 0 0

















0 . 25 0 0
0. 2500
0 . 5 0' 0 0
0 . 2 ' ) 0 0
0 1 M fl (>
1.0000
9 . '.- 9 0 9
""""S. "54 2099
-561 -
AREA ELY SITE 9 OF 11
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~ •" •") A
2 5 0 0
2500
~ C 1 r I* 1
~ ^1 ^ A
1 ' '. . :'\
I . 00
" ' •".• 9
3.40995£
TOTAL 1O.45O82
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA - ELY SITE 10 OF 11









































































































2 0 0 0
~* T ~ T
3337
-p -» T -* 
, ./ _• J
t"i ..III
r 0 '' 0
•^ A i't 0
2000
; o ;• o
1000
0 ? •'} 9
"47901623
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA - ELY 3 I TE 1 1 OF 1 1
F. PHYSICAL
SUBTOTAL




























































































. 0 0 0 0
0 *') 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
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OFtS AMONG Ft I
AREA THAW SITE OF
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










41 DEGREE OF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
43 URBANIZATION















































1 . OOOO 






























































































AREA THAW SITE 0 F
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre;
4 RIVER 3ANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
b RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per ,TI >
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (.Ts^trs)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDIT- 'mq/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m )
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
29 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 30 . 5 rn >
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m>




























































































































































AREA THAW SITE 3 OF
-. _ _ — — nFQPB T PT T nw — _
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALUEY FLAT t ; ;,etr=>>
jIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
14 WATER TURBIDITY (rng/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 F QLLUT I ON EV I DENCE (per 30 . 5 m >
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 ,P.)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m>





























































































































































AREA THAW SITE OF
IMTTQR ————————— DESCR I PT I ON —————————— WCTUn.
PHYSICAL
^ 1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER SED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLGFE (m per m )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 LRQSIGN GF EANh 5
13 DEPOSITION
1 14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 <n>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O. 5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLBLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY-
28 LAND Fi-ORA CGNLITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










41 DEGREE OF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
<3 URBANIZATION
*4 SPECIAL VIEWS
*5 HISTORIC FEATURES 
*4 MISFITS














































































































































AREA THAW SITE OF
«^«^*fD IP »T" T rtHItoCTOR. ————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
KSlCAL 
r[ RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW 'metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
9 RIVER FLGW VARIABILITY
6 FIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO I'JICPH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT vroatre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY <mg/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALSAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 30 . 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 30 . 5 ro>
31 TRASH OTHER (per 3D. 5 m)
32 MATERIAL REMOVABLE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
34 ACCESSIBILITY I INDIVIDUAL






*1 DEGREE OF CHANGE
*2 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
*S URBANIZATION 
** SPECIAL VIEWS 













































2 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 






























































































O. 1 111 
O. 125O
AREA THAW SITE OF
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW ( netre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
3 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO 14IDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km>
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION GF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLE/ FLrt i C.r.etre
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 m>
20 ALGAE T/FE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m )
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 30 . 5 •.-•;:)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3D. 5 m>
31 TRASH OTHER (per 3O . 5 m)
32 MATERIAL REMOVABLE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
34 ACCESSIBILITY I INDIVIDUAL

























































































































































AREA THAN SITE OF
FACTOR. ————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW < metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
g RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE ( m per m>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m>
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLOP A CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O . 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










41 DEGREE OF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
43 URBANIZATION
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 














































1 . OOOO 































































































AREA THAW SITE 8 OF
^,-B _ —————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL 
j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW dr<etre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
(, RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per m ;•
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq ?-.:m)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
j 14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre?
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 5O.5 m;
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m>
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3D. 5 m>































































































































































fflCTDK. ——————————— ucaL.rM.i- i IUIN ————————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO v-JIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA < sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF B"-*r- 3
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLE vr FLAP metre-
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 >JATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3D. 5 ,T, )
20 ALBAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
WHAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)
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1 = i b
. 1250
" ("i A A
41 0 . 1 6 c 6
42 0. 1666
43 0.2500
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3 -.' 3 -j
5 0 0 0
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0 . 1 6 6 6
0. 5000









































































































































































































> , 5 0 0 0
0 . 5 0 0 0
0. 3333
0 . 5 0 0 0
































UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA — THAW SITE 9 OF















































































































































































AREA «• QBMORE SITE OF 2O
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIvER ^IDTii AT LUU Fi_Uto <metr£f)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (.netre)
4 F:i'- ER BAN! TULL DLF T H :,-,-:&!. re-
5 KlVcr; FLO •-•AK.^Ji^i V
6 RIVER FAT TERN
7 RATIO GF vALLE'T HEIGH! TO <s)iDTH
g RIV'£R BED NATERtAL
9 KlVER DLL £LiJPE .n. per ^
10 '< ['.'-< t.vf i;. Ai-:fc.A •. ^-\ i !!,-
11 STREAM Gf-DER
12 ER3B::ON UF bfir;K'3
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT C.ne?tre>
BIOLOGIC
15 t-.ATL" CGLLLK
16 WATER TURBIDITY Mng/^)
17 FLC A T I NG . 1 A I ER I tAL
18 WATER CONDI FION
19 ALUf.E AMOUN! (per oO.5 m >
20 ALGnE T /F E
21 LARGER PLANTS AKGUN F Cpfer 3O.5 .:•)
22 LAR3£-If^ PLAriTS rIND
23 RIVER FALNA
24 FCLLUTION L'VIDENUE (per 7.O.5 n:>
23 LAWD FLURA VALLEY
26 LAND FLDFiA H1LLSLOFE
27 LAMD hLDRA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 1F.AEH METAL (p*< -JO. 5 m >
30 TRA^H TYiPxR (par- "^ '. 5 fr< •
31 TRAGh O I I-;LR '.per J.-.,-.5 in)
32 MATERIAL RE.MOVAE'LE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
34 ACCESS I B I L 1 I y I ND I V i DUAL
35 ACCESSIBILITY MASS USE
36 LUCAt_ SCENE




41 DECREE OF CHANGE
*2 RECOVERY f-CTENTIAL 
43 URBANIZATION













































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO

































































































AREA QGMORE SITE OF 20
fflCTOR. —————————— ue.ai.ru r i J.UIN ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW H_<J :>J (metre;
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LGW FLOW (metre;
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGUi FLGW (met re)
4 -IVER &A!\KF'JLL 3EP"H •, netr^
5 RIVER FLGUi VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 PATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TG ^IDTH
9 RIVER BED MATER I AL
9 R[/ER 5E.D 'SLOPE •: , v per T; >
10 ?L'.iR :-i---j:^ A~T.A ^
11 iTK^Arl UKDLR
12 CxGSlGN OF BHuVr..S
13 DEPOSITION!
14 WIDTH GF VALLEY !r LAT .inetra'
BIOLOGIC
15 WA.TbR COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (-g/L'
17 FLOATING ,1ATERIA-_
13 i/JATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT -'pef- JO. 3 T, )
20 ALGAE TY--E
21 LARGER Pi_ANT5 Ar-G-'i r" (per 3O.3 ri >
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUT^A
24 PQLLUT IOr-4 EVIDENCE : ^ -r '-.> . 5 .n-
23 LA.MD FLCRA VALLEY
26 LArvD FLGRA HILL3LQFE
27 LAND FLGRA D I VERBIFY
28 LAND FLGRA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (psr TO . 5 nJ
30 r".A£!H Fr-if-'ER -.vf-r J-:/.G nJ
31 TRASH GTHER (per 7O.G -:nJ
32 MA FERIAL REMG'v'ASLE
33 ARTIFICIAL CGNTRGL3
34 ACCESSIBILITY INDIVIDUAL






41 DEGREE OF CHANGE 
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
43 URBANIZATION 
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 












































4 . OOOO 
5. OOOO 
1 . OOOO 


































































































AREA OGMORE SITE OF 2O
iearTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————— ifAtiU"*
IpHYilCAL
t RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLCW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LCW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGW FLOW C :-.etre>
4 ~;I-VER E'ANKF-JLL DEPTH >;.^t--3/
5 RIVER FLGUJ VARIABILITY
$ RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TQ WIDTH
8 RIVER 3£D "ATERI.AL
9 RIVER PEL1 ?'_C-' C : rri -;-i?r -v<
10 .viviR 3^s;;; ~r ZA ;„- .,
j . -. -r (-. r- A fv* r— . — . ?- r ,— 11 i : :"v^i-ir. ^_i i"1 . s 1̂ c. r-.
12 ExGSICN UF BA; : ^-:3
. _ r» r— i~-, ,~~r ~- T f ~v f~i i i13 L'c-PGbi i i ii_iii
14 WID~H 3F VALLT.Y ~LAT .; . r-^r.r- ^-. •
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER CGLCU-X
16 WATER TUREIDITY •. .r- _}.'...,•
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 W^T£TR CGMDITI-N
19 ALGAE A.MGuNT '.par ::•.•- 5 ; ;•
20 AL.'3^E -VFE
21 LARGER PLANTS - -""GLiNT : Per '.T-: . 3 -. .'
*5*^ : -. —i — — ;— i — «• ,*• K • — •— > . • ~ - i rv 
22 S-M.-'.iUC..-'. .- !_i--.!M : ^ ... ^;-4u.'
23 RIVER FAUriA
24 FGLLJTICM EVIiIE.CE (per ':O.3 .n,-
23 I..AND FLCRA -• AL..-EV
26 LAND FLCRA HlLl_5LGF:'L
27 LAND FLGRA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 ^RA3-n r-ETAL <C5r '-'-- 5 ; A*
30 TRASH ~AFER • r. =r "•: . r- ; -










41 DEGREE OF CV-Ar4GE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
43 URBAN !Z AT £GN 















































1 . OOOO 



































































































AREA QGMQRE SITE OF 20
_ _ nrcfD TDT T nw
PHYSICAL
i RIVER WIDTH AT LCW FLQW '.;natre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LCW FLOW (metre)
4 = IV£R BV1KFLLL DEPTH C • r. .-;;- 1 - 5 1
g -TVER -i-Ow V--RI ABILI TY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RAT 1 3 3F VALLEY HEIGHT TO UIIDTH
g FIVER 'ED MATERIAL
9 FIVER 2ED SLOPE .T, ,n---,r ;- }
10 ; • " '"; -' 13. i . - - •. -- -i
ll jTFEAr1 'jRiJt..-\
12 EFCS:C. : OF -~.'-.s
13 :£F?,GITIJ?.i
14 .OIDTH OF VAr.LEY FL-if '.~-:?tr^>
BIOLOGIC
15 »ATER CCL.C-!JF-
Ifc -(ATiIR rOf-irliJ I T Y •- .-g "... -
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB »ATER CONDITION
19 iLGn£ A.'ICJUNT :p^r 3O.5 ~ ,s
20 -^LGAE T • FE
21 ._-KG£P PLA-NTS ^v-Gljii": . ^ er 3O.5 , V-
22 ,-r'-/-3ER .'"•!.. AMTE - I-^D
23 FI'^-LR FAUfiA
24 "2LL-j r TG-t GT.V T "CENC I F: -r T-..-."3 .T! '•'
25 L-if-iD s^LCRA V^._L.£Y
26 '• AND ^^ '.-iRA HTi '• G' f": PE
27 LA?-iD FLORA DIVERSITY
29 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
*5O r ~-. f\ ,-"•• j j >. 4 1— • - 1"- j-i i / •-*• .-. ir _ * 
CJ "-.ri.QiH i 1C- ! fA(__ ', O rj( -? '-^ - -i ft '
^/\ f- 1~. -. , — - . ....... — — — r .- — jO . "iv..;ri .-'-I.- •-.;•: • - =r _•..= . : ~
31 "FASH OTHER -:.p^r 13.5 >M
32 1 A T EF: I --. L R C -1 C ' - ' A E; L E
33 ARTIFICIAL OGNTRQL3
34 ACCESSIBILITY INDIVIDUAL





40 -JTI L I T IE'3
41 CEGREE OF CHANGE 
42 rECQVERY POTENTIAL 
43 L'P:EANIZATIGN 
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 











































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 
































































































AREA QGMDRE SITE 5 OF 20
i t*^r*r*^ T I^TP T ^1^ iLu*rgp. —— — — ————— DESCR I P  I UN ————————————
KYSICAL
ft RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLCW dnstre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (matre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW dTsstrs)
4 RIVER SANKFULL DEP T H < metre •
a -\IVt-.K r '_QW /'Ar. i Aei i.i_ j. i T'
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO CF VALLEY MEI3HT TO UJIDTH
g RIVER ?ED MATERIAL
7 RIVER I-£D SLOPE i \r\ car ;TI)
10 -Clv'tR c:--0ii~ :-iKe.i-! v. 5q -.. iTi;
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION GF ?Ar-.r.3
13 DEPOSITION
14 l^IDTH GF VALLEY FLAT '-et^e)
BIOLOGIC
15 >jA^ER GOLGUP
16 WATER TURBIDITY Oivg/L}
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WAFER CONDITION
19 AL3A£ ^tfUUN f (par 30.3 ; n;
20 ALQAG TYPE
21 i_ARGE.R PLANTS AI1CUNT : p ar- 3O.5 .a)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIE^ENCE '.p=-- 3(". . 3 m '»
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAf^iD FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUHAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 :r( >
30 TRASH PipER :cer- :;. j. . 5 m<










41 DEGREE OF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
43 URBANIZATION 
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 
45 HISTORIC FEATURES 
46 MISFITS











































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 

































































































AREA OGMQRE SITE 6 OF 20
„ _. __ __ nFOC'Q TPT TOM— — — ._
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
j RIVER VELOCITY AT LCW FLOW C^etre)
4 RIVER EANKFULL DEPTH (net re)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TQ vUDTH
9 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE ( ro per m )
10 RIVER BASIf-! AREA ^aq -. r. )
11 STREAM ORDER
12 ERGS I ON GF 3ANK.3
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT C .--. * t r -3 >
BIOLOGIC
15 A'ATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY f^g/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m >
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (.per ~0 . 5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE <oar 3O . 5
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 :n>
30 TRASH PAPER <^er 3O.5 n)














45 HISTORIC F r£A"!"UR£'.3 
46 MISFITS














































































































































AREA = QGMORE SITE 7 OF 20
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSTCAL
1 RIv'ER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVES VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW C^etre)
4 RIVER E-' :-r,KFULL C3.F ^H KT^t--2>
5 RIVER FLCW VARI ABIi-ITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RI'vER SED 3LGPE •: m p=r- ,T* ;
10 ~.i '.-"£'•: BAGIN «,: .EA Ciq .v.:r:;
11 STREAM GRI-ER.
12 EROSION GF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 ^IDTH GF /ALLEY FLAT ^: :T e \r 9 >
BIOLOGIC
15 viATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY r-g/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 iwATER COr<DITI3N
19 ALGAE AilQ^r-T (per IO.5 :•;•.;
20 ALGAE TNFE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMGUNT <oer 3-0.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 PQLs _ iTICN EVIDENCE '.per 3O.5 m :•
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLGPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH tfETAL <per 3O . 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER •.•~-st- 3O.5 .T: )




35 ACCESSIBILITY f<ASS USE
36 LOCAL SCENE
37 VISTAS
38 VIEW CGNF I CEMENT
39 LAND USE
40 UTILITIES




















































































































































AREA OGMORE SITE 3 OF 2O
FflCTOR. ————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW irnetr^)
4 RIVER 3AXKFULL DEP^H <;*etr = ;
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGH"" TO WIDTH
g ~:I','ER LED MATERIAL
9 PTVFR S-ET '7-L.CPE < •- p ~-r ••:>)
10 ~. !'<.!- r; 2 AGIN AP:EA ! =q -r:>
11 ST^EArl 3R1ER
12 ^-.ISIGN GF. ?AMk3
13 DEPOSIT I ON
14 -4 r QTH OF V-LLEY •• : - ; •_•>•!• =-<?. .- --,•
3IOLOGIC
4 0 ..AT* — •""' • — — * i »"'"• ' • t~>15 -j.-i ! c.n ^LjL'-ju.-!-.
16 -AiER •"'.jRBlQITY • -y/__;
17 --GATING ^A T ERir^L.
13 .vATER UCWDITIGM
19 ALGAE AilCLNT .,'pir 3'I'. . 5 ,r; •
20 -LEAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AnGuNT Cp-er TO. 5 .n .'
22 L.ARGER PLA.NT3 KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 "'CLLUT1CN E/I.CEriLE •, •-. -^r TO . 5 ^ •>
25 LAND r'LORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSIFY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL ;psr 30 . 5 -'n >
30 "f'AiiiH PA;-"' ;-R • ri=r ""•"•-.-] ;v .'
31 TRASH OTHER (par 3O . 5 n )
32 MATERIAL REMOVABLE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROL 3
34 ACCESSIBILITY INDIVIDUAL

























































































































































AREA QGMQRE SITE 9 OF 20
pflCTOR- ——————————— ue.at-rsir' i iuw — ——— — ——— —
PHYSICAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLGid OT-etra)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (rretre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGW FLG.-J '.fristre)
4 3IVER DA*--; KFULL CE~"H ( --.it-- 5 ;
g RlvER FLG*i VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT ^G :^IDTH
g SILVER BED ^A^RI^L
9 RlvER BED SLOPE ^ :•-•- •>
10 -IVG :: -i-vMvi AKZA -. .-, ..••;-
11 S^REAft Gr'Dc_K
12 LPGSICN OF ;~:A*U:.3
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH GF V^LLEv ~!.>-~r '.>,-.! -^\
StOLOGIC
15 *ATER CGLGL-R
Mi ' f. ••• f— '-• - ' .-* - v -. - r- • ' ' i 16 ,M!-I C.IV ! _ r ••. O L ij 1 ! ; " a . •—
\~f ~ ' — •^ T~ " *•- ^i~- , ' \ -r I — ,- r ,-^ ,17 ri_'^t-il LiMUi ,.-; • !41- :-.'-•••_
18 '.-JA^ER CCr -'C 3 "•" T G"J
ig •» ' ----- .•-,..••.•.•..-,- , . . _ - -. - i T .-.__,-._ . -. . .- _ , • , • j- -~ • -
20 ALJAE TYPE
21 L.--R3ER KL-Hr4 ' '3 i-^ ™ u . j " .' • • o ?r^ _.•_•, "_ ~i '•
22 LARGER PLANTS Klr.iD
23 RIVER FALNA
24 PGLLJTIGN JlvIDENCi: •:. J.-_T- ; 1 . S iii ;
25 LAND FLGRA •. ALLEY
26 LAND FLCRA HILLELCPE
27 LAND FLCXA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CGNDITICM
HUMAN
29 TRA3H i-.ETAL 'per 3O.5 T; )
30 rr:.'i-IH ' : '-.f-ER t-er _ -T .1 J
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AREA OGMQRE SITE 1O OF 20

















RIVER '.<IIDTH AT LOW i-'_GW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LC'«J FLOW <m&z--m
C'lVER £•-'•: :r.FL_L C£ r:"H • .vsi-a;
ri I •. E. R i" L :_J W v' ri K i. ,-"- 3 I •_ i r ' i
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO !JF VALLEY HEIGHT '"d WIDTH
* VER BED MAT 1=1 -X_
'"' VFR F""~D 'T : ~ -'*•"" •"" r>--r •"" .'
i! VLR c: r-oiiJ n!1 -'. •_,— •. •, -iCj •• T> /
3 -REAM ::RDER
ERG3TGN OF L;- :•• 3
3/EPGSI T ION













































































































ALGAE AM.JLi-.iT ; p =-- 7O . 5 ;r, )
A'L-LJ-^CI i •. r- b.
LARGER :-LAN^3 AMOUNT p«r TO . 5 .i»
— r ' F. O T. r\ .- i_r-!>v : ~t '• . i i ss-1
RIVER FAUNA





TPASH nETAL =per 3C--.5 m )
TRASH PAPEx -^^r- 30.:: v )
TRASH OTHER (per 3D. 5 n )
MATERIAL REMOVABLE
ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
ACCESS I B I L I T Y I ND I V I DUAL
ACCESSIBILITY ^ASS USE
LOCAL SCENE







































































































































































AREA QGMQRE SITE 11 OF 2O
__ _ _ r»FC!ni9T PT TOM _
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLCW i^stre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW C,-etrs?>
4 RIVER b'A-:r:'FLU_. DEPTH N.netr^
5 RI'.ER rLGN VAR : AB ^ L I ;" v
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY' HEIGHT ~Q .WIDTH
g RIVER -ED r:^T~RIAL
9 RIVER 1'LIJ SLOPE . -. p- :- •- ;
10 -;IVER &ABIN j-.-^A • . -- ^ ; .T: >
U rTRt-Ari UKl:=:r\
12 IRCSICN ;:^ BA ••;;••: --:•
13 :£FGSITICr,i
14 WIDTH GF vALLE'-' > r L_^T : -=-^--^':
BICLQ3 1 C
15 .-i-VER GULQUR
16 -ATER TJR3IEir-/ >y/L;
17 FLGATiriG MATERIAL
18 i^TER COlvDITI-J'-i
I 1? -iLGAE AMOUNT r p^r : •!• . 5 .-••*.'
2C ^LGAE "T"-'PE
21 LARGER PLANTS A'GON r •, ^c-r 7'j.i- :• .
22 LARGER Pt.ANT 3 --.IND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 -•OLLUTIGN E-VIIJENGE -; ; : .?r T.-:--.5 ->
25 LAND FLORA VAL.I_E V
26 LAND FLGRA 1-ULL9LGFE
2* L-i~r4IJ Fi _ Ljr*%i^ D i. '/'ci. r*' '^j x i '.
28 LAND FLCRA CGMD1TIGN
HUMAN
29 TRASH '1ETAL :per ^O.5 -r»
30 TPAGH PAPER '^ = r -"'."'. "5 ~\>










41 DEGREE OF CHANGE 
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
43 URBANIZATION 
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 
43 HISTORIC FEATL-F-.'iS 
46 fUSFITS
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AREA - OGMORE SITE 12 OF 20
(TflCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LG.'i FLGUJ (.Tetra)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LGW FLGUI (.-nstre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGVJ FLGW (i>str = )
4 xI-'Ev E'ATKFLLL DEPTH <TStr = ;
5 ^IV£F: FLC •' VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 ^A^IG C~ vrtL.LEV HEIGHT TO USIDTH
g ^IVF.R BED MATERIAL
9 RIvER PED SLOPE (T per -;)
10 r-':IV~R t: A'i:: iM -fvEA . .i-_j - ^ >
n cLTP.EA.-i T:=OER
12 IRG3IGN C- 3Ar,KQ
13 L-EPHGITION
14 '.JJDTH r^ "^LLE'r -L^T -., ^tr-)
BIOLOGIC
IS AATER COLOUR
16 WATER TLK3IDI TY • -g/_>
17 FLGATIMG MATERIAL
IB WATER CGN3ITIGN
19 AL3AE AnCLr-iT (per 3O . ;5 -s ;•
20 ALGAE "YPE
21 uARGER F' !-Ar,!^S Ar-IOLT-tT ip^r TO ,. 3 TS ;•
22 LARGER F''_Ar-J"73 iTi.^sD
23 RIVER FALr»A
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE 'per 30 . 5 T, •
25 <_AND FLOP A v ALLEY
26 LA;v<D FLORA HILL3LOFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLGRA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per TO. 5 JT- )
30 "RASH c -'r- £;': •o^r 3L . 5 ;n )




35 ACCESSIBILITY MASS LEE
36 LOCAL GGET E
T7 ' I T f-- -r .--<-• 
W / •/ A C2 1 ^ r>
38 V I EW CGNF I NtEriEN"7"
39 '_ A f \i C ' j 'ij ii.
40 '.'TIL;. TIES




43 HI STOP I C ' E ATijRES













































































































































AREA OGMQRE SITE 13 OF 2O
KVSICAL
1 RIVE?: WIDTH AT LOW FLGW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LG^J FLOW (sr-etre)
4 ^IVER EAM'~ULL DEPTH (.-istr-i;-
5 31VER -LGU VARIABILITY
A RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TG WIDTH
3 ,?I'vE" EED MATERIAL
9 RIVER EED 3LGPE •' m per :n>
10 ^.I-.ER Si-i-3 1.-i AREA <3,q r.:iv:)
U hTF.£AM .-J-LER
12 Z-.CL-IC^ 3F 3.V-4K3
13 CEPGbl ! ION
14 •4iriT H CT-" '•'•'";-L-_EY ^~'.— 'r < :''• ^ ^ r ̂  '•
BIOLOGIC
15 l-'ATER CGLGLR
16 WATER TL-3IDITY -M-: g.-L:
17 FLCATlfiG MATERIAL
18 UiATPfi CCNGITIGtM
19 ALoAE A.riGUUT (per 3G . 5 rr, j
20 ALGAE T> °E
2i LARGER FLA-MT3 -^G-jriT -p^r- 3O.5 ^ >
22 LARGER Pi-A^TS KIND
23 RIVER FA-JNA
24 PGLLUTIGN EVIDENCE vcjer 3O.5 ^;
25 LAND FLGRA VALLEY
26 LAND FLGRA HILL3LDPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CGNDITIGN
HUMAN
29 TRASH tfETAL (per 3O.5 m)
TA "^ •*"• '"* -~- 1 ! r- f^ r~.> — i— . •-..._._ — .- "•« rr . - .vU •. r*--,— i^r^ ;~" ,— i-' _:"•. • '.J^^f .. 'j . -J - /




33 ACCESSIBILITY MASS L3E
36 i-OCAL SCGr.E




4i DEGREE GF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY F GTE!M T I AL 
43 b'RBANIZATICN















































































































































0 . 3333 
5E-20C
- 590 -
AREA OGMQRE SITE 14 OF 20
PHYSICAL
™j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW i-netr a>
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW c metre)
3 3IVER VELOCITY AT LCW FLOW (metre)
4 ^IVER DA?1 -,!- FULL D£PT-< .; JT. -5 " -- = .;
5 AlV:£.Hv FLOW VAR i. AS I L_ i TY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO vJIDTH
g ^IVER -ED ^AT'RIAL
9 RIVER E'ED 3LGPE •. ,-n ,-;er mJ
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (. sq -,-,T!,-
tl STREAM ORDER
12 ERCSID^ OF E£-f-.iK3
13 DEPOSIT IQW
14 WIDTH CF VALLEY ~LAT :-etrs.
BIOLOGIC
IS '4ATL1R CDLGLR
4 t_ • -i T r-r-t ~T ' ''~- T~, * •*- -i- v 1 - . ,• , v16 ••!.-« i hf. 1 us-.o A ^' i ; : •. • • q / L_ .-
17 FLOAT IMG MATERIAL
18 WATER GONDITICN
19 ALGAE AilCUNT Cp^r 3C.3 ra •
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS ArlGuNT tcer '..•'.".•.i .r •
22 '-r-i'KUEK , 'L Af-.i \ O :•-. 1 .". L
23 3IVER FALr-A
24 PCLLUTICN -zVIDEfiCE ^er TO. 5
25 LAr.D FLGRA VALLEY
26 :_AMD FLGRA HILL5LDPE
27 LAND FLGRA DI'-.-'ERS ITV
28 LAND FLGRA CGNDITIQN
HUMAN
29 TRASH ^ETAL ^~er 3O.5 - < )
30 r=A2r- ? -jrE.-i; :•-,>- ;o. f .-;-•




33 ACCESSIBILITY MASS J-3E
36 LOCAL 3CE^E
37 VISTAS
33 VIEU; C'3.~!'r I"'--EMEf'iT
39 LAND L'3E
40 UTILITIES
41 DEGREE GF C^-iA^GE






















































































































































AREA OGMORE SITE 15 OF 20
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LGUJ FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW Crnstre.'
4 ~.l','£.F, SAr-'-'.FLLL DEFT 1.- 'nstr^}
5 RIVER Fl_C& '.FRIABILITY
b RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO CF VALl_£Y HEIGHT TO 'WIDTH
3 RIVER &ED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE < ;n per m)
10 RIVL-R ijAbi-.'M AKIZA --=Q t ~n)
11 STREAM GRDER
12 EROS! Or.! GF -:'Af-;K3
13 DEPU^ITIGN;
14 VJIQTH CF VALLEY FLAT •'.•-•~t-5>
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER CULGLR
16 WATER TUR&iElfY rng.L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE As 1GUNT -!per 3C.S -.. )
20 A»._3AE TY-E
21 LARGER P'.-ANTB AriG'JNT : - ST 3O .. '5 -, )
22 LAF-:E?: FLANVG K: I :D
23 RIVZR FALNA
24 C'pl ! • ;T T -;-.j --/T-— V(-!T ,' , -. ,- Ti 5 . r. .
^~ 1 1-, w... 1 ——— —— 1 . *. — j I J l___ V f i. 1__ l___ , T ^rf ^___ . J__- ;——— 1 -^ . - • ——— 1 1 > - -
25 LAND ™ L •_' rt A '. i-'ULEY
26 LA?JD FLORA HILL3LGFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LASMD FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH. METAL '.per I-G.5 ^ >
30 '-~;A3H FA-.-ER '' i^_-r 10.5 -n )
31 TRASH OTHER (per : O . 5 T; >
32 MATERIAL REr«C VA2LE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
34 ACGES3I3ILIT / INDIvIL'J^-.






41 CEGREE GF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
43 URBANIZATION 
44 SPECIAL VIE'-iS 













































1 . OOOO 
1 . OOOO 


































































































AREA OBMQRE SITE 16 OF 20
MOTOR. ————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
SfilCAL
1 SIVER WIDTH AT i_OW FLGW lustre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT !_GW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGW FLOW C^etre)
4 3I'vER -HNKFLiLL DE-'TH ; /net;.- 3 .-
5 Kl'v'EK i~ L-LjSrv '^'i-ii-' i ,— :S 1 L 1 ! ;'
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TG WIDTH
g -'IVER D^D MA T EF. I -L
9 RIVER BED '3LGFE '. ••! p;?r- -T ;
JO f^IVER E—.3.1 "'-4 :i r<iz..-^ C -iCj r.iTi)
11 S^EAtf CPDE^;
12 EF.CSIG-N CF I? A;. if-: 3
13 D£rC3rr;GN
14 WID^ -^ VA! i. E'--" r-LAr ,--,=. i- .- .T ,
HOLDS 1C
15 *AT>:R couui-'R
16 /JA'EIR TjRBIDiVV -, ^ 9 / i_ /
17 ^LGATI.-.jG MATERIAL
18 '.-JATEF: CC.I-.JD IT IGN
19 AL3A£ A«~iCLNT (per 30 . 5 ;r, )
20 AL2A£ T'rTE
21 L-ii^ER -C'_.A:--JT3 AMGu^J'"" -^pe^ ! O , .3 • -. )
22 _A--:3ZX r'LA-^rG <I!iD
23 RIVER FAL^A
24 t-'C;LL'j T :C-! -.--V I 1:-.- :<>.> '..-,---r V :- . " n;
25 ; ..'-ND FLC^A vH(_;_ZY
26 uAND FLGPA HI^LLLGFE
27 LAND FLCRA DIVERSITY
23 LAND FLGRA CGr-4DITIGN
«JMAN
29 TRASH f'E7AL ( 3>=-r "0 . 5 en)
30 -•^^'-i ^--=:* 'ps-r- >••..! .r,;




33 -CCE33I3ILITY ^-33 G3E
36 LOCAL SCENE
37 'v 1ST A3
38 VIEW CCr;- INEMEN'^
39 LAND USE
*0 UTILI r !E3
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3. 3333
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AREA OGMORE SITE 17 OF 2O
FACTOR. ————————— DESCR IPT I ON ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW P-'LGW imatre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLCW ur-.etra)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW <frstt~a)
4 SI'.Gr! &A'\>r FULL :"EF T- •• ,- a tr *:•?>
5 n-vEF: FLCW VAR I A3 IL_ I ~ <
A RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TG *IDTH
g 9IVER =; ED rTATZRIAt
9 RIVER E'lD SLG.-E ( .1 prB'- --i •
10 .RI'^ER 3A3I'-j AREA '.~z -•-.:•:•,:•
U -S T iZ 1 P ,'i M '""* ~J " i~ ~' J t i • ^_ ft I I — ' i •- *-• i — • »
12 EFGSIGN GF E --.••*: 3
13 L'£FC£I ! I-.:,-
14 •-norn -F v A; .!.>_/ F :..-•- .. -. - = >
3IOLOGIC
15 !/<MiEr: V.I.:;L.U^R
16 AM^r: r :..--.3i j i r r ^ _
17 .-i_UM i i T'lG l*it-! : i.K i ril_
18 WATER GCNDITION
19 ALGAE AflQUNT ^sr Z^.~
20 ALGAE TYFE
21 LAS'l~-% FLPr.T3 ^,:GUN7 oer ;-">.D ;,•>,•
22 LAF'ER RLAMTG K I ND
23 F.IVER FALr-A
24 =OI.L.-JT">4 E,'i:-NCE ,„-_-. .I-:'. 5 :. /
25 LArjJ FLCRA Vr-:Li_£/
26 LAND FLORA HI;_._5LG~'E
27 LAND FLORA DIVEFSITY
28 LAND FLORA CCMQITIGN
HUHAN
29 TRA3H fETAL -'pef- 3C.5 ^J
30 TPA£iH -A^ER • p ..r 7^ . "5




35 ACCESSIBILITY MASS USE
36 LOCAL SCENE
37 VISTAS
tQ 1 * - T— II — — • ir— j -r-^O v -. c.W '—'-:" 4 P „ NL_: ~: :M I
39 LAND 'J3E
40 UTILITIES
41 DEGREE GF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
43 URBANIZATION 
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 
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1 . OOOO 
































































































AREA 06MORE SITE 18 OF 2O
FACTOR. —————————— uE.3uiM.r~ i AUN ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LGl-J FLOW (rnstre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LGW FLOW <<r.atrs>
3 RIVER VELOCITY A~<" LGW FLGW (:pet--->
4 -.IVER 3A-.-:--.F-.:LL nZPTH ^^t-^'
5 r<IVLR FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 PATIG OF VAi.LEY HEIGHT TG WIDTH
8 "IVER GED .•'•--- TE--; I -L
9 -IVER BED G-....J-E •; .T- pa-- •- ;
10 RIVER 3 A3 If* -RE A !s^ .-.IT:/
11 _>;:>;t-Ar! _rtiJu.rv
12 £RGS[Gti GF HAfir, 3
13 DE;--J3-Ti..N
14 ;.- ; IDr ^ .-F V-.-_L'£"Y ~'.~~T <' -• r^r e'.;
BIOLOGIC
15 -JATER CG'._CL'"
16 WATER TL.-'.BIDI TV ,-g/L;
17 FLOATING MA-ERI3L
18 WATER GCND1TIGN
19 ALGAE AMG-JNT (par 7O.3 n .'
20 AL.GAE T>PE
21 L--FGER P'LAr-"3 Ai^GLfUT :-.c.^-- "T.'.'.^i -)
22 LAPPFF PLANTS K L-.-D
23 RIVER FA^NA
24 -QLLJTIG-N EVICFf.CE < .-^r 3O.5 -n ;
25 LAr-'D FLGPA VALLEY
26 LAND FLGRA HILL3LGFE
27 LAND FLGPA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLGRA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH ''•'E^AL 'oer ^^'.5 TI)
30 TPAGH F.-^r-GR •. _i;- ~-:-.G -. '.-
31 TRASH GTr-.ER '(par- IO.~5 .TI )
32 MATERIAL REMOVABLE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
34 ACCEG3I3ILIT Y I T- i D I '-•' I D L A L
35 ACCESSIBILITY flASG USE
36 LCCAL SGEME
37 VISTAS
TO ' I T ^ ' . ' r^/-^^:, — T*.II — ^'fT" 1-)"!"«B vih-^-J t-Lj: -r- i : Jcii :h.is' 1
39 LAr-4 D USE
40 UTILITIES




















































































































































ARE: A DGMORE SITE 19 OF 2O
fflCTOR. ——————————— uco^rtir- i xuro ————————————
IHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LGW FLG^ -iinetra:-
2 RIVER DEP~H AT LGW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGW FLOW <rr-atre)
4 RIVER BAM'FJLL DEF~ri ^r^t-a)
g RI', c.rC F L —•'.*.' .-'Ax I •••!£? IL I T r
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 FAT 1C OF VALLEY HEI3MT TG :.-JIDTH
g RIVER 3 EC- MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED 3LCF'E '.<r: psr- r,i ;
10 RIVER 3 A3 IN AREA ' =q - ...-.)
11 3T:;'EAPl ORDER
12 ERG3IGN OF 5 AN* 3
13 DEPOSIT I -IN
14 tolOTH CF VAu.EV F'-_AT (.-e^-,-^5
BIOLOGIC
15 WAT'~R CGLL-Li'V
16 .-JATER T-ftBIDITr ' - :: / L '
17 FLOATING -lA^ERIAL
18 WATER GGNDI"7IGN!
19 ALGAE ArGLT-i'!' v,^5- 'IO . ~Z ^>'-
20 ALGAE 'vrrr
21 LARGER F-ANT^ -^G^ijT ••.•= r- TO-ii T ( )
22 LARGER r-LA-^TS .-.:IND
23 RIVER F^UisA
24 PQLLJTICN E'-.-1 I r.-ir: %CcI ;- ;- ^r 3O . 3 .r-. 
,-
25 LAND FLORA >•' .ALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LGPE
27 LAND FLL-P.A DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLCRA GGNDITICN
HUMAN
29 TRASH META'_ (per 3u.i -TI ;
30 -r r-. ,-.(-.. ^ - ,- !-.«— i-. _ _ _ — ,.-. 
-r ^ ,




35 ACCESSIBILITY MASS USE
36 LOCAL SCENE
37 VISTAS
38 ViEvj co;vr i:,Er-iEMT
39 LAND ^.SE
40 UTILITIES



















































































































































AREA OGMQRE SITE 20 
QF 2O
fACTOf^ ——
















RIVER »IDTH AT LCi^ FLCW ^rrstrs
)
RIVER DEPTH AT LGW FLGW (^etre
)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLGW (m
etre)
cr-.^ vi-.V FLL_ r.EFTH^ fTetr = >
RIVER PATTERN
':~TIG GF VALLEY I-EIGHT TG -..;:DT
H
"•l'.-"3R 7'ED '"1ATERI "I
.";!'.• :£R BED 3LGRE •: 7. oar -)
PI---ER 3-^GlM AREA - -,c '•••-;)
^T-t-..— ,- ^^ .-^r-. r-, : — i— ,
;>.•!--'• i - t" 1 . -^ •— t \
" r: r;G I 2N "F =• " *•-••• •"•
I'-£r'3 3 I T I GM
>j I 1} : '4 OF /'Ai _ l_L Y " • _ 













































































-;M TER TLRB '. D I T "•' •; rs-^/L?
FLOATING MATERIAi_
L-JATER CONDITIGN
r^L_—;L — '. . —i'^'i [ -"- ^'t'" 
_ J , -j "1 )
:"i^.3P£ T" -. '- E
L-:FGER ;-'•._ ANT 3 .^r'GL;;T "'per- 3O.5
 :"i:
-,-.-• %GER ,•'-"•• 'L_ AM 73 L: L :->G
r\IVt;R FA'.J r 4A
r' :3LLiJ T" r":"-j E'V I :: I^-CL ''psr GO.G 
'T ;
'..•AND FLL ":A .-ALLEY
i -"."•• ,3 '--L'GP^ H T; '• c;! —P""
LAND FLGRA DIVERSITY
LA?jD FLGRR CGNDITIGN
TRA3H rlETAL '-'.fjar 3O.5 in)
TAJi-! RA;''ER ;-,j!=r I "• . _i n !•
' K^iijH U i (TC.F; f, piir" J-O . ^i 
fi J
MATER I AL REMOVABLE
ARTIFICIAL GGNTRGL3
ACCESSIBILITY INDIVIDUAL
'x r~* r~- r~" r~ ••"• T ~< ••" i T ~r°. ' h~* •">• i — -"^ 
i • • — i~~'
ALCESjjIu iLIT i Mr-ibio U=h.
LCCAL '3CENE
V i •.-sT'-vS
V InW G3; -ir I i> : E" SEN r
L-ir.;D L3E
:JT ILIT IE5
LCjR-IE GF :""!-.! :if'GE
riC- CGVFR :' F'G "EMT I AL
URDANIZA^ICM


































































































AREA QGMORE SITE 1 OF 2O

















0 . 1 o 6 o
0. 3000
V _ "', 7 :", "
: 1 1
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2. O5B333
29 3.3323
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41 •.•-••• .J







UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA OBMQRE SITE 2 OF 2O




















































































































































SUBTOTAL • 1 . S24967
TOTAL • 11
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0 . 2000
0 . 2 0 -j 0
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0.25 0 0
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0 .1111
0 .1423
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AREA OGMORE SITE 3 OF 20
















































































































































. *~t i ('
2500
0909
2 5 '"' 0
0000
t 1 i 'i - : i
1423
t i, A •-*
lies
i 9 2 3
Z3:;5
"\qn-r
- "-1 0 0
3.462569
7.222316
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA OGMORE SITE 6 OF 20
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;•. i 413
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0' .1111
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5.5555
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2.O74242
SITE 9 OF 2C
F. HUMAN
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34 0.1.5U
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J . J J •_. J
6 . 2 jE~
6.25E-
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•- - ,• -.
0 . 20 0 0
0. 2-X-o
9.09.-..'
0 . 2 I: ~ '"'
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0 , 25 0 0
0 . 1423
;"i 1 i. r* A
0.166s
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5 . 555i
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5E-200
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0.1423 13
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- =; ~ - -
= .(5330
0. 1230
O -• -r -«• -r
" T — —
3. 3333
3. "33
1 . 0 0 ) 0
."l ' " ^ ".
k _ - - '-
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0 . : 1 : 0
•j . 1 •.' .• •}
2. 393636
156363
10 F Q «
BIOLOGIC
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SITE 14 OF 2<
F. HUMAN
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0. 1423
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35 0.2000
36 0 . . be. 2
37 :'.'.<:!!
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UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
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•j.2500
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a. 15£-
6. 25E-
j c. - ii : .' 0
0. 1250
0 . l 2 5 0
0 .125 0
7.0909
). I 1 • 1
0 . 3333
0 .1111
"V ' . *7 '' •«
'l A .'. ;'. '.
•i n ET "\ ' 
-' , _ J J ' '
7 . 6923
3 . "333
- •. .T -
31-2') 'J
1." 9 3423 1
TOTAL • A. 086343
- 605 -
AREA —- QBMORE SITE 17 OF 2O
F. PHYSICAL F. 8IOLOBIC
1 3.1000 15 9.0909
2 •'-• • 2 5 0 J 16 5.5555
3 J.U66 17 i.iaaa
4 0. 1423 18 0. 1250
5 '.0909 19 3.33^
6 , l '. . i 20
7 ?.0?09 21 3.3333
8 t.25£- 22 3.3333
9 5.3823 23 0.1111
10 ': . ^ :-.z 24 0. ' - i •;
11 •:. ff :•-•:> 25 '••.:•••••:•
12 J.2-..OJ 26 ;..14: =
13 0.1 ill 27 0.-I30
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AREA OGMQRE SITE 19 OF 20
F. PHYSICAL F. BIOLOGIC F. HUMAN









10 0 . < - * c 24
1 1 :-..-:; 25
12 J.3773 26
13 J.i '00 27
14 0.2 0 ;• 0 23
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0. 1250
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SUBTOTAL » 2.97B141 1.554797
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TOTAL - 7.841273 
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
3. 3O8
AREA OGMQRE SITE 2O OF 2O
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AREA AFAN SITE OF 10
JCTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT ION ———————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW < metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER 3ANKFULL DEPTH x.netre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g T: I V ER BED MA Y ZR I AL
9 RIVER EED 3!_G"'E ( f;i z er ^ >
10 RIVER BASIN APEA '. sq k<*O
11 STREAM GRDER
12 EROSION OF EANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 UJIBTH GF VALLEY FLAT ':i:et--=?;
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER fURBIDIT*' •'•.ng/L.'
17 FLOATING MATERIAL.
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AHQLiNT .per 30 . 5 ,rO
22 LARGER PL A NTS r . I N D
23 RIVER FALNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per JO . o *i >
25 LAND FLORA VALLEV
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLGFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
WJMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per- 3O.5 m)
30 TRA3H PAPER Cp^r 3O.5 m '.•






























































































































































AREA AFAN SITE OF 10
IfWSICAL.
'j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (.Tietre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (rcietrs*
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (.ne?tra>
g RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL.
9 RIVER FED 3LGPE C.T: per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA < sq km)
11 STREAil ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WID"r H GF VALLEY FLA"~ • r- ? t .-•=?,•
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY >,ry/L,'
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O . 3 m )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE '.per 3O.5 m )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LCPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRA3H METAL (per 30 . 5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 ;f< '






























































































































































AREA AFAN SITE OF 10
ICTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————E" _ — — — — - — _ __
pfCAL
~j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 R I VER FLOW V AR IABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLGPE (m per m>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (=>q km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION GF BANKS
13 DEPOSIT ION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (ms-tre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY i.T.q/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
13 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 30.5 -TS >
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 PDLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3D. 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)










41 DEGREE OF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
43 URBANIZATION

















































































































































AREA AFAN SITE 4 OF 10
rtCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
r[ RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (.natre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
Q RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE ( m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (=q kin)
11 STREAM GRDER
12 EROSION GF SANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (inetra)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY i-.ng/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 ,n>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLU T I ON E V I DENCE ( per 3O .5 m )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLDPE
27 LAND FLORA D I VERS I T Y
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O. 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER -par 30 . 5 n )




























































































































































AREA — AFAN SITE OF 10
•CTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
EvSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW 'metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
& RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <.T. per m>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF 3ANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF" VALLEY FLAT \-7ietrs)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (.Tvg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. "5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT -iper 3D. 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL -:per 3O- 5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 * >










41 DEGREE OF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
43 URBANIZATION
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 
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AREA AFAN SITE 6 OF 1O
(dCTOR. —————————— DE3CR I PT I ON ——————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
j RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH >;metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
$ RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m par rn>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( =q km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY Cmg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m J
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER ;per 3O.5 >n >




























































































































































ARE: A AFAN SITE OF 10
taCTOR. ——————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (.netre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER EANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO >JIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER 3ED SLOPE < -n per <T. )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq t..;n.>
11 STREAM OR2ER
12 EROSION OF 3ANK.S
13 DEPQS I T I ON
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT C !T! -tre>
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER COND I T I ON
19 ALGAE AMOUNT '.per 3D. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 30.5 T. >
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 5O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m )
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m >





























































































































































AREA AFAN SITE 8 OF 1O
-jfOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
" RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKF'JLL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
£ RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (si* per m)
10 RIVER 3 AGIN AREA <sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
3IOLQGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION!
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3D. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
mm
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O. 5 fn )






























































































































































ARE: A AFAN SITE OF 10
jgjtJR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
fifslCAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLGF'.E ••;.••>. per rrr .•
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq krn)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROS I ON OF BANKS
13 DEPOSIT I ON
14 XIDIH QF VALLEY FLAT (ret- -=,>
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLCJUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY , mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 TI)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 .TI>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 PDLLUT I ON EV I DENCE (par 30 . 5 m )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
WHAN
29 TRASH rETAL (per 3O,5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 tr-.j








j 39 LAND USE
40 UTILITIES




















































































































































AREA AFAN SITE 1O OF 1O
fftCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BA.NK.FULL DEPTH Cnetre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 ~:IVEF BEiD SLOF'E •; <rs per m .>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq kfiO
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOS I T I ON
14 MIDTH GF VALLEY FLAT (.v:=tre>
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER CO 1 OUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 rn)
20 ALBAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (par 3O.5 ^>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLQFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m >






























































































































































UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
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0 . 3333
0. 1428
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0 . i £ o s
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0 . 2 v v v
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TE 3 OF 10
F. HUMAN
29 0. 11 11 
30 0.2500 
31 1.0000 
32 0. 1 i23
33 o.::-:o
34 0. 1429 
35 0.1423 
36 0.33*3




















35 0. 1-123 
36 0.1=^6
•*7 .'V ''.'I :',
38 5.2200 
39 1.0000 
40 0.5 '00 
41 0.3333 




46 o. i :-oo
"6.~456349
A 1 o _
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
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UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA AFAN SITE 6 OF 10
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A ~> =: (•• A
1 . 0000
0 . 1 6 6 o
0.3333
0 . 1666




























i . o<: >:"">
.•. 4:3
0 . 1423
'."•'. 1 a i 2
0 . 5 0 0 A
".' • - 5 0 0
0 . 3333
0. 2500
."• . 1 4 2 S
'j . 5000
.' . I ^ J ' )
': . i 2 5 0
.; . i ,-,oo
4.865873
TOTAL 15.76666
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA AFAN SITE 8 OF 1O
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. 0 •'.: 0 0
"•" 1 .1 f'l
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. i '! 0 0
. : -' 0 0
. 1 0 0 0
TOTAL - 22.13634
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0. 1428
0 . 2 0 0 0
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••") . 1 i i i
0. 3333
0 . 1666
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0 . 1 0 0 0
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AREA NEATH SITE OF 23
UjfPR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
BSICAL 
rj RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER 9ANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
j, RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
1IOLQQIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
19 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 n)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O-5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
1 27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
29 LAND FLORA CONDITION
WAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O. 5 m)






























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE 2 OF 23
j^fflJR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BA^t FULL DEPTH • me ere/
5 RI'vER FLGW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED 3LGPE (m per m>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq km)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (par 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 >n )






























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE 3 OF 23
r\^e»r»o T QT T j-iki
BJYSICAL
PI RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER EANKFLLL DEFTH (metre)
5 F.IVE3 FLOW VARIABILITY
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 ERCSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALSAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 rn )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE iper 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HJHAN
29 TRASH METAL (psr 3O.5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 ,<r»>
31 TRASH OTHER (per 3D. 5 m>
32 . MATERIAL REMOVABLE
33 ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS
34 ACCESSIBILITY INDIVIDUAL






41 DEGREE OF CHANGE
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL
43 URBANIZATION 
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 













































1 . OOOO 
2. OOOO 

































































































AREA NEATH SITE OF 23
—« __ — ncrcfOT OT T I-»KI
bgiCAL 
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
j RIVER VELOCITY AT LOVJ FLO-4 •' :-p.j?+:r=> \
4 *:V". : '; Ffif^-'F •-,':_-•_ DEFT-' • ?_•",.?:.
5 SI.ER FLJ.4 VAR IA&ILI i" r
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLCFE (m per n?
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq }•;<*>
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION DF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT < . G t r e,'
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (;ncj/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
13 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 in)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT < p ̂ r 30.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (par 3O.5 m>
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
MJMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 30 . 5 m)
30 TRA3H PAPER (par 1.G.5 ,r)




























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE 5 OF 23
r __ _
fcilCAL
r, RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW unetraJ
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
j RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 r;IVER BA: a - ULi_ TEF TH •. ^atre)
5 p.. i ,-ER FL.LW V:-.F i -*!*'. L: r ;
A RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m jsr :T,>
10 RIVER EASIM AREA i sq KOI)
11 STREAM ORDER-
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALL£Y FLAT C.nstrs'
(IOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 '/.(-"HER TURBIDITY '.nq/D
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
13 'A/ATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT C ,j er 7': . 5 mi
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m )
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE 'per 3O.5 tn'.-
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
KHAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 30 . 5 m>
30 T3A5H PAPER <per 3O.5 n)






























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
1
PHYSICAL
! RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW dr.etre)
3 RIVER vELOCITi' -Vr L-J'.'J FLOW '.-.-•. e L r 5 »
4 f;IVER ^H^r:.FLi_L ^£r':~;i .;:eL--i;)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE vm per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq k,T\)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 dIDTH UF VAL_Lc_Y -LA!" C^st.r e >
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITV Cng/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 TI >
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (par 3D. 5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLQPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (par- 3O.3 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 :n>





























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE OF 23
_OR> —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
uU6TCn^_
[j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW ^LOW irr.etra)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY QJ LG'-J FLOW (!r=?t"- = )
4 rilVEx 3>-V4f-.F -•.._!_ --Lif- r i __t e
5 rtlvEK FLUW V HK L A si I L I i";
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOF'E <m per ™ >
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq <,n>
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF V ALLEY FLAT ;.-^trg?>
IIQLOSIC
15 WATER COL CUR
[b 1>JA f r.R T UR B I L> i T V '. c q / L •
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
1? AL3AE AMOUNT (per i-O.S :,ii
20 ALGAE rVFil
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT > osr 30.5 T;>
22 LARGER PLANTS K.'r-iD
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLL.UTIDN EVIDENCE (per oO.5 :T:>
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILi_SLCPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2B LAND FLORA CONDITION
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m )
30 TRA5H PAPER (oer 3O..5 rn >














45 HISTORIC FEATURES 















































































































































AREA — NEATH SITE 8 OF 23
^QR, —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
BYSICAL
j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (met-e)
4 RlvtR £rV;- FULL DEPTH ^-.str^)
g R I v'ER FLOW V AH: I AB 1 L 1 1 >
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <:<n per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq k,n)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION 3F BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH GF VALLEY FLAT <rt?trs>
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 *JATER TURBIDITY ^ng/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 ,n )
20 ALGAE TrFE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 TS >
22 LARGER PL. ANT 3 KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 vri )
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HJMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH F -PER ^per 3O.5 r: ;






























































































































































AREA - NEATH SITE 9 OF 23
TQR0 —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
EPICAL
"j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre?)
— .-••> —— 7— —, -i^- --<--! i 1 f ? \ J ~ — , -r- • • •
j .-, I v C. ."•-. ~- -i ; ••- t- - r ;._ '., L_ L_-T — _ ~ -; :~* ',:;;& t. r" '^ !
g -U'Eft FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per w)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (-sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 wIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT Cr.3tr=.'
IIOLQGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY C^g/L;
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT 'per 3>:>.5 m )
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE <p,-r 3O.5 m )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HJHAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 rn)
30 TRASH PAPER ^per 3D. 5 m)






























































































































































ARE A NEATH SITE 10 OF 23
fdCTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (oietrs)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 ~:IVER VELOCITY -YT" LL >j FLCX' ' <r=t :-=>:•
4 ; : L v -_: T iAN^'.r'ULL 3Lr : - - :; t r -5
g rtlVER FLOW VARIABIu^r-
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO QF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED r-1ATEF; 1 AL
9 F. Iv£.~. BED SLOPE ( .T: per :n)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA C =q km)
H STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANK.3
13 DEPOSITION
14 >JIDTK QF VAL'-EY FLA r -vstr-3'
B10LOSIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY > fp.y / L ',
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT <per 3D. 5 m >
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AriOUNT • par 3O.5 -O
22 LARGER .-'LANT 3 KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE ( ^ er 3O.^ m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLDPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAIMD FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL "per- 3O.5 -)
30 TF'ASH FAF'ER (per Jj.£ •.?* ;






























































































































































AREA = NEATH SITE 11 OF 23
fftCTOR- —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLDW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RI'.EF PATTEN
7 PAT.L-J GF vY-.LL-_ .- . c-i.ji-, •:•_• ,-.:,_:-!
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per ,TI)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( ^q V.in)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF '-.'ALLEY FLAT (r.etre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (.rcj/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.3 ;tu
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RI'vER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m >
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLCRA HILLS-CFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITI3N
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.S m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 /n>






























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE 12 OF 23
FflCTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
MJyilCAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LCW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LC'W FLOW Cm&t--'
4 vI'-vER 3 ANKF •••_.!_. DtP 7'-: • IT~ -. r >-• :<
5 RIVER FLOi-J VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TQ WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE ( ,n per sr.'i
10 RIVER BASIN AREA. (=q km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 ERGS I ON OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY .-LA^ •.' .T=S trs :•
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY v^g/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT <per 3O . 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AM.GUNT (p&r 3G . 3 m >
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUT I CN EV I DENC E (per 3 0 . 5 TI >
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLBLCPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL Cpsr 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (par 3O. 5 rp. )





























































































































































AREA = NEATH SITE 13 OF 23
fflCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LCW FLOW (fr-etrs'j
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOi^l (metre)
5 RIVER VELOCITY AT LCU FLOW •' >> = 1- r e )
(| , -. W- - « 1 .... 1 . . , __ , _
5 -:iv .£R PLCiAi vv-r .i r-£ .:L i r .
& RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <fr, per -n)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA Csq k-.n)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSIT I CN
14 W^DTH UK VALLEY FLAT •' .<, 5?* -e ,-
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLGLP
16 WAFER TURfclOITY ^rQ:_,
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
IS ALGAE ANQIJNT , per 3'-). 5 rn ;
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT i p^r 3O.5 m >
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE Cp=r' 3O.5 n>
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
WAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH -'AFER (p-r 3O.:J T. )





























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE 14 OF 23
FflCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LGW FLOW C.Tsetre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW ( metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 -IVEP E£-M:-="-LLL DEF"r '-; ••-•:.-?*-- = >
5 • I' "ER ."LI'.M V YW ; I.--.E: i_I T ;
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TG UlIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER 3ED SLOPE dn p-r~ m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA < ~q k.n)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANK'S
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (,n S tre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY ViT.g/L)
17 FLOAT IMG MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3D . ;5 -n )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 a; )
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 ,T, )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLQFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
23 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 30 . 5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3G.5 m )














































































































































































1. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
:AL
RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre*
;•-;!'-.' EF' I:'---.r-f-i L.L L - r •'• • ;.',.-.-- „-?
C.. r- s-*' • • • tt '. ' _ ':. 'r- < r ,,j — .
. i. - > — • » •> • >• —— - —— ' f - ~i > . .!.•,•._' j. —— j, ,
RIVER PATTERN
r.ATIQ OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
RIVER EED MATERIAL
RIVER BED SLOPE (.n per m>
RIVER BASIN AREA ', ==q kro>
STREAM GRDER
EROSION OF 3AMK.3
DEPG3 I T I ON















































































WATER FLF;3IDI T ; (:>Vj. -._ )
FLOATING MATERIAL
VJATER CONDITION
ALGAE Af'lGUN~r .per 3 1> . 3 :Vi >
ALEAE TYPE
LARGER PLANTS ArlQUNT (-.j^r 3','. 5 rri >
LARGER PLANTS r.:iND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m>
TRASH PAPER (per 30.5 --R )

















































































































AREA NEATH SITE 16 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (.r.etra)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (rrsetrs)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
5 i : : I YEK r(.':2'.'i '> :--:- I .~.E : IL I. , Y
S RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED 5'LJFE ( rn per TI )
10 XlVER BASIN AREA (sq km;
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLftT (ir-ure)
BIOLOGIC
15 idATER COLOUR
16 l-.'ATER rURBIDITY ;ig,'L;
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 AL.GAE AMOUNT (per 30.5 ,TO
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 -ARQER PLANTS AnCL'NT >per 3O.5 m >
22 L-ARGER PLANTS K I viD
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m )
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLQPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per -3O.5 ,TI;
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 .TO





























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE 17 OF 23
FflCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLCW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLG*J (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLCW (metre)
4 r'Iv£F: 1 --.: 1 ,~'^:__ .;•.£!-•"-• . •• -_- ! .rs
3 ;-:lYL.F, r_ :_ui .,,,.,; s -" L; i _ .. ; .--
4 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF '/ALLEY HE 1 3hT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER BED MATERIAL.
9 RIVER BED 3LQPE C :T, o-=r ;n>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA • =q km>
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSIGN OF BA^K.3
13 DEPOSITION
14 *JIDTH GF VALLEY FLAT • retire )
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER GCLGLJR
16 WATER TURBIDITY vmg/L?
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMGLJNT -per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT i.-psr -!•:•. 5 'ii)
22 LARGER PLANTS KI.^D
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE -per 3O.5 ^n>
25 LAND FLGRA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LGPE
27 LAND FLGRA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLGRA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m >
30 TRASH PAPER C_er 3O.5 ^i)














































































































































































I. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
:AL
RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW •; metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLTW C :-« = t. r = '•
RIVER E-vr~-; I:_L. LL. : -:•"'- -; i - ;-r •
RIVER FLLUi ,• AR I Ao IL^ : '.
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
-•UVER BED MATERIAL
RIVER BED 3 L O P E m •..:• s? r TI >


















































































'.* ! A ~>~ E R C L.' L O i J R
>jA TLR T~ i jKt> i L1 I ; ' ;':Cj , L •
FLOAT TTi-3 MATERIAL
W A T E R C C r J D I T L 3 r i
AL3AE Ai'lOUNT i ^ ef 3 •.".-'. 5 is )
ALEAE TV F '£
LPPGER PLANTS AMOUNT •; o -r .:,'_•. ^ r : ..
LARGER PLATJT3 KIND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH METAL (per 3O . '5 en)
TRA5H F AF'ER ; >.er 3O.3 .TI
TRASH OTHER (per 3O.5 m)


































































































































RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (:-etrs)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER YE'LnCIT^' '• T" L-.?!i. ~ ; ._C !>J • :'•=--=.<
~.l .'• - • -''•-•-'-_- i, -_ -• : ' ; ' -_ - = .•
RIv'ER F s_:_;Ui v ArvI;-.;SI_i ' ,
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
F IvEP LED MATERIAL
RIVER I3ED BLL-'E i ^ f ̂ r -, ;




'•JtL'TH OF VALLEY •- ' '~.~ •. ^ *~ ••- •= >
INPUT. CATEGORY. UNIQUENESS






























O. 1 1 1*














































WATER T :_-R3IDIT^ -i^j/L)
FLOATING t-ATERIAi_
'.WATER CONDITION
ALGAE AMOUNT '.per Z->. .5 m .
-LGAE TV-'E
LARGER PLANTS A IOJN"1" • _ £?- 3O.5 "i'.'
: .ARGER -'LANT3 !•'. ISD
RIVER F^LJ-MA




LAND FLORA COND I T L ON
TRAGH ^!ETAL '. j~r 7;.G ^)
rp^^H fAf-'ER «p=i- :.-.'•. 3 r. ;

















































































































AREA — NEATH SITE 20 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre;
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW •' metre?)
4 r=:vER Pi-r !••:.- L'LL I^LF^H :-.~trs.-
5 ^i.EP FLCl-i --AF :.--,5I_I : ,
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
9 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE '.rrr per TI )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (=q km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION CF 3AI\K3
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (.r.etrs)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 /JAFER T'-.PE-IDIT'- '. r-g/Li
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 AL6AE A/tOUf-,T -per 3O.3 ;n:
20 ALGAE !"YPE
21 LARGER FLAN T 3 r-r'GUN T vpt^r 3O.3 ri >
22 LARGER PLANTS PIND
23 RIVER F^UNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE , p^r 30 . 5 •!<>
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLCRA HILL3LGPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m ;
30 TRASH FAi-ER ^oer IG.3 -> ;•













































































































































































1. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
:AL ~ '
RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (:-etr 3 )
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VF.LQCITV AT LOW FLOW •'-e'-rs'
r:!VE~ L A •••-;',-• F _:_•.. 3£r "'-< : •^•=t -- -3
H I Vi^K - i_ LJV-j .- A,"< j. Ai_-> 1 1_ i : Y
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TQ UJIDTH
RIVER E-EiD r^ATERIAL
RIVER BED ILJPE ' -.n per rrO



















































































SwATZR TURBID! : -^j/i_'
FLOATING MAT •-.!--•: : AL
WATER CC?-4L I T I LN
ALGAE AnLLTYi -, p-sr 3O.3 ni)
ALGAE T V r c-
LARGER PLANTS iMCUNT {per To, 3 ni )
LARGER PLANTS KIND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH rlETAL (csr 30 . 5 n )
Tprtj^,' p ^pr-iF: .per- 3-.> . S .^J
TRASH OTHER ''par 3O.5 fli /
MATERIAL REMOVABLE
ARTIFICIAL CONTROLS














































































































AREA NEATH BITE 22 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
j RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (natre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLGW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW <>.= tre)
4 Kr/-.~.R E^N.KFULL LE.:-'^'-' .-2-^-5
5 :-. I'.'LR FLOW VARiAfclLlT;
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE C-.T^ per .n >
10 RIVER BASIN AREA Csq r::Ti)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION CF SANK 3
13 DEPOSITION
14 •A/ICTH OF VALLEY FLAT ' - e? <: r <? .•
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER CDLGUR
16 WATER rUF-.BIDITY •; , ng / t_ .-
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB UATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT •, per 3O.o ;T. >
20 AL3AE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT '\-er 3O.5 m )
22 LARGER PLANTS i :. IND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (psr 3O.I5 ™>
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAMD FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL 'per 3O.5 m>
30 TRAGH PAPER , .^r 3O.3 r; >




























































































































































AREA NEATH SITE 23 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIV/ER DEPTH AT LOW PLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LGW FLGW (metra;
4 ;-l.-ER l-AN' ~'._L;_ f'.~~:T - -,.-^" ^>
5 ^ T ^ r-. !-~' •', ^. '~~ T -_* ^-: ' r ~ V. •_ *.
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
3 RIVER E'ED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED 5LQPE Cm per -,T, •
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 ERG3IOM GF i— .K3
13 DEPOSIT ION
14 .'KDTH uF VA:..LE:v .-.AT •rr^'ir-^)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER CQLTLF.
16 WATER TL-rE: :::• : rv -.^.-D
17 FLO AT I NH ^A T ERIAL
1Q >JATER Cnr-Dir[GN
19 ALGAE A!-1CLfJ"r ;p-..;r JC.5 m )
20 ALGAE T^'PE
21 LARGER PLANTS A^CUN^ (*~er IO.5 m:
22 LARGER Pu.A:i"r G !-:IND
23 RIVER FAUriA
24 PGLLL'TIGN EVIDENCE ^par IO.5 .TJ'.'
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LUPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
23 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 T R(-3H PArEP '_:3r 'O.5 T ;•





























































































































O . 1 1 1 i




































































-'• - 4 ~"- 15 0. 2500
'-' •-••.••.". 16 0.3V'--
-v --'-'. 1 17 - , 2 ;.; ;
-- • - - - - 13 .• . i ; .. 2
0. i ,...•>.. 19 ,,. r:33
:•- -023 20 \ '-• -2 ; '0
" - • 21 -•---.,-
'-<-: — -• 22 0. ^Jj
' =.--•-•• 23
>•----- 24 - . ( ;,5
• : ' • 25 >. 14, 3
".;;;. 2 25 o . : ^ 2 3
6,232 27 ',0 ?••..•?
r>- (-^:--i 28 O.ji'-OO
i . 737629 2 . 2B7985 
TOTAL » 6.23O293
UENEQS RATIO FOR
EA = NEATH S
PHYSICAL F. BIOLOGIC
0. 1900 15 0. 2500
5.33:1 16 EJ , i i 3 1
:•..-. i '. 17 - . 3 3 3 3
•j. i^o 18 0. 1423
0. 1423 19 0.3333
0.2300 20 OvE-200
? . •?' ? •: " 21 5 . 3 1i 5 5
i . o .; 0 • • 22 5 . j 5 = 5
5E ^0" 23 •.'. 2500
0. i;^a 24 '•. 142S
-.3333 25 7.6923
^.1423 26 -.-. l=i,6
o. i •:":••:• 27 o. i 1 1 i
0.1-^ 28 5.S823
2 . 832972 2 . uodL i V
TOTAL » 7.704961
F. HUHAN





j a . . - _ .
^ ^ .
3 a : i _ - .
j ?
4 0 : . 2 •' ' "
41 ? . : ^ : -
42 ~ . i 4 3 -.
43 •: . : :o .
44 0 ...-._.
2 ~ ' 4 •-! •' 3
F A C r O R 3
I T E 2 OF 23
F. HUMAN
29 - . ? v i °
30 0, 30 :
'.' i •: -
32 o^.:-:-
33 3 . j : 2 3
34 • . • • :
35 0. 303 :
36 •:>.-•.';:•
37 :• i '•'•
38 "-. ' --
T-9 .' '. . !
40 :•..:.'
41 . . _ 2 . :
42 -.1=1-:
43 •:•.•'.:
44 ':.... 1 I
45
46 -; , 3 - :
2. 863. '_, c?
- 646 -




































0. U'OO 15 .-> -=:,•,;•,4 w .- t ._ ,» ". - .-
i.OOOO 16 5.2^!-l
0.1111 17 5.2^31
3.6366 18 0.12 T' 0
- 1 -• •: o 19 :.:;:•
^- J-:^ J 20 !;£ -.'.
0 . 1 Hi 21 v . 5 5 5 5
-•£• - !^' 22 5. 55^5
-'^' ^ •'•••;' 23 6. --_ j
^- itc i 24 -? . !^;3
0.3333 25 7.^23
•• - i^23 26 ';, 16^6
i • -"E- 27 ?.'.-. ; :•:




EA =- NEATH S
PHYSICAL F. BIOLOGIC









0. 16 Jo 24 . 14_i
0. K'GO 25 0. ! 42S
o . . •:• •-• '.* 26.'.- •: -. :••
_• . 25E 27 '--. '.''•' •-
0.5000 28 5.8323
2.375291 1.476372
TOTAL • S. 703339
F. HUMAN
29 4- ~: 1 =
30 te-.lO
31 5E-20y
32 "L-E -2 '• •.-
33 ' .- -
3 4 <: . i - - .
35 o. i:tv:
36 "'.CTJ:
37 •:-. i . .•
38 O.j=^;
39 0.2 :•:••;•






















40 '1. . !•- .'.
41 5 . -. •-. •. 1
42 7.1423
43 ?.': c -:9



























- -. - J
9 . 0 9 0 9
~ E ~ 2 ''•• 0
'7 F - 2 ' '"'









16 '-• . 2 = 3 i
17 -3.2331
!9 •>. 125 ••
1 -
*L '-•' - —
21 •>.•:• 00'.'
22 -.).20)0
23 j. i — -
24 7.14.3
25 7.^723
"> J '•, \ • *. Lt. a - • 1. C C ^
27 > . : i i i




29 i. " ; t •>
30 :E- -'•;••>
31 5E-200
32 5 E-J ••••••-'
1 3 • - .
34 .•.:.,' •.'•
35 0. 1250
36 7 - i?23
37 •:• . i • :•
38 v.l-ai
39 0.3333




44 r. - - - .: • 1
45 ».."*7?
46 4.74 " :j
t . 76O766
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS



























































































: . ; i. 1 i
*. 2631
5 . 2631




0 . 2 0 0 0
i . :>ooo
7. 1423
-> . 14 2 9
0 . 2000
?. 0909



















































































































.-, . < ,-• ,--, .'.




."i 5 1 '. 1
:.' . i i 6 6
0. 2000
3 . 2 5 E -






















•. _ - - r -
"£ : :• •
3 . 'i, j 5 5
5.5555
6 . i i a i
7 . M 2 3








31 z E - : : • •:•









42 7. i i:3
43 0 . 1 4 2 3
44 •>. -':: •




t = 5S 2 S ~
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA NEATH SITE 8 OR 23

















M ^ i"; /•' TV







e- c .-• /-; ,-•.
j t • *. ---f U
0. 1&6S































0 . 1 4 2 S
























•'• ~" '- 1 ^






7 . a ? 2 3
0 . '337
r .'.;,-
r, i ) '. t












































O.M23 15 0.1 1?!
8- -5333 1 6 5.2*3!
0.1111 17 5.2631
^ • 6 ^ *> b 18 0 . 1 2 j 0
•• i --•'.• 19 6.25E-
j.oi-5 20 :LL-2v,)
•5.0909 21 3.5*^5
"E ^ ;» 22 'J. 2^55
5E -<-* 23 i. ,;6o
"-till 24 7. 1429
0.1000 25 7.6923
7- 1428 26 0.14^8
6.23E- 27 9.0707
0. i^cc 28 5.3823
1 . 2654O7 1 . 072593
TOTAL - 4.249OB9
UENESS RATIO FOR
E A = NEATH S
PHYSICAL F. BIOLOGIC

























37 j.l :•• 0
33 0.27:0
39 0.2000
40 0. i 000
41 -> . o - : ~
42 7.142E
43 > . i 4 . E
44 .._-•.
45 4. :•!•: 3
46 4 . 3 i '/ £
1.911 osa
FACTORS















































T1 E ~ 2 '"* 0
'.-> . i i o o
0 .3.;3 3
0 . 25vO




16 i . :• ; o ;•
17 5. ,=31
18 0. 1423







26 0 . '. i - i
27 7.0-0?
28 '3.2 = 2:
F. HUMAN








3 7 'I.- .13. 0
38 '.JJOO
3 9 •: . r: . : •.•
40 •'.' - i •> 00
41 =,0"J --? 
42 ". i 4;.3
43 0. 1423
44 c . : -. : i
45 4.3473
46 4 . ; 4 7 ^
SUBTOTAL » 2.9364O2 2.271946
TOTAL » 7.613O27



















RE A — NEATH
PHYSICAL
















































































0 . i 0 '.' 0
0 .1423
0 . 1 I 1 1
0. 1 JJO
0 . i 4 o 5
0 . 1 o i 6
? . 0 ? 0 7









3 0 . i I 1 i
4 0.5000
5 :• . i •:• -• •->
6 : : : :
7 v • j w ,* %>
a ^E-:OO
9 5E- 200
10 .• . i ; j 6
























; -i •=, c -
" : -;
... j ^ j j
5 . f 5 5 5
^ • '^002
. . L i ._ 3
, ~> ? ~
0 . i i 6 O
J . •"' ? 0 9





















4 . ~ 6 1 9
5 E •• ". 0 j
5 E - _ 0
5E-200
7 . * ' I "
. . . _ : .'
7 . ft '7 2 3
\ \ . .'.
'• . r • '
0 . i 0 3 3
;• . i i - :
. i. 13 .2 C
? . '.„• ? • .• 9
\ i~ . . .
* • . -* ^
--» , . 4 :
SUBTOTAL 1. 997396. 2.37933O
TOTAL * 6.731O9O
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA — NEATH SITE 14 OF 23
















• » i -n
" . i t i- 3
3 -* ' » T -» . _> _> j .j
0.1111





5 E - 2 0 0
0 . I i 1 i






























j . 1 4 2 3


















































• — D '-•' v
: 1 i '.
. i •:••:• o
. 090 =
1 J 2 3
. ! ) ? ') 5















































•/ . i i 1 i 21
•'.iK'OO 22
::-:•:>) 23










0. 1''1 0'"' IS
3 . : : 3 : 16
0 . i l i 1 17




























































































5 £ - 2 •;> 0
5E-2GO
.•> i 1 i i
!_,-', i
•) . 5 o <:.. o
0. 3333
' . i - : 3
,-., - ; ;-,.--,
0. 5000
0 . i :• 0 '.'
;"i ~. •" ". , .
0 . 3333
5 . .: ~ 3 1
4 . : 4 ; ?














0 . 1 .6 c a
0 . I I 1 I









AR NEATH SITE 17 OF 23
F. PHYSICAL F. BIOLOGIC F. HUMAN
i 0.5 o -j o
2 >.250-.-
3 0 . 3 3 3 3
4 6 . 6 5 i o
"> ••-••'
ji . . •.
7 ••>. 1 1 1 1
3 ^E •_•><.'
7 ".3533
10 0. !•::... '0
11 ; . 2 3 • 0
12 0.2'-<«0
13 >.00»0





17 1 . 0 w :
13 0.3333
19 -• ' — :




24 i . ;.-:o.-
25 J.I 4. 3
26 0.50)0
27 ? . o 7 r ^
23 0. 5 •:•-.- 0
4. 714175
14.73234
29 i. •:•.;>.;< '•
30 .>. 5 •:<:•




36 T . -,?;:-
37 '. , "773
39 • : - -J W • - -
39 :.-. i . U
40 "'.2000
41 •>. -5-- •:
42 •• . 14.; 3
43 0. J3.v;
44 •:.:.:.
45 4. J4 o
46 4. -,-.:
4.943928
UNIQUENESS RATIO FOR FACTORS
AREA NEATH SITE 13 OF 23
























t'\ 7 "^ "\ ^•_• • _' •— ' •— * J
•'» S'^O'"''
































1 ,'\n f\ 1 1
I . V •- -s
1 . 0 0 0 0
0.5000
9 . 0 ? v T














































































3 0 . 1 1 i i
4 0.6666
5 :• . : • o )
i
7 9 . . j 9 v 9
8 "f 2:0
9 <3E-:00
10 ) . i . 1 1
11 v . 1 c o 6
12 0.2500
13 i . :. 5 c -
14 :• . i :, 3 i
























— . ' .'
r- r c: tr erJ . J J u3
— ( tr. c- c-
' j , 2 J 0 0
r ; .1 ~ ^







29 4. T J19
30 5-2 ::
31 5 E - 2 •: :•
32 5E-200
33 : . : \ :
34
35 a. ^333
36 7 . : - : 7
37 0.14:5
i 3 . . . -t ^ :
39 :•. i i ii
40 0.2000
4 1 >"•• . 2 f- ''• 0
42 •' . I i - i
43 :>. i -;g
44 =• :. • : •.
45 t. . , 3
46 I . ' i - j
1. 760594




































































































•". . i 4
7.6 =
-T -T
T . 0 9































































. 3 ? .-
. • 42
. _ - •.'
. 2 . '-'
. _ •. •-'
. '.. ':• '•-
, > i^ .j
c _ r - t


































10 :• . t i i I
11 0. I 000
12 7.1428
13 s .i5E-






















3 . i o r o
0.14 ;. 3
7 - - " '.
0. 3333
o . i i n






















r E •" " • ' • *
5E-200
-T ^ 'tj "' "*
0. 1 >00
j • ' • '
o . i o ; o
" . J ? 0 J
'' . 1 i _ S
'i . o 7.; 9
r- - . -» ,
•* , j -T ij
i _ • . • j
SUBTOTAL 1.332O73 1.493589 
TOTAL =» 4.978393
1 . 65273O



















t"i , 5 A ri fi
a. 3333
0.1111


















































-0— — — -
HUMAN
4 _ -> '. < ?





. 5 0 !• 0
. 3333
. 1-123
. 1 •• 1 3
~ =• ,'n'i
. 1 i i 3
. 16S6
. 1=66























0.5— j Is o.i in
- .-"300 15 ~ . ; , 7 i
••' • i i i i 17 5 . 2 i 3 i
0 . Z 5 0 0 ig 0.1250
.---"." ; .) '•;
•••• - i i i 21 :. 7r 5iJ
r> - ' - •'"• 0 22 7.7555
5E 200 23 0.7^00
0 - i - -•- 24 " . i 415
>. >•-•: '-• 25 0. :423
7 . 1423 26 />. : ^00
0 - 20- •• 27 0.3733
0. i ~-t, 23 3. 3723
2 . 335B07 2 . 303927
TOTAL = 9.24OOOO
F. HUMAN






36 . : .73
37 o. -:".:.
33 : . • .3
39 ...;•;
40 ••- I-:::
41 .-. : -_ ^
42 . - -• -
43 v : ~ ' ?
44 •..:•.<
45 •• . - ::•>
46 -1 ' - -i
3. 095264
- 657 -
AREA TAME SITE OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH. AT LOW FLOW (sisetre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY dng/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
13 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLQFE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAER (per 3O.5 m )






























































































































































ARE: A TAME SITE OF 23
















RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW < metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH <™etre)
RIVER FLOW 'VARIABILITY
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
RIVER BED MATERIAL
RIVER BED SLOPE ( m par rn)





















































































ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
ALGAE TYRE
LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m )
LARGER PLANTS KIND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m>

















































































































AREA TAME SITE OP 23
FACTOR- —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m>
10 RIVER BASIN! AREA < sq km)
11 STREAM GRDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 idAlER TURBIDITY (mg/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALBAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LrtRGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 .rO




























































































































































AREA TAWE SITE 4 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER SANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO l-JIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <m per m )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 NIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 UJATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 AL13AE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT <per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLL'T I ON E V I DENCE ( per 30 .5m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O. 5 <n>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3D. 5 m)






























































































































































AREA TAME SITE S OF 23
_.- . ————————— DESCRIPTION —————————f/CTOK.
(HYSTCAL 
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre) 
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
t RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLCFE ?.fn per m)
10 RIVER BA9IN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION GF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT 'metre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY <.mq/L>
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
1 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
2 LARDER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUT I ON E V I DENCE (per 3 0 .5m?
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER <per 3O.5 m)










M DEGREE OF CHANGE 
42 RECOVERY POTENTIAL 
43 URBANIZATION 
44 SPECIAL VIEWS 
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AREA TAME SITE 6 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT ION ———————————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
& RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (=q km)
11 STF;EAM ORDER
12 EROSION GF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (.nstre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (rng/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3D. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLQPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
27 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m )




























































































































































AREA TAWE SITE OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre) 
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre) 
Z RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER SANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
3 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER-
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY <:ng/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)





























































































































































AREA — TAME SITE 3 OF 23
FftCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANK.FULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE ( m per m>
10 RIVER BASIM AREA ( sq krr.)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (netre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IS WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT Cper 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARDER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m>
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILL3LOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O. 5 m)






























































































































































AREA — TAWE SITE OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFL'LL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED 3LGFE Cm per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( =q km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH GF VALLEY FLAT ' : netre>
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY ':ng/D
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 ;n>
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
2Q LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m>













































































































































































t. ——————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
:AL
RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
RIVER BED MATERIAL
RIVER BED SLOPE ( <r. per ,T\ )



















































































WATER TURB I D I TY ( rng /L )
FLOATING MATERIAL
WATER CONDITION
ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
ALGAE TYPE
LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
LARGER PLANTS KIND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 sn)
TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)

















































































































AREA TAME SITE 11 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
PHYSICAL ~ '
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH ( ; netre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m )
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT <per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 PDLLUT I ON E V I DENCE ( per 3D .5 m >
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)





























































































































































AREA TAME SITE 12 OF 23
FflCTUK.- — -utsuKiPTIQN ——————————— INPUT. CATEGORY. UNIQUENESS-















RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW • metre)
RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
ft I VER FLOW VAR I AB I L I T Y
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
RIVER BED MATERIAL
RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)





















































































ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
ALGAE TYPE
LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m J
LARGER PLANTS KIND
RIVER FAUNA
POLLUT I ON EV I DENCE ( p er 3O .5 .n :
LAND FLORA VALLEY
LAND FLORA H ILL-SLOPE
LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
LAND FLORA CONDITION
TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
TRASH PAPER ''.per 30 . 5 m >


































































































































*. ——————————— DESCR I PT I ON ——————————
:AL --- — -___.
RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (;netr s >
RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
RIVER BED MATERIAL
RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per m)






















































































ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
ALGAE TYPE
LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O . 5 m)
LARGER PLANTS KIND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m>


















































































































AREA TAWE SITE 14 OF 23
FACTOR . ——————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
& RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (re per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION QF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (Ticj/L)
17 FLOAT IMG MATERIAL
13 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)




























































































































































AREA TAME SITE 15 OF 23
FACTOR. ——————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
pHYilCAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
Z RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH Cmetr^;
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER 3ED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per -n)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (,retr-)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY Cmg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3D. 5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 rr, >
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 30 . 5 :T: >




























































































































































AREA TAME SITE 16 OF 23
fflCTUK- ————————————— UtSaUK 1 F*T I ON —————————————
pHYilCAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (roetre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
t, RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA <<=q km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOS I T I ON
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT C.Tsstre)
BIOLOGIC
13 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY C.r.g/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3D. 5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLGLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 ,T>)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m>






























































































































































AREA TAWE SITE 17 OF 23
FftCTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (reetre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER 3ANKFULL DEPTH (rostra)
3 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO GF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE Cm per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM GRDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH GF VALLEY FLAT 'metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TLRBIDITY C.ng/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O. 5 m >
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 tn)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 sn>




























































































































































AREA TAME SITE 18 OF 23
FACTOR. —————————— DESCRIPTION ———————————
PHYSICAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLCW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LDW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER SA-NKFULL DEPTH <n-.stre>
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <m per ST. )
10 RIVER BASIN AREA ( sq ksr.)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION QF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
IS WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
18 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER -per 3O.5 sn)






























































































































































AREA TAME SITE 19 OF 23
FACTOR . —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
pSvilCAL
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
8 RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
U STREAM ORDER
12 EROSION OF 3ANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
2O ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)













































































































































































:AL ~ ~ — ~~ ~
RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
RIVER BED MATERIAL
RIVER BED SLOPE (en per m)



















































































WATER T URB I D I F Y ( mg / L )
FLOATING MATERIAL
WATER CONDITION
ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 :*>
ALGAE TYPE
LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 ;T, )
LARGER PLANTS KIND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
TRASH PAPER (per 3O-5 ,T< >

















































































































AREA TAWE SITE 21 OF 23
fflCTOR . —————————— DESCR I PT I ON ———————————
PHYSICAL
I RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
Z RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER 3ANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
B RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER 3ED SLOPE Cm per m)
10 RIVER 3ASIN AREA Csq km)
11 STREAM GRDER
12 EROSION OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY (mg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
IB WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
23 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O. 5 m )
30 TRASH PAPER .per 30 . 5 m)






























































































































































AREA TAME SITE 22 OF 23
FflCTOf?. ——————————— DESCRIPTION — - — INPUT. CATEGORY. UNIQUENESS















RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metrs)
RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre)
RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
RIVER PATTERN
RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
RIVER BED MATERIAL
RIVER BED SLOPE (m per m)





















































































ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m>
ALGAE TYPE
LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3G.5 mt
LARGER PLANTS i<IND
RIVER FAUNA





TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m)
TRAGH PAPER (per 3D. 5 :^)
















































































































AREA » TAWE SITE 23 OR 23
fflCTOR. ——————————— DESCRIPTION ——————————
PHYSICAL ~ ————
1 RIVER WIDTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
2 RIVER DEPTH AT LOW FLOW (metre)
3 RIVER VELOCITY AT LOW FLOW (metre)
4 RIVER BANKFULL DEPTH (metre.)
5 RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY
6 RIVER PATTERN
7 RATIO OF VALLEY HEIGHT TO WIDTH
g RIVER BED MATERIAL
9 RIVER BED SLOPE <m per m>
10 RIVER BASIN AREA (sq km)
11 STREAM ORDER
12 EROSIGN OF BANKS
13 DEPOSITION
14 WIDTH OF VALLEY FLAT (metre)
BIOLOGIC
15 WATER COLOUR
16 WATER TURBIDITY vmg/L)
17 FLOATING MATERIAL
13 WATER CONDITION
19 ALGAE AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
20 ALGAE TYPE
21 LARGER PLANTS AMOUNT (per 3O.5 m)
22 LARGER PLANTS KIND
23 RIVER FAUNA
24 POLLUTION EVIDENCE (per 3O.5 m)
25 LAND FLORA VALLEY
26 LAND FLORA HILLSLOPE
27 LAND FLORA DIVERSITY
28 LAND FLORA CONDITION
HUMAN
29 TRASH METAL (per 3O.5 m>
30 TRASH PAPER (per 3O.5 m)
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AREA TAME S I TE 10 OF 23
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TABLE A.4.1. - Physical Factor Rankings
Site Name Rank Site No. Site Name
48 Afan 1
49 Afan 6
R.Afan Pt 4 
R.Afan Pt 1 
R. Rhymney Pt 8 
R.Afan Pt 3 
R.Ogmore Pt 3 
Afon Clun Pt 1 
R.Ely Pt 6 
R.Neath Pt 6 
R-Thaw Pt 2 
R.Kenson Pt 2 
Ogwr Fach Pt 1 
R.Tawe Pt 7 
Nant Muchudd Pt 1 
Nant Muchudd Pt 2 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 2 
R.Neath Pt 5 
R.Ely Pt 5 
Afon Clun Pt 2 
R Rhymney Pt 1 
R.Waycock Pt 2 
R.Waycock Pt 1 
R.Thaw Pt 3 






















Nant yr Aber Pt 1





















































R.Ely Pt 4 
ST
Taf Fechan Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 
Rhos-yr-yrfa 
Afon Alun Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 4 
Afon Melte Pt 3 
Ogwr Fach Pt 1 
R.Dulais Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 5 
R.Egel 
R.Neath Pt 1 
Nant Gwys 
Afon Twrch Pt 3 
Taf Fechan Pt 3 
Cwm Tyswg 
R.Llynfi Pt 1 
R.Dulais Pt 3 
R.Taff Pt 4 
Afon Twrch Pt 2 
Nant Llynfell 
Nant Lechyd 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 1 
Afon Llia Pt 1 
R.Neath Pt 3 
R.Pyrddin Pt 1 
Afon Hepste Pt 3 
Afon Hepste Pt 1 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 2 
L-Clydach Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 1 
Ewenny Fach 
Cwm Norfydd Pt 1 
R.Ogmore Pt 1 
R.Rhymney Pt 4 
R.Llynfi Pt 3 
R.Rhymney Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 3 
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 1
Nant yr Aber Pt 2 
Nant Bargoed 
Rhymney Pt 1 
R.Tawe Pt 1 
Nant Crew 
Afon Garw Pt 2 
L.Clydach Pt 2 



















































R-Rhymney Pt 3 
R.Cynon Pt 1 
Afon Garw Pt 1 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 
Nant Cwm du 
Taf Fawr Pt 1 
R.Cynon Pt 2 
Afon Hepste Pt 2 
R Neath Pt 4 
Taf Fechan Pt 2 
R.Pyrddin Pt 2 
Afon Melte Pt 1 
R.Cynon Pt 4 
R.Giedd Pt 1 
Ogwr Fach Pt 2 
Taf Fawr Pt 2 
Melin Court Brook 
R.Llynfi Pt 2 
R.Haffes
Nant Clydach Pt 2 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 2 
R.Sychryd 














































R.Giedd Pt 2 
R.Dulais Pt 1 
Nant Wern-ddu 
U.Clydach Pt 2 
Nant Llech 
R.Tawe Pt 2 
Clydach Brook 
Rhondda Fach Pt 2 
Nant Clydach Pt 1 
U.Clydach Pt 1 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 3 
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 2
Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
R. Clydach 
R.Neath Pt 2 
R.Taff Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 3 
Rhondda
Afon Melte Pt 2 




TABLE A-4.2. - Biological Factor Rankings 






































































































R.Ely Pt 6 52
R.Neath Pt 6 53
R.Afan Pt 4 54
Nant Muchudd Pt 1 55
R.Thaw Pt 3 56
R.Pelenna Pt 2 57

































Nant Muchudd Pt 2
Cwm Norfydd Pt 2
Cwm Norfydd Pt 1
Afon Clun Pt 2
R.Ely Pt 3
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1
Afon Melte Pt 1 95
Nant yr Aber Pt 1 96



























































































Ewe nny ch 
R.Ely Pt 2 
R.Ogmore Pt 1 
Afon Garw Pt 2 
R. Rhymney Pt 6 
Ogwr Fach Pt 2 
Nant Bargeod 
Rhymney Pt 2 
Afon Twrch Pt 2 
U.Clydach Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 4 
R.Rhymney Pt 2 
R.Llynfi Pt 2 
Afon Hepste Pt 1 
Nant yr Aber Pt 2 
Nant Cwmdu 
R.Taff Pt 3 
Ogwr Fach Pt 1 
R.Taff Pt 6 
Ogwr Fach Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 5 
R.Cynon Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 3 
Nant Gwys 
L.Clydach Pt 2 
R.Neath Pt 3 
Clydach Brook 
R.Ogmore Pt 2 
Afon Alun Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 4 
R.Dulais Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 3 
Afon Melte Pt 3 
Nant Clydach Pt 1 
R.Taff Pt 2 
Ogwr Fawr Pt 1 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 2 
Rhos—y r-yrfa 
Nant Tywyni 
Afon Llia Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 3 
Taf Fawr Pt 1 
Nant Lechyd 
Nant Bargoed 
Rhymney Pt 1 
R.Llynfi Pt 1 
R.Cynon Pt 3 
R.Dulais Pt 2 
Afon Hepste Pt 3 
Taf Fechan Pt 1 









































TABLE A..4.2. - 
Site Name
R.Tawe Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 4 
Nant Crew 
R.Pyrddin Pt 2 
L.Clydach Pt 1 
Taf Fechan Pt 2 
Afon Garw Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 2 
R.Clydach (ST) 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 1 
R.Haffes
Rhondda Fawr Pt 2 
Nant Bargoed 
Taf Pt 1 
R.Egel
Nant Clydach Pt 2 
R.Neath Pt 2 
Taf Fechan Pt 3 
Nant Wernddu 













































R.Cynon Pt 4 
Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
R.Taff Pt 5 
U.Clydach Pt 1 
Melin Court Brook 
R.Giedd Pt 1 
R.Pyrddin Pt 1 
R.Tawe Pt 2 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 3 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 
Afon Melte Pt 2 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 2 
Rhondda Fach Pt 1 
R.Sychryd 
Rhondda 
R.Cynon Pt 1 
R.Dulais Pt 3 
R.Neath Pt 4 
Nant Llech 
Afon Hepste Pt 2 
Afon Llia Pt 2
- 695 -
Rank
TABLE A..4-3. - Human Use Factor Rankings 





































































































R.Ely Pt 6 
R.Tawe Pt 7 
R.Afan Pt 4 
R.Neath Pt 6 
Nant Muchudd Pt 1 
Nant yr Aber Pt 2 
R-Rhymney Pt 6 
R.Llynfi Pt 2 
R.Thaw Pt 1 
R.Afan Pt 2 
Cwm Norfydd Pt 2 
Nant Muchudd Pt 2 
ST
R.Afan Pt 1 
R.Rhymney Pt 5 
Afon Clun Pt 1 
Afon Clun Pt 2 
R.Waycock Pt 1 
R.Rhymney Pt 1 
R.Waycock Pt 2 
R.Neath Pt 3 
R.Rhymney Pt 8 
Afon Twrch Pt 4 
R.Thaw Pt 4 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 2 
R.Pelenna Pt 2 
R.Neath Pt 5 
R.Ely Pt 5 
R.Afan Pt 3 
Cwm Norfydd Pt 1 
Afon Corrwg 
R.Pelenna Pt 1 
Ogwr Fach Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 3 
R.Kenson Pt 1 
Ffrwd Wylt Pt 1 
Afon Corrwg Fechan 
R.Rhymney Pt 4 
Ewe nny 
R.Cynon Pt 2 
R.Thaw Pt 3 
R.Ograore Pt 1 
Nant Cwmdu 
R.Kenson Pt 2 
R-Rhymney Pt 2 
R.Ely Pt 3 
R.Taff Pt 5 
Afon Garw Pt 2 


































































































Rhymney Pt 1 
R-Ogmore Pt 3 
Nant Tre-gof 
R.Ely Pt 1 
Clydach Brook 
Afon Garw Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 2 
R.Ely Pt 4 
Ogwr Fawr Pt 2 
Nant yr Aber Pt 1 
Afon Alun Pt 1 
Afon Twrch Pt 3 
R.Tawe Pt 5 
R.Rhymney Pt 3 
R.Cynon Pt 4 
Afon Hepste Pt 1 
R.Taff Pt 4 
R.Ogmore Pt 2 
R.Llynfi Pt 3 
Nant Crew 
R.Taff Pt 3 
Afon Melte Pt 2 
R.Rhymney Pt 7 
R.Giedd Pt 1 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 2 
R.Dulais Pt 2 
Afon Twrch Pt 2 
R.Cynon Pt 3 
R.Thaw Pt 1 
Ogwr Fach Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 6 
R.Llynfi Pt 1 
Afon Melte Pt 1 
f^Tawe Pt 4 
Cwm Tyswg 
R.Cynon Pt 1 
R.Haffes 
Rhos-yr-yrfa 
R.Taff Pt 6 
Nant Bargoed 
Rhymney Pt 2 
L.Clydach Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 2 
Rhondda Fawr Pt 3 
Nant Clydach Pt 2 
R.Taff Pt 2 
R.Neath Pt 1 
Nant Clydach Pt 1 

















































Afon Hepste Pt 3 
Nant Gwys 
Afon Alun Pt 2 
Taf Fawr Pt 1 
Nant Llynfell 
Afon Llia Pt 1 
Taf Fechan Pt 3 
Rhondda fawr Pt 2 
R.Dulais Pt 1 
Ewenny Fach 
Rhondda
Afon Twrch Pt 1 
Rhondda Fach Pt 3 
U.Clydach Pt 2 
Taf Fechan Pt 1 






















































Taf Fechan Pt 2 
R.Giedd Pt 2 
Rhondda Fach Pt 1 
Nant Wern-ddu 
Nant Crymlyn Pt 1 
Taf Fawr Pt 2 
Nant Tywyni 
Afon Llia Pt 2 
Afon Hepste Pt 2 
R.Tawe Pt 3 
R.Pyrddin pt 1 
R.Egel
Rhondda Fawr Pt 1 
R.Sychryd 
R.Dulais Pt 3 
R.Pyrddin Pt 2 
R.Clydach ST 
R.Neath Pt 2 
Nant Llech 
L.Clydach Pt 1 
Melin Court Brook 
U.Clydach Pt 1 
R-Neath Pt 4
- 697 -










































































































































































































































































APPENDIX IV - Values for River and Valley Character 
A.4.4.
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